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This National Integrity System (NIS) study 
is the fifth edition prepared for Bosnia and 
Herzegovina (BiH). It was first published in 
2004 and has undergone several updates since, 
including a local integrity system assessment 
for the Brčko District of BiH in 2015. The current 
effort is part of a larger regional project that 
includes all the Western Balkans countries, 
where the NIS studies have been undertaken 
by respective Transparency International (TI) 
country chapters. At the end of 2023, the BiH 
NIS undertook a full review of each sector to 
provide an accurate snapshot as to how critical 
institutions tackle corruption, offering also 
recommendations on how to scale up efforts 
and establish best practices in good governance 
across all the social pillars.

The key findings evolve around BiH being 
branded a “failed state” and the current NIS 
portrays the country similarly. BiH institutions 
are largely captured by the ruling elite and 
the few independent, dissenting voices have 
been silenced by placing these institutions 
under partisan control. The backsliding was 
referenced several times across the text and 
the country has been regressing, as also 
demonstrated by its ranking in Transparency 
International’s Corruption Perception Index. 
It is not a democracy, but a country captured 
by nationalist elites who each hold nearly 
unlimited power among their respective ethnic 

corps. 

The NIS recommendations therefore focus 
primarily on the tasks ahead of the national 
institutions. Essentially, BiH must improve the 
accountability and transparency of the public 
sector, including public financial management, 
transparent budgets, prohibition of conflict of 
interest and depoliticising of the administration. 
These have been high on the agenda for more 
than two decades but have not seen much 
progress. As the conclusions suggest, removing 
the grip of the political parties and their leaders 
from nearly every institutional pillar would 
transform the society and that can be achieved 
through gradual democratisation of the parties. 
A functional review of the public sector should 
aim to reorganise and reduce it significantly. 
Meanwhile, each institution needs to develop 
its transparency and integrity provisions and 
ensure their full implementation to prevent 
their further eradication and restoration of 
the rule of law. With the details in the text, the 
key specific recommendations per pillar are as 
follows:

>  Conflict of interest: In line with The 
Group of States against Corruption (GRECO) 
recommendations, all government levels need 
to adopt a uniformed credible legislative and 
institutional framework for preventing conflicts 
of interest, by extending the width of its 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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application and the depth of reporting.

>  Freedom of information: The governments 
and parliaments need to harmonise free 
access to information legislation throughout 
the country by improving provisions on 
proactive transparency and introducing heavy 
sanctions for failure to provide information 
according to the law that would in turn make 
the governments and civil service more 
accountable. 

>  Whistleblower protection: The Federation 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FBiH) government 
and parliament need to adopt a whistleblower 
protection law and their Bosnia and 
Herzegovina (BiH) and Republika Srpska (RS) 
counterparts need to update of the laws to 
make reporting corruption safe and granting 
the whistleblowing status prompt and 
attainable. 

>  Parliamentary transparency: Parliaments 
must make the process of adopting laws more 
transparent and ensure the participation of 
experts and civil society in the law-making 
process, through full drafting and public 
discussion process instead of fast-track political 
bargaining behind closed doors.

>  Executive oversight: Supreme audit 
institutions (SAIs) need to perform a proper 
oversight role over the public sector, the 
precondition to which is ensuring the 
auditors are appointed independently 
from the executive and accountable to all 
parliamentarians, the general public and the 
judiciary. This is achieved through timely and 
politically unconditioned approval of budgets 

and no political appointments to SAIs. There 
has to be a feedback loop, whereby the 
institutions with negative SAI opinion must 
undertake actions to rectify the issue before the 
next reporting cycle.

>  Ensuring the independence of judiciary and 
prosecution by automating their financing to 
reduce the possibility of influence from various 
levels of government. Independent vetting of 
all judicial and prosecutorial office holders, 
including the High Judicial and Prosecutorial 
Council (HJPC) needs to involve civil society 
organisations (CSOs) and be open to public and 
media scrutiny.

>  The public sector’s recently established 
financial management and internal control 
system needs coordination of its activities 
with the relevant SAI in order to enhance its 
efficiency and improve control of government 
spending. Greater transparency in recruitment 
to all public institutions goes beyond the 
urgently required law enforcement, SAI and 
ombudsperson. 

>  Police agencies must establish the 
independence of disciplinary mechanisms and 
more effective investigation and prosecution of 
corruption cases and other criminal offences. 
Transparent and prompt reporting of police 
agencies will support that cause. 

>  Elections: Support the work of the Central 
Election Commission (CEC):

•  The governments and parliaments need to 
ensure stability in financing of elections by 
prompt adoption of the proposed budgets, with 
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no political conditioning.

•  The governments and parliaments need 
to strengthen the legal provisions to prevent 
political pressures against the operations of 
CEC (especially at the local election committee 
level, through transparent selection of its 
members).

•  The CEC needs to undergo a detailed review 
of the election process to avoid any future 
election engineering. 

>  Anti-corruption agency:

•  The governments need to expand the role of 
the Agency for Prevention of Corruption and 
Coordination of the Fight against Corruption 
(APIK) to include mechanisms for responding to 
violations of the related law or non-compliance 
with the institutional obligation to cooperate 
with the agency.

•  The anti-corruption agency (ACA) needs to 
strengthen its coordinating role and improve 
collaboration with other institutions working 
on corruption prevention. The ACA law should 
make the collaboration of law enforcement, 
executive and public sector with the ACA 
mandatory, especially regarding requests for 
whistleblower status. 

>  Business sector and state-owned enterprises 
(SOEs): Reduce political pressure by SOEs 
professionalising their governing bodies and 
improving corporate governance, with an 
emphasis on management transparency and 
accountability.

•  The government needs to amend the laws 
on the public contracting and procurement 
system by exposing the process to the public 
and enforcing greater transparency and access 
to contracting information to reduce the 
opportunities for corruption that arise from the 
interplay of the private and public sectors. 

•  The government needs to increase the 
transparency and accountability of the public 
administration by introducing harsher sanctions 
for political abuse of the business sector, to 
stop the ongoing political interference in the 
work of private businesses and vice versa, also 
to be prioritised by the judiciary. This would 
address both the supply and the demand side 
of corruption.

•  The government needs to set up public 
registers and listing of all SOEs with the names 
of the management and supervisory boards 
members in both entities and the Brčko District 
(BD), including devising a register of beneficial 
ownership. 

•  Setting up mechanisms for integrity and 
transparency in the appointment of supervisory 
and management boards, prevention of 
conflicts of interest and strengthening 
independence and oversight. 

•  The public and the private sectors need 
to develop specific tools and guidelines 
for integrity plans to improve corporate 
governance and business integrity promoting 
good practices, also tailored to small and 
medium enterprises (SMEs). 
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>  Shrinking civic space: Independent media 
and CSOs have both been under extreme 
political pressure from the executive in 
particular, all leading back to the political 
parties. That pressure needs to stop, 
particularly in RS where independent CSOs 
have been subjected to orchestrated political 
scrutiny. The slander provisions in the criminal 
law and the so-called foreign agents act should 
be abolished. Across the country, public funding 
for all associations must be made available 
transparently and as part of public calls, 
administered under clear rules.

>  Media ownership transparency must 
improve through appropriate and detailed 
public registers of ownership. Similarly, budget 
funding for media either needs to stop or be 
awarded through public calls and transparent 
outcome-based evaluations.

>  Mainstreaming gender: All institutions 
need to elaborate their gender approach/
strategy so as to allow for equal opportunities 
in recruitment and treatment of all employees. 
The end result should be more women elected 
and appointed, greater access to services and 
visibility of women in particular, as studies have 
shown that such integration supports anti-
corruption efforts across all sectors.
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I INTRODUCTION>
The National Integrity System (NIS) comprises 
the principal governance institutions in a 
country responsible for the fight against 
corruption. When these governance institutions 
function correctly, they constitute a healthy 
and robust National Integrity System, effective 
in combating corruption as part of the 
larger struggle against the abuse of power, 
misconduct and misappropriation in all its 
forms. However, when these institutions 
are characterised by a lack of appropriate 
regulations and by unaccountable behaviour, 
corruption is likely to thrive, with adverse 
ripple effects on the societal goals of equitable 
growth, sustainable development and social 
cohesion. Therefore, strengthening the NIS 
promotes better governance in a country and 
contributes to a more just society overall.

Transparency International (TI) developed 
the NIS as part of our holistic approach to 
combating corruption. While there is no 
absolute blueprint for an effective anti-
corruption system, there is a growing 
international consensus on the salient 
aspects that work best to prevent corruption 
and promote integrity. The NIS assessment 
evaluates the legal basis and the actual 
performance of institutions relevant to the 
overall anti-corruption system. The NIS focuses 
on the institutions or “pillars” depicted in Figure 
1 that are based on a number of foundations in 
terms of political, social, economic and cultural 

conditions.

The NIS is based on a holistic approach to 
preventing corruption since it looks at the 
entire range of relevant institutions and also 
focuses on the relationships among them. Thus, 
the NIS presupposes that a lack of integrity in a 
single institution would lead to severe flaws in 
the entire integrity system. Consequently, the 
NIS assessment does not seek to offer an in-
depth evaluation of each pillar, but rather puts 
an emphasis on covering all relevant pillars and 
assessing their inter-linkages. 

Transparency International believes that 
such a holistic system analysis is necessary 
to appropriately diagnose corruption risks 
and develop effective strategies to counter 
those risks. This analysis is embedded in a 
participatory approach, involving the key anti-
corruption agents in government, civil society, 
the business community, and other relevant 
sectors to build momentum, political will, and 
civic pressure for relevant reform initiatives. 

The NIS assessment creates a sound empirical 
basis that adds to our understanding of strong 
or weak performers on a cross-country level. 
In addition, from a regional perspective, the 
results can create a sense of peer pressure for 
reform and an opportunity for learning from 
countries in similar stages of development.
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II COUNTRY PROFILE>

The Dayton Peace Accords that ended the 
armed conflict in 1995 retained Bosnia and 
Herzegovina’s international boundaries and 
created a multi-ethnic and formally democratic 
government charged with conducting foreign, 
diplomatic and fiscal policy. Politics take place in 
a framework of a parliamentary representative 
democracy whereby executive power is 
exercised by the Council of Ministers of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina (CoM). Legislative power is 
vested in both the CoM and the Parliamentary 
Assembly of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Members 
of the assembly are chosen according to a 
proportional representation system.

BiH has several levels of political structuring, 
according to the Dayton Agreement. Also 
recognised was a second tier of government 
composed of two entities roughly equal 
in size: the predominantly Bosniak-Croat 
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FBiH) 
and the predominantly Serb-led Republika 
Srpska (RS), the most important of the levels 
of government. The Federation and RS were 

1.  GOVERNANCE AND POLITICS

2.1 > FOUNDATIONS OF THE NATIONAL INTEGRITY SYSTEM

formally established by the Dayton Agreement 
because of the tremendous changes in BiH’s 
ethnic structure. They were based largely on 
the territories held by the two warring sides at 
the time. Since 1996, the power of the entities 
relative to the state government has decreased 
significantly. Nonetheless, entities still have 
numerous powers to themselves. 

Additionally, the Dayton Accords established 
the Office of the High Representative (OHR) 
to oversee the implementation of the 
civilian aspects of the agreement. The Peace 
Implementation Council at its conference in 
Bonn in 1997 also gave the High Representative 
additional authorities, the so-called Bonn 
powers making them formally the highest 
political authority in the country. The High 
Representative has many governmental and 
legislative powers, including the dismissal of 
elected and non-elected officials. Some of 
these features were questioned inter alia by the 
Council of Europe’s Venice Commission claiming 
“such an arrangement is fundamentally 
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incompatible with the democratic character of 
the state and the sovereignty of BiH.”1

The most important of these levels is the 
division of the country into two entities: the 
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina and 
Republika Srpska. The Federation covers 51 per 
cent of BiH’s total area, while Republika Srpska 
covers 49 per cent. 

The country is led by a three-member 
presidency (one Bosniak and one Croat 
elected from the Federation and one Serb 
elected from the RS) directly elected by simple 
majority popular vote for a four-year term. The 
presidency’s chairpersonship rotates every 
eight months. The last general elections were 
held on 2 October 2022 and the governments 
have been formed at all levels, with few 
changes to the dominant national parties in 
power. After a long time, the Bosniak Party 
of Democratic Action (SDA) lost power to a 
coalition of parties chiefly representing the 
Bosniak ethnic group, led by the RS dominant 
Independent Social Democratic Party (SNSD) 
of Milorad Dodik and the Croatian Democratic 
Union (HDZ) representing the Croats that 
joined forces with the Party of Social Democrats 
(SDP), People and Justice party and Our Party, 
formerly in the dominantly Bosniak opposition. 
As a result, the Chair of the Council of Ministers 
is now Bojana Krišto from HDZ, while in the 
division of political seats, the Prime Minister 
of FBiH is Nermin Nikšić from the SDP. A 
similar division trickles down to the cantonal 
governments in FBiH, while RS remains an SNSD 
stronghold. The elections were seen as irregular 
by several opposition parties, particularly in the 
RS with a large-scale theft of votes and other 

forms of election fraud. The Central Election 
Commission (CEC) was slow to react to these 
claims and their communication largely failed 
to match the seriousness of the opposition’s 
claims. The international community decided 
to play along and not question the legitimacy of 
the elections or their results.

The Brčko District (BD) in the north of the 
country was created in 2000 out of the land 
from both entities. It officially belongs to both 
but is governed by neither and functions under 
a decentralised system of local government. 
For election purposes, BD voters can choose 
to participate in either the Federation or RS 
elections. BD has been praised for maintaining 
a multi-ethnic structure and a level of 
prosperity above the national average.

The third level of BiH’s political subdivision is 
manifested in cantons. They are unique to the 
Federation, which consists of ten of them. Each 
has a cantonal government, subordinated to 
the laws of FBiH, but governed additionally by 
their own cantonal regulation, including on 
law enforcement. Some cantons are ethnically 
mixed and have special laws to ensure the 
equality of all constituent people.

The fourth level of political division is 
manifested in the municipalities. The 
Federation is divided into 79 municipalities 
and RS into 64. Municipalities also have their 
own local government and are typically based 
in the most significant city or place in their 
territory. As such, many municipalities have a 
long tradition and history with their present 
boundaries. Some others, however, were 
only created following the recent war after 
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traditional municipalities were split by the 
Inter-Entity Boundary Line. Each canton in the 
Federation consists of several municipalities 
that are divided into local communities.

The rule of law is formally upheld by the 
institutions that were modelled on liberal 
democracies. However, over time the 
institutions have fallen prey to the ruling elites 
and victim to state capture, as the country 
reversed some of the reformist progress 
achieved in the first post-war decade. From 
the period between 2005 and 2006 high-level 
political discussions on constitutional changes 
were launched, which additionally polarised the 
scene and introduced a new populist discourse 
which highlighted nationalist agendas, often 
to cover-up theft and corruption on a grand 
scale. Nevertheless, the election cycles are 
being observed, the institutions resume work 
following the election outcomes. However, as 
this publication will demonstrate, the entire 
process is captured and highly contaminated by 
the ruling elites.

In 2022 the population of BiHs was estimated 
to be 3.2 million. The ethnic distribution is 50.1 
per cent Bosniaks, 30.8 per cent Serbs, 15.4 
per cent Croats, 2.7 per cent other and 1 per 
cent not declared/no answer.2 Society remains 
divided along ethnic lines, which is reflected 
in day-to-day politics.3 However, research into 
post-war confidence building has shown that 
the larger the volume of mutual trade, the 
fewer political tensions trouble the society.4 

Also, significant economic differences exist 
among various parts of the country, which 
also causes differentiation. This led to the 
significant population outflow due to economic 
migrations. The worsening political and 
economic conditions led to a rapid increase in 
migration to European Union member states. 
It is estimated that some 400,000 people, or 13 
per cent of the population left between 2011 
and 2019, with the vast majority representing 
higher educated younger citizens.5 Together 
with the war-time immigration, there are more 
citizens of BiH living abroad than in the country.

Partly historically and partly as a result of 
these trends, the society has become more 
conservative than immediately after the war. 
Research shows women still get much less 
education (which only changes at the higher 
education level) and it is significantly easier 
for men than for women to find work. Men 
are also better remunerated, and women are 
rarely elected to public office. For example, 
only 4 per cent of all mayors are women.6 It is a 
patriarchal, traditional society where religious 
groups remain very influential and play a role 
in political life despite the formal separation of 
church and state.

In the 2020s serious human rights concerns 
remain due to ethnic divisions, discrimination, 
and the rights of minorities and asylum seekers. 
Pressure on media professionals continues. 
A long-delayed strategy was adopted to clear 
the backlog of war crime case prosecution.7 
The country is located on the so-called Balkans 
route of human trafficking and smuggling of 
immigrants that places additional strain on the 
country’s finances and security forces.

2.  SOCIETY AND CULTURE
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This publication examines the phenomenon 
of state capture in great detail, however the 
assessments of the last decade largely agree 
that the intra-party structures and procedures 
established have created a unique political 
system that has led to a crisis in the legitimacy 
of state institutions and a lack of public trust 
in the democratic process. In addition to being 
rated as the country with the highest level 
of corruption in the Western Balkans, BiH is 
increasingly described as a captured state and 
a hybrid regime.8 This publication therefore 
looks into limiting the power and influence 
wielded by political leaders through the largely 
undemocratic structures of their practically 
privatised political parties.

The public at large has been disillusioned with 
politics. Ever since the country’s independence 
joining party ranks meant not believing in 
the causes the party stands for, but attaining 
personal or career goals through membership. 
Citizens have been motivated to vote by the 
nationalist rhetoric of party leaders, not the 
party programmes before, during and after 
the war – a cycle so difficult to break also due 
to the deteriorating quality of the education 
system and the brain drain among the young 
and employable members of the population. 
Ultimately, an endless list of corruption 
discoveries that remain unchallenged by the 
justice system left the population disinterested 
in the phenomenon. Citizens are learning to 
live with the corruption and often brush anti-
corruption campaigns aside, assuming that 
“nothing will ever change” in this “doomed 
culture”. The NIS therefore focuses on the 
smaller attainable objectives that will render 
short-term results, alongside systemic reform 

efforts, as it is of paramount importance to 
restore hope among citizens and engage them 
in the monitoring and reporting of corruption 
as well as stimulate their support for the 
actions, individuals and political parties that 
are seeking to break the corruption chain. The 
existing culture of impunity is supported by 
all the social pillars, as the NIS discloses and 
ending this social and institutional determinism 
has been the key challenge of post-war 
development.

On a general note, several social features have 
taken steep turns for the worse and need to 
be addressed urgently in order to secure any 
future for the country. Further structural issues 
that receive little or no attention will result in a 
social collapse. These are gender equality and 
the quality of education.9 Both are detrimental 
to the long-term development of the country. 
All of these problems together, including 
the weak institutions that this assessment 
will analyse, have contributed to the largest 
(alongside Albania) brain drain in a European 
country that will adversely affect the future of 
BiH for several generations to come.10

The media operate in a relatively favourable 
legal environment but in an extremely 
unfavourable political and economic 
atmosphere. Journalists do not feel protected 
while doing their work, and there are large 
differences in media freedom and the 
quality of journalism across the country.11 

Correspondingly, as this publication will 
demonstrate, public opinion is shaped by the 
political elites, often joined by religious leaders 
and a myriad of organisations and institutions.
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Bosnia and Herzegovina has a transitional 
economy with limited market reforms. The 
economy relies heavily on the export of 
metals, energy, textiles and furniture and 
on remittances and foreign aid. Its highly 
decentralised government hampers economic 
policy coordination and reform, while excessive 
bureaucracy and a segmented market 
discourage foreign investment. The economy 
is among the least competitive in the region. 
Foreign banks control much of the banking 
sector. The konvertibilna marka (convertible 
mark, abbreviated BAM) – the national currency 
introduced in 1998 – is pegged to the euro 
through a currency board arrangement, which 
has maintained confidence in the currency and 
has facilitated reliable trade links with European 
partners. Real GDP (purchasing power parity) 
amounts to US$47.05 billion (2020 estimate of 
€43.8 billion, growing at about 3 per cent rate 
pre-COVID-19), which makes the per capita GDP 
US$14,300 (2020 estimate of €13,320).12

BiH’s private sector is growing slowly, as foreign 
investment dropped sharply after 2007 and 
remains low. High unemployment remains the 
most serious macroeconomic problem. The 
successful implementation of a value-added tax 
in 2006 provided a steady source of revenue 
for the government and helped rein in grey-
market activity, though public perceptions of 
government corruption and misuse of taxpayer 
money have encouraged a large informal 
economy to persist. National-level statistics 
have improved over time, but a large share 
of economic activity remains unofficial and 

unrecorded. Weak economic policies rely on 
external borrowing with external debt reaching 
US$5 billion (€4.66 billion) in December 2022, 
compared with US$4.7 billion (€4.38 billion) in 
the previous quarter, coming to 34.5 per cent of 
GDP.13

Borrowing by Republika Srpska surpasses 
borrowing by the Federation of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina. RS also has far fewer means of 
servicing debt. Personal remittances from 
abroad peaked in 2021, the last year when the 
data is available, at nearly US$2.5 billion (€2.33 
billion)14, more than a third of the nominal GDP 
of US$6.17 billion (€5.75 billion).15 Even though 
the last available poverty data covers 2015, 
the poverty headcount ratio at US$ 2.15/day 
amounts to 16.9 per cent of the population.16 
This has remained mostly unchanged through 
the years, and there is no widespread poverty 
and the common features associated with it. 
Most citizens have access to basic physical and 
social infrastructure and the country still enjoys 
the benefits of the fast industrialisation and 
development in the final years of the former 
Yugoslavia, which set the foundation for the 
country’s economy. However, the social safety 
net has suffered tremendous setbacks in the 
fragmented and corrupt successor country, so 
while the bulk of the population lives above 
the poverty line, this necessitates only for the 
basic living conditions for the vast majority 
of population, while the ruling elites enjoy 
immense wealth both inside the country and 
syphoned abroad.

High corruption rates represent a key economic 
challenge, deterring private investment and 
adversely impacting the economy, particularly 

3.  ECONOMY
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small and medium-sized enterprises. State-
owned enterprises (SOEs) are identified as a 
major corruption source and a crucial power 
asset within the corrupt system. The substantial 
influence wielded by political parties in the 
appointment and decision-making processes 
of SOEs contributes to inefficiencies, impeding 
these enterprises from fulfilling their purpose 
of serving the general public, by delivering 
crucial services. Yet, the ability to control a 
significant portion of the GDP through SOE 
control, makes the society quasi-socialist, 
allowing the private sector to blossom only 
where the owners are politically networked. 
High fiscal and administrative barriers for all 
others prevent a level playing field. 
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Prevelence of corruption

2.2 > CORRUPTION & ANTI-CORRUPTION

According to Transparency International’s 
Corruption Perception Index (CPI) 2022, BiH 
holds the worst place in Southeast Europe 
with a score of 34, on a scale from 0 to 100. 
The score worsened by eight points between 
2012 and 2022, making it the biggest decline 
compared to 2012 in the region of Eastern 
Europe and Central Asia. The assessment 
reflects the ongoing lack of reform agenda.17 

A public opinion survey conducted by TI Bosnia 
and Herzegovina in late 2019 shows that 85.4 
per cent of the population thinks the level of 
corruption is high or very high.18 The following 
chart shows which sectors are considered most 
corrupt (sectors marked by respondents as 
corrupt, with multiple responses possible):
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Clearly, citizens perceive political parties 
as the pinnacle of corruption in society, 
which translates into control of nearly all 
the institutions captured by the ruling elites. 
According to over two decades of surveys, 
these patterns remain intact. The governments 
or parliaments come lower in the list simply 
because they are accountable to the ruling 
parties, with those sectors where citizens 
experience corruption first-hand, such as 
health, judiciary or police, following closely 
behind.

The same survey gives insight into who is more 
likely to report corruption. This is typically a 

higher educated person, from an urban centre, 
who is better off than average. Under these 
circumstances women step forward, while in all 
other instances it is men who are more likely to 
report corruption.

When it comes to reporting the actual acts 
of corruption, the Advocacy and Legal Advice 
Centre’s (ALAC) database of TI BiH for 2022 
received 1,561 calls reporting corruption, which 
resulted in 302 cases opened in that year alone, 
mostly by the citizens guided by the ALAC 
staff and 13 of those by TI BiH directly. Their 
breakdown is presented below:

Number of ALAC submissions in 202119

Public ad- 
ministration  137

Other  35

Conflict 
of interest  32

Judiciary  29

Education  21

Health  14

Private 
sector  10

Access to  
information  10

Other  14
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Also noticed over the decades of public surveys 
is a constant drop in bribery rates, while 
monitoring of contracts, public procurement 
etc. has been demonstrating a steady increase 
in embezzlement of public funds. These have 
been drained not only via the public sector 
institutions, but also by the large state-owned 
enterprise sector (a procurement database 
tracking public enterprises has been set up 
by TI BiH).20 The patronage networks have 
closed control over a range of institutions, 
including their internal and external control 
mechanisms, so they can continue to syphon 
resources without interruption, suggesting state 
capture. The face of corruption has changed, 
moving away from petty to grand corruption, 
albeit both exist in parallel to the detriment of 
citizens.

The complex administrative mechanics 
prescribed in the Dayton Accords presented 
opportunities for nationalist leaders to abuse 
public office. At the same time, economic 
reforms and a high degree of decentralisation 
gave elites and local communities the 
facility to resist externally induced structural 
adjustments. The economic paradigm 
introduced for the transition limited any 
attempt to establish a social contract between 
the individual and the state. Consequently, a 
degree of social cohesion remains through 
adherence to local, clientelist loyalties and 
informal economic activity. This provides the 
cultural and structural economic context where 
abuse of public office flourishes.21

ANTI-CORRUPTION 
LEGAL FRAMEWORK 
 
 
The last institutional anti-corruption effort 
was led by the BiH’s Agency for the Prevention 
of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight 
against Corruption (APIK) that was tasked 
with carrying out the Anti-corruption Strategy 
for 2015-2019 and the Action Plan for the 
Implementation of the Anti-corruption Strategy 
for 2015-2019, both adopted only in 2016. 
However, these brought mixed results partly 
due to the insufficient mechanisms available 
to APIK as well as the general lack of political 
appetite for reforms, particularly in the area of 
governance. Attempts to adopt a new, current 
or a future strategy fail due to the ongoing 
political blockages, mostly aimed at preventing 
any systemic and institutionalised anti-
corruption efforts. These documents, as well as 
the efforts at the lower levels of government, 
will be examined in greater detail under the 
anti-corruption agencies pillar of the NIS.

Meanwhile, the entities have adopted their own 
anti-corruption laws that look to transfer as 
many responsibilities for processing corruption 
closer to the perpetrators of crimes, therefore 
keeping justice subdued.22 No value has been 
added to the anti-corruption work through 
their existence or the specialised institutions 
set up in the process of their implementation, 
such as the specialised courts that attempted 
to take the responsibility away from the state-
level Court of BiH. The entire anti-corruption 
agenda comes more as a result of the external 
processes such as the country’s EU agenda, 
driven from Brussels. For example, one of 
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14 key priorities outlined in the European 
Commission’s Opinion on BiH’s Application 
for EU Membership, BiH must develop a 
genuine political desire to deal with the issue 
systemically. 

 
ANTI-CORRUPTION 
WORK IN THE COUNTRY 
 
 
A number of CSOs, including TI BiH, have 
observed a continuous lack of progress in 
key reforms, such as the conflict of interest 
law, public procurement, party financing and 
the protection of whistleblowers. Judicial 
reforms have been blocked for several years, 
while the judicial system is instrumentalised 
and captured by the ruling elites requiring 
fundamental reforms and a system of checks 
of judicial office holders (this is also recognised 
by the EU Country Reports).23 Until the October 
2022 general elections the legislatures have 
been technically blocked, with the exception 
of the Republika Srpska parliament which was 
entirely dominated by the ruling party and 
passing laws that reflected capture by the 
elites. On the other hand, the activities of the 
executive at all levels were rarely focused on 
the reform agenda but instead on embezzling 
public resources, used for personal gain 
supporting the power- structure of the ruling 
parties.24

In contrast to the lack of public sector 
efforts, civil society has been very vocal and 
comparatively organised in advocating reforms, 
supporting rare good governance initiatives. 
This is particularly important given the political, 

social and economic context described above, 
where very few institutions are free to report 
corruption and speak up.

The recent elections promised a quick 
formation of the state institutions, given 
the solid election performance of the ruling 
Serb and Croatian parties, SNSD and HDZ 
respectively, joined by a coalition of eight 
opposition Bosniak parties. This allowed for a 
swift granting of the EU candidate status for 
BiH on 13 December 2022. While this was done 
with the view to motivate political pragmatism 
and to support the EU’s geopolitical influence in 
the region, it is extremely doubtful if it presents 
sufficient leverage to kickstart the reformist 
course and an anti-corruption agenda. If any 
progress is indeed demonstrated, that will 
likely bring renewed donor support, monitoring 
mechanisms and a stronger international/EU 
presence in the country to minimise the impact 
of the corrupt elites.

Based on its extensive research, TI BiH 
advocates the following priority good 
governance agenda in the medium to long-run 
for the country:25
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A detailed legislative and institutional agenda will be presented in the NIS findings below.

Hypertrophied and inefficient 
public sector organised as a 
patronage network – a power 
base of captors (ethnopolitical 
elites)

Systemic illegal extraction of 
public resources through public 
contracting

Political parties as parallel 
structure of governance – 
patronage networks are mafia-
like 

Clientelism/distribution of public 
sector jobs as key mechanisms of 
generating voter support

First step: Systemic Functional 
review of the public sector 
 
 

Centralisation and digitalisation 
of public procurement 

Democratisation of political 
parties 
 
 

Introduction of mandatory voting  
 

Election integrity reform and 
prevention of abuse of office for 
pressuring voters

Drying up resources for 
corruption 
 
 

Reducing opportunities for 
corruption 
 
 
Leveraging and articulating the 
public’s deep mistrust in the 
government through citizens’ 
active involvement in decision-
making

Creating greater accountability 
for elected officials

Problem Intervention Logic of intervention
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The constitutional status of the Bosnia and 
Herzegovina Parliamentary Assembly, as 
well as the entity parliaments (the Republika 
Srpska National Assembly and the Federation 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina Parliament), is de-
fined by the Constitution of Bosnia and Herze-
govina and the respective entity constitutions. 
BiH has a bicameral parliamentary system, 
consisting of the directly elected House of 
Representatives (with 42 MPs elected from 
two entities: 28 from FBiH and 14 from RS) 
and the House of Peoples (with 15 delegates 
reflecting equal representation of the three 
constituent peoples, with five delegates from 
each people) indirectly elected by the FBiH 
Parliament and the RS National Assembly.

A complex constitutional and legal framework 
governs the functioning of parliaments, out-
lining their roles, independence, transparency 
and accountability. However, this framework 
is somewhat limited by the country’s intricate 
constitutional structure and the presence of 
veto mechanisms designed to safeguard the 
national interests of the ethnic groups.

Parliaments have the necessary financial and 
human resources to perform their duties. 
However, significant issues have been identi-

fied in the implementation of the legal frame-
work governing parliamentary operations and 
in the ability of parliaments to fulfil their roles 
effectively.

The main issue with the legislature is that the 
power to pass laws and oversee the executive 
branch has been largely shifted away from 
parliaments and into the hands of party lead-
ership that often resides in the executive. As a 
result, the parliaments’ role has been reduced 
to merely rubber-stamping political leaders’ 
agreements. During the 2018-2022 parliamen-
tary term, parliaments largely failed to fulfil 
their constitutionally and legally mandated 
roles and were, for most of the term, obstruct-
ed due to the ongoing political crisis.

Although there are constitutional and le-
gal mechanisms in place to ensure that the 
legislatures are accountable to voters for 
their actions and decisions, in practice, MPs/
delegates are only accountable to the parties 
from whose lists they were elected to parlia-
ment. Their focus on citizens intensifies only 
before elections when they require votes. The 
issue of integrity and the identification and 
prevention of conflicts of interest is treated as 
a matter of marginal importance.

SUMMARY
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The CoM, through its Ministry of Finance and 
Treasury, is responsible for preparing the 
budget.26 The Presidency reviews the draft 
budget and sends it in the form of a Proposal 
to the Parliamentary Assembly for approval. 
The Parliamentary Assembly has to submit 
its draft budget within the limits of the state 
budget to the Ministry of Finance and Treasury 
for inclusion in the draft Law on the Budget of 
the Institutions of BiH. The Ministry of Finance 
and Treasury, the Council of Ministers and the 
Presidency can provide their opinions on the 
draft budget of the Parliamentary Assembly 
without being able to change it.

The legislatures are responsible for the 
adoption of the budget in the form of a law and 
the adoption of the law on budget execution. 

The legislatures also have the authority to 
adopt budget revisions. The budget provides 
for the financing of the legislatures themselves 
and their houses, the financing of their 
administrative and professional services, as well 
as the financing of parliamentary commissions 
and committees.27 Each direct budget 
beneficiary can only spend the funds allocated 
to it within its budget line. At the government’s 
proposal, funds can be redistributed between 
current and capital expenditures. Additionally, 
funds can be redistributed within the budget 
based on the decision of the relevant ministry, 
at the request of the budget beneficiary.28

At the entity level, entity parliaments adopt the 
annual budgets. This includes the budgets of 
the parliaments themselves since parliamentary 
commissions/committees review the budget 
proposal and make suggestions to the 
government. However, unlike at the state level, 
laws governing the adoption of entity budgets 
do not prescribe a government opinion on the 
draft budget of the parliaments without the 
ability to change it.29

Legal provisions provide legislatures with ade-
quate resources for their administrative and pro-
fessional services, as well as their parliamentary 
commissions and committees.

INDICATOR 1.1.1
Resources (law)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
that provide the legislature with adequate 
financial, human and infrastructure resour- 
ces to effectively carry out its duties?

Score: 100/100

CAPACITY

>

INDICATOR 1.1.2
Resources (practice)

To what extent does the legislature have 
adequate resources to carry out its duties in 
practice?

Score: 75/100

>
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In practice, the parliaments generally have suf-
ficient resources, both financial and human, to 
fulfil their roles as defined by the constitutions, 
laws and rules of procedure. This includes limited 
expert services/resources that support the parlia-
ments.

A comparison of the recent budgets for the 
Parliamentary Assembly shows BAM16,279,000 
(€8.32 million) was allocated for its work 
in 2020. The 2022 budget increased by 
BAM 3,247,000 (€1.66 million) to a total of 
BAM19,526,00030 (€9.99 million), while the 

2023 budget increased even more to BAM 
22,757,000 (€11.63 million).31 The 2021 budget 
was not adopted during that entire year and 
financing was based on decisions for temporary 
financing. In the budget for the Parliamentary 
Assembly in 2021, BAM940,000 (€480,388) was 
allocated for the programme “Clubs of Political 
Parties”. Of this amount, about BAM366,000 
(€187,025) was for the work of clubs of political 
parties and about BAM574,000 (€293.343) for 
financing the headquarters of political parties32 
in accordance with the Law on Political Party 
Financing.33 Despite the upward trend in the 
parliament’s budget, it has had little effect on its 
overall work.

Table 1.1: Budget allocation to the Parliamentary Assembly’s House of Representatives for 
the period from 2018 to 2023

2023

2022

202134

2020

2019

2018

22,757,000

19,526,000

16,279,000

16,279,000

15,740,000

15,430,000

11,635,469

9,983,485

8,323,320

8,323,320

8,047,734

7,889,233

16.55%

19.95% 
 

3.42%

2.01%

Year Amount in BAM Amount in €
Percentage 
increase of budget
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The legislative branch is separated from the 
executive and judicial branches and parliaments 
represent the highest authority. The judiciary, 
represented by the constitutional courts, has 
the power to determine the constitutionality of 
laws. If a law is found to be unconstitutional, 
the Constitutional Court invalidates the entire 
law or specific provisions within it. A parliament 
is then required to pass a new law (or a specific 
provision of it) in accordance with the court’s 
legal opinion. Obviously, the Constitutional 
Court has no authority to impose or pass a law 
in lieu of parliament, even if the parliament fails 
to act on its instructions. 

According to the constitutions of the 
entities, after a law has been passed in the 
parliamentary procedure, the president of 
the entity may request that the parliament 
reconsider the law if they believe it violates 
the basic principles of state functioning. If the 
parliament adopts the law in identical text, 
the president of the entity has a constitutional 

Operating within the parliaments are 
administrative and professional services 
that are available to parliamentarians and 
parliamentary commissions. Each of the 16 
commissions has its own office and a secretary. 
In addition, joint services encompass a wide 
range of sectors, such as international relations, 
public relations, the EU, etc. 

Official gazettes, which publish decisions, are 
regularly printed and are available in both 
written and electronic forms.35 In addition 
to having their regular budget funds, the 
parliaments have continued to receive support 
from external donors. For example, from 
2019 to 2021, an EU-funded twinning project 
EU Support to the Parliaments of BiH in EU 
Integration Tasks was implemented.36 The 
project focused on executing tasks related 
to EU integration and implementing the 
Stabilisation and Association Agreement (SAA) 
signed between the EU and BiH.

Similar to the state level, entity parliaments 
have administrative and professional services 
that are available to the parliamentarians 
and parliamentary committees.37 All existing 
committees and working bodies have their own 
secretary.

The independence of the legislatures from the 
executive and judicial branches is guaranteed by 
the constitutions and relevant legislation.

INDICATOR 1.1.3
Independence (law)

To what extent is the legislature independ-
ent and free from subordination to external 
actors by law?

Score: 100/100

>
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obligation to promulgate the law and issue a 
decree for its promulgation. The Constitution 
does not allow the Presidency (collective 
head of state) to dissolve the Parliamentary 
Assembly. According to the RS Constitution 
(Article 72, paragraph 6), “The President of the 
Republika Srpska may decide to dissolve the 
National Assembly after hearing the opinion 
of the Prime Minister and the Speaker of the 
National Assembly.”38 According to the FBiH 
Constitution (Article 16) “If the President of 
the Federation determines that the Houses 
are unable to pass necessary laws, s/he may 
dissolve one or both Houses with the consent 
of the Vice-President of the Federation, 
provided that neither House can be dissolved 
during the first year of its tenure.”39

Only parliaments have the authority to 
appoint the speaker of the parliament and 
their deputies, members of parliamentary 
commissions and committees, and other 
technical staff employed in the parliament. 
Additionally, only the parliament can define its 
order of business and no other authority can 
impose it. The government may request that 
the parliament convenes a session to consider 
a particular issue in order for the parliament to 
take a position on it.40

The Law on Immunity states that delegates 
of the House of Peoples and members of 
the House of Representatives shall not be 
held criminally or civilly liable for any actions 
performed within the scope of their duties in 
the Parliamentary Assembly.41 According to the 
amended Law on Immunity and the Rules of 
Procedure of the two chambers, the competent 
court decides on the right of a person who has 

invoked immunity.

During the 2018-2022 term, parliaments contin-
ued to be heavily subordinated to the executive 
branch and particularly to party leaders.

INDICATOR 1.1.4
Independence (practice)

To what extent is the legislature free from 
subordination to external actors in practice?

Score: 25/100

>

According to the Report on Legislative Activity of 
the Eighth Term of the Parliamentary Assembly 
2018-2022, only 5 of the 20 laws ratified during 
the parliamentary term were proposed by 
parliamentarians, while the executive proposed 
the remaining 15. Furthermore, during this 
term, 44 legislative proposals were rejected. 
Of these, 34 proposals were submitted by 
parliamentarians and 10 were submitted by the 
executive branch, that is the CoM.42

Decision-making typically occurs through direct 
and informal negotiations between political 
leaders in non-institutional settings behind 
closed doors. These negotiations address the 
most significant issues facing the country, 
including constitutional reform, election law 
reform, the allocation of key positions within 
government and public institutions, budgetary 
concerns and other important matters. Once 
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party leaders have reconciled their positions, 
the parliamentary procedure serves merely 
to ratify these informal and extra-institutional 
agreements. The negotiations surrounding 
the reform of electoral legislation represent 
an example. Despite the formal establishment 
of the Interdepartmental Working Group for 
Amending the Election Law43 representatives 
of political parties conducted parallel and 
independent negotiations on electoral reform 
outside of the institutions, with the involvement 
of EU and US representatives.44

The functioning of the parliament is heavily 
reliant on the will and prior agreement of party 
leaders. This was particularly evident in the 
case of the state legislature during the 2018-
2022 parliamentary term. From July 2021 to 
March 2022, the work of the Parliamentary 
Assembly was completely obstructed, resulting 
in a cessation of all legislative activities.45 The 
insufficient independence of parliaments is 
further demonstrated by their inadequate 
performance in exercising their supervisory 
function over the executive branch. Parliaments 
have rarely been able to fulfil this function 
satisfactorily, and during the 2018-2022 
legislative term, there was only one joint 
session of both houses of the Parliamentary 
Assembly that took the form of a question time 
titled “MPs/delegates ask – CoM answers” on 16 
June 2021.46

In general, governments frequently disregard 
parliamentary questions or direct monitoring. 
When they do respond, they rarely provide 
detailed, satisfactory replies.47

Parliamentary sessions at the state level and 
in the entities are either broadcast directly by 
public service broadcasters or made available 
to the public through news broadcasts 
and special programmes on public service 
broadcasters or via live streaming. Only in 
exceptional circumstances may parliamentary 
sessions be closed. Public broadcasting stations 
are not required to pay a fee to parliaments 
for broadcasting sessions. Journalists 
may attend sessions of parliaments and 
parliamentary commissions and committees. 

Public access to information is regulated by state 
and entity laws on free access to information and 
the public to gain insight into the work of parlia-
ments and to receive timely and relevant infor-
mation through the press, TV, internet and official 
gazettes. However, legal provisions for collecting 
and verifying data from asset declarations remain 
ambiguous.

INDICATOR 1.2.1
Transparency (law)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure that the public can obtain rele-
vant and timely information on the activi-
ties and decision-making processes of the 
legislature?

Score: 75/100

>

GOVERNANCE
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The attendance of other members of the public 
is subject to the spatial constraints of the 
parliamentary assembly hall. Representatives 
of NGOs, foundations, trade unions and other 
associations may attend sessions provided 
they received accreditation.48 The parliament’s 
order of business is published in advance on its 
website and a press release is typically issued 
following the session.49

When parliaments or governments that act 
as sponsors of a law, deem the adoption of 
a particular law to be of significant public 
importance, they may initiate a public hearing 
procedure. This allows the professional 
community and general public to express their 
observations. Upon the adoption of a law in its 
first reading by the House of Representatives 
of the Parliamentary Assembly, deadlines 
for submitting amendments commence. 
The House may decide that the competent 
committee should hold a public hearing on 
the proposed law within 30 days.50  According 
to the parliamentary procedures, MPs are not 
obligated to receive citizens or respond to their 
queries. The minutes of the discussions in the 
chambers and other activities are available 
on the parliament’s website as stipulated by 
the rules of procedure. Additionally, chamber 
commission sessions are open to the public 
and minutes of these sessions are regularly 
published.51

The Election Law52 stipulates that candidates 
elected at all levels of government are obliged 
to submit to the Central Election Commission 
(CEC), on a pre-determined form, a signed 
declaration of their total assets within 30 
days from the publication of the certification 

of mandate in the Official Gazette of BiH, as 
well as within 30 days from the expiry of the 
mandate.53 The CEC does not verify the data 
in asset declaration forms filled out by elected 
officials. According to Article 15.9 of the Election 
Law of BiH, the CEC is in charge of making asset 
declarations available to the public, with no 
deadlines for their publication.

The public generally has access to most parliamen-
tary work. However, there is a lack of transparency 
in the legislative branch’s fast-tracked procedures. 

INDICATOR 1.2.2
Transparency (practice)

To what extent can the public obtain rele-
vant and timely information on the activi-
ties and decision-making processes of the 
legislature in practice?

Score: 50/100

>

The public has access to parliamentary work 
with certain limitations. With the exception 
of FBiH Parliament sessions, sessions of 
parliaments are broadcast by public service 
broadcasters or online at no cost. The agendas 
for parliamentary sessions can be accessed 
through the websites of state and entity 
parliaments and are mostly accurate.

However, there is a lack of transparency in 
the legislative process, as stated by NGOs54 
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and the EU’s Bosnia and Herzegovina Report 
2022.55 The report states that the Parliamentary 
Assembly passed only three laws in 2021, 
one of which was fast-tracked. While entity 
parliaments operated without obstruction, they 
also frequently deployed fast-track procedures. 
For instance, in 2021, 76 per cent of the 29 
laws passed by the FBiH Parliament were fast-
tracked, while the RS National Assembly fast-
tracked 62 per cent of the 66 laws it passed 
that year, including the budget.56 This method 
of law-making does not provide for adequate 
transparency or opportunities for amendment 
and public participation in the decision-
making. It should only be used in exceptional 
circumstances of extreme necessity, which was 
not the case in these instances.

The public has access to the work of 
parliamentary commissions/committees. The 
Parliamentary Assembly website provides 
information about all its commissions, incl. the 
Constitutional Law Commission, naming its 
members, competencies, contact persons and 
activity reports.57 Commission sessions in the 
Parliamentary Assembly are open to the public 
and citizens and CSO representatives may 
attend given prior notice.

Asset disclosures for legislators are publicly 
accessible on the CEC’s website58. However, the 
CEC does not verify the accuracy of information 
contained in the asset disclosures of elected 
officials.

The constitutional and legislative framework 
outlines the rules for parliamentary reporting 
to the public. However, this framework is not 
fully developed, primarily due to the absence 
of a requirement or a mechanism for closer 
communication between citizens/voters and 
MPs/delegates. As elected representative 
bodies, legislatures are regarded as the crucial 
component of political structures and are not 
required to submit special reports to any other 
authority. Activity reports of parliaments can be 
found on their respective websites.

The only parliamentary accountability to their 
constituencies is through elections. Since 
parliaments pass laws as universal acts, there is 
no appeal mechanism for citizens to challenge 
legal provisions when resolving their individual 
cases. Even when parliaments make decisions 
on issues concerning specific persons, no legal 
remedy is available against the parliament’s 

Although there are legal mechanisms in place, 
such as constitutional review, to ensure that the 
legislatures are accountable for their actions, 
direct accountability to citizens beyond elections is 
limited. 

INDICATOR 1.2.3
Accountability (law)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure that the legislature has to report 
on and be answerable for its actions?

Score: 75/100

>
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During the legislative term that lasted between 
2018 and 2022, the work of the Parliamentary 
Assembly was blocked from July 2021 to 
March 2022, and no one was held accountable 
for the boycott of institutional work.62 The 
blockade was instigated by the imposition 
of amendments to the Criminal Code by the 
Office of the High Representative that prohibit 
and sanction the denial of genocide and the 
glorification of war crimes.63 
 
Through the period 2018 to 2022, inclusive 
of both years, the BiH parliament had by 
far the lowest scores in terms of the laws 
read and passed by parliament. As the chart 
above illustrates, it is the only country in the 
Western Balkans that has more laws rejected 
than approved, and its totals, seen in the 
chart below, are only a fraction of the laws 

Despite constitutional and legal mechanisms 
for the legislatures’ accountability to voters, in 
practice, MPs/delegates are only accountable to 
the parties from whose lists they were elected to 
parliament. Their focus on citizens intensifies only 
before the general elections when they require 
votes.

INDICATOR 1.2.4
Accountability (practice)

To what extent do the legislature and its 
members report on and answer for their 
actions in practice?

Score: 50/100

>decision. According to Article 10 of the Law on 
Administrative Litigation administrative action 
(judicial control of administrative acts) cannot 
be brought in matters directly decided by the 
Parliamentary Assembly on the basis of its 
constitutional powers.59

The Constitutional Court of BiH is responsible 
for assessing the constitutionality of laws and 
other legal acts passed by the Parliamentary 
Assembly. According to Article VI, Paragraph 
3 of the BiH Constitution, actions before the 
Constitutional Court can be initiated by any 
member of the Presidency, chair of CoM, 
chair or a deputy chair of either chamber of 
the Parliamentary Assembly, by one-fourth 
of the members of either chamber of the 
Parliamentary Assembly or by one-fourth of the 
members of either chamber of a legislature of 
an entity.60

The rules of procedure of the chambers 
of the Parliamentary Assembly61 state that 
parliamentary commissions may hold public 
hearings on proposed laws (based on discretion 
of the legislature), involving interested 
organisations, institutions and individuals. 
Public hearings must be held within 30 days.
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Statistics of laws adopted by parliaments 
of the Western Balkans during 2018-2022
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Approved laws

Laws not approved
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Approved laws

Laws not approved
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processed by the parliaments in the region. BiH 
is convincingly the worst performing country 
when it comes to the efficiency of legislature.64

A telling example of the absence of 
accountability is the failure to adopt the budget 
within the legally mandated timeframe during 
the 2018-2022 legislative term. The budget of 
the state-level institutions and international 
dues for 2019 were adopted on 20 December 
2020, while the budget for 2020 was adopted 

on 29 July 2020. The budget for 2021 was not 
adopted at all, with the complete financing of 
institutions being carried out on the basis of 
decisions on temporary financing. The budget 
for 2022 was adopted on 30 June 2022. Also, it 
is discouraging that the Parliamentary Assembly 
passed only 20 laws during that election cycle, 
especially given that the Opinion on BiH’s 
Application for EU Membership was released 
during this term, establishing precise priorities 
for gaining candidate status.65

All draft laws subject to a final vote by the parliament 2018-2022

600400 12001000800200
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776
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Albania 
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Montenegro 

N. Macedonia 
Serbia

Source: OECD, 2023

In terms of adherence to the decisions of the 
constitutional courts of BiH and its entities, 
parliaments generally pass laws in response 
to court rulings declaring a law or provision 
unconstitutional. According to the Overview of 
the Work of the Constitutional Court of BiH from 1 
January 2010 until 31 December 2021 report66 the 
Parliamentary Assembly failed to implement 
four rulings of the Constitutional Court, while 
the FBiH Parliament failed to implement three 
rulings and the RS National Assembly failed 

to implement one ruling of the Constitutional 
Court.

In December 2009, the European Court of 
Human Rights delivered a judgement in the 
Sejdić and Finci case, finding that the BiH 
Constitution restricts the passive rights of 
ethnic minorities to run for the presidency and 
to be elected to the House of Peoples of the 
Parliamentary Assembly. The Court of Human 
Rights in Strasbourg determined that these 
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provisions of the constitution conflict with 
the European Convention on Human Rights.67 
Despite this judgement, which was made on 
22 December 2009 and later confirmed in the 
Pilav, Zornić, Šlaku and Pudarić cases, and 
despite the obligation of all Council of Europe 
member states to align their legislation or 
specific decisions with the positions of the 
Strasbourg Court, no changes have been made 
to the constitution to enable national minorities 
to run for such public offices. 

The 2013 amendments to the Law on Conflict 
of Interest in Government Institutions of 
BiH assigned responsibility for enforcing the 
law to the Conflict of Interest Commission.68 

The issue of integrity and the identification and 
prevention of conflicts of interest is treated as 
a matter of marginal importance. New laws on 
conflict of interest in the institutions of BiH as well 
as in FBiH have yet to be adopted despite featuring 
among the 14 key priorities outlined in the Europe-
an Commission’s Opinion on BiH’s Application for 
EU Membership.

INDICATOR 1.2.5
Integrity mechanisms (law)

To what extent are there mechanisms in 
place to ensure the integrity of members of 
the legislature?

Score: 25/100

>

However, due to its composition and decision-
making process, the commission is highly 
politicised. Six of its nine members are MPs 
and delegates in the Parliamentary Assembly, 
while the remaining three members are the 
director and deputy directors of the Agency 
for Prevention of Corruption and Coordination 
of the Fight Against Corruption (APIK). This 
means that the Commission members who are 
parliamentarians make decisions on conflicts 
of interest involving their party colleagues and 
other MPs. These changes have rendered the 
institute of conflicts of interest at the state 
level ineffective and its application impossible. 
Furthermore, the law applies to a very narrow 
group of individuals and positions and contains 
numerous shortcomings. 

Despite warnings from international institutions 
that the current sanctions for conflicts of 
interest are insufficiently rigorous and do not 
effectively encourage compliance, the law still 
allows elected officials, executive officeholders 
and advisers to resolve conflicts of interest 
on their own, in which case the commission 
may suspend its proceedings. This provision 
allows for the possibility of negotiating with 
lawbreakers and can result in inconsistent 
enforcement. The previous prohibition on 
running for office was superseded by sanctions 
in the form of a “proposal for dismissal from 
office” that the commission submits to the 
relevant appointing authority. However, the 
use of the term “proposal” indicates that the 
relevant authority is not bound to act on it.69

The adoption of a new law on conflict of 
interest in the state institutions is among the 
14 key priorities outlined in the European 
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Commission’s Opinion on BiH’s Application for 
EU Membership.70 A draft of the new law, which 
was developed with input from international 
organisations and TI BiH in accordance with 
international standards, has been under 
consideration by the parliament since 2017. 
In March 2021, the law was passed by the 
House of Representatives of the Parliamentary 
Assembly, albeit only after softening provisions 
through amendments.71 However, it was 
never adopted by the House of Peoples of 
the Parliamentary Assembly.72 Meanwhile, in 
parallel with the procedure in the Parliamentary 
Assembly, the Ministry of Justice has initiated 
its own efforts to prepare a draft law that falls 
short of international standards and offers even 
weaker solutions than those currently in place.73

In addition to the requirement to disclose 
assets (see transparency law, above), there 
are legal restrictions in place that prevent MPs 
and delegates in all parliaments from being 
employed by government organisations or 
state-owned/public enterprises after their 
mandate ends. For example, the Law on 
Conflict of Interest prohibits elected officials 
(MPs or delegates) from serving on the board 
of directors, supervisory board, assembly, 
administration or management of a public 
enterprise, or as a member of governing bodies 
or director of a privatisation agency during their 
term of office and for six months after leaving 
office.74

A comparable prohibition is present in the Law 
on Conflict of Interest in the Governmental 
Authorities of FBiH. In contrast, the Law 
on Prevention of Conflict of Interest in the 
Governmental Authorities of RS (Articles 5 and 

6) specifies a briefer prohibition period of only 
three months and the prohibition applies solely 
to the same administrative level.75

In FBiH, the situation regarding conflicts of 
interest is somewhat different. After the 
amendments to the state-level Law on Conflict 
of Interest transferred responsibility for 
managing conflicts of interest from the BiH CEC 
to a newly established commission, the FBiH 
has not yet updated its own Law on Conflict 
of Interest. As a result, since 2013, there has 
been no authority at the FBiH level responsible 
for addressing issues related to conflicts of 
interest.

Lobbying activities are not subject to legal 
regulation, and there are no rules requiring 
lobbying or interest groups to register. There 
is no requirement for MPs to report informal 
contacts with individuals or parties that could 
be considered lobbyists or interest groups.76  
The obligation to adopt a lobbying law has 
been included once again in the new Draft 
Anti-Corruption Strategy for 2022-2024 that is 
currently awaiting adoption by the CoM.

Parliamentary rules of procedure stipulate that 
MPs must uphold the dignity of parliament 
and address one another with respect. This 
is also regulated by the code of conduct 
of MPs.77 The use of offensive language or 
remarks concerning third parties is prohibited. 
Furthermore, during the parliamentary debates, 
MPs are not permitted to interrupt speakers or 
engage in any behaviour that impedes freedom 
of speech. In cases where these rules are 
breached, the speaker of parliament may issue 
a warning to the offending MP/delegate, revoke 
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their speaking privileges or remove them from 
the parliamentary session.

The state-level Commission for Prevention 
of Conflicts of Interest was largely inactive 
during its 2018-2022 term. It took almost two 
years to appoint members to the commission, 
only for its work to be blocked again in 2021 
while the entire work of the Parliamentary 
Assembly came to a halt. According to the 2021 
Report on the Work of the BiH Conflict of Interest 
Commission, only three sessions were held 
during 2021, when sanctions were imposed 
in cases carried over from the previous term. 
Over its entire 2018-2022 term, the commission 
imposed only five fines while some cases did 
not result in sanctions due to the expired 
mandates.78

Enforcement of conflict-of-interest legislation is 
very weak or non-existent at both state and entity 
levels. Ruling political parties ensure impunity for 
their loyal members.

INDICATOR 1.2.6
Integrity mechanisms (practice)

To what extent is the integrity of legislators 
ensured in practice?

Score: 0/100

>

The Law on Conflict of Interest in the 
Governmental Institutions of FBiH has not 
been enforced since 2013. As a result, many 
officials in this entity are in a position of conflict 
of interest. Although a conflict of interest 
commission has been established in RS to 
enforce the law, in recent years it has issued 
arbitrary decisions and opinions, resulting in 
a large number of conflict of interest cases 
that have gone unpunished.79 Additionally, 
the number of decisions and other acts 
issued by the commission has been notably 
small. In 2021, the commission identified only 
seven cases of conflicts of interest, issued 23 
opinions on whether holding multiple positions 
concurrently constitutes a conflict of interest, 
rejected four reports and issued 12 decisions 
concluding that the reported officeholders were 
not in a conflict of interest.80

There are no known instances of House of 
Representatives members being sanctioned 
with suspension from parliamentary work. In 
practice, lobbyists and interest groups contact 
elected MPs, but parliamentarians do not 
disclose these contacts as they are under no 
legal obligation to do so.

In all the parliaments, penalties for misconduct 
are typically limited to sporadic reprimands 
or revocation of speaking rights. Monetary 
fines are not imposed and there have been no 
instances of parliamentarians being sanctioned 
for violating the code of ethics.
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According to the election law, every candidate 
list for elections must include equal 
representation of men and women. The law 
stipulates that equal representation exists when 
one gender accounts for at least 40 per cent 
of the total number of candidates on the list.81 

However, it does not specify a minimum quota 
for women’s representation in legislatures. 

Following the October 2022 general election, 
women make up only 19 per cent of the total 
number of MPs in the House of Representatives 
of the Parliamentary Assembly and around 26 
per cent in entity parliaments. This matter is 
discussed at a greater length in the chapter on 
political parties. In the last three terms of the 
House of Representatives of the Parliamentary 
Assembly, only one woman has served as a 
member of the legislative leadership composed 
of three MPs. This occurred during the 2018-
2022 legislative term. 

In the current term of the House of 
Representatives of the FBiH Parliament, the 
speaker and one deputy are women. However, 

Women are underrepresented in the legislatures at 
national and entity level. 

INDICATOR 1.2.7
Gender representation

To what extent are women represented in 
the legislature?

Score: 50/100

> women were not represented in the leadership 
of the House of Representatives of the FBiH 
Parliament throughout the 2014-2018 and 
2018-2022 terms. In RS, no woman has been 
elected as speaker in any of the last three terms 
of the RS National Assembly. During the 2018-
2022 term of the RS National Assembly, two 
out of four deputy speakers were women. For 
the 2022-2026 period, one out of three elected 
deputy speakers is a woman.
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Legal mechanisms to oversee the executive branch, 
such as public hearings, are in place, but are rare-
ly applied in practice.

INDICATOR 1.3.1
Executive oversight

To what extent does the legislature provide 
effective oversight of the executive?

Score: 25/100

>

ROLE

Parliament has the constitutional and legal 
mechanisms to oversee the executive branch 
(government). However, since the government 
is composed of members from political 
parties that hold a majority in the parliament, 
this oversight is ineffective. In 2018, the Law 
on Parliamentary Oversight was enacted to 
govern parliamentary oversight and increase 
accountability, effectiveness and efficiency, and 
to establish procedures and bodies responsible 
for oversight.82 This law provides parliament 
with additional means to oversee the work of 
the executive branch.

Under Article 29 of the Rules of Procedure 
of the House of Representatives of the 
Parliamentary Assembly the house may 
establish a temporary inquiry committee at the 
request of an MP or a club of MPs, or a joint 
inquiry committee at the request of the House 
of Peoples.83 Additionally, an inquiry committee 

may be formed to look into a specific situation 
or to establish facts regarding certain 
occurrences or incidents.84 Such committees 
are useful in exercising some control, but do 
not have investigative or judicial powers. The 
government is required to regularly report to 
parliament on its work. MPs may ask questions 
to the government and its ministries through 
the institute of parliamentary questions or 
during question time and the government is 
required to provide requested information to 
parliament promptly.85

Typically, the government proposes laws and 
budgets for adoption by parliament. Through 
parliamentary committees and plenary 
sessions, the parliament participates fully in the 
budget adoption process, particularly during 
the amendment procedure. The government 
is required to keep parliament informed about 
the budget execution. The BiH Parliament elects 
the BiH Ombudsmen, the Auditor General and 
members of the CEC based on the proposal 
from commissions that conduct competitive 
procedures. In practice, however, parliaments 
often merely ratify agreements made 
between leaders of political parties that hold a 
parliamentary majority.86

Parliaments do not have the power to directly 
monitor the executive branch’s compliance with 
public procurement rules. However, through 
supreme audit institutions, parliaments 
can obtain reports on public contracting by 
the executive. In May 2020, the House of 
Representatives established a temporary 
inquiry committee to assess the state of judicial 
institutions.87 The committee held 37 sessions 
and published its findings in a report containing 
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15 recommendations for improving the 
situation in the justice sector.88

In practice, the executive dominates the 
legislative branch, contrary to the constitution 
and the law. This is evidenced by numerous 
instances where parliaments have failed to 
adopt reports on the work of certain institutions 
and, as a result, executive officeholders were 
not held to account. The dominance of other 
branches of government over the legislature 
is also evident in the election of heads of 
independent agencies who are required by 
law to be elected by the legislature. In the 
majority of instances, parliaments merely verify 
a pre-agreed distribution of top positions, 
often contrary to ranking lists compiled by 
parliamentary professional services.89

In its 2022 and 2023 reports on BiH, the 
European Commission notes that the legislative 
branch does not sufficiently promote public 
accountability and anti-corruption principles.90 
Although corruption is occasionally discussed 
in parliament, it is used solely for partisan 
disputes and verbal attacks.91

A new commission was added to the 
operations of the Parliamentary Assembly on 
27 July 2022 that was to deal with corruption 
and kleptocracy. The chair, an opposition 
leader, was chosen from among its eight MP 
members.92 At the end of 2023, it was still 
undertaking a snapshot of the existing anti-
corruption activities and it has not yet mapped 
its work ahead but it is the first time the 
parliament specifically focused its attention on 
corruption.

During the 2018-2022 legislative term, the 
Parliamentary Assembly adopted only one 
law in the field of anti-corruption (public 
procurement law), while other laws on 
the list of 14 priorities from the European 
Commission’s Opinion on BiH’s Application for 
EU Membership, such as the Law on Conflict 
of Interest and the Law on the HJPC, were not 
adopted (in case of the latter, amendments 
have been adopted in 2023, but not a new 
law).93  Similarly, FBiH failed to amend its 
conflict of interest law, as well as adopt Law 
on Whistleblower Protection, as one of the key 
priorities in the fight against corruption.

The legislature has been utterly ineffective in 
enforcing judgements of the European Court of 

Until recently, the legislature continuously failed to 
promote public accountability and anti-corruption, 
despite its importance in the EU accession process. 
A newly formed Commission might bring the topic 
to the parliamentarian limelight.

INDICATOR 1.3.2
Legal reforms

To what extent does the legislature prior-
itise anti-corruption and governance as a 
concern in the country?

Score: 25/100

>
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Human Rights and the Constitutional Court of 
BiH that have been awaiting implementation for 
years. 

The Balkan Barometer 2022 shows a profound 
lack of public trust in the anti-corruption efforts, 
with 69 per cent of citizens expressing little or 
no trust in the work of parliaments.94

INTERACTIONS

The legislature primarily interacts with the 
executive and judicial branches. However, 
the executive branch exerts dominance over 
the legislature, relegating it to a subordinate 
position and limiting its ability to exercise its 
statutory oversight functions. This is evidenced 
by the disparity in the number of adopted 
laws proposed by parliamentarians versus 
those proposed by institutions of the executive 
branch.95

According to the Rules of Procedure of the 
House of Representatives of the Parliamentary 
Assembly, the parliament has the power 
to establish inquiry commissions. In 2020, 
the House of Representatives established a 
temporary inquiry commission to assess the 
state of judicial institutions.96 The Commission 
held 37 sessions and produced a report.

>  The legislature needs to increase the use 
of public hearings to make the process of 
adopting laws more transparent and to ensure 
the participation of experts and civil society in 
the law-making process.

>  The legislature needs to discontinue the 
practice of adopting laws in fast-tracked 
procedures.

>  MPs, particularly those from opposition 
parties, should play a more active role in 
requesting from government additional or 
missing information and data on policy, its 
impact and risks to inform their parliamentary 
scrutiny. This can happen before the committee 
review stage.

>  The executive and the legislature need 
to revise the legal framework governing 
conflicts of interest to conform to international 
standards. This especially includes:

•  Guaranteed independence of the commission 
through a revised appointment formula 
(exclude MPs in such large proportion).

•  Expansion of the persons to whom the law 
will apply to include all elected and appointed 
persons in the public sector institutions, offices 
and companies.

RECOMMENDATIONS
PILLAR
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•  Introducing the obligation to submit 
property records for public office holders 
and establishing effective control through 
administrative, disciplinary and criminal 
sanctions.

•  Defining in detail the restrictions on 
performance of functions, engagement and 
business of public office holders in a period of 
two years after the termination of the mandate.

•  Increasing monetary sanctions and 
introducing additional sanctions such as 
dismissal from office and annulment of an act 
created in a situation of violation of the law.

>  The legislature needs to strengthen the 
parliament’s practice of oversight of the 
executive branch by using public hearings, 
monitoring or recommendations of the SAI 
reports and other tools available.
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All administrative levels have been legally 
provided with the appropriate powers and 
resources for the exercise of the executive 
power. In addition to the various levels of 
government, the High Representative formally 
remains the final authority responsible for the 
implementation of the Dayton Agreement, 
with powers to ensure that all governments 
comply with the provisions of the agree-
ment.97

Despite this, effective implementation of pol-
icies is hampered by the country’s extremely 
complex constitutional setup and the lack of 
subordination and coordination among multi-
ple levels of government. One of the country’s 
biggest problems remains the abject lack of 
efficiency, transparency and, not least, ac-
countability of its executive branch. A particu-
larly strong negative trend has been observed 
in accountability, including political obstruc-
tionism impeding the enactment of important 

legislation in the area of the integrity of the 
executive and the weakening of the legisla-
ture’s control of the executive, as reflected in 
the pressures on the supreme audit institu-
tions (SAIs). Another problem is evidenced by 
the serious delays in forming governments 
after general elections, which has contributed 
to a lack of public sector and anti-corruption 
reforms across state and local levels.

Capture of the executive by the political par-
ties and the ruling elites is both the problem 
and the potential solution if this hold was to 
loosen. A range of laws need to be improved 
or adopted to ensure freedom from conflicts 
of interest, access to information and greater 
proactive transparency. This includes con-
tracting or procurement as well as the areas 
partially mentioned under this chapter and 
also under the other NIS pillars such as the 
legislative branch, political parties, etc.

SUMMARY
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Budgets at all levels are still not sufficient 
for functioning and meeting public needs. 
According to World Bank estimates BiH realised 
a fiscal deficit between 1 and 2.5 per cent of 
the gross national product in 2020, 2021 and 
2022.98

On the other hand, the constitutional setup 
of the executive is very complex. At the state 
level it includes the Council of Ministers 
(CoM) made up of nine ministries and the 
three-member presidency. At the entity 
level, it includes the FBiH Government with 
16 ministries, the RS Government with 17 
ministries and the president and two vice 
presidents in both entities. At the cantonal level 

of FBiH it consists of 10 cantonal governments 
with a total of 95 ministries and the level of 
the BD the constitution establishes ethnic 
representation in the executive at all levels, 
as all three constitutions have accepted the 
constitutionality of the three ethnic groups. The 
ethnic quota ensures that this is based on the 
pre-war population census dating back to 1991. 

Due to such a setup the executive is extremely 
costly and cumbersome leading to a very poor 
ratio between administrative and investment 
costs. Furthermore, all attempts to streamline 
the system have been blocked by a lack of 
political will, mostly due to the entrenched 
patronage schemes of the ruling political 
elites.99 The consolidated expenditure and 
expenses (to include state, entity, cantonal and 
local level, (see table 2.1)) for the last five years 
amount to an average of 42.4 per cent of the 
country’s GDP.100 If one examines the structure 
of public expenditure and expenses, the 
consolidated data shows that the public wage 
bill makes up a large portion of expenditure 
and spending in the last five years (10.98 per 
cent of GDP), while investment averages a mere 
4.24 per cent of GDP. 

This leads to the situation where the executive 
does have the appropriate human recourses at 
its disposal, but the technical recourses are still 
limited because a lot of young citizens with the 
appropriate skillsets chose not to work for the 
governments given their tainted image. Also, 
the low investment ratio due to corruption and 
irresponsible and non-transparent spending of 
public funds means that hiring and retaining 
good, skilled individuals is never favoured.

The executive has sufficient human resources at its 
disposal but limited financial resources lead to ex-
cessive spending on employee salaries compared 
to investments in infrastructure and technical 
resources. The lack of meritocracy in the selection 
process ensures the spending on staff serves pri-
vate and not public interests.

INDICATOR 2.1.1
Resources (practice)

To what extent does the executive have 
adequate resources to effectively carry out 
its duties?

Score: 50/100

CAPACITY

>
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The state constitution and entity constitutions 
lay down the principle of power separation 
according to which the executive is independent 
of the other branches of government.101 

The three-member BiH Presidency and the RS 
President are elected directly, while the FBiH 
President is elected by the FBiH Parliament.102  

The BiH Constitution establishes the division of 
competencies and responsibilities between the 
state and the entities, but it does not provide 
for a hierarchy of subsidiarity between them.103 
It exhaustively enumerates the competences 
and responsibilities of the state and establishes 
that all other functions and powers belong 
to the entities. In fact, rather than only one 
level being responsible for a certain executive 
role, several are in parallel, which makes the 
institutional maze even more complex and 
expensive.

The independence of the executive from other 
branches of government is ensured by constitu-
tions and laws.

INDICATOR 2.1.2
Independence (law)

The independence of the executive from 
other branches of government is ensured by 
constitutions and laws.

Score: 100/100

> In addition to the state and entity constitutions, 
the work of the executive is governed by the 
Law on the CoM, the Law on the Government of 
FBiH and the Law on the Government of RS.104  
The executive reports and is answerable for its 
work to the legislature, which in turn decides on 
its appointment and dissolution.105 In carrying 
out its duties, the executive passes decrees, 
decisions, instructions, conclusions and other 
forms of secondary legislation.106 The work of 
the executive is also subject to judicial control 
in that the acts of general application passed by 
governments are subject to a constitutionality 
and legality review by constitutional courts 
whose competences and rules of operation are 
governed by constitutions, laws and the general 
rules of these courts. Individual acts, which 
are passed by lower instances of the executive 
deciding on specific obligations of individuals 
and legal entities, are subject to judicial control 
through appropriate administrative litigation 
procedures.107

Although the work of the executive is controlled 
by the legislature and the judiciary, these forms 
of control do not diminish the independence of 
the executive power, since these mechanisms 
aim to ensure only the basic accountability of 
the executive.

The Dayton Peace Agreement, where Annex 4 
sets out the BiH Constitution, also established 
the Office of the High Representative (OHR) that 
technically overrides the executive decisions 
if they are perceived to be in breach of the 
constitution.
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The independence of the executive in exercising 
its powers is seriously eroded by how political 
parties operate. Without intra-party democracy, 
political parties that are predominately centred 
around strong leaders allow for a significant 
concentration of real power in the hands of 
party leaders (see 11.2.6). In practice, effective 
and efficient checks are exerted only by the 
leading ethnic parties through expansive 
power-sharing mechanisms.108 As a result, all 
important decisions that fall under the purview 
of the executive are made in routine, informal 
meetings of the leaders of the dominant 
political parties. These are then referred to the 
executive for formal follow-up and adoption.109 

Particularly noteworthy is a case from 2022 
in RS where, acting on the order of the 
Member of the BiH Presidency from RS, the 
RS Government, through its relevant line 
ministry, prepared and submitted for the RS 
National Assembly’s adoption of the RS Law on 
Medicines and Medical Devices, although this 
area was out the presidency’s jurisdiction.110

In practice, the formally proclaimed independ-
ence of the executive is hampered by the informal 
undue influence of the political leaders.

INDICATOR 2.1.3
Independence (practice)

To what extent is the executive independent 
in practice?

Score: 0/100

> The virtually constant crises of the FBiH 
government and the Council of Ministers of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina (CoM) are yet another 
example of how the executive is subordinated 
to the erratic wishes of party leaders. Although 
general elections were held in October 2018, 
the FBiH government was not formed nearly 
until the next election cycle, with two ministerial 
posts remaining permanently vacant.111 The 
situation was not much better when it came to 
the formation of the CoM. Following the 2018 
election, the new CoM took 14 months to form. 
In the aftermath of the 2022 elections, the CoM 
was formed significantly faster, after only a few 
months of partisan negotiations, while the FBiH 
took longer. This time the OHR was involved, 
suspending the FBiH constitution to influence 
government formation.112

All these delays happen exclusively due to the 
extensive negotiations and bargaining among 
the election winners over who will control each 
ministry at different executive levels, so the 
negotiating package might be extensive and 
time consuming.
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There are freedom of access to information 
laws113 at the state and entity levels that 
stipulate that “all information in the control 
of public authorities is a public resource” and 
as such is available to the public.114 The laws 
provide for a right to information as a general 
rule, while exemptions from that rule are being 
narrowed to the interests of defence, public 
safety, crime prevention, personal privacy and 
commercial interests etc. Furthermore, the 
decision to withhold information must be taken 
in each specific case following a public interest 
test that must take account of any harm and 
any benefit that may arise from the disclosure 
of the information.115

There are regulations in place to ensure some level 
of transparency of the executive but are predom-
inantly focused on the passive form of transpar-
ency, without many basic obligations for proactive 
transparency.

INDICATOR 2.2.1
Transparency (law)

To what extent are there regulations in 
place to ensure transparency in relevant 
activities of the executive?

Score: 50/100

>

GOVERNANCE Access to information, as stipulated in 
regulations, is predominantly focused on a 
passive form of transparency, without the 
obligation of the executive to inform the public 
of its activities in a proactive manner. An 
exception to these policies is the Standards for 
Proactive Transparency,116 a policy adopted by 
the CoM that applies to proactive transparency 
among state institutions. However, this policy is 
not obligatory. In addition, several CSOs urged 
the Ministry of Justice to withdraw and alter 
the preliminary draft Law on Free Access to 
Information.117 The law was adopted in August 
2023 at the state level and included some 
elements of proactive disclosure of information. 
According to TI BiH, the adopted law represents 
a decline compared to the existing one in some 
areas allowing institutions to hide information 
of public interest.118 It expands the list of 
exceptions for disclosure of information held 
by public institutions and it leaves fewer legal 
options for the Ombudsperson to interject 
in the process on behalf of citizen demands 
for information.119 It also granted the Appeals 
Council of the CoM the power to handle 
appeals, a move that has been criticised as 
inappropriate, as it fails to guarantee the 
independence of the body in charge of the 
appeals process.

According to the 2021 European Commission 
enlargement report on BiH the legislative 
framework is not aligned with international and 
European standards.”120 This applies especially 
to proactive transparency requests, institutional 
setup and misdemeanour provisions. A non-
harmonised legislative framework at the state 
and entity levels poses a major obstacle to 
the consistent implementation of this right at 
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all levels of government. The state-level law 
meets the requirements for implementation, 
including sanctions for non-compliance, both 
for the authority and for the responsible 
person within the authority while the entity-
level laws do not envisage sanctions for non-
compliance.121 Besides publishing adopted acts 
of the executive in official gazettes, there are no 
obligations to track the executive activities and 
publishing them on any level.122 Furthermore, 
overstepping the scope of its constitutionally 
prescribed competences, the RS government 
adopted a conclusion establishing that the 
RS Law on Freedom of Access to Information 
does not apply to the minutes of the RS 
government’s sessions, that is, that the minutes 
are not public documents, excluding the 
access to this information even upon a formal 
request.123 

The budget is passed in the form of a law 
and as such has to be publicly available and 
published in official gazettes at the state and 
entity levels of government.124

Under the election law, candidates elected 
for office at the state and entity levels are 
required to submit to the CEC the duly filled 
asset declaration form within 30 days from 
the day of publication of the verification of 
mandates in the Official Gazette of BiH.125 The 
obligation to submit asset declaration forms 
continues after the expiration or cessation of 
the mandate. However, most of the executive 
is not under the obligation that derives from 
the election law, since this law related only to 
the elected representatives, but not cabinet 
members, directors and members of boards 
in public institutions. Their obligations for 

asset declaration derive from relevant laws 
on conflict of interests, as explained in the 
accountability and integrity sections of this 
pillar.126

All government budgets are published in 
the official gazette, while reports on budget 
implementation are rarely published on the 
websites of the governments. However, the 
presentation of budget implementation still 
needs to be improved and harmonised since 
assessing the budgetary and fiscal policy is 
difficult. Reports are being produced only for 
internal use and are not understandable to 
the public. Some progress has been made 
towards budget transparency, in terms of the 
publication of citizens’ budgets on the websites 
of the CoM and the FBiH government.127 The 
country has not yet achieved a satisfactory level 

Proactive transparency is almost non-existent. It is 
very difficult for the general public to access rele-
vant information on executive activities since some 
crucial information is either not available, or not 
available in time or in an understandable manner.

INDICATOR 2.2.2
Transparency (practice)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure that the legislature has to report 
on and be answerable for its actions?

Score: 25/100

>
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of budget transparency, since information on 
budgets remains incomplete and the data on 
the overall budget and fiscal policy is difficult 
to obtain.128 There is a common practice that 
certain important budget documents are not 
published at all, or are being published too late, 
without affecting the accountability in the use 
of the budget.129 According to the Open Budget 
Survey BiH 2021130, BiH has a transparency score 
of only 32 out of 100, which puts it in the last 
place in the region.131

The executive meetings and other forms of 
decision-making remain behind the curtain 
since there is no obligation to publish the 
minutes and other deliverables. Transparency 
is limited to publishing only agendas from the 
meetings on web sites of the executive and 
short press releases from the meeting, while 
the meeting agenda offers no access to the 
materials for the meeting.132 TI BiH monitored 
the decision-making processes of 30 different 
executive authorities from state, entity and 
cantonal levels and observed that most fail to 
publish relevant information past the planning 
stage, with very few cantons, DB and CoM 
reporting on the consultative processes and 
keeping their activity records updated.133

Regarding passive transparency, according to 
another set of findings of the TI BiH’s Advocacy 
and Legal Advice Centre (ALAC) from 2021, 
information about public procurement, the 
privatisation process, budget implementation, 
public enterprise operations, concession 
contracts, etc. is particularly difficult to access 
since the executive is frequently denying the 
access to this information.134 Furthermore, 
according to the findings of a 2021 TI BiH’s 

survey into how access to information is 
enforced in practice, out of 122 requests for 
access to information sent to ministries at 
all levels of government and to the largest 
municipalities only 73 authorities provided 
information within the statutory deadline and 
49 entities responded after the expiration of 
the statutory deadline.135 In addition to the 
authorities that responded, 24 completely 
ignored the request and a further 12 refused 
to grant access to the requested information.136  
Of particular concern is that public institutions 
rarely provide information in the form of a 
decision (administrative act) that is required 
by law and without which citizens cannot seek 
further legal recourse. A similar trend was 
observed in 2022, with a slight improvement 
in responding within the legal deadline, but 
still the same issues hold back the overall 
performance.137

Another major hindrance is the very lengthy 
deliberation by the courts in administrative 
litigations, with some courts taking as long 
as four years to hand down a ruling.138 There 
is an abundance of striking examples of 
purposeful, even systematic, concealment 
of information that is required by law to be 
made public, such as that concerning contracts 
concluded in the process of privatisation of 
state-owned enterprises, concession contracts, 
etc. In countless instances, TI BiH has been 
unable to gain access to information about 
such contracts (for example, the hydroelectric 
power plant in Trebinje139 and construction 
of the Banja Luka-Prijedor motorway140) even 
after repeated requests or lengthy litigation in 
courts. Furthermore, public authorities suffer 
from a distinct lack of understanding and 
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highly inconsistent use of exemptions for the 
protection of privacy interests of a third person, 
application of the public interest test and the 
form of decision-making employed in handling 
and responding to requests.141

The executive at all levels has to report and be 
answerable for its work to the legislature that 
decides on its appointment and dissolution.142  

The work of the executive is also subject to 
judicial control in that the acts of general 
application passed by governments are subject 
to a constitutionality and legality review by 
constitutional courts, whose competences 
and rules of operation are governed by 
constitutions, laws, and the general rules of 
these courts, whereas individual acts, which 

The executive is under obligation to both regularly 
and upon request of parliaments report on their 
activities. However, there is no legal deadline for 
the submission for these reports nor a justification 
of their executive actions.

INDICATOR 2.2.3
Accountability (law)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure that members of the executive 
have to report and be answerable for their 
actions?

Score: 75/100

>

are passed by lower instances of the executive 
deciding on specific obligations of individuals 
and legal entities, are subject to judicial control 
through appropriate administrative litigation 
procedures.143

The laws on governments at all levels require 
the governments to submit reports regarding 
the overall activities, including all ministries to 
their respective parliaments at least annually. 
However, there is no legal deadline for the 
submission.144 The parliaments may also 
request that the governments submit ad hoc 
reports and leave a deadline for submitting 
these reports.145 These ad hoc reports may 
be on different topics, such are public debt 
reports, internal security reports, migration 
issues, etc. In addition, parliamentary control 
over the executive is achieved through such 
mechanisms as parliamentary questions and 
interpellation. However, there is no obligation 
of the executive ration and reason its activities 
and decisions comprehensively, but rather just 
to formally specify a legal or budgetary basis, 
or alignment with certain strategies or other 
policies, etc. 

All ministries and other bodies of the CoM 
have to conduct public consultations when 
drafting legal regulations and other acts. Public 
consultations are open to all natural and 
legal persons, international organisations and 
informal groups.146

All constitutions provide that government 
has to resign if at any time there is a vote of 
no-confidence by the parliament.147 Likewise, 
under the constitutions, parliaments must 
approve the decision of the prime minister 
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Governments regularly report to the 
parliaments following the aforementioned 
regulations.150 Also, SAIs are regularly 
conducting annual audits of the executive.151 
However, these accountability mechanisms do 
not have much of an effect.

From the orders of business of parliamentary 
sessions152 as well as according to the Auditor 
General153 it is evident that the parliaments 

Although in place, reporting to the parliaments by 
the executive and supreme audit institutions (SAIs) 
does not provide for effective oversight of the ex-
ecutive. There are almost no consequences for the 
executive when irregularities are identified.

INDICATOR 2.2.4
Accountability (practice)

To what extent is there effective oversight 
of executive activities in practice?

Score: 25/100

>

on individual dismissals in the composition 
of the government.148 Additionally, members 
of the executive may be accountable for any 
misdemeanour or criminal act in accordance 
with respective laws. 

In addition to the above, the SAIs are 
authorised to conduct regular audits, 
performance audits and other specific audits.149

seldom discuss the audit reports of the 
SAIs. Moreover, after the 2018 elections, the 
parliamentary commission for the audit of 
the FBiH Parliament has not met for two and 
a half years.154 According to the 2020 Annual 
Audit Report of the Office for the Audit of BiH 
Institutions, there was an increase in the 
number of BiH institutions that received a 
qualified opinion in 2020.155 According to the 
report, the budget execution of the institutions 
that received a positive opinion accounts for 
48.6 per cent of the total budget execution. 
Overall, when it comes to audit opinions, there 
is a positive trend as the number of institutions 
that received an adverse opinion from the SAI 
is decreasing.156 According to reports available 
on the SAIs websites, there is a downward 
trend in the total number of recommendations 
issued by SAIs as well as a decrease in the 
number of SAI recommendations that remain 
unimplemented.157 However, what remains 
a matter of even greater concern is the fact 
that some recommendations are repeated 
year after year.158 It is particularly worrisome 
that thus far no disciplinary, misdemeanour 
or criminal procedures have been initiated 
to hold to account the individuals heading 
the institutions that received adverse audit 
opinions. 

There are numerous examples of appointments 
to the most senior executive positions of 
individuals who have been sentenced for 
corruption or are under investigation for 
corruption or other wrongdoings. Nepotism 
and clientelism are rife, as evidenced by 
an example where an appointee explicitly 
stated that her appointments were politically 
motivated.159 However, even though that all 
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those cases received wide media coverage, no 
one has ever been called to account.160

The conflicts of interest, incompatibility, rules 
on gifts and hospitality and other integrity 
policies of executive officeholders are governed 
by conflict of interest legislation enacted at 
different levels.161

The laws on conflict of interest provide that 
executive officeholders cannot serve on 
the management board, steering board, 
supervisory board and executive board, or 
serve as directors of public enterprises and 
privatisation agencies. Likewise, they cannot 
perform these functions in private enterprises 
where government authorities have invested 
capital and with which they contract or 
otherwise do business if the value of the 
contract or the business exceeds a certain 

Legislation on the integrity of members of the exec-
utive is in place but is heavily insufficient regarding 
the coverage, scope and institutional framework.

INDICATOR 2.2.5
Integrity (law)

To what extent are there mechanisms in 
place to ensure the integrity of members of 
the executive?

Score: 25/100

>

threshold. 

The legislative framework governing 
the prevention of conflicts of interest is 
characterised by internal inconsistency and lack 
of alignment with international standards, as 
has been elaborated in 1.2.5. 

The protection of whistleblowers is regulated 
by the Law on the Protection of Persons Who 
Report Corruption in State Institutions and the 
Law on the Protection of Persons Who Report 
Corruption in RS. In the FBiH, such a law has not 
yet been adopted. The state law provides for an 
administrative model of external whistleblower 
protection, managed by APIK, while the RS law 
provides for an external model of protection, 
managed by relevant courts. 

The two existing laws govern a range of 
issues of relevance for persons who report 
corruption, including whistleblower protection, 
the procedure for reporting corruption, 
the obligations of responsible persons 
and competent authorities in response 
to a corruption report and in relation to 
whistleblower protection, etc. The two laws are 
fundamentally and conceptually different, most 
notably in terms of the scope and the model of 
external whistleblower protection.162

The RS law provides a much broader and 
more comprehensive definition of the 
term whistleblower, including those who 
disclose wrongdoing in the private sector 
and legal entities.163 Also, it provides for the 
judicial model of external protection, where 
whistleblower protection is provided by 
ordinary courts in RS.164 In terms of the subject-
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At the state level, the Committee for Deciding 
on the Conflict of Interest was not established 
for more than two years in one parliamentary 
mandate.166 However, even when established 
in July 2020, it took no decisions in 2020, while 
in the period between January and June 2021, 
this commission initiated 11 proceedings and 
adopted sanctions in three cases, including 
in the case of the head of a ruling political 
party. Yet, such light sanctions imposed are 

In practice, preventing conflicts of interest is 
riddled with even more shortcomings than the 
regulatory and institutional frameworks. Effective 
application of legal provisions on conflict of inter-
est is more the exception than the rule. 

INDICATOR 2.2.6
Integrity (law)

To what extent is the integrity of members 
of the executive ensured in practice?

Score: 0/100

>

matter of reports, both laws are narrowly 
focused on corruption and provide protection 
to whistleblowers who disclose the most 
serious forms of corruption-related criminal 
offences, including wrongdoing in public 
procurement.165 As a result, the reporting of 
various less severe but nevertheless harmful 
actions and practices falls beyond the scope of 
the law.

not proportionate and have little dissuasive 
effect.167 The most common sanction consists 
of a reduction in salary for a month or two, 
which is an ineffective deterrent considering 
the high influence and potential benefit for the 
officeholder. The data available on the website 
of the RS Commission for Determining Conflicts 
of Interest indicates the absence of any acts 
or sanctions relating to the higher levels of the 
executive.168

Moreover, the vast majority of initiated or 
concluded cases of conflicts of interest relate 
to officeholders at the local level. A recent 
example of the former High Judicial and 
Prosecutorial Council (HJPC) President and 
now Advisor to RS President Milan Tegeltija 
who was also in a conflict situation because he 
was appointed the president of the Banja Luka 
football club Borac. However, given the report 
of the conflict of interest that TI BiH initiated 
with the RS commission, the RS parliament 
modified the law in late 2023 so it does not 
apply to Mr. Tegeltija. The new amendments 
excluded officials engaged in voluntary activities 
such as sports in parallel to their office holding 
from a conflict of interest situation and the 
commission dismissed TI BiH’s report, despite it 
being issued before the amendments.169

In FBiH rules on conflict of interest are not 
enforced at all due to the absence of a 
competent institution.170 Very few sanctions are 
imposed on executive officeholders under the 
conflict of interest laws and even where such 
sanctions are imposed they are lower than 
the minimum provided by law.171 The cases of 
executive office holders moving back and forth 
between business and government positions 
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are not frequent but there are some worrisome 
cases where former ministers became heads 
of private companies that are being awarded 
public procurement contracts.172 Likewise, 
following a term in ministerial positions, 
they get appointed to lead large state-owned 
companies, such as the case of the new BiH 
Telecom Director Amel Kovačević, who moved 
to that position in September 2023 after being 
previously an advisor to the minister of foreign 
affairs. This too was reported by TI BiH to the 
BiH Conflict of Interest Commission, as the 
revolving door situation was not prevented.173 It 
also demonstrated a lack of will of the new FBiH 
government to break with their predecessors’ 
malpractice. TI BiH continues to report cases of 
this nature. 174

Whistleblower protection is still in the making. 
Reporting corruption remains an extremely 
rare phenomenon in the public sector, and 
inadequate regulations and broad discretion 
in deciding whether to grant whistleblower 
protection engender further mistrust and 
discourage potential whistleblowers.175 At the 
state level, APIK did not grant a single status of 
protected applicant in 2020 although it received 
four requests for granting this status compared 
to only one case of granting the status in 2019. 
In RS only one request was approved in 2020 
and only partially.176 Furthermore, APIK granted 
administrative protection to whistleblowers in 
two cases out of three requests in 2021 while 
no request for protection of whistleblowers was 
filed in 2021 in RS.177 No further protection has 
been granted since.

As regards asset declarations, about 600 state-
level officials (all public office holders, subjects 

to the law; not only the executive) are required 
to submit their financial reports for verification. 
Of these 600, only 212 submitted their financial 
reports in 2022, compared to 291 in 2021. In 
2022, no proceedings for failure to submit 
declarations or inaccuracies were initiated, no 
reports were checked and no sanctions were 
imposed.178 In RS, around 4,000 office holders 
are obliged to submit financial reports, out of 
whom only 129 submitted financial reports in 
2022 (990 in 2021). The RS entity commission 
established conflict of interest in 13 cases but 
did not impose any sanctions.179

According, to the Law on Gender Equality, state 
bodies at all levels have to ensure and promote 
equal gender representation in the process of 
managing, decision-making and representation. 

The policies aiming for equal gender representa-
tion in the executive are in place, but still not 
provide for equal representation of women in the 
executive.

INDICATOR 2.2.7
Gender representation

To what extent are women represented in 
the different levels of the executive (cabi-
net and other presidential appointments or 
equivalent)?

Score: 50/100

>
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There are solid regulations in place at all 
levels of governments for management and 
supervision of the work of the civil service.189 
These regulations regulate clearly the 
horizontal and material scope for the civil 
service and also political responsibility of the 
executive for the civil service. The recruitment 
and evaluation process for civil servants is 
envisaged to be transparent and merit-based, 
with specific policies in place aiming to provide 
for the integrity of civil servants.

Due to political crisis, the executive is inactive and 
unsuccessful in developing a public sector that is 
governed by transparency, accountability, integrity 
and inclusiveness. 

INDICATOR 2.3.1
Public sector management
(law and practice)

To what extent is the executive committed 
to and engaged in developing a well-gov-
erned public sector?

Score: 0/100

>

According to the law, equal representation of 
women and men exists when one of the sexes 
is represented with at least 40 per cent.180

Furthermore, the Election Law formally also 
requires equal representation. Each list of 
candidates must include male and female 
candidates, who should be equally represented. 
Equal representation of women and men 
exists when one of the sexes is represented 
by at least 40 per cent of the total number of 
candidates on the list.181

Although the state has an internally 
harmonised legislative framework182 that is 
effectively enforced183 and adopted a gender 
action plan,184 with the exception of the 
judiciary, women are still underrepresented 
in public life and decision-making.185 This is 
undoubtedly also true of the representation of 
women in the executive. 

Representation of women in prime ministerial 
and ministerial positions in the CoM and 
the FBiH and RS governments remains low. 
Currently, out of 13 prime ministerial positions 
at the state, entity and cantonal levels,186 only 
two are held by women, namely at the CoM 
level and in the Zenica-Doboj Canton.187 

At the moment of adoption of the 2018-2022 
BiH Gender Action Plan, the CoM included 
two women ministers and women made up 
25 per cent of ministers in the FBiH and RS 
Governments. According to the same document 
the number of women in ministerial positions 
has decreased in cantonal governments.188 
Two out of three members of the presidency 
are men. Currently, the position of the FBiH 

president is held by a woman and the position 
of RS president until the last elections was 
held by a woman (now a member of the joint 
presidency).

ROLE
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Despite solid policies being in place, the public 
sector at all levels of government is being 
managed very poorly, without a focus on the 
quality of services provided. Recruitment and 
evaluation of employees are being conducted 
only to satisfy formal procedures, without a 
real merit-based approach. There are serious 
concerns about the politisation of the entire 
public sector, with undue political influence in 
managing it.190 Existing integrity policies in the 
public sector are still a “closed box” given the 
insufficient communication of policies and the 
absence of reporting on the implementation of 
integrity and accountability policies. Unending 
political crises at the state level and FBiH have 
hampered the formation of governments 
at those levels, with the situation following 
the 2018 election, yet again similar to all the 
previous election cycles. This has slowed down 
reform efforts, not least considering the huge 
challenges related to the management of the 
COVID-19 crisis. 

With the exception of the adoption of strategic 
documents related to the reform of public 
administration and financial management and 
control in the period between 2018 and 2021, 
almost nothing has been done to implement 
adopted strategic documents and to reform 
and improve administration. The country is 
still at an early stage of public administration 
reform. 191

The governments failed to fulfil anti-corruption 
tasks from the key priorities of the May 2019 
EU commission opinion, which hindered 
progress. TI BiH prepared a breakdown of the 
integration process and analysed the status of 
the 14 priorities in June 2023 and concluded 
that only one priority was fully implemented, 
related to the functioning of the Stabilization 
and Association Parliamentary Committee, 
while implementation of five priorities has 
partially started. On the other hand, even some 
regression in the case of human rights and 
freedoms has been recorded.192

In the last five years, there were almost no 
regulatory or policy proposals regarding 
accountability and the fight against corruption. 
The Draft Law on the Prevention of Conflict of 
Interest in the Institutions of BiH has not been 
adopted.193

Constant downtimes and delays in developing and 
implementing a policy and a strategic framework 
for accountability and the fight against corruption 
clearly indicates that the fight against corruption is 
not a priority of the executive. 

INDICATOR 2.3.2
Legal system

To what extent does the executive prioritise 
public accountability and the fight against 
corruption as a concern in the country?

Score: 0/100

>
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With the exception of the RS, the strategies for 
the fight against corruption have expired and 
shortcomings in the effective implementation 
of strategies are present at all levels.194 The 
state-level and FBiH strategies for the fight 
against corruption expired in 2019 and never 
succeeded by a current one. According to TI 
BiH’s Overview of implementation of the 2015–
2019 BiH Strategy for the Fight against Corruption 
report, only 30.54 per cent of the total number 
of measures envisaged in the strategy and 
the accompanying action plan were actually 
implemented.195

According to the findings of the 2021 Balkan 
Barometer – a public opinion poll conducted 
annually by the Regional Cooperation Council – 
as few as 3 per cent of those polled completely 
agree with the statement that the government 
fights corruption successfully.196 As mentioned 
above, the World Bank Institute’s governance 
indicators show that the country is actually 
regressing when it comes to the fight against 
corruption. 

Considering the constitutional principle of 
checks and balances and the separation 
of powers, the executive’s most important 
interactions are with the legislature and the 
judiciary. The constitutions contain sufficient 
norms regulating the separation of powers and 
mutual relations between these three branches 
of government. 

Certainly, the position and role of the SAIs 
are also important, not least in the segment 
of control of the executive by the legislature. 
Although firmly established and delineated 
in the constitutions and laws, in practice the 
mutual relations between these four pillars 
are far from separated. As stated earlier 
in this section, legislative authorities at 
almost all levels (with the exception of local 
parliaments) practically ignore the existing 
accountability mechanisms for the executive, 
with parliamentary discussions on the work 
of the executive being reduced to a mere 
formality and audit reports on the work of 
governments/ministries rarely discussed by 
parliaments. Also, there is overt pressures from 
the executive on the SAIs and the auditors 
themselves.197 Examples of governments or 
individual ministers being called to account for 
deficiencies or wrongdoings in their work are 
practically unheard of. 

Furthermore, a significant number of decisions 
of the constitutional courts have yet to be fully 
enforced198 and decisions of ordinary courts are 
also often simply ignored by the executive.199 
Considering the statutory obligation for 

INTERACTIONS
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enforcement of court decisions/judgements, 
this practice of the executive is truly 
alarming. The foregoing indicates an almost 
complete lack of accountability on the part 
of the executive in clear contravention of the 
constitution and applicable legislation. Against 
this backdrop, it is unrealistic to expect the rule 
of law to be established and anti-corruption 
policies to achieve any meaningful impact.

>  Adopt a credible legislative and institutional 
framework for preventing conflicts of interest in 
line with the Group of States against Corruption 
(GRECO) recommendations widening the scope 
of office holders that are under the provisions 
of the law, establishing independent conflict of 
interest bodies, providing for all office holders 
obligation to declare the assets and interests, 
widening the jurisdiction of conflict of interest 
bodies to verify data from assets declarations 
submitted, prescribing harsher sanctions for 
non-complying with the laws and restricting on 
the simultaneous performance of several public 
functions.

>  Mutually harmonise the laws that govern 
free access to information by aligning them 
with international and European standards 
through the improvement of provisions on 
proactive transparency (mandatory publication 
of information on official websites/or central 
portals) and the introduction of harsher fines 
for misdemeanours.

>  Ensure credible and systematic oversight by 
the legislature over the executive by bolstering 
financial and operational independence of 
supreme audit institutions at all levels of 
government by providing for constitutional 
anchorage for SAIs, consistent application of 
the audit laws regarding their financing and 
improve the impact of their work through 
communication strategies 2021-2025.

RECOMMENDATIONS
PILLAR
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>  Ensure that the qualified public and relevant 
stakeholders actively participate in the 
policy-, budget- and law-making processes by 
introducing an obligation for the proposers 
to submit reports on the conducted public 
consultations on their official websites, with 
data on the participants, their proposals, 
objections, as well as data and rationale 
explaining which proposals were adopted and 
which were not.
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3 JUDICIARY>
Overall pillar score:

Capacity score:

Governance score:

Role score:

43/100

50/100

45/100

33/100
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According to the constitutional structure, the 
judicial system is divided into several tiers 
that are not interconnected, resulting in four 
independent judicial systems in terms of 
organisation and jurisdiction. These include 
the judicial system at the state level200 as well 
as the judicial systems of the FBiH201, RS202 and 
BD203 which are financed through 14 separate 
budgets. 

The executive branch at all levels of govern-
ance exerts undue influence on the judiciary 
through the process of proposing and adopt-
ing the budget of judicial institutions, typically 
by failing to approve sufficient funds or by 
influencing the drafting, adoption and execu-
tion of the budgets.

Despite a comprehensive legal framework 
that allows the public to access information 
about the judiciary’s operations, the practice 
of transparency falls short of the principles 
and provisions outlined by law. According to 
TI BiH analysis, only 47 per cent of courts have 
provided full information on the request for 
access to information according to the law 
within the deadline.204 However, rules regard-
ing the open court principle and exemptions 
are fully respected.

There is a concerning trend of a lack of 
accountability among judicial officeholders, 
despite their legal obligations and duties, 

including cases of political connections, weak 
process of appointments, low public percep-
tion, etc. Additionally, the number of com-
plaints filed against judicial officeholders with 
the Office of the Disciplinary Counsel (ODC) 
has been increasing annually. 

A system for collecting and verifying asset 
declarations from judges, prosecutors and 
members of the High Judicial and Prosecuto-
rial Council (HJPC) has yet to be established, 
with only a small percentage voluntarily 
disclosing their asset declarations. Appoint-
ments, promotions and career advancement 
of judges and prosecutors by the HJPC should 
primarily follow a non-ethnic biased approach 
and be based on merit, but this is not the 
case in practice. The problem of an ethnically 
biased approach in the ranking lists is particu-
larly present in the case of appointments of 
court presidents and chief prosecutors.

Furthermore, the legal framework for judi-
cial oversight of the executive is incomplete. 
The current framework is unable to compel 
the executive branch to comply with court 
decisions made in administrative litigations 
because it lacks an enforcement mechanism. 
As a result, the judiciary has been ineffective 
in exercising control over administrative acts. 

SUMMARY
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Reflecting the administrative-territorial 
structure of the country, the judiciary is 
financed from 14 different budgets, with 
courts and public prosecutors’ offices 
having 14 different sources of funding. Each 
administrative level of the judicial system is 
financed from its respective budget (state, 
entity and cantonal budgets).205 That proximity 
of the funding source to the judicial beneficiary 
is in itself troublesome.

According to the laws that regulate courts206 
the courts have to prepare draft budgets and 
submit them to the relevant ministry of justice 
and/or finance at their administrative level 
(state, entity or cantonal level), which then 
prepares a draft budget for each government’s 
approval.207 The HJPC plays an advisory role 
in the budget drafting process but has limited 

influence on the amount of approved funds for 
judicial institutions.208 Although courts generate 
income through court fees, these fees have to 
go to the general budget. There is no regulation 
specifying the absolute amount or percentage 
that must be allocated to financing the judiciary 
relative to other budget users.

Judges’ salaries are governed by separate 
laws, but these laws only apply to judges and 
not to administrative staff. In accordance with 
this law, if there is an increase in the average 
salary in the country, the salaries of judges are 
adjusted accordingly. However, in the event of 
a decrease in the average salary, the salaries 
of judges are not subject to reduction. The law 
does not specify a minimum percentage of an 
administrative level’s total budget that must 
be allocated for the operation of prosecutors’ 
offices.209

All candidates for judges must meet 
minimum formal requirements in terms of 
education, passing the bar exam and years of 
experience.210 However, due to constitutional 
provisions requiring the number of judges 
in a jurisdiction to correspond to the ethnic 
structure according to the 1991 census, some 
courts may not have all positions filled because 
there are not enough candidates from minority 
ethnic groups (see 3.1.2).

While a number of provisions exist, they do not set 
a minimum transfer from the budget and constitu-
tional provisions requiring the ethnic appointment 
of judges have led to unfilled positions.

INDICATOR 3.1.1
Resources (law)

To what extent are there laws seeking to 
ensure appropriate salaries and working 
conditions of the judiciary?

Score: 50/100

CAPACITY

>
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According to the 2022 Judicial Effectiveness 
Index of BiH, with the exception of 2020, budget 
allocations for financing judicial institutions 
have been steadily increasing since 2012.211

Despite this increase in funding, the number of 
judges remained similar to 2012. According to 
the annual HJPC reports, the number of judge 
positions that were not filled as foreseen by 
systematisation has been over 10 per cent since 
2018 and the highest during 2022 when there 
was a shortage of 150 judges, with 13 per cent 
positions remaining unfilled.213 This can lead 
to potential delays in proceedings, overworked 
judges and inefficiencies in the judiciary. In 
2022, 82 per cent of positions were occupied in 

The judiciary has some resources. However, 
resource gaps in the number of judges appointed 
and foreseen by the systematisation lead to a de-
gree of ineffectiveness in carrying out its duties.

INDICATOR 3.1.2
Resources (practice)

To what extent does the judiciary have ade-
quate levels of financial resources, staffing 
and infrastructure to operate effectively in 
practice?

Score: 50/100

>

Table 3.1: Budget allocations for financing judicial institutions212

2022

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

232 million

203 million 

199 million

205 million

191 million

182 million

118.61 million

103.79 million

101.74 million

104.81 million

97.65 million

93.05 million

14.28%

2.01%

-2.92%

7.32%

4.94%

10.30%

Year Amount in BAM Amount in €
Percentage 
increase of budget
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not include the additions based on years of 
service or other benefits. However, court staff 
are relatively poorly paid in comparison. 

According to the 2021 World Bank report the 
ratio of computers and technical equipment in 
courts is satisfactory and all judges and judicial 
assistants have a computer with access to the 
internet and a specialised case management 
system.218

As part of the judicial reform process, the 
implementation of technical assistance 
projects for the judiciary, financed by bilateral 
and multilateral international donors, has 
continued. In 2021, five technical assistance 

the Court of BiH, while the Supreme Court of 
FBiH had a fill rate of 77 per cent and the Basic 
Court in BD had 74 per cent of its positions 
filled.

Judges’ salaries have grown significantly in 
recent years and they are, on average, 50 per 
cent higher than the salaries of the rest of the 
public sector. Basic court judges have a base 
salary of BAM2,400 (€1,227), second-instance 
court judges earn up to BAM3,000 (€1,534), 
supreme court judges earn BAM3,800 (€1,943) 
and constitutional court judges earn up to 
BAM4,500 (€2,300).217 This makes the position 
of judge highly competitive. Moreover, these 
figures represent only the base salary and do 

Table 3.2: Human resources of the judiciary

2022

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2012

1,000

998

1,023

1,011

1,013

1,017

962

1,150

1,141

1,140

1,147

1,132

1,101

995

13,.04%

12,.53%

10,.26%

11,.85%

10,.51%

7,.62%

3,.31%

n/a

3,401

3,777

3,535

3,316

3,474

3,098

Year Number of 
judges214

Number 
of judges 
foreseen215

% of unfilled 
positions

Number of 
support staff216
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projects for the judiciary were being 
implemented, financed largely by the EU, 
Norway, Switzerland and Sweden. The total 
amount donated in 2021 was nearly BAM7.5 
million (€3.8 million).219

At the entity level, there are judicial and 
prosecutorial training centres.220 Judges are 
required to undergo four days of training per 
year, while the administrative staff in courts 
do not have a legal obligation to undergo such 
training.

The Constitution of BiH does not explicitly 
guarantee the independence of the judiciary. 
However, the High Judicial and Prosecutorial 
Council was established by the Law on the 
HJPC221 as an autonomous and independent 

While a number of laws of judicial independence 
exist, the independence of the judiciary is not 
covered by the constitution. The appointments of 
judges, including those who sit in the High Judicial 
and Prosecutorial Council (HJPC), are particularly 
frail and the process is insufficiently protected 
from undue political interference. 

INDICATOR 3.1.3
Independence (law)

To what extent is the judiciary independent 
by law?

Score: 75/100

>

body responsible for ensuring an independent, 
impartial and professional judiciary.222 Entity 
laws on courts also provide guarantees for the 
independence of courts from both legislative 
and executive authorities,223 stating that no 
one may influence a judge’s independence and 
impartiality in deciding on cases.224

According to the law, the HJPC consists of 15 
members. They are selected from among court 
judges and prosecutors from the state-level 
prosecutors’ office, judges and prosecutors 
from the cantonal level courts/prosecution 
along with those of Brčko District, professional 
bar associations, and from the Parliamentary 
Assembly and CoM.225 This still exposes 
the institution to political pressures and 
negotiations.

The appointment of judges is regulated by the 
Law on the HJPC, outlining the professional 
criteria for selecting and appointing judges, 
including their professional qualifications.226 
The Rules of Procedure of the HJPC further 
detail such criteria.227 The appointment of 
judges follows a multi-stage process outlined 
in the rules of procedure.228 This process 
includes receiving and checking applications, 
conducting a qualifying written examination, 
interviewing selected candidates, a final ranking 
of candidates and submitting proposals to 
the council. According to the Open Society 
Fund Bosnia and Herzegovina, “[i]n the final 
stage, after the interview, the ranking list of 
candidates is submitted to the competent 
sub-council for proposing candidates for 
appointment. This sub-council, composed of 
HJPC members, then submits the ranking list 
of candidates to the Council along with an 
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explanation of the nomination proposal.”229

According to the HJPC law judges are appointed 
for life or until they meet the legal requirements 
for retirement.230 Court presidents are elected 
for a fixed term and, if not re-elected, continue 
to serve as judges in the court. Dismissal is 
possible only through disciplinary proceedings 
initiated by the HJPC’s ODC based on reports 
received from interested third parties or on its 
own initiative by the Office of the Disciplinary 
Counsel (ODC). Disciplinary sanctions are 
imposed by a first-instance disciplinary 
commission within the HJPC. Decisions by this 
commission can be appealed to a second-
instance commission within the HJPC and 
decisions by this commission can be further 
appealed to the HJPC as a whole. The final 
decision of the HJPC on disciplinary sanctions 
can be challenged through an administrative 
lawsuit before the Court of BiH.

A question of integrity and independence of 
the HJPC might arise, for example, when its 
president Milan Tegeltija was forced to resign 
under media and public pressure for the trade 
of judicial positions in December 2020. Only 
two months later he was appointed advisor to 
Milorad Dodik, who was a member of the BiH 
Presidency at the time.231 This goes to show that 
appointments to the HJPC, including the very 
top position, might be subject to trade among 
political parties which then trickles down to the 
appointment of all judges and prosecutors. It 
is impossible to determine, without a systemic 
process, who among the current judges and 
prosecutors have political parties to thank for 
their positions.

Domestic and international reports consistently 
indicate insufficient or no improvement in the 
independence and impartiality of the judiciary.

The selection process for judges involves a 
public competition, which is published in official 
gazettes, the press and on the HJPC website. 
Candidates who apply undergo a qualification 
test and an interview before the HJPC makes 
its appointment decision. According to a 2020 
OSCE report on the prosecution of corruption 
in BiH, “the appointments process reveals an 
alarming and unexplained inclination towards 
the principle of ethnic representativeness over 
competence, with no transparent process for 
determining which quality is more important 
for any particular appointment; this renders 
selection procedures more vulnerable to 
manipulation for political or personal gain.”232 

There is widespread interference due to rules of 
ethnic representation, potential influence by the 
executive through budget drafting and appoint-
ments marked by nepotism, affecting judicial 
independence.

INDICATOR 3.1.4
Independence (practice)

To what extent does the judiciary operate 
without interference from the government 
or other actors?

Score: 25/100

>
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A contributing factor to the lack of judicial 
independence is the fragmented financing 
of courts from the budgets of their 
respective administrative-territorial units. 
This arrangement creates the potential for 
inappropriate influence by the executive 
branch on the judiciary, through the process of 
budget drafting, enacting and execution, or by 
not approving a sufficient amount of funds.233 
Additionally, the Temporary Committee of 
Inquiry of the Parliamentary Assembly found 
in 2021 “that ‘powerful individuals in society’ 
also exert influence on the judiciary through 
political appointments of close relatives to 
high-level positions in governments, ministries, 
public enterprises or other lucrative positions 
at all levels of government.”234 This affects 
judicial independence. The committees reports 
provides an example of the appointment of 
the son of a former prosecutor and member of 
HJPC Jadranka Lokmić-Misirača as the director 
of an institution in the same entity and the 
appointment of the brother of a judge from the 
Court of BiH, Amela Huskić, as the director of 
the Privatisation Agency of the FBiH.

According to surveys, eight out of ten citizens 
maintain they do not have equal access to 
justice.235 The country was rocked by two 
murder cases (David Dragičević and Dženan 
Memić, both young men in their 20s) that 
resulted in mass rallies and continued protests 
from 2018 to 2020 as a result of minimal 
trust in the judicial, prosecutorial and law 
enforcement institutions and their political 
capture. Citizens were often protesting in front 
of the regional court buildings, because the 
popular view was that judges were no longer 
only protecting high-ranked politicians, but 

also murderers, while the victims underwent 
secondary victimisation and those calling for 
justice ended up behind bars.236
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GOVERNANCE

A comprehensive legislative framework allows 
both the general public and professionals to 
access information regarding the functioning 
of the judiciary and rulings made by the 
courts. General laws on freedom of access to 
information also apply to the judiciary, while 
procedural laws, such as the criminal procedure 
code and civil procedure code, incorporate the 
principle of transparency of the judiciary’s work. 
There is no legal obligation for verdicts, judicial 
statistics, or court hearing transcripts to be 
proactively published. 

Public access to all court proceedings is 
established as a general rule, with legal 
restrictions in place for criminal proceedings 
against minors and marital and family 

The rules on public access to the trial and their 
exceptions are generally respected in practice. 
Courts submit activity reports to the High 
Judicial and Prosecutorial Council (HJPC). Every 
year, the HJPC publishes an annual report on 
its work on its website.239 Additionally, courts 
maintain their own websites where they publish 
selected information.

There is a comprehensive legal framework in place 
allowing the public to access information about 
the judiciary’s operations and court decisions. 
However, the laws do not require proactive publi-
cation of information.

In practice, the transparency of judicial institutions 
deviates significantly from their legal obligations. 
The judiciary has repeatedly denied access to 
final judgements and the Office of the Disciplinary 
Counsel (ODC) is not transparent about the names 
of judges going through disciplinary proceedings 
or subject to imposed sanctions.

INDICATOR 3.2.1

INDICATOR 3.2.2

Transparency (law)

Transparency (practice)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure that the public can obtain rele-
vant information on the activities and deci-
sion-making processes of the judiciary?

To what extent does the public have access 
to judicial information and activities in 
practice?

Score: 50/100

Score: 50/100

>

>

disputes. In late 2022237 the HJPC adopted 
a communication strategy aimed at 
establishing improved, effective and two-
way communication to facilitate the flow of 
information through mutual appreciation and 
respect among all participants.238
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There are two principal mechanisms for judicial 
oversight. The first is the appeals process and 
the use of extraordinary legal remedies in 
proceedings before the courts. As a general 
rule in criminal and civil proceedings, without 
exception, parties may file appeals against 
decisions with which they are dissatisfied.244 
Under certain conditions defined by the laws, 
like the right to have a case heard within 
a reasonable time, parties may also file 
extraordinary legal remedies (case renewal, 
request for legal review etc.). Once all regular 
and extraordinary legal remedies have been 
exhausted, an appeal may be filed with the 
Constitutional Court of BiH. 

There are provisions in place to ensure that judges 
report to work and are held accountable for omis-
sions. These consist of the appeals process at a 
higher instance and the High Judicial and Prosecu-
torial Council (HJCP) oversight. However, the legal 
ability of the HJCP to influence the work of the 
Office of the Disciplinary Counsel (ODC) is rather 
significant, which questions the independence of 
the ODC. 

INDICATOR 3.2.3
Accountability (law)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure that the judiciary has to report 
and be answerable for its actions?

Score: 75/100

>However, there have been numerous instances 
in which courts have denied access to final 
judgments, which are unambiguously public 
documents, according to the law. A survey 
conducted by TI BiH and BIRN found that only 
47.3 per cent of courts submitted the complete 
requested information within the statutory 
deadline, while 18.9 per cent of cases resulted 
in administrative silence, meaning the courts 
did not respond to the requests received at 
all. The survey also revealed that courts take 
a different approach depending on the profile 
of the information seeker. For example, TI 
BiH’s requests were fully answered within the 
statutory deadline in 54 per cent of cases, with 
only one instance of administrative silence. In 
contrast, when individual citizens filed requests 
for access to information, only 40.5 per cent of 
the requests received a full response within the 
statutory deadline, while 36.4 per cent resulted 
in administrative silence.240

Citizens can access information about the work 
of the ODC via its official website241 and annual 
activity reports.242 These cover disciplinary 
proceedings and imposed sanctions but do 
not include the names of judges against whom 
proceedings were conducted or the specific 
sanctions imposed on individual judges.243 
Citizens are allowed to attend disciplinary 
hearings against judges.  In practice, citizens do 
not use this possibility, while CSOs and media 
sometimes attend disciplinary hearings. 
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The second method of judicial oversight is 
exercised by the HJPC and relevant ministries 
of justice. While the ministries of justice 
have the authority to impact administrative 
support to court operations, the HJPC has 
the authority, through the ODC, to conduct 
proceedings based on received complaints/
reports against judges or by independently 
starting the procedure and imposing 
disciplinary sanctions against judges found 
responsible for irregularities. The Law on 
HJPC245 defines disciplinary offences of judges, 
which include non-compliance with the code 
of professional conduct for judges, gross or 
repeated non-compliance with the performance 
of judicial duties, mismanagement of assets or 
resources, and conduct that diminishes trust 
in the independence or integrity and ability of 
the judge to perform their duty. Disciplinary 
sanctions can range from a reprimand to 
dismissal from duty. The latest amendments 
to the HJPC law from September 2023 envisage 
that its members can now also be held legally 
liable whereas before there was no disciplinary 
accountability for the HJCP.246

In addition, procedural laws, such as the 
criminal procedure code and civil procedure 
code at all levels of governance, prescribe the 
mandatory content of court decisions. Judges 
must provide a reasoning for their decisions, 
explaining the facts established during the 
proceedings and the application of both 
substantive and procedural law. The standard 
of the right to a fair trial and access to court 
under Article 6 of the European Convention on 
Human Rights requires judges to provide an 
appropriate explanation in their decisions.247 
This explanation must give sufficient reasons 

for the court’s decision and serve as a basis 
for seeking legal redress through regular or 
extraordinary legal remedies. 

According to the latest 2021 Judicial Effectiveness 
Index in BiH the average time for resolving cases 
in the first-instance courts in 2021 ranged from 
333 to 396 days.248 In second-instance courts, 
criminal appeal cases were resolved fairly 
promptly, on average in 84 days, while other 
case types took between 552 and 665 days. The 
backlog of cases stands at 2.1 million, including 
1.8 million utility bill cases, which continues 
to negatively impact efficiency.249 The 2019 
Expert Report on Rule of Law Issues states 
that criminal trials are excessively lengthy, 
cumbersome and inefficient. Judges are too 
lenient in the management of trials, allowing for 

Despite the existence of a legal framework gov-
erning the duties and accountability of judicial 
officeholders, there is a worrying trend of a lack 
of accountability. This is evidenced by political 
interference, weak integrity of the appointment 
process, low public perception etc.

INDICATOR 3.2.4
Accountability (practice)

To what extent do members of the judiciary 
have to report and be answerable for their 
actions in practice?

Score: 25/100

>
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When applying for a judgeship, candidates 
are required to submit an asset declaration 
statement to the HJPC. This statement must 
include their own and their family assets.256 
Elected judges must inform the HJPC of any 
changes in personal income, personal assets, 
family assets, financial obligations, as well as 
changes in the value of all assets during their 
term of office. This includes changes related 

The legal framework providing judicial integrity 
mechanisms does not cover all matters, including 
the authority of the High Judicial and Prosecutorial 
Council (HJPC) to verify asset declarations, discipli-
nary responsibility of HJPC members or a lack of 
post-employment restrictions.

INDICATOR 3.2.5
Integrity mechanism (law)

To what extent are there mechanisms in 
place to ensure the integrity of members of 
the judiciary?

Score: 50/100

>

lengthy gaps between hearings and frequent 
postponements with little or no justification.250

The number of complaints filed with the 
Office of the Disciplinary Counsel in 2022 
decreased compared to 2021 from 925 to 
840 complaints. An average of 34 disciplinary 
actions have been initiated annually against 
judges and prosecutors over the past five 
years. The highest number was recorded in 
2019, with 46 disciplinary procedures initiated, 
while the lowest was recorded in 2017, with 25 
disciplinary procedures initiated.251

Of the 33 legally concluded disciplinary 
proceedings against judicial officeholders in 
2022, four resulted in written reprimands 
without publication, four in public reprimands, 
23 in salary reductions and two in a demotion 
from chief prosecutor to prosecutor.252

Disciplinary actions have not had a significant 
deterrent effect due to purely penal policy. 
In 2022, the ODC filed 39 disciplinary actions, 
including six against chief prosecutors and 
court presidents. During the same year, a total 
of 33 disciplinary sanctions were imposed on 23 
judicial officeholders, with more than half being 
token salary reductions.253

According to reports, the judiciary is in a 
state of institutional capture.254 External 
factors have a substantial impact and are in a 
position to effectively control the functioning 
of the judiciary. According to the TI BiH Good 
Governance Agenda 2025 potential solutions 
to the problem of the judiciary must consider 
the depth and the scale of the problem, as well 
as the negative consequences.255 Given the 

environment in which the judiciary operates, 
suspicions and allegations of partiality, as well 
as a lack of a detailed vetting procedure which 
would consider verification of competencies, 
checking personal background and links 
to organised crime/corruption and asset 
verification hampers any possible reforms and 
perceived improvement.
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to their spouse and household members 
concerning any activities in public and private 
companies. Finally, elected judges must file an 
annual financial statement with the HJPC by 31 
March of each year, reporting “any activities 
they performed outside their duties as judges, 
including the remuneration.”257

However, the HJPC lacks the authority to verify 
judges’ asset declarations, significantly reducing 
its ability to determine whether a judge has 
provided false or incomplete information 
about their financial status. As noted by the 
2019 European Commission’s Expert Report on 
Rule of Law issues in Bosnia and Herzegovina: 
“The current system of just gathering asset 
declarations by judicial office holders on paper 
without carrying out any checks is pointless. 
There is an urgent need to step it up, as one 
element of a broader integrity check.”258  
Finally, the latest amendments to the HJPC 
law envisage that judges and prosecutors now 
must file asset declarations including for their 
partners and children, but only for those living 
under the same roof. This allows for so-called 
creative solutions whereby property can be 
transferred to family members living in their 
own homes, for whom no assets need to be 
declared and any suspect property can be 
left out of the process.259 Even when the asset 
declaration is filed, there are no means of 
verifying the items in the declaration, as other 
institutions are not mandated to act upon HJPC 
requests to confirm status.

The HJPC has adopted a Code of Judicial 
Ethics.260 According to this code, judges must 
demonstrate independence from other 
branches of government (executive and 

legislative) and impartiality towards parties 
in proceedings in which they make decisions. 
Judges are obligated to behave morally and with 
dignity and perform their duties professionally, 
thoroughly, diligently and efficiently. The 
code prohibits judges from receiving gifts or 
having third parties sponsor private trips or 
similar activities. If a judge discovers during 
proceedings that they have a conflict of interest 
(for example, if one of the parties, an attorney 
or a third party in the proceedings is a relative 
or friend) or if other circumstances indicate 
bias, the judge must immediately cease all 
actions in the case and request that they be 
recused by the court president. If a party to the 
proceedings believes that the judge is biased, 
they have the right to request that the court 
president recuse the acting judge. Upon such a 
request, the judge must stop the proceedings 
and take no further action until the court 
president makes a decision. Violations of the 
principles of the Code of Judicial Ethics which 
lead to reputational damage or questions 
about the integrity of the judiciary are listed as 
disciplinary offences in the Law on HJPC.261

Judges face no legal barriers that prohibit 
them from transitioning to private-sector 
employment after concluding their judicial 
tenure.
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Structures and mechanisms for ensuring 
the ethical behaviour of judges are in place, 
but their effectiveness has been a topic 
of discussion and concerns highlighted by 
relevant reports from international and non-
governmental organisations.262 In a 2021 report, 
the Open Society Fund states that discrepancies 
in the enforcement of disciplinary actions 
and their subsequent impact on the career 
trajectories of judges are deeply worrying, due 
to selective applicability.263 While disciplinary 
actions or processes have obstructed the 
nomination or advancement of some judges, 
others received promotions despite facing 
disciplinary actions and sanctions. 

The 2019 European Commission’s Expert Report 
on Rule of Law issues in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
speaks of notable professional and legal 
omissions, as well as misuse of procedures and 
dubious court rulings in high-level corruption 
cases.264 Moreover, there appears to be a lack 

Judges score low on perceived integrity as there 
is an insufficient institutional barrier separating 
them from the influence of the political elites to 
whom some high-ranked judges appear accounta-
ble instead of being loyal to their profession. 

INDICATOR 3.2.6
Integrity mechanism (practice)

To what extent is the integrity of members 
of the judiciary ensured in practice?

Score: 25/100

> of accountability for these mistakes. 

In recent years, one of the biggest scandals 
involved the former president of the High 
Judicial and Prosecutorial Council (HJPC), 
who was accused of being under political 
influence. In 2019, video and audio recordings 
were published suggesting that the HJPC 
president had abused his office and promised 
to influence the prosecutors’ office to resolve 
a case.265 In December 2020, under significant 
pressure from both the domestic public 
and the international community, the HJPC 
president resigned.266 Although the Office of the 
Disciplinary Counsel (ODC) brought disciplinary 
action against the HJPC president following the 
publication of the recordings, the first-instance 
disciplinary commission of the HJPC declared 
itself incompetent and rejected the disciplinary 
action as inadmissible. This decision was 
upheld by the second-instance commission. 
Revealingly, the disciplinary commissions are 
composed of HJPC members.267

Judges face no legal barriers that prohibit 
them from transitioning to private-sector 
employment after concluding their judicial 
tenure. In practice, many former judges pursue 
careers as attorneys, notaries, or join corporate 
entities. 

According to 2021 statistics, 239 out of a total 
of 1,358 judges and prosecutors gave their 
consent for their annual asset declarations 
for that year to be published268 as stated in 
the HJPC’s 2022 Annual Report.269 According to 
the latest changes to the Law on HJPC which 
is scheduled to be implemented beginning 
23 December 2023, judges and prosecutors 
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are obliged to submit asset declarations to 
the HJPC and those reports will be published 
on the HJPC’s website.270 However, the HJPC 
already adopted the conclusion that letters 
should be sent to the state-level Ministry of 
Justice and Parliamentary Assembly proposing 
the urgent adoption of amendments to 
prolong the beginning of the implementation 
of the law.271 This is particularly related to the 
potential possibility of blocking the procedure 
of submitting and the exchange of information 
on asset declarations and potentially making 
the verification process meaningless.272

According to the High Judicial and Prosecutorial 
Council (HJPC) 2022 Annual Report out of a total 
of 1,000 appointed judges, 648 are women and 
352 are men.273 However, beyond this, official 
reports produced by judicial institutions do not 
provide gender-disaggregated statistics such as 
the number of complaints filed by women or 

There are no explicit gender-sensitive protocols 
and guidelines in the judiciary. However, the strat-
egy for gender equality in the judiciary partially 
covers such issues and includes staff training.

INDICATOR 3.2.7
Gender

To what extent are the Judiciary’s mecha-
nisms gender-sensitive?

Score: 50/100

>

men or the time it takes to resolve complaints 
filed by either gender. While internally the 
segregated data exists, it has never been made 
publicly available.

When it comes to the front-facing female staff, 
the Chief Disciplinary Prosecutor is a women. 
The Office of Disciplinary Council of the High 
Judicial and Prosecutorial Council is in charge 
of initiating an investigation against judges or 
prosecutors based on a complaint that any 
person or organisation has the right to submit, 
or on its own initiative, based on knowledge of 
possible violations of the duties of judges and 
prosecutors.274

In October 2020, the HJPC adopted the Strategy 
for improving gender equality in the judiciary 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina.275 This strategy 
requires all judicial institutions to prepare their 
own action plans aimed at improving gender 
equality. The strategy includes staff training on 
issues such as gender equality, ensuring equal 
treatment for all users without discrimination 
and more detailed analyses of judicial 
institutions’ actions in cases of gender-based 
violence. 
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According to the state, entity and BD laws 
on courts, the judiciary is responsible for 
judicial control over administrative acts by 
assessing the legality of such executive acts. 
An administrative lawsuit can only be brought 
against a final administrative act and only by an 
interested party who believes that their rights 
or legal interests have been violated. Therefore, 
the judiciary can only exercise control over the 
executive branch through individual cases and 
only if an administrative lawsuit is brought. 

Proceedings in administrative lawsuits are 
complex and lengthy, often failing to provide 
citizens with effective protection. According 
to the 2021 Report of the Parliamentary 
Assembly, the average time for resolving 
administrative lawsuits in the first instance 

The judiciary is ineffective in providing effective 
oversight of the executive through judicial control 
over administrative acts. Even when a court de-
termines that an administrative act is unlawful, it 
lacks the appropriate legal instruments to enforce 
compliance by the administrative authority.

INDICATOR 3.3.1
Executive oversight

To what extent does the judiciary provide 
effective oversight of the executive?

Score: 0/100

>

ROLE is 393 days.276 Although court decisions 
annulling final administrative acts are binding 
for administrative authorities according to the 
law277 in practice these authorities often fail 
to comply with court orders and continue to 
make identical decisions as before the court’s 
ruling.278 In some cases, courts fail to make 
decisions at all, forcing parties to file a new 
administrative lawsuit with full jurisdiction. 
This can mean waiting several years for a 
court decision, during which time the legal and 
factual situation may have changed, preventing 
the party from accessing their rights even if 
they receive a decision in their favour.279

This in particular occurs frequently in 
procedures for issuing building permits. While 
a dissatisfied party pursues legal action against 
an administrative authority, the authority 
may issue a building permit and even when 
the party receives a court decision in their 
favour against such construction, the building 
may have already been finished, resulting in 
new procedures and costs for the party.280 In 
conclusion, there is no possibility of initiating an 
administrative lawsuit on its initiative and such 
lawsuit can only be brought at the request of 
the parties. 

TI BiH’s Advocacy and Legal Advice Centre 
(ALAC) has recorded numerous cases of non-
compliance with the final court judgments. 
One such case involved a lawsuit filed by TI 
BiH against the RS Ministry of Transport and 
Communications under the Law on Freedom 
of Access to Information.281 Despite a 2022 
judgement by the Banja Luka District Court 
concluding that the ministry prioritised the 
protection of foreign companies over the 
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public interest the RS Ministry of Transport and 
Communications refused to provide a copy of 
the concession contract for the construction 
of the Banja Luka-Prijedor motorway.282 The 
ministry continued to refuse to provide the 
contract even after the judgement, prompting 
TI BiH to initiate a new lawsuit against it.283

It is not possible to bring an administrative 
lawsuit against decisions made by the executive 
branch, but it is possible to initiate a procedure 
to determine the legality of the executive’s 
acts of general application before competent 
constitutional courts.284 However, this is a 
lengthy and uncertain process for the parties 
involved. 

Additionally, there is no effective legal 
mechanism in place for regular courts to 
compel administrative authorities to comply 
with their judgements. The existing mechanism, 
which involves administrative procedures of 
so-called full jurisdiction where courts can 
make decisions that completely supersede 
those of administrative authorities, is complex 
and rarely used.285 However, courts avoid 
this practice because even in such cases, 
administrative enforcement procedures 
are carried out by the same administrative 
authorities that failed to comply with court 
orders in earlier procedures.

A very specific and prominent problem is 
the non-enforcement of constitutional court 
decisions. According to the 2023 Report of 
the Constitutional Court of BiH, 8 decisions on 
constitutionality and 31 decisions on appellate 
jurisdiction of the court have not been 
enforced.286 Also, according to the report, the 

court adopted a ruling on non-enforcement 
in 24 requests related to the decisions on 
constitutionality and delivered rulings to the 
prosecutor’s office. In 11 cases the court was 
notified that the prosecutor’s office had issued 
an order not to conduct an investigation, 
while for the other cases no information was 
provided. Also, the court has adopted a ruling 
on non-enforcement in 98 cases related to the 
appellate jurisdiction. In 84 cases the state-
level prosecutor’s office issued an order on the 
suspension/no investigation, while for the other 
cases the court was not informed about the 
actions of the prosecutor’s office.287

An additional problem of breaching the 
constitutional and legal order in the country 
by Republika Srpska arose in 2023 with 
the adoption of two unconstitutional laws: 
the Law on Non-Application of Decisions 
of the Constitutional Court of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina288 and the Law on Non-
Publication of the Decisions of the Office of 
High Representative.289 Despite rulings on the 
unconstitutionality of these acts, there is no 
enforcement mechanism of the constitutional 
order and such behaviour has gone 
unsanctioned to date.
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According to a 2022 survey conducted by 
TI BiH,290 there was a minor increase in the 
number of convictions for corruption-related 
criminal offences compared to 2021.291 Still, of 
293 convictions for corruption-related criminal 
offences in 2022, only eight were related to 
cases of grand corruption. 

Punitive sanctions for corruption-related 
criminal offences can be considered extremely 
soft. In 2022, 62.5 per cent of convictions for 
corruption-related criminal offences resulted in 
conditional sentences, while only 34.6 per cent 
resulted in prison sentences.292

In 2022, the courts passed a total of 361 
judgements for corruption-related criminal 
offences, including 293 convictions, 64 
acquittals and 4 dismissals.293 Only eight cases 

The judiciary has been largely inactive and inef-
fective in combating corruption and prosecuting 
those who have committed corruption-related 
criminal offences, particularly in cases of grand 
corruption. This has to do with political influence, 
lack of capacities, inadequate inter-agency collab-
oration, etc.

INDICATOR 3.3.2
Corruption prosecution

To what extent is the judiciary committed to 
fighting corruption through prosecution and 
other activities?

Score: 25/100

> addressed grand corruption, and of those eight, 
one was a final prison sentence, four were first-
instance prison sentences and three were first-
instance conditional sentences.294 This suggests 
a poor quality in the preparation of indictments 
by prosecutors and consequently of court 
decisions. 

The HJPC regularly publishes annual reports 
on the work of the judiciary, which include 
statistics on its work and performance.295 
However, these reports do not provide detailed 
statistics on the prosecution of corruption-
related criminal offences, which would include, 
among others, the number of prosecutorial 
rejections, quality of court decisions, etc. 

The legal framework regulating international legal 
assistance is adopted and provides a legal basis 
for international legal assistance. However, there 
is a lack of data to assess its effectiveness.

INDICATOR 3.3.3
Mutual legal assistance

Score: 50/100

>

International legal assistance is regulated by 
the Law on International Legal Assistance 
in Criminal Matters which provides a solid 
basis for international legal assistance and 
it outlines the procedures for providing 
assistance in criminal matters.296 The state-
level Sector for International and Inter-Entity 
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Legal Assistance at the Ministry of Justice of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina is designated as the 
central institution responsible for receiving 
and sending requests for international legal 
assistance. 

The ministry has not published specific statistics 
on these cases. However, certain judicial 
institutions do publish this information, e.g. the 
state-level Prosecutor’s Office, which stated in 
its 2022 report that a total of 350 cases with 
international legal assistance and extradition 
were registered that year.297 Of these, 215 were 
new cases received in 2022, while 126 were 
carried over from the previous period.

The judiciary engages in regular cooperation 
with other institutions, including prosecutors’ 
offices and law enforcement agencies, as well 
as with the media and civil society. 

The interaction with prosecutors’ offices and 
law enforcement agencies is primarily based 
on legal and binding provisions related to the 
prosecution of criminal offences, as set out in 
criminal codes and criminal procedure codes. 
However, the failure to indict more corruption-
related offenders results from a combination 
of the insufficient integrity of both institutions 
and poor collaboration in the process of trial 
preparation.

In contrast, the judiciary’s interaction with 
the media and civil society is based on their 
role in monitoring corruption prosecution. 
CSOs and media track these prosecutions and 
disseminate information to the general public.

INTERACTIONS
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>  The executive at all levels needs to secure 
timely and unconditioned financing for the 
judiciary to reduce the possibility of undue 
influence.

>  The legislative branch needs to urgently 
adopt a whole new Law on the High Judicial 
and Prosecutorial Council (HJPC) to improve 
the accountability and integrity of judicial 
officeholders, in line with recommendations 
from the European Commission. This in 
particular means: 

•  Ensuring more transparent and merit-based 
appointment of judges and prosecutors.

•  Ensuring implementation of provisions on 
conflict of interest of members of the HJPC and 
all holders of justice functions.

•  Ensuring enforcement of provisions for 
the submission and verification of asset 
declarations by holders of justice functions.

•  Strengthening the independence of the Office 
of the Disciplinary Counsel (ODC) by formally 
separating it from the HJPC.

>  The legislative branch needs to provide 
legal mechanisms and resources to implement 
vetting procedures for judicial officeholders 
independent of the executive in order to 
examine their assets and links with politics and 

RECOMMENDATIONS
PILLAR

organised crime. This needs to start with the 
vetting of all HJPC members. 

>  The judiciary needs to improve its 
transparency by regularly and proactively 
publishing relevant information on the work of 
courts, including publishing court judgments 
and enabling regular communication with the 
public (gender disaggregated to benefit greater 
transparency).

>  The legislative branch needs to change the 
concept of administrative lawsuits within the 
laws on administrative procedure at all levels so 
that court decisions can completely supersede 
administrative acts, allowing citizens to exercise 
their rights based on court decisions without 
pursuing new legal actions.

>  The legislative branch must preserve the 
integrity and independence of the constitutional 
court by rejecting the proposed legal challenges 
that look to effectively subordinate the court 
to the governing political elites and ensure 
that the rulings of the court are implemented 
in full through the appropriate parliamentary 
procedures.
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4 PUBLIC  PROSECUTOR>
Overall pillar score:

Capacity score:

Governance score:

Role score:

38/100

44/100

46/100

25/100
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Prosecutors’ offices are independent govern-
ment institutions. There are four separate 
prosecution systems, organised according to 
the level of government: the state-level Prose-
cutor’s Office of Bosnia and Herzegovina, two 
entity prosecutors’ offices (FBiH and RS), the 
BD Prosecutor’s Office, ten cantonal prose-
cutors’ offices in FBiH and six district prose-
cutors’ offices in RS. Within the Banja Luka 
District Prosecutor’s Office, there is a Special 
Prosecutor’s Office for Combating Organised 
Crime and the Most Serious Forms of Econom-
ic Crime (Special Prosecutor’s Office), while at 
the state level within the Prosecutor’s Office 
of BiH, there is Section in the Special Depart-
ment for Organised Crime, Economic Crime 
and Corruption. 

Despite having a solid legal framework and 
relatively satisfactory resources for law en-
forcement within their jurisdictions, prosecu-
tors’ offices in BiH continue to face significant 
obstacles to their functionality and effective-
ness. These obstacles include a complex struc-
ture and financing from 14 different budgets, 
as well as undue political influence. Each 

administrative level of the judicial system is 
financed from its respective budget (state, 
entity and cantonal budgets).

As a result of such challenges, prosecutors 
have been unsuccessful in effectively man-
aging policies for investigating crime and a 
systemic approach to prosecuting corruption 
offences at the level of prosecutors’ offices 
is lacking. Prosecutors exercise considera-
ble discretionary power in deciding whether 
to initiate criminal proceedings, a key risk 
with high-level corruption cases. Disciplinary 
actions have thus far failed to serve as an 
effective deterrent. In cases involving grand 
corruption, inexplicable professional errors 
occur with alarming frequency.

In practice, mechanisms for holding pros-
ecutors accountable are almost entirely 
non-functional. The entire system of disci-
plinary accountability functions more as an 
instrument of intimidation than as a means of 
achieving its primary objective – ensuring that 
judges and prosecutors are held accountable 
for their actions. 

SUMMARY
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Given that the judiciary comprises of four 
subsystems that mirror the administrative-
territorial organisation of the country, 
prosecutors’ offices are financed from 14 
different budgets (see 3.1.1). This fragmented 
nature of funding gives rise to considerable 
disparities in the financing of prosecutors’ 
offices, depending on the source of funding. 
This results in budgets and resources that are 
unstable and susceptible to various forms of 
influence (see 4.1.4). 

The existing legal framework does not provide 
the prosecutors’ offices with a sufficient degree 
of independence in the budgetary process. 
Competent ministries may seek to exert 
influence over the work of judicial institutions 
(see 3.1.4), including public prosecutor offices, 
through their involvement in the processes of 
budget preparation, adoption and execution 

– for instance, by withholding approval for 
sufficient funds. 

Prosecutor’s salaries are governed by separate 
laws but these laws only apply to prosecutors 
and not to other administrative staff.298 
According to the Law on Salaries and Other 
Compensations in Judicial and Prosecutorial 
Institutions at the Level of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, the salary of prosecutors at the 
state level ranges from BAM3,800 (€1,943) 
to BAM4,400 (€2,250).299 Subsequently, if 
there is an increase in the average salary in 
the country, the salaries of prosecutors are 
adjusted accordingly. However, in the event of 
a decrease in the average salary, the salaries of 
prosecutors are not subject to reduction. The 
law does not specify a minimum percentage of 
an administrative level’s total budget that must 
be allocated for the operation of prosecutors’ 
offices.

While a number of provisions exist, they do not set 
a minimum percentage of the budget for prosecu-
tor’s offices.

INDICATOR 4.1.1
Resources (law)

To what extent are there laws seeking to 
ensure appropriate salaries and working 
conditions of prosecutors?

Score: 50/100

CAPACITY

>
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Budgetary allocations for the operation of 
prosecutors’ offices have increased.

However, these funds are insufficient for 
investments and improvements of judicial 
infrastructure, as over 85 per cent of the budget 
is earmarked for salaries and allowances.301 
Project activities aimed at advancing judicial 
reform are financed through donor funds, 
coming from donors such as the European 
Union, USAID, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, 
etc.302

The budget of the state-level Prosecutor’s 
Office for 2021 was not adopted. According 
to the Decisions on Temporary Financing of 
the Institutions BiH for 2021, approved funds 

The prosecution has some resources. However, 
significant resource gaps lead to a certain degree 
of ineffectiveness in carrying out its duties, which 
includes the lack of the number of prosecutors 
foreseen by systematisation.

INDICATOR 4.1.2
Resources (practice)

To what extent does the public prosecutor 
have adequate levels of financial resources, 
staffing and infrastructure to operate effec-
tively in practice?

Score: 50/100

>

Table 4.1: Budget allocations for the operation of prosecutors’ offices300

2022

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

67 million

60 million

57 million

58 million

57 million

52 million

34..2 million

30.6 million

29.1 million

29,.6 million

29,.1 million 

26,.5 million

11.6%

5.2%

- 1.,7%

1.,7%

9.,6%

23.,8%

Year Amount in BAM Amount in €
Percentage 
increase per year
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were based on the budget for 2020, which 
amounted to slightly more than BAM14 million 
(€7.16 million).303 During 2022 and 2023 there 
has been an increase in the budget for the 
Prosecutor’s Office. In 2022, the allocation was 
BAM16.04 million (€8.39 million euros) while 
in 2023 the budget additionally increased to 
BAM19.2 million (€9,81 million).304 Generally, 
prosecutor’s offices have a solid financial basis 
for normal day-to-day operations. 

According to the Annual Report of the High 
Judicial and Prosecutorial Council for 2022, the 
number of prosecutors’ positions that were 
not filled, as foreseen by systematisation, has 
been over 15 per cent (358 prosecutors hired 
out of 425 systematised).305 This nonetheless 
does not reveal to what extent the placements 
have been merit-based and professional, as 
described below.

At the entity level, there are judicial and 
prosecutorial training centres.306 Prosecutors 
are required to undergo four days of training 
per year, while administrative staff in courts do 
not have a legal obligation to undergo training.

Prosecutors are appointed by the High Judicial 
and Prosecutorial Council (HJPC) and the rules 
governing their appointment are based on 
professional criteria, as prescribed by the Law 
on the HJPC and its rules of procedure.309 Judges 
and prosecutors should be professionally 
impartial, of high moral standing and with 
the appropriate training and qualifications.310  
The procedure and criteria for appointing 
prosecutors are further detailed in the Rules of 
Procedure of the High Judicial and Prosecutorial 
Council.311 Article 46 specifies the criteria for 
ranking candidates, including their expertise, 
ability to analyse legal issues, ability to perform 
their duties responsibly, independently and 
impartially, professional impartiality and 
reputation, conduct outside of work, previous 
work experience, acquired knowledge and 
competencies, education and training, 
publication of scientific papers, communication 
skills, and other activities in their profession. 

The Law on the Prosecutor’s Office307 and the Law 
on the HJPC308 contain detailed provisions that aim 
to guarantee the independence of the Prosecutor’s 
Office. However, that is not referenced in the con-
stitution and the appointment process of judges 
lacks transparency. 

INDICATOR 4.1.3
Independence (Law)

To what extent is the public prosecutor inde-
pendent by law?

Score: 75/100

>
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Domestic and international reports consistently 
indicate a lack of improvement in the 
independence and impartiality of prosecutors’ 
offices.

According to the Open Society Fundation report 
neither the constitutions nor the legislation 
defines what “independence” is.317 Also, the 
laws do not provide for specific safeguards 
or measures to ensure the independence of 
the judiciary and autonomy of prosecution in 
practice, particularly in relation to the outside 
pressure that judicial institutions are subjected 
to. The European Commission’s 2023 Report 
on BiH states that the independence and 
impartiality of the judiciary did not improve, 
despite the newly introduced amendments 
to the HJPC rules of procedure aiming at 
improving appointments.318 Executive and 
legislative authorities failed to adopt additional 
safeguards. 

Members of the executive regularly and severe-
ly interfere with the appointment of the chief 
prosecutor and the activities of the prosecution by 
influencing appointments and asserting pressure 
via budget allocations.

INDICATOR 4.1.4
Independence (practice)

To what extent does the public prosecutor 
operate without interference from the gov-
ernment or other actors?

Score: 0/100

>The appointment of prosecutors follows a 
multi-stage process and this process includes 
receiving and checking applications, conducting 
a qualifying written examination, interviewing 
selected candidates, a final ranking of 
candidates and submitting proposals to the 
council.312

The HJPC law strictly prohibits performance of 
a duty incompatible with that of a prosecutor, 
or which may interfere with the fair and 
impartial execution of prosecutorial function.313 
However, the manner in which prosecutors 
are selected remains a subject of debate and 
differing interpretations. An analysis of the 
Centre for Investigative Journalism states that 
the most controversial aspect of the judiciary is 
the process of selecting and appointing judges 
and prosecutors.314 The lack of transparency, 
particularly in ensuring political impartiality, 
prevents the selection of candidates who would 
stand out for their expertise, ethical standards 
and personal integrity. There is no regulation 
safeguarding transparency of all phases of the 
appointment process, and according to the 
Open Society Fund BiH analysis, one of the 
main problems is that the process has not been 
transparent and it is difficult, if not impossible, 
to analyse how the selection/appointment 
criteria have been implemented.315

According to the law, the HJPC is the key 
institution responsible for the appointment, 
removal, training and disciplinary proceedings 
against prosecutors.316 It plays a central 
role in ensuring the independence and 
professionalism of the prosecutorial service.
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The European Commission notes in its 2019 
Expert Report on the Rule of Law, that this is 
particularly the case in the appointment of 
the chief prosecutors which was the situation 
during the process of appointment of the chief 
prosecutor of state-level prosecutor’s office in 
2022.319 In that instance, there was only one 
candidate by the end and the entire process 
was staged.320 This was also the case during the 
process of appointment to the Republika Srpska 
Prosecutor’s Office, where the HJPC appointed 
a candidate ranked last, on the pretext of ethnic 
balance.321 The European Commission further 
notes that “rules on appointments, disciplinary 
responsibility, career advancement and 
conflict of interest of judges and prosecutors 
continue to be applied inconsistently and with 
overly broad discretion.”322 In July 2022, the US 
Embassy, the Office of the Hight Representative, 
the OSCE Mission to BiH and the Delegation 
of European Union to BiH sent a letter to the 
HJPC with concerns regarding the appointment 
process. According to the letter, the process of 
appointing the holders of judicial positions by 
the HJPC is carried out non-transparently and 
often arbitrarily, ranking lists are not respected 
and there are no concreate explanations for 
individual decisions on appointments.323

A contributing factor to a lack of independence 
is the fragmented financing of prosecutors’ 
offices from the budgets of their respective 
administrative-territorial units (see 4.1.1). 
This arrangement creates the potential for 
inappropriate influence by the executive 
branch on prosecutors’ offices. According to 
the report prepared by Open Society Fund, 
“There is a general perception among judges 
and prosecutors that planning and allocation of 

budgets are not based on objective criteria. The 
process depends on informal, even personal 
relations between the responsible persons 
in the judiciary and those in the executive 
authorities.”324

On the other hand, there exists a connection 
between the executive and judiciary, primarily 
through political influence on appointments 
to the highest judicial positions, including 
appointments of close relatives of prosecutors 
to political positions, such as the appointment 
of the husband of the deputy chief prosecutor 
Diana Kajmakovic of the state-level prosecutor’s 
office as the director of a public enterprise 
wholly owned by the FBiH.325
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GOVERNANCE

The right to access information about the work 
of public authorities is guaranteed by three 
laws on freedom of access to information.

According to the Law on the Prosecutor’s 
Office of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the office 
informs the public about relevant issues 
through the media and other channels of 
communications.326 Limits of transparency 
are defined and considering the procedures’ 
interest, the office can share information about 
a particular case with the public and relevant 
stakeholders. Furthermore, all procedural laws 
are based on the principle of transparency, 
which serves as a guiding principle for judicial 
institutions (see 3.2.1.).

There is a comprehensive legal framework in place 
allowing the public to access information about 
the prosecutor’s operations. However, there is 
no legal obligation for proactive publication of 
information.

While the public can obtain some relevant infor-
mation on the activities of the prosecution via its 
websites, budget data as well as criminal record 
details are lacking.

INDICATOR 4.2.1

INDICATOR 4.2.2

Transparency (law)

Transparency (practice)

To what extent are there provisions in 
place to ensure that the public can obtain 
relevant information on the activities and 
decision-making processes of the public 
prosecutor?

To what extent does the public have access 
to information on the activities and deci-
sion-making processes of the public prosecu-
tor in practice?

Score: 75/100

Score: 25/100

>

>

In 2018, the High Judicial and Prosecutorial 
Council of Bosnia and Herzegovina (HJPC) 
adopted rules on the submission, verification 
and processing of asset declarations of judges 
and prosecutors. However, its application 
was halted by a court decision that found 
its adoption illegal. As a result, asset 
declarations of judicial officeholders, including 
prosecutors, are only collected without 
additional verification.327 At present, judges and 
prosecutors may choose to publish their asset 
declarations on the HJPC website.328 According 
to the 2022 report, 211 out of a total of 1,358 
judges and prosecutors gave consent for their 
annual asset declarations for that year to be 
published329 as stated in the HJPC’s annual 
report.330
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Prosecutors’ offices inform the public about 
their work through their websites and 
spokespersons who communicate with the 
media based on their requests.331 Additionally, 
they prepare progress reports that are 
submitted to the HJPC that are then compiled 
and published as a summary annual report 
available to the public.332

Despite these efforts, relevant domestic and 
international reports indicate that the judicial 
system, including prosecutor’s offices, remains 
insufficiently transparent with an inconsistent 
application of the Law on Freedom of Access to 
Information.333 Specifically, prosecutors’ offices 
insist that the media file formal requests to 
access information, rather than responding 
proactively to media inquiries as part of their 
regular public relations activities.334

An analysis by TI BiH shows that 90 per cent 
of prosecutors’ offices do not publish budget-
related information on their websites, indicating 
an insufficient level of transparency. Only half 
of the prosecutors’ offices publish and regularly 
update annual activity reports. In terms of the 
availability of information related to criminal 
cases, 5 out of 15 prosecutors’ offices publish 
information about confirmed indictments either 
in full or in the form of a statement with the 
reasoning for the indictment. The remaining 
prosecutors’ offices only publish a statement 
without providing the reasoning for the 
indictment on their website.335

Prosecutors are required to report on their 
activities whilst being held accountable by 
the HJPC for any omissions. The Prosecutor’s 
Office has to submit reports on its work to the 
HJPC. Additionally, the Prosecutor’s Office on 
their own initiative or upon request updates 
the presidency, Parliamentary Assembly and 
the CoM on its operation and implementation 
of the law.336 At the end of each budget 
year, the chief prosecutor has to report to 
the Parliamentary Assembly and provide an 
overview of crime in the country.337

The HJPC is authorised to receive complaints 
against prosecutors, conduct disciplinary 
proceedings and call prosecutors to disciplinary 
account. (see 3.2.3)

Extensive provisions are in place to ensure that 
prosecutors have to report and be answerable for 
their actions. However, enforcement mechanisms 
are weak and inconsistent.

INDICATOR 4.2.3
Accountability (law)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure that the public prosecutor has to 
report and be answerable for their actions?

Score: 75/100

>
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The accountability mechanisms of prosecutors 
do not function in practice. The Office of the 
Disciplinary Counsel (ODC) is responsible for 
investigating allegations of misconduct by 
prosecutors. Investigations may be initiated 
by the ODC on its own initiative or in response 
to a complaint. The most common reasons for 
complaints against prosecutors are negligent 
performance of official duties by prosecutors 
and the length of proceedings.338

Disciplinary actions have not had a significant 
deterrent effect. In 2022, the ODC received 
840 complaints, including 76 ex officio 
complaints against judicial officeholders – a 
decrease of 9 per cent from 2021. Of these 
complaints, 262 complaints were against 
chief prosecutors or prosecutors. Out of 262 
complaints against prosecutors, 10 resulted 
in disciplinary procedures launched.339 Of the 
33 legally concluded disciplinary proceedings 
against judicial officeholders in 2022, 4 resulted 
in written reprimands without publication, 4 
in public reprimands, 23 in salary reductions 

Despite scores of attempted reforms, accounta-
bility mechanisms have been almost completely 
dysfunctional in practice.

INDICATOR 4.2.4
Accountability (practice)

To what extent do prosecutors report and 
answer for their actions in practice?

Score: 25/100

> and 2 in a demotion from chief prosecutor to 
prosecutor. 340

Despite efforts to increase accountability 
through strengthening capacity, primarily 
through projects financed by international 
donors, numerous cases demonstrate a 
widespread lack of accountability. According to 
the 2019 European Commission Expert Report 
on Rule of Law issues in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
there are inexplicable professional and legal 
errors, neglect, procedural misuse and dubious 
court rulings in high-profile cases with a lack 
of accountability for such mistakes.341 Some 
of these cases allegedly include arrangements 
to reduce sentences or drop investigations 
for high-level drug smugglers and dealers, 
car thieves, etc., and many parts of the larger 
organised Balkan mafia networks (caught 
through Sky communications application only in 
the past couple of years).342

According to a 2021 Open Society Fund report, 
“[c]onsidering both the law and the practice of 
disciplinary liability, the overall system does not 
appear to serve their main purpose of ensuring 
accountability and serving as a deterrent in 
the daily work of judges and prosecutors.”343 
The report suggests that the judiciary and 
prosecution are in a state of institutional 
capture.344 Similarly to the judiciary in 3.2.4, a 
strong case is made to question the integrity 
and accountability of prosecutors, which 
subsequently calls for a systemic review of 
these appointments.
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The Law on the High Judicial and Prosecutorial 
Council of Bosnia and Herzegovina defines 23 
disciplinary offences for prosecutors subject to 
disciplinary proceedings. These include using 
the function of the prosecutor to obtain a 
benefit for oneself or another person, a breach 
of an obligation to behave properly with the 
parties in proceedings, exploiting the position 
of prosecutor in order to obtain an advantage, 
accepting gifts, engaging in the activities 
that are incompatible with the prosecutorial 
function, etc.345 Also, the HJPC has adopted 
a Code of Prosecutorial Ethics.346 According 
to this code, prosecutors must demonstrate 
independence from other branches of 
government (executive and legislative) in 
their work. They must also be impartial and 
respect the presumption of innocence, not 
only in their decisions but also in the process 

The Code of Prosecutorial Ethics outlines the fun-
damental standards of ethical conduct. According 
to the code, prosecutors must perform their duties 
in accordance with the principles of independ-
ence, impartiality, equality, integrity, expertise 
and accountability. While asset declarations are 
collected from prosecutors, no further verification 
is conducted. 

INDICATOR 4.2.5
Integrity mechanism (law)

To what extent are there mechanisms in 
place to ensure the integrity of prosecutors?

Score: 50/100

> of making them. Prosecutors are obligated to 
behave morally and with dignity and maintain 
integrity and proper behaviour in accordance 
with their function. They must maintain a high 
level of professional ability and perform their 
duties professionally, meticulously, diligently 
and efficiently. Violations of the principles of 
the Code of Prosecutorial Ethics, which lead to 
reputational and integrity damage and which 
are not prescribed as a separate offence, are 
listed as disciplinary offences in the HJPC law.

When applying for the position of prosecutor, 
candidates are required to submit an asset 
declaration statement to the HJPC. (see 3.2.5). 
According to the European Commission’s 
Expert Report on Rule of Law issues in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, the current system of gathering 
asset declarations without any verification 
is pointless.347 There is an immediate need 
to enhance this system as part of a more 
comprehensive integrity assessment

There is an absence of actions aimed at ensuring 
the integrity of prosecutors and misconduct mostly 
goes unsanctioned.

INDICATOR 4.2.6
Integrity mechanism (practice)

To what extent is the integrity of members 
of the prosecution ensured in practice?

Score: 25/100

>
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There is widespread consensus that the 
judiciary lacks sufficient integrity, as confirmed 
by relevant reports from international and non-
governmental organisations.348 The European 
Commission’s Bosnia and Herzegovina Report 
2023 states that it has amended the Law on 
High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council in 2023 
with the aim of establishing a system to verify 
the asset declarations of judges, prosecutors 
and HJPC members. However, the adopted 
version of the law is not in line with the opinion 
of the Venice Commission, considering that 
the system of the verification of assets has 
been weakened, for example, by excluding the 
possibility for the HJPC to request additional 
information from natural and legal persons).349 

There are also frequent instances of violations 
of ethical standards. In October 2021, the Chief 
Prosecutor of Bosnia and Herzegovina was 
demoted from his position due to disciplinary 
violations.350 Specifically, she was found to 
have intentionally manipulated the allocation 
of cases. In May 2022, the Chief Prosecutor of 
RS was also demoted to a lower position for 
similarly not following the automated process 
of case allocation in order to ensure the trusted 
prosecutors deal with selected cases.351

However, the disciplinary commissions of 
the HJPC have a policy of imposing symbolic 
sanctions, even for the most serious violations 
of ethical standards. Sanctions typically involve 
a reduction in salary ranging from 10 to 20 per 
cent for a period of one to several months. 
According to the 2022 Annual Report of the ODC, 
23 out of 33 disciplinary sanctions were a salary 
reduction.352

There are no explicit gender-sensitive protocols 
and guidelines in prosecutors’ offices. Strategy for 
gender equality in the judiciary partially covers 
those issues. 

INDICATOR 4.2.7
Gender

To what extent are the prosecution’s mecha-
nisms gender-sensitive?

Score: 25/100

>

While the Law on the HJPC requires judges 
and prosecutors to submit asset declarations, 
according to the 2022 Annual Report of the 
High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council, 211 
prosecutors permitted their asset declarations 
for 2021 to be published on the HJPC website, 
out of 1,358 judges and prosecutors.353

According to the 2022 Annual Report of the 
High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council, out of 
358 appointed prosecutors, 183 are women 
and 175 are men.354 Beyond this, the official 
reports of judicial institutions do not provide 
gender-disaggregated statistics, such as the 
number of complaints filed by women or men 
or the time it takes to resolve complaints filed 
by either gender. Similarly to the judiciary, the 
disaggregated data exists, but it is not being 
published or offered in any public report.
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In October 2020, the HJPC adopted the Strategy 
for improving gender equality in the judiciary of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina.355 (see 3.2.7.) 

According to a TI BiH report356 made on the 
basis of official statistics obtained from the 
HJPC, there was an increase in the number of 
indictments for corruption-related criminal 
offences in 2022 compared to 2022.357 However, 
out of the 175 confirmed indictments for 
corruption-related offences in 2022, not a single 
one is related to cases of grand corruption.

Furthermore, only 498 investigations into 
corruption-related criminal offences were 
conducted in 2022, representing a worrying 
drop compared to the previous year when 
there were 514 investigations. Of these 
investigations, 43 were related to grand 
corruption. The ratio of ongoing investigations 
for corruption-related criminal offences to 
the total number of ongoing investigations 
for all cases remains very low at only 2.9 per 

The public prosecutor offices are largely inactive in 
cases of grand corruption, investigations into cor-
ruption-related criminal offences have decreased 
and remain unsuccessful in penalising offenders.

INDICATOR 4.3.1
Corruption prosecution

To what extent does the public prosecutor 
investigate and prosecute corruption cases 
in the country?

Score: 25/100

>

ROLE
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cent. Additionally, the high number of negative 
prosecutorial decisions in resolving complaints 
and investigations for corruption-related 
criminal offences is particularly alarming. Out of 
205 indictments for corruption-related criminal 
offences only 17, or 2 per cent, concern grand 
corruption.358

Yet, relevant surveys and reports from 
international organisations indicate the 
presence of systemic corruption, particularly 
political corruption.359 The selective willingness 
of the police, including at the state level, to 
cooperate with prosecutors in high-level 
corruption cases raises serious concerns about 
their independence and professionalism. 
Differences in views regarding the authority 
of the state-level prosecutor’s office to issue 
instructions to entity prosecutors’ offices 
hinder the effectiveness of the investigations 
and proceedings.360 In cases of high-level 
corruption inexplicable professional and legal 
mistakes, negligence, abuse of procedures 
and questionable court decisions have 
been observed, with seemingly no one 
being held accountable for these omissions 
that discredit the indictments (see 4.2.4).361  
According to an OSCE Report, indictments 
are unclear, ill-prepared, poorly presented 
and often incomprehensible.362 Another TI 
BiH assessment found that indictments lack 
convincing evidence, that proceedings take too 
long, that trials are scheduled with extensive 
gaps between them and that institutions are 
unwilling to be transparent in the process and 
to share public documents.363

According to the Law on The Prosecutor’s Office 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina364 and the Law on 
Criminal Procedure,365 prosecutors have close 
cooperation with police structures and courts, 
as mandated by the laws and due to the nature 
of their work in combating corruption. 

However, there are shortcomings in this 
cooperation, particularly between prosecutors’ 
offices and law enforcement agencies, resulting 
in the rejection of indictments or acquittals 
due to poor or unlawful evidence. According 
to the European Commission’s Expert Report 
on Rule of Law issues in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
the relationship between prosecutors and the 
police is not effective in addressing crime.366  
While the criminal procedure codes designate 
the prosecutor as the head of investigations, 
the police do not report directly to them. 

INTERACTIONS
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Dedication and professionalism are essential 
during criminal prosecutions, effective 
investigations and the collection of solid 
evidence that can be used to sanction 
lawbreakers.

>  The executive at all levels must secure timely 
and unconditioned financing of the prosecutor’s 
offices to reduce the possibility of undue 
influence. 

>  The legislative branch needs to urgently 
adopt amendments to the Law on the High 
Judicial and Prosecutorial Council (HJPC) 
to improve the accountability and integrity 
of judicial officeholders, in line with the 
European Commission recommendations. This 
particularly means ensuring: 

•  More transparent and merit-based 
appointments of judges and prosecutors 
through a new appointment system (see also 
vetting below).

•  Appropriate conflict of interest provisions in 
the new law that applie to members of HJPC 
and other holders of justice functions and 
elaborates on the illicit practices.

•  Provisions and procedures for asset 
declaration and verification of justice function 
holders, using the same conflict of interest 
legislation and subordinated internal acts.

RECOMMENDATIONS
PILLAR

>  The legislative branch needs to provide legal 
mechanisms and resources for implementing 
independent vetting procedures for judicial 
and prosecutorial officeholders to examine 
their assets and potential links to politics and 
organised crime.

>  The legislative branch needs to limit 
prosecutors’ discretionary powers by amending 
criminal procedure law and to introduce 
monitoring mechanisms over their discretion to 
initiate or suspend investigations.

>  The prosecutors’ offices and law enforcement 
agencies need to improve cooperation in 
detecting and investigating corruption-
related criminal offences by establishing joint 
investigation teams.

>  Ample funding for regular training sessions 
must be provided in order to strengthen the 
capacities of prosecutors’ offices to conduct 
complex financial investigations.

>  The legislature needs to strengthen the 
independence of the Office of the Disciplinary 
Counsel by formally separating it from the 
HJPC, to increase the level of accountability of 
prosecutors.
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5 PUBLIC  SECTOR>
Overall pillar score:

Capacity score:

Governance score:

Role score:

40/100

42/100

46/100

33/100
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Due to the complexity of the public sector’s 
organisational structures, it is difficult to pro-
vide an assessment of this sector as a whole 
in terms of the legality, transparency, integri-
ty and accountability of its actions. While the 
regulation of civil service/servants define the 
administration framework, public services, 
which make up a significant portion of the 
public sector (including public enterprises, 
public institutions in health care, education, 
etc.), are governed by a set of sector-specific 
regulations. 

The legislative framework governing the legal-
ity, transparency, integrity and accountability 
of the public sector is relatively sound. How-
ever, in practice, there are numerous short-
falls with its implementation. Although public 
sector structures are generally sufficient for 
unhampered performance, there is a need to 

further enhance integrity, accountability and 
public procurement. The majority of public 
sector employees are still not required by law 
to disclose their personal assets and financial 
status, making it difficult to prevent conflicts 
of interest. The freedom of access to infor-
mation law is still poorly enforced, with one 
notable problem being a lack of provisions 
on proactive transparency. Despite recent 
progress and developments in the procure-
ment system, such as further harmonisation 
of domestic regulations with the acquis and 
the operationalisation of the state-level public 
procurement portal, that practice remains 
subject to numerous abuses. Due to inade-
quate communication of existing policies and 
the absence of reporting on their implemen-
tation, integrity and accountability of public 
sector employees remains a grey zone.

SUMMARY
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Budgets at all levels of government in the 
country are still insufficient to ensure proper 
functioning and meet the needs of the public 
sector. This is undoubtedly due to the country’s 
complex constitutional structure, which 
spills over into the organisation of the entire 
public sector, expanding it to a great degree. 
According to the World Bank estimates, BiH had 
a fiscal deficit of between 1 to 2.5 per cent of 
GDP in 2020, 2021 and 2022.367 These trends 
were influenced by pre-election investments 
and spending and the World Bank predicts that 
these balances will equalise post-election in 
2023.368 Almost 30 per cent of all employees in 
the country work in the public sector.369

In 2018, the public sector wage bill accounted 
for 25.3 per cent of overall government 
expenses, while investments received only 

The public sector has some resources covering 
salaries and related costs, but there are still 
significant gaps and scarce budget resources for 
infrastructure investments and training. 

INDICATOR 5.1.1
Resources (practice)

To what extent does the public sector have 
adequate resources to effectively carry out 
its duties?

Score: 50/100

CAPACITY

>

6.8 per cent, which is lower than the Western 
Balkans average.370 Furthermore, available 
data for the state level shows that training 
expenditures in proportion to the annual 
wage budget were only 0.05 per cent, which is 
another deterrent for young professionals to 
join.371 Although public sector salaries are still 
higher on average than those in the private 
sector, the entire workforce is increasingly 
unable to meet a decent standard of living, not 
least due to the aforementioned inflationary 
trends.372 All in all, considering a high degree of 
perceived politicisation and partisanship and 
the pervasiveness of clientelism and nepotism 
in the public sector, this is not a particularly 
attractive career choice for young, educated 
and ambitious individuals (see 5.1.3). 

As a result, it appears that the downward trend 
in public sector service quality documented in 
the earlier National Integrity System studies 
continues. There is a marked discrepancy 
between public sector costs and service 
quality. According to the World Bank’s Ease 
of Doing Business Index, BiH ranks worst 
among Western Balkan countries in terms of 
business-related bureaucracy.373 Furthermore, 
according to Gallup World Poll Surveys, only 
half of its citizens are satisfied with education 
and public health care services. The situation 
appears to be even worse when it comes to 
public administration service delivery. In 2021, 
only 30 per cent of citizens were satisfied 
with the quality of administrative services.374 
Furthermore, with the sole exception of the 
strategic framework for public administration 
reform, BiH falls far behind Western Balkan 
countries when it comes to the implementation 
of public administration principles as part 
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The status, rights and obligations of civil 
servants at different levels of government 
are governed by special regulations of civil 
service.376 The legal and institutional framework 
for civil servants provides for an objective 
and fair recruitment and promotion process, 
as well as the appropriate protection of civil 
servants, including senior civil servants, from 
undue political or other interference. The 
recruitment of civil servants is based on the 
concept of public advertising of vacancies and 
the implementation of competitive procedures 
by civil service agencies established at different 
levels, which are statutorily independent and 
separate from the executive branch. However, 

While the civil service legal framework provides for 
an objective and fair recruitment and promotion 
process, as well as the appropriate protection of 
civil servants from undue interference, the legisla-
tion either lacks human resources management or 
defines it poorly. 

INDICATOR 5.1.2
Independence (law)

To what extent is the independence of the 
public sector safeguarded by law?

Score: 50/100

>

of the country’s EU integration path.375 This 
is especially true of the quality of services 
provided by the administration.

at some levels, the regulations permit the 
majority of selection commission members 
to be from the very service/department 
where the candidates are to be employed, 
thus defeating the purpose of the civil service 
agency. Performance appraisals and civil 
servant evaluations are governed by laws 
and implementing regulations.377 Unlike civil 
servants, the status, rights and obligations 
of employees in public services (health care, 
education, culture, social services, etc.) 
are governed by separate, sector-specific 
regulations that govern the provision of 
these services to citizens, which fall short of 
properly addressing important issues such as 
employee independence, open and transparent 
recruitment procedures, etc.378 

The 2019 enactment of a special regulation on 
the procedure for public sector recruitment 
in FBiH, which extended the obligation to 
implement open recruitment procedures to 
the entire public sector in FBiH, may be viewed 
as a positive development.379 Because there is 
no such regulation in RS, the organisation and 
implementation of recruitment and promotion 
of employees in public services in RS are left 
to the management of these organisations, 
resulting in a large number of positions 
being filled arbitrarily, without competitive or 
systemic recruitment procedures (see 5.1.3). 

Procedures for electing and appointing 
management in public services (directors 
and members of governing and supervisory 
boards) require mandatory public advertising of 
vacancies and selection of the best candidates 
but leave broad discretionary powers for laying 
down requirements/criteria and implementing 
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procedures that reduce public job competition 
to a mere formality, with positions ultimately 
filled through coalition agreements of political 
parties.380

Finally, differences between civil servants and 
employees in public services also exist in the 
range of recourse options available for the 
protection of their rights. In addition to the 
institutions in which they are employed and 
the courts, civil servants, unlike employees in 
public services, may seek recourse before the 
civil service boards as the second-instance 
authority. These bodies review the status of 
civil servants381 upon request of a civil servant 
who participated in a public competition or 
that of the institution in which the civil servant 
exercises their functions.382

Changes in government at the executive 
levels do not result in major changes 
in the composition of civil servants and 
employees in public services who are not in 
managerial positions. These categories of 
employees are largely protected by existing 
regulations (see 5.1.2). However, changes in 
government at any executive level very often 
entail changes in management structures 
in public services (directors, members of 
governing and supervisory boards), as well 
as in a large number of advisory and similar 
positions that are not regulated by law, 
making these positions effectively available 
to the election winners. Moreover, there is 
no secrecy surrounding this practice as the 
division of political appointments is open and 
transparent.383 A large number of dismissed 
managers have filed lawsuits challenging the 
legality of their dismissal by the newly formed 
governments. Such lawsuits are typically 
resolved in favour of managers, who receive 
hefty damages for wrongful dismissal.384 
(see 5.1.2). Appointments are made without 
procedures and for brief interim terms, making 
such appointees extremely susceptible to the 
influence of the executive.385

In FBiH, while public competitions are required 
by law for all public services, the problem 
lies in the definition of criteria for candidate 
selection, with an overemphasis still placed 
on the candidate interview as a highly 
subjective and unreliable means of gauging 
the candidate’s abilities.386 In RS, as there is no 
legal requirement to hold public recruitment 
competitions in all public services, the risk of 
post-election or pre-election reshuffles remains 
very high. 

The government interferes with the activities of the 
public sector most notably through political inter-
ference in recruitment and promotion procedures, 
especially regarding managerial appointments 
and dismissing. 

INDICATOR 5.1.3
Independence (practice)

To what extent is the public sector free from 
external interference in its activities?

Score: 25/100

>
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Political interference in recruitment and 
promotion procedures is prevalent at all levels 
of government and there are no protective 
mechanisms in civil service regulations to 
prevent ”preferred candidates” from being 
hired.387 Moreover, the very managers of civil 
service agencies, which are supposed to ensure 
a legal, impartial and objective selection of 
candidates, are appointed politically, indicating 
a lack of independence on the part of these 
management structures from the political and 
executive levels. Although mandated by laws 
and codes of conduct, political impartiality of 
civil servants has not been attained in practice 
because the mechanisms for controlling and 
sanctioning civil servants, and reporting to 
parliaments and the public have not taken hold 
within the administration. Undoubtedly, one of 
the causes of this problem is the politicisation 
of the entire public sector.388 According to the 
TI BiH informed estimates, around 90 per cent 
of civil servants have been hired as part of 
clientelist networks of the political parties.389 
The rationale behind such a selection is the 
understanding of the ruling elites that the 
public sector serves the interest of clientelist 
mobilisation of voters as public resources are 
offered in exchange for votes (of recruited 
individuals and their families/friends).390

Several laws require general transparency includ-
ing declarations of assets, but they do not cover 
all public position holders while at the FBiH level 
there is no delegated enforcement institution. 
Freedom of information laws are in place, but lack 
proactive transparency mechanisms. 

INDICATOR 5.2.1
Transparency (law)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure transparency in financial, human 
resource and information management of 
the public sector?

Score: 25/100

>

Proactive transparency is not comprehensively 
regulated by freedom of information 
legislation.391 The state-level freedom of access 
to information law lacks most of the commonly 
accepted elements of proactive disclosure, so it 
comes as no surprise that some organisations/
institutions take a haphazard approach to this 
type of transparency (see 5.2.2). Despite the 
existence of a legal framework, there are no 
effective institutional mechanisms in place 
to monitor the implementation of freedom 
of information laws and to impose sanctions 
for violations. The legislative framework 
needs to be aligned with international and EU 
standards.392 The lack of a harmonised legal 
framework at the state and entity levels is a 

GOVERNANCE
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major impediment to the consistent exercise 
of this right at all levels of government. 
While the state-level law meets the minimum 
requirements for implementation, including 
misdemeanour sanctions for non-compliance 
for both the authority and the responsible 
person within the authority, the entity laws do 
not provide for such sanctions. Furthermore, 
overstepping its authority, the RS government 
issued a conclusion declaring that the RS Law 
on Freedom of Access to Information does not 
apply to the minutes of the RS government 
sessions, that is, that the minutes are not public 
documents.393

Rules requiring annual activity reports by 
the public sector institutions (for example 
ministries, public enterprises, public 
hospitals, and schools) and their review 
by the competent authority (for example 
assemblies, governments, sectoral ministries, 
and management boards) still apply to the vast 
majority of public sector institutions.

The transparency of public procurement is 
regulated by the public procurement law 
that requires the public sector to conduct 
public procurement procedures fairly and 
transparently, and to treat bidders equally and 
without discrimination.394 The law is partially 
aligned with the EU acquis but in fewer technical 
details.395 It establishes a reasonably good basis 
for transparent public procurement procedures 
by requiring the public sector to publish public 
procurement plans and procurement notices, 
including tender documentation and the 
outcomes of the procedures.396 Also, Article 
75 of the law mandates the publishing of the 
essential elements of awarded contracts and 

The disclosure and then publication of 
information on assets, income and financial 
interests of senior public sector employees, 
except of those who gain mandates in 
accordance with the election law, is still 
not common practice for several reasons. 
Firstly, due to the absence of an enforcement 
authority, the law in FBiH is not implemented 
at all in the asset and interest disclosure 
segment, because the individuals subject to this 
obligation have no institution to declare their 
assets and interests to, while in RS the law does 
not cover all managerial positions in public 
sector. 

information on contract execution.397

Due to the insufficient regulatory and institutional 
framework public is not able to obtain relevant 
information on public sector activities. This espe-
cially applies to the decision-making process in 
public procurement procedures and information 
on assets, income and financial interests of public 
sector employees.

INDICATOR 5.2.2
Transparency (practice)

To what extent are the provisions on trans-
parency in financial, human resource and in-
formation management in the public sector 
effectively implemented?

Score: 25/100

>
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There are specific provisions in place requiring 
public sector agencies to report to the 
legislature.401 Furthermore, in accordance with 
the laws on public sector audits, the supreme 
audit institutions are authorised to conduct 
various types of audits of public sector agencies 
and organisations.402 However, because there 
is no statutory requirement to regularly audit 
the entire public sector, many public sector 
organisations rarely undergo such audits. 
Also, there is no requirement for legislators to 
consider and discuss the reports of supreme 
audit institutions.

Whistleblower protection is governed by 
the Law on Whistleblower Protection in 
the Institutions of BiH and the Law on 
Whistleblower Protection in RS. No such law 

Extensive provisions are in place which ensure that 
public sector employees have to report and be 
answerable for their actions. However, gaps exist 
in terms of the scope of whistleblower protection 
laws while auditing requirements for the public 
sector remain insufficient for effective control from 
the legislation.

INDICATOR 5.2.3
Accountability (law)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure that public sector employees 
have to report and be answerable for their 
actions?

Score: 75/100

>At the state level, regulatory and institutional 
deficiencies also hinder asset and interest 
disclosure. Specifically, the state-level 
commission on conflicts of interest is not fully 
operational, as described in 1.2.6.398 Another 
problem is the continued lack of public 
registers of individuals serving in governing 
and supervisory boards (and recently also 
audit boards), making it impossible to discover 
related financial interests within the public 
sector and the influence of political parties 
over them. Furthermore, civil servant registers, 
which should include information on civil 
servants’ assets and interests, have yet to be 
established and are consequently unavailable 
to the public. The operationalisation of 
the public procurement portal in 2014 has 
somewhat increased the transparency of public 
procurement but still remains insufficiently 
transparent. The most oft-cited obstacles to 
procurement transparency are the failure to 
publish public procurement plans and low-
value procurement plans, and the overuse of 
negotiation procedures without publication 
of a procurement notice.399 The minutes and 
reasonings of the commissions established 
by the contracting authorities to evaluate bids 
remain unavailable to the public. 

It is still common practice for vacancies in 
public services to be advertised in local and 
regional newspapers that are not read in the 
areas where the vacancies are available, or 
in official gazettes that are not read by the 
majority of citizens, indicating an unfair and 
opaque recruitment process in public services. 
Vacancies in the civil service, on the other hand, 
are advertised transparently, including on the 
websites of the civil service agencies.400
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exists in FBiH. The legal details are discussed in 
2.2.5.

There are mechanisms in place whereby 
citizens and businesses can report or complain 
against civil servants if they are dissatisfied 
with their services or believe that they 
have been subjected to extortion, abuse of 
position or other corrupt conduct. These 
mechanisms range from the right to appeal 
against individual acts issued by public sector 
institutions to external models such as reports 
to inspectorates (administrative, labour, budget, 
health, educational, etc.) and, ultimately, to 
the police and prosecutors’ offices. Also, many 
public sector institutions use complaint boxes 
or complaints books as a means of gauging 
user satisfaction and these mechanisms are 
increasingly being implemented online. 

Cases of public sector employees being held 
accountable for malpractice with disciplinary or 
other actions taken and sanctions enforced are 
highly uncommon. According to the answers 
to the European Commission questionnaire, in 
2016 there was not a single case of a senior or 
lower-ranked civil servant403 being dismissed 
from the civil service at all levels as a result 
of disciplinary action.404 Most sanctions are 
disciplinary in nature, such as salary deductions 
and suspension. However, even these are very 
rarely imposed.405 The public sector practically 
never reports on the number of complaints 
received and the number and outcome of any 
disciplinary measures taken against public 
sector employees. 

Despite being in place, public sector oversight 
mechanisms continue to be ineffective. 
Reporting corruption in the public sector 
remains extremely rare. At the state level, the 
Agency for the Prevention of Corruption and 
Coordination of the Fight against Corruption 
(APIK) granted administrative protection to 

Reporting and sanctioning of public sector misbe-
haviour are rare, including in public procurement.

INDICATOR 5.2.4
Accountability (practice)

To what extent do public sector employees 
have to report and be answerable for their 
actions in practice?

Score: 25/100

>
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whistleblowers in two cases out of three 
requests in 2021, compared with zero in 
2020.406  In 2019, APIK approved one such 
request. In RS no request for protection to 
whistleblowers was filed in 2021, compared 
with one request filed and partially upheld in 
2020.407 From 2013 to the end of 2019, APIK 
had denied 13 of 24 whistleblower status 
requests.408 The fact that so few individuals 
have been granted whistleblower status is 
indicative of an endemic lack of trust in existing 
protection mechanisms.409

Conflict of interest laws govern the prevention 
of conflicts of interest, accepting gifts, using 
services, etc. in cases involving elected officials, 
executive officeholders and advisers in 
government institutions, whereas laws on civil 

Conflict of interest regulations, including for 
procurement processes, are in place but the civil 
service lacks systemic harmonised laws and regu-
lation, while the public sector remains largely with-
out regulation on the integrity of its employees.

INDICATOR 5.2.5
Integrity mechanisms (law)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure the integrity of public sector em-
ployees?

Score: 75/100

>

service and ethical codes for civil servants spell 
out their duties and responsibilities as regards 
prevention of conflicts of interest, political 
and other neutrality, accepting gifts and other 
benefits, prohibition of bribery, prohibition 
of unauthorised use of official property, use 
of official information, etc.410 The laws and 
codes prohibit civil servants from engaging in 
entrepreneurial or other registered commercial 
activity. Additionally, specific disciplinary action 
regulation governs the initiation of disciplinary 
and other actions against civil servants in cases 
of suspected violations of the laws and ethical 
codes, including the imposition of sanctions for 
civil servants.411

When entering the service, civil servants sign a 
statement that they are aware of the provisions 
of the code and these statements are stored 
in their files. The content of these policies 
however remains essentially at the level of 
principles and there are no explicit reporting 
obligations. Differences between civil servants 
and employees in public services exist in how 
applicable laws address their professionalism, 
objectivity and impartiality, since there is no 
single piece of legislation governing these in 
public services, effectively leaving it to the 
discretion of the management of these services 
to decide whether to adopt codes of conduct or 
any comparable regulations.412

Sectoral regulation governing the work of 
public services (for example, laws on public 
enterprises, health care, education, etc.) do 
not provide uniform standards defining such 
prohibitions, nor are there uniform codes for 
these categories of employees. Also, sectoral 
laws do not require public services to put their 
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own policies such as ethical codes in place.413 Of 
particular concern are the imprecise provisions 
that govern the issues of supplementary – 
outside working hours – practices in specific 
professions such as health or educational 
services.414

The declaration of personal assets and interests 
by officeholders in the public sector whose 
status is not governed by the regulations on 
civil service is governed by the Law on Conflict 
of Interest in Governmental Institutions of 
BiH and the Law on Prevention of Conflict of 
Interest in Government Authorities of RS.415 
The Law on Conflict of Interest in Government 
Authorities in FBiH has not been enforced 
since its adoption due to the absence of an 
institution charged with its implementation.416 
According to the state-level law,417 the 
obligation to submit asset declarations applies 
to a relatively large number of managerial 
positions within the public sector, but not all 
managerial positions.418 These officials are 
required to submit regular financial reports 
to the Commission on Conflicts of Interest. 
The state-level law lacks clear provisions on 
the submission and administration of asset 
declarations, as well as detailed restrictions 
on ownership of private companies that do 
business with the government.419 The conflict 
of interest law in RS has a very limited reach420, 
because the obligation to declare assets does 
not apply to managers of public services.421

The public procurement law includes specific 
provisions that aim to ensure the integrity of 
public procurement operations and the civil 
servants involved in them. Thus, Article 52 of 
the law spells out in great depth the obligations 

of contractual authorities and representatives 
of contractual authorities in connection with 
the prevention of conflicts of interest in public 
procurement. Any contract concluded in 
contravention of conflict of interest provisions 
is considered null and void. Also, bidders who 
submit bids in public procurement procedures 
must submit a verified anti-corruption 
statement.422

Public sector corruption is still perceived as 
pervasive. The Regional Cooperation Council’s 
study Balkan Barometer 2020 indicates an 
upward trend in the general public’s perception 
of corruption in the public sector in Western 
Balkan countries, including BiH, particularly in 
the police and health care sectors.423

The disclosure of information on assets, 
income and financial interests of public 

Public sector employees and especially the general 
public are underinformed about rights and obliga-
tions in upholding integrity, while misuse of public 
sector employees and official property in election 
campaigns remains widespread.

INDICATOR 5.2.6
Integrity mechanisms (practice)

To what extent is the integrity of public sec-
tor employees ensured in practice?

Score: 25/100

>
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The concept of gender mainstreaming 
has yet to take hold in policy-making and 
implementation, including in the public sector. 
With the exception of the police, health 

Gender-sensitive protocols and guidelines exist 
to some extent, with only partial implementation, 
while gender-disaggregated data are only partially 
available.

INDICATOR 5.2.7
Gender

To what extent are the Public Service’s 
mechanisms gender-sensitive?

Score: 25/100

>

sector employees, except for those who gain 
mandates in accordance with under Election 
Law is still not common practice for the reasons 
discussed in in section 5.2.2.424 In terms of the 
integrity of public sector employees, there is 
a marked disparity between statutory rules 
and what happens in practice. These policies 
or reports on implementation are rarely found 
on the websites of public sector institutions. 
Citizens, businesses and public sector 
employees thus, are all unfamiliar with integrity 
policies, as well as their rights and obligations 
stemming from these policies, because these 
policies are poorly communicated by the 
public sector (see 5.3.2). As a result, only very 
few complaints are filed, actions taken or 
disciplinary and other sanctions imposed on 
public sector employees who violate integrity 
policies. 

Although they receive some training on 
strengthening integrity and preventing 
corruption, public sector employees are 
still underinformed about their rights and 
obligations. In the absence of comprehensive 
integrity management training courses 
organised and administered by civil service 
agencies, training is frequently undertaken 
by international projects or organisations.425 
PPA organises training for public procurement 
officers following the Public Procurement 
Law and the Rules on Training for Public 
Procurement Officers, and these courses 
are regularly available to the public sector. 
However, a review of the training content and 
curricula available on the PPA’s website426 
reveals that the topics of integrity and 
accountability in public procurement are not 
adequately covered, as the training focuses 

on the technical aspects of conducting public 
procurement. 

According to the CSOs engaged in election 
campaign monitoring, there is widespread 
misuse of public sector employees and 
official property in election campaigns.427 
Effective implementation of integrity policies 
remains a challenge for many reasons, 
including a general lack of transparency in the 
public sector and the fact that public sector 
employees and organisational units, as well as 
external oversight mechanisms (e.g. auditors, 
inspectors) and CSOs, are often uncertain as to 
what situations or circumstances, for example, 
constitute a conflict of interest.
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and social protection sectors,428 and mostly 
regarding domestic violence cases, other 
segments of the public sector do not have 
gender-sensitive protocols, guidelines or other 
instruments in place. 

The collecting and processing of gender-
specific data is still in its infancy and the public 
sector does not typically produce gender-
disaggregated data. Gender-responsive 
statistics, analyses and research are still 
missing.429

Under rules of engagement and similar policies, 
some public sector organisations, such as the 
police, social services and health care, ensure 
that female officers are available at all times 
to provide services to women and girls, where 
necessary (see chapter on law enforcement). 

Although the public sector has put in place 
various mechanisms for reporting corruption, 
such as complaints offices, hotlines, boxes, 
anonymous web-based applications, etc., the 
number of reports remains negligible as stated 
above. 

The public sector only sporadically provides 
training on integrity and corruption, but these 
courses are designed solely for civil servants 
and not for businesses or the broader public. 
Furthermore, high-level support is inconsistent 
and rarely brought up outside of election 
campaigns. As reported in the Review of the 
Level of Implementation of the Anti-corruption 
Strategy and Action Plan 2015-2019,430 7 seven 
of 45 activities planned under the action plan’s 
strategic fourth objective which focused on 
raising public awareness and promoting the 

The public sector has failed to communicate an-
ti-corruption policies to the general public showing 
that the fight against corruption is far behind its 
priorities. 

INDICATOR 5.3.1
Public Education

To what extent does the public sector 
inform and educate the public on its role in 
fighting corruption?

Score: 25/100

>

ROLE
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As is the case with most policies, coordination 
mechanisms within the public sector are 
very weak.432 The regulatory and strategic 
framework for combating corruption continues 
to be fragmented.433 The conspicuous lack of 
participation by high-level public sector officials 
and political figures in anti-corruption efforts 
and initiatives continues to be a source of 
concern.

Cooperation and coordination within the public 
sector in fighting corruption are very weak, while 
cooperation with CSOs and the business commu-
nity is uncommon, with deterioration trends in 
recent years due to further efforts to exclude CSOs 
from the policy-making process. 

INDICATOR 5.3.2
Cooperate with public institutions, 
CSOs and private agencies in pre-
venting/ addressing corruption

To what extent does the public sector work 
with public watchdog agencies, business and 
civil society on anti-corruption initiatives?

Score: 25/100

>

need for the participation of the entire society 
in the fight against corruption were actually 
implemented and this strategic objective has 
not been achieved.431

Examples of successful cooperation between 
public sector agencies and CSOs are 
uncommon. The cases of cooperation, such as 
that between the Public Procurement Agency 
and CSOs in the public procurement monitoring 
project Make Public Procurement Public are 
typically initiated by CSOs with financial support 
from international projects or organisations.434 
Once projects are completed, there is no 
sustainability. 

An example of efforts of the public sector to 
remove CSOs from the policy-making process 
was in the process of drafting a Law on Special 
Register and Transparency of Non-profit 
Organisations by the Ministry of Justice of 
RS, according to which CSOs financed from 
foreign sources will be prohibited from any 
participation in public policy making in the RS.435
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The Public Procurement Law requires all 
contracting authorities to act transparently 
and treat bidders equally and without 
discrimination in public procurement 
procedures, in a manner that ensures fair 
and active competition. In accordance with 
this principle, the law generally provides 
that contracting authorities are required to 
use open or restricted public procurement 
procedures as default procedures.436 At the 
same time, the law allows for the use of 
other, less transparent procedures, subject 
to fulfilment of the specifically defined legal 
requirements relating to the estimated value of 
the contract or other factors that warrant their 

Although the law establishes a solid framework for 
fair and transparent public procurement, mostly 
aligned with EU directives, authorities continue to 
ignore public procurement principles and rules 
due to an absence of accountability and inade-
quate judicial response.

INDICATOR 5.3.3
Reduce Corruption Risks
by Safeguarding Integrity in Public 
Procurement

To what extent is there an effective frame-
work in place to safeguard integrity in 
public procurement procedures, including 
meaningful sanctions for improper conduct 
by both suppliers and public officials, and 
review and complaint mechanisms?

Score: 50/100

> use.437

The requirements for participation in public 
procurement procedures and the selection 
criteria are defined by contracting authorities, 
within the framework defined by the law. 
These are limited to bidder requirements and 
evaluation criteria regarding the subject-matter 
of the procurement, in terms of its value, 
complexity, etc. The law does not regulate the 
very important matter of contract execution, 
because it is governed by general rules on 
contractual obligations, specific technical and 
financial regulations, etc. Neither the law nor 
the implementing regulations include specific 
provisions on the separation of tasks at various 
phases of public procurement procedures. In 
practice, particularly with smaller contracting 
authorities, this results in situations where 
some of the critical phases of procurement 
procedures are performed by the same staff, 
such as participation in the public procurement 
commission and participation in the 
implementation of the awarded contract. 

The institutional framework for public 
procurement is made up of the Public 
Procurement Agency and Procurement 
Review Body, as autonomous bodies that 
are independent of contracting authorities. 
The agency acts as the central procurement 
agency and is responsible for regulating and 
monitoring the public procurement system 
at the central level.438 The review body is the 
second-instance authority deciding on appeals 
in public procurement procedures,439 whose 
decisions can be challenged in administrative 
litigation before the Court of BiH.440 Given the 
agency’s growing role in monitoring public 
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procurement and the steadily increasing 
number of complaints received by the 
review body, there is a need to expand the 
administrative and personnel resources 
of these two institutions,441 as noted in the 
European Commission’s Bosnia and Herzegovina 
2022 Report442 and the agency’s and review 
body’s annual reports. 

Although the appeals mechanism for public 
procurement procedures has been put in 
place, holding managers or other officials in 
contracting authorities to account is still non-
existent. According to the 2021 activity reports 
of the review body, there has been a steady 
increase in the number of complaints in public 
procurement procedures over the years, with 
the review body receiving as many as 3,868 
complaints in 2020.443 The control of activities 
related to public procurement does not provide 
effective oversight in practice. The capacities of 
the agency and the review body are insufficient 
to ensure timely and effective oversight.444 This 
particularly concerns the exceeding of time 
limits within which the review body is required 
to decide on appeals and the implementation 
of legal opinions presented by the Court of 
BiH in appeals procedures against review body 
decisions.445

The transparency of public procurement 
procedures has improved following the 
launch of the public procurement portal in 
2014.446 Contracting authorities must use this 
portal447 to implement all public procurement 
procedures, which include publishing 
procurement notices, bidding documentation 
including any clarifications or corrections, as 
well as posting contract award notices.448 The 

newly established requirement to publish 
public procurement plans, minutes of bid 
openings and other documents on this portal is 
expected to increase the transparency of public 
procurement procedures even further. 

While the law has laid the groundwork for 
fair and transparent procurement, the actual 
practice diverges widely from the proclaimed 
principles and rules. Supreme audit institutions 
and CSOs have documented numerous 
instances of misconduct and wrongdoing 
in public procurement, including those that 
occurred during the COVID-19 pandemic.449 
By laying down discriminatory selection 
criteria and distinctive technical specifications, 
contracting authorities blatantly break public 
procurement principles and rules. Such 
misconduct rarely receives an adequate 
judicial response. Notable exceptions include 
the proceedings taken against the FBiH 
Government for the procurement of ventilators 
in 2021450  and against the RS Institute of Public 
Health for the procurement of protective 
equipment in 2022.451

Correspondingly, a cause of concern is the 
consistent drop in the number of open bidding 
procedures. According to the agency, the 
average number of eligible bids in open bidding 
procedures in 2022 was 1.93452 down from 3.2 
just a few years prior.453 Such data and negative 
trends confirm the bidders’ decreasing trust in 
the country’s public procurement system.

According to the 2023 activity reports of 
the review body, there has been a steady 
increase in the number of complaints in public 
procurement procedures over the years, with 
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the review body receiving as many as 3,721 
complaints in 2022.454

The integrity and accountability of public sector 
employees, as well as their performance, are 
heavily dependent on public sector recruitment 
methods, employee performance appraisal and 
progress review, and public sector employee 
supervision. As the analysis of this pillar 
has already shown, throughout the entire 
public sector these processes are severely 
hampered by shortcomings in the regulatory 
framework and even more so by deficiencies in 
implementation practices (see 5.1.1 & 5.2.2). 

For multiple reasons, the executive branch is 
the most important point of interaction for 
this pillar within the National Integrity System. 
First, various executive branch agencies such 
as civil service agencies, public enterprises, 
public institutions, etc. are responsible for 
implementing established policies throughout 
the public sector. Second, within the framework 
of the accountability system, the entire public 
sector informs, reports and is answerable for its 
work directly to executive officeholders. Third, 
based on these inputs, the executive develops 
policies for the public sector as a whole. 
The level of interaction and communication 
between the public sector and the executive 
is reduced to the formal submission of 
reports and other documents, with no 
meaningful influence on policy formulation and 
implementation. 

INTERACTIONS

Anti-corruption agencies are another point 
of interaction for the public sector. This 
in particular includes the development, 
implementation and monitoring of the 
implementation of specific anti-corruption and 
integrity policies. Regardless of how they are 
organised, these agencies do not fulfil their 
coordinating role at their respective levels, 
resulting in fragmented approaches to the 
development and implementation of integrity 
policies in the public sector.
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The recommendations presented here relate 
specifically to the public administration/civil 
service, as the public sector in the larger sense 
also captures various other institutions such 
as health, education etc. that have not been 
examined by this pillar.

>  Put in place a credible legislature followed by 
an institutional framework for the prevention 
of conflicts of interest, in accordance with the 
Group of States against Corruption (GRECO) 
recommendations:

•  Broaden the range of persons to whom the 
laws will apply.

•  Establish conflict of interest commissions that 
are independent of the executive. 

•  Introduce a requirement for public 
officeholders to submit asset declarations. 

•  Establish effective control by expanding the 
powers of conflict of interest commissions 
to check data from asset declarations and 
introduce dissuasive misdemeanour sanctions.

•  Restrict simultaneous performance of several 
public functions.

>  A joint effort is required between the 
executive at all levels and the relevant 
international agencies to conduct a functional 
top-down review of the public sector, which 

RECOMMENDATIONS
PILLAR

should result in a detailed reform agenda with 
quick wins and strategic long-term objectives. 
The aim is to separate the public administration 
from the tight grip of the political parties.

>  CoM and the governments of FBiH, RS and 
BD should improve the functioning of formal 
co-ordination mechanisms for both policy 
planning and policy development.

>  Civil service agencies should ensure 
the interoperability of human resource 
management  systems and prepare periodic 
reports on the civil service as a means of 
monitoring and improving the systems in place. 

>  Parliaments at all levels should adopt 
amendments to legislation related to the 
recruitment of civil servants to guarantee 
the professional composition of selection 
panels free from undue political influence, the 
appointment of first-ranked candidates to fill 
non-senior civil service vacancies and clear 
rules for positive discrimination when it applies.

>  Implementation of integrity measures in 
the civil service should be enhanced based 
on risk assessment. It should be monitored. 
The law in both entities and state-level needs 
to prescribe the institution tasked with the 
collection of declarations, their monitoring 
and reporting. The civil service agency must 
ensure better communication of accountability 
and integrity policies within the public sector 
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and to businesses and the general public to 
stimulate their demand, and it should provide 
onboarding to new staff and ongoing training 
sessions for all on the implementation of these 
policies and related reporting.

>  The parliaments should harmonise the 
freedom of information legislation throughout 
the country by improving provisions on 
proactive transparency (mandatory publication 
of information on official websites and/or 
central portals) and introducing deterrent fines 
for irregular behaviour.

>  FBiH should adopt a whistleblower 
protection law and the laws at the state and 
RS levels should be updated by broadening 
the range of offences that can be subject to 
protected reporting.

>  Procurement and contracting should be 
advertised centrally, using the existing platform, 
because only a digital system in compliance 
with the EU procurement standards guarantees 
sufficient transparency and integrity.
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6 LAW ENFORCEMENT 
AGENCIES

>

Overall pillar score:

Capacity score:

Governance score:

Role score:

43/100

58/100

46/100

25/100
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The system of law enforcement agencies is 
complex. At the state level, it includes agen-
cies operating under the Ministry of Security 
such as the official state police agency of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the State Investiga-
tion and Protection Agency (SIPA), the Border 
Police (BP), the Directorate for Coordination 
of BiH Police Bodies (DCPB), the Service for 
Foreigners’ Affairs, the Agency for Forensic 
Examination and Expertise, the Agency for Ed-
ucation and Professional Training, the Agency 
for Police Support, the BiH Intelligence and Se-
curity Agency (ISA), and the Indirect Taxation 
Authority (ITA). At the entity level, it includes 
the FBiH Ministry of the Interior (FBiH MoI), 
the RS Ministry of the Interior (RS MoI) and 
the BD Police. At the cantonal level, it includes 
10 cantonal interior ministries in FBiH that re-
port to their respective cantonal governments 
rather than the central FBiH MoI. Also, at the 
entity level, there are tax administrations 
responsible for levying and collecting direct 
taxes. The Financial Police, which reports to 
the FBiH Ministry of Finance, is responsible 
for overseeing and enforcing tax compliance 
on the territory of FBiH. Similar is the case in 

the RS. Prosecutor’s offices are analysed as a 
separate pillar in this report. 

To make this analysis manageable this pillar 
report focuses on state and entity-level law 
enforcement.

Corruption persists and political influence on 
law enforcement agencies appears blatant. 
Specifically, there is a need to address issues 
of corruption and organised crime, which can 
undermine law enforcement efforts and pub-
lic trust. In addition, inter-ethnic tensions and 
political divisions pose challenges for main-
taining a unified and effective police force. 
Also, owing to the country’s extraordinarily 
intricate administrative and constitutional 
structure, collaboration among law enforce-
ment agencies remains limited. Legislative in-
consistencies across all levels of government 
continue to impede to substantial progress. 
Furthermore, the executive and judiciary need 
to work together in particular to prevent and 
address cases of grand corruption, which are 
widespread but rarely sanctioned. 

SUMMARY
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The budget of the State Investigation and 
Protection Agency (SIPA) has increased 
overall in the last three years.455 However, no 
information or documents on the SIPA’s budget 
for 2021 are available. Since the beginning of 
2021, state institutions have been operating 
on temporary financing decisions, which only 
enabled financing of the basic fiscal needs and 
external debt, but not the implementation of 
important projects.456

At the entity level, according to the FBiH 
MoI Work Report on 2022, there have been 
activities left as not implemented, due to 
insufficient budget.457 One such activity was the 

The budget’s weaknesses include resource gaps, 
budget transparency issues and dependence on 
temporary financing. However, there are positive 
aspects, such as budget increases and salary sta-
bility/improvement, demonstrating some commit-
ment to supporting law enforcement agencies in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina.

INDICATOR 6.1.1
Resources (practice)

To what extent do law enforcement agen-
cies have adequate levels of financial 
resources, staffing and infrastructure to 
operate effectively in practice?

Score: 50/100

CAPACITY

>

implementation of training in the fight against 
corruption. What is common amongst these 
reports is that there are certain activities left 
not implemented as their dynamic depends on 
the adopted legal solutions or legal procedures 
as well as on the available financial resources.458 
While the competences and obligations of law 
enforcement agencies across the country are 
nearly comparable, it is safe to argue that due 
to the aforementioned disparities, the budgets 
of lower tiers of government are insufficient to 
enable the agencies to carry out their duties 
effectively. 

Local level case study: As an illustration for 
the local level, the budgets of two cantons will 
be examined, specifically the Sarajevo Canton 
(SC) and the Zenica-Doboj Canton (ZDC). In 
2022, SC has an adopted budget of BAM1.2 
billion (€614 million). The SC MoI’s budget is 
estimated to be around BAM130 million (€66 
million), of which 54 per cent is earmarked 
for wages and other forms of employee pay 
(SC MoI and SC MoI Police Administration).459 
The ZDC budget for 2022, on the other hand, 
has been set at about BAM477 million (€244 
million), with approximately BAM56 million 
(€ 29 million) earmarked in total for the ZDC 
MoI and the ZDC MoI Police Administration. 
A wide disparity in planned expenditures 
exists between these two agencies, with the 
ZDC MoI allocating 61 per cent of its budget 
for employee salaries and the ZDC MoI Police 
Administration as much as 82 per cent.460 

At the state level, salaries have increased 
between 2019 and 2022. Even though the 
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2020 budget was 4 per cent lower than the 
2019 budget, expenditures for employee 
salaries remained the same in 2020 as it was 
in 2019. On the other hand, the budget for 
2022 increased by about 7.5 per cent, as did 
the budgeted expenditures for employee 
salaries. Between 2020 and 2022, an increase, 
albeit minor, was recorded in law enforcement 
agencies’ salaries at both entity and cantonal 
levels.461

For example, in 2020, employee salaries 
accounted for 72 per cent of the overall SIPA 
budget. As a result, employee salaries account 
for 76 per cent of this budget. In July 2022, 
the average net monthly wage, as reported by 
the Statistics Agency, was BAM1,134 (€579).462 
Police officials having the rank of inspector 
earn about BAM1,500 (€766) per month on 
average, or about 30 per cent more than the 
country’s average wage.463 However, there have 
been reports of police officials complaining 
about their pay.464 One of the key complaints 
raised is the disparity in pay for the same 
rank at different levels of government in the 
country (state, entity, cantonal).465 As a result, 
the salaries of law enforcement officials reflect 
the glaring budget disparities between different 
levels of government. 

In terms of staffing levels in law enforcement 
agencies, the country has many more police 
officers per 100,000 population than the EU 
average. According to a 2020 study conducted 
by the BiH Centre for Security Studies, the 
overall number of staff in 16 police agencies 
has increased by nearly 3 per cent since 2017. 
In 2020, the country had 508 police officers 
per 100,000 citizens.466 Between 2018 and 

2020, EU countries averaged approximately 
333 police officers per 100,000.467 Despite this, 
police agencies claim that they are understaffed 
and that the solution for all law enforcement 
problems is to increase the number of police 
officers.478

The rationale here does not take into account 
the insufficient professionalisation of police 
structures as a result of decades of inadequate 
staffing. Precisely such an environment leads 
to ineffective, slow investigations and poor 
coordination, especially in terms of cooperation 
and information sharing with other law 
enforcement agencies.479

Law enforcement agencies rely on international 
donations to an extent, mainly in the form of 
expertise and otherwise essential equipment 
that helps the agencies carry out their work 
more effectively. For example, in 2018, the 
Federal Republic of Germany donated about 
€450,000 worth of equipment to the BiH Border 
Police (BP). In 2020, Germany donated an 
additional €850,000 in cash. In total, Germany 
has donated several million euros to the BP. 
The head of the BP has stressed that the 
agency’s equipment needs to be upgraded, 
but this should not be financed solely through 
donations, as this can only help fill some 
gaps.470

Other notable donations include forensic 
equipment donated by the International 
Commission on Missing Persons to the FBiH 
Police Administration (FBiH PA), a genetic 
analyser donated by the United States to the 
FBiH PA’s Forensic Unit and high-tech forensic 
equipment donated by Save the Children to 
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the RS MoI’s High-Tech Crime Department.471 
That and recent cyber-attacks against the 
Parliamentary Assembly as well as on various 
institutions in the other Western Balkans 
countries in early September 2022, indicate an 
ongoing need to invest and/or upgrade and 
modernise equipment of the law enforcement 
agencies. 

Overall, there is a severe lack of computer 
equipment in all institutions, including law 
enforcement agencies.472 It underscores the 
urgent necessity to improve the equipment of 
these institutions.

The appointment of directors, deputy 
directors and police officers is governed by the 
framework laid out in the laws on police officials 
(state, FBiH, RS).473 The laws provide that the 
selection procedure for the heads and deputy 
heads of state-level police shall be conducted 
by the Independent Board, constituted by the 

The laws seeking to ensure the independence of 
law enforcement agencies are quite comprehen-
sive.

INDICATOR 6.1.2
Independence (law)

To what extent are law enforcement agen-
cies independent by law?

Score: 100/100

>

Parliamentary Assembly. The board’s specific 
duties include issuing a public vacancy notice 
and calling for applications, receiving and 
reviewing candidate applications, selecting 
applicants and presenting a finalised list of 
candidates to the Minister of Security. When 
it comes to the recruitment of police officials, 
the responsibility for selection of candidates 
lies with the head of the police.474 In both cases, 
the law requires that the recruitment process 
be competitive, transparent and fair.475 The 
director and deputy director of the RS MoI are 
appointed by the RS government upon the 
proposal of the Independent Board operating 
under the RS National Assembly.476 At the state 
level, directors and deputy directors of law 
enforcement agencies (SIPA, BP, DCPB) are 
appointed by the CoM upon the proposal of the 
Minister of Security, from a list of candidates 
submitted by the Independent Board.477

 
Local level case study: At the cantonal level, 
according to the cantonal laws on police 
officials, candidates for the rank of police 
officer and junior inspector are selected 
through a public process. Upon the completion 
of the competitive selection, each police 
commissioner is presented with a list of 
successful candidates from which to make 
their selection.478 While specific sections of the 
laws stipulate that the recruitment process 
should be transparent, competitive and based 
on previously established criteria, the laws fail 
to clarify how the commissioner makes the 
selection.479
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In practice, appointments are made following 
a public competitive procedure and a list of 
candidates for both heads and their deputies, 
as well as police officers. Nonetheless, public 

Political interference in the appointment and 
decision-making processes of police agencies 
undermines their independence in practice, com-
promising their ability to perform impartially and 
uphold the rule of law. This interference erodes the 
separation between regulation and political inter-
ests, leading to biased enforcement of laws and a 
loss of public trust in the integrity of the police. 

INDICATOR 6.1.3
Independence (practice)

To what extent are law enforcement agen-
cies independent in practice?

Score: 25/100

>

When it comes to political interference in the 
activities of law enforcement agencies, the laws 
make it clear that the tasks and operations 
of police agencies are not meant to protect 
or hurt the interests of any political party.480 
Furthermore, the laws provide that the heads 
and deputy heads shall be relieved of their 
duties if they are found to be members of 
a political party and that they shall resign if 
they run for public office. The same applies to 
members of independent committees, who 
may not be members of a political party.481

opinion polls reveal widespread concern that 
law enforcement agencies are overly politicised, 
which poses a serious obstacle to their 
independence.482

One of the most striking examples occurred in 
2021 as an attempt to influence the outcome of 
an investigation of a politician who attempted 
to extort a statement from the FBiH parliament 
inspectors. Initially, the investigation was led 
by FBiH parliament, however, following the 
discovery, they were removed from the case.483

Another case of political influence on law 
enforcement agencies is the State Investigation 
and Protection Agency (SIPA). The political 
influence on SIPA is significant. There is a fierce 
political battle over how SIPA’s potential is 
harnessed, with the agency becoming a matter 
of national interest. This influence extends to 
appointing leadership positions within SIPA, 
which are determined by national/partisan 
affiliations rather than expertise, potentially 
undermining the agency’s professionalism and 
effectiveness in addressing security and crime-
related issues. Political interests often take 
precedence over the genuine pursuit of equality 
and impartiality in SIPA’s operations.484

The director of SIPA, the director of the Service 
for Affairs with Foreigners, the deputy director 
of the Border Police and other high-ranking 
officials of the police agencies in September 
2023 responded to an invitation of a state-
level Minister of Foreign Trade and Economic 
Relations Staša Košarac (SNSD; Serb-led party 
dominant at all levels, governed by Milorad 
Dodik). The political gathering claimed to 
have congregated ”Serbs employed in state 
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institutions.“ Contrary to the SIPA’s regulation, 
its representative Ćulum represented the 
interests of SNSD and undermined the interests 
of the state. In his presence, the gathering 
confirmed the willingness of those present 
to leave the joint institutions if asked by 
their party to do so.485 In addition, Mr Ćulum 
initiated investigations into the status of High 
Representative Christian Schmidt, all at the 
behest of the RS authorities and BiH Security 
Minister Nenad Nešić, who by law has no 
operational authority over the work of police 
agencies.486

Another example of political influence on police 
agencies was the appointment of a new FBiH 
PA director. The influence is exemplified by 
the controversy surrounding the appointment 
of Vahidin Munjić as the Acting Director of the 
FBiH PA by the new FBiH Minister of Internal 
Affairs, Ramo Isak. The process of appointment 
was cancelled with a vague technical issue 
explanation. Minister Isak formed a new 
Independent Board for the director’s selection. 
Yet, the former FBiH Minister of Interior 
Aljoša Čampara continued to exert pressure 
on Minister Isak to appoint Mr. Munjić, which 
ultimately happened.487 In another instance, 
when the Head of Immigration (service for 
foreigners’ affairs) was being appointed, the 
minister did not request a security check for 
Žarko Laketa, who happened to have been 
criminally convicted but also has no relevant 
experience for a state-level Ministry of Security 
senior position. Despite TI BiH’s pleas to 
investigate the matter, Mr. Laketa passed the 
security check at the ministry and remained in 
his position, as assigned to him by one of the 
ruling coalition parties.488

 
Local level case study: A recent amendment to 
the Zenica-Doboj Canton Law on Internal Affairs 
revised the requirements for appointing police 
commissioners. The amendment provides 
that independent inspectors, not just chief 
inspectors, as previously stipulated by the law, 
can apply for the position, opening up room for 
misconduct and more political meddling.489 As 
the Zenica-Doboj Canton needed a new police 
commissioner, the Independent Board, as part 
of the process, was formed. However, more 
than half (four out of seven) board members 
were influenced by SDA (Party of Democratic 
Action).490

There are several more examples of political 
interference in the work and organisation of 
police agencies, with examples in MoI Canton 
Sarajevo, MoI Una-Sana Canton, and Bosna-
Podrinje Canton as well.491

However, cantons have also taken steps 
to increase transparency in recruitment 
procedures. One positive example is the 
MoI signed between the ZDC MoI’s Police 
Administration and TI BiH with the aim of 
maximising transparency in the recruitment 
of new police officials in the ZDC MoI’s Police 
Administration.492 Another such example is 
the case of Sarajevo Canton MoI. The MoI of 
SC has published a list of general knowledge 
questions for future police officers, as well as 
junior inspectors, to prevent corruption and 
increase transparency during recruitment. In 
accordance with the legal procedure the list of 
questions for the general knowledge exam can 
be found on the official website of the MoI and 
the public call is to be announced accordingly, 
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alongside a public notice.493 in addition, the MoI 
states that it considers it mandatory to organise 
the recording of both video and sound of each 
stage of the call, including the process of testing 
the morphological status of the candidate, and 
after completion, archive the materials in the 
prescribed manner.494

Although there are relevant laws and regulations 
in place, they do not address all aspects of law 
enforcement transparency. However, there are no 
provisions on how injured parties can access their 
case files. 

INDICATOR 6.2.1
Transparency (law)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure that the public can access the 
relevant information on law enforcement 
agency activities?

Score: 75/100

>

In 2014 the FBiH Law on Internal Affairs was 
amended so the article governing public 
information now covers slightly more content 
than the previous version, providing that the 
FBiH MoI (and the FBiH PA) informs the public 
quarterly about events within their remit 
deemed of public interest, using “media, as well 
as other suitable channels.”495 The information 
provided in this way cannot include “data 
classified with a certain degree of secrecy 
under to the Law on Protection of Secret Data, 
as well as information about undertaken and 
planned investigative actions without the 
approval of the relevant prosecutor’s office.”496 
The RS Law on Internal Affairs also describes 
how the public shall be informed on all matters 
of interest for public safety and security in 

GOVERNANCE
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general, and that the ministry is open to the 
public, except in cases where it may harm the 
operations of a police agency or endangers the 
safety of citizens, or otherwise as prescribed by 
law.497 The Law on Free Access to Information 
grants general rights, as discussed in detail in 
section 2.2.1, is also applicable here. There are 
no special provisions for victims of crimes to 
access their case files.

The official website of the FBiH MoI makes 
the 2022 and 2021 activity reports available, 
while the last available report published before 
that was for 2017.498 Furthermore, the reports 
that are released often include only the major 
events and otherwise random information 
instead of systemic reporting and datasets.

The public is often not able to obtain any relevant 
information on the organisation and functioning 
of the law enforcement agencies, on decisions that 
concern them and how these decisions were made, 
as evidenced by lack of promptness and consisten-
cy in the disclosure of annual activity reports.

INDICATOR 6.2.2
Transparency (practice)

To what extent is there transparency in the 
activities and decision-making processes of 
law enforcement agencies in practice?

Score: 25/100

>

FBiH MoI, within its website, has a section 
dedicated to daily reports on crime statistics, 
which is up to date, with minor delays 
and errors. All relevant press releases and 
published posts regarding events that include 
FBiH MoI or FA can also be found on the 
website. On the other hand, work plans vaguely 
describe activities and financial statements 
(budget reports for the previous year) are 
rarely published in a reasonable time, for 
example between two and three months after 
the end of the fiscal year, if they are published 
at all. The same goes for the overall reports 
of activities conducted such as implemented 
work plans that are not available after 2017. 
When it comes to the website and publications 
of MoI RS activities, daily criminal statistics are 
published as well, but they are not fully up-to-
date. The reports describe conducted activities 
inconsistently, such as with the FBiH case.

 
Local level case study: SC MoI publishes 
monthly, periodic (half-yearly or quarterly) 
and annual activity reports.499 However, when 
it comes to work plans, the most recent one 
available on the SC MoI’s website is for 2011. 
The remaining work plans are those of the SC 
MoI’s Police Administration, but these are also 
inconsistent as they only exist for 2013, 2014, 
2015, 2017 and the most recent one for 2019.500

Information about the assets of senior civil 
servants in law enforcement agencies is not 
available to the public, as it is not regulated by 
the law.
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The Law on Independent and Supervisory 
Bodies of Police Structure established the Public 
Complaints Board as an independent body of 
the Parliamentary Assembly. The competencies 
of this board include receiving, logging and 
forwarding complaints against conduct of police 
officials and “providing the complainant with 
all information related to their complaint.”501 
However, the board does not have the authority 
to actively investigate complaints, but instead 
refers them to the internal control departments 
of respective police agencies.

Officials in law enforcement agencies do not 
enjoy immunity from criminal prosecution. 
A police official is subject to disciplinary 

While a number of laws as well as the Public Com-
plaints Board exist, they do not define the author-
ity of the board to actively investigate complaints 
as they refer them to internal control departments. 
Further, the law does not define the timeframe 
necessary or needed for processing complaints. 
Therefore, the law’s effectiveness may be described 
as potentially compromised due to a procedural 
gap or ambiguity.

INDICATOR 6.2.3
Accountability (law)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure that law enforcement agencies 
have to report and be answerable for their 
actions?

Score: 50/100

> action for breaches of official duty occurring 
as a result of their actions, as prescribed by 
the laws on police officials (state, FBiH, RS). 
One common feature of the laws on police 
officials is that they all provide for a written 
warning and a fine as disciplinary sanctions 
imposed for minor breaches of duty and a 
heavier fine and termination of employment 
as disciplinary sanctions for serious breaches 
of duty. However, the laws vary concerning 
the percentage of fines imposed for minor 
breaches of duty (10 per cent of the basic 
monthly salary of a police official in RS and 
15 per cent in FBiH and state). Also, the laws 
on police officials of FBiH and state-level 
include an additional disciplinary sanction of 
suspension of promotion to a higher rank. 
In law enforcement agencies of FBiH and the 
state, the internal control department conducts 
internal proceedings for serious breaches 
of duty and then submits a request to the 
disciplinary commission to initiate disciplinary 
proceedings.502

Whether complaints are addressed within a 
reasonable period cannot be fully assessed 
because no deadline is established by law. The 
interview with a Board member reveals that 
the timeframe is not clearly defined, while the 
Board’s practice takes a rather long time. 
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Whether complaints are addressed within 
a reasonable time cannot be fully assessed 
because there is no deadline established in the 
law (see 6.2.3).

Although the Board for Complaints of Police 
Officials and the Public Complaints Board 
operate independently from police agencies, 
their authority is limited to merely logging, 
referring and overseeing the handling of 
complaints. Actual investigations are carried 
out by the Internal Control Department/
Professional Standards Unit of the police 
agency in question. This ultimately means that 
the employees in police agencies are tasked 
with investigating complaints against their co-
workers, increasing the risk of bias, whether 
intentional or unconscious, on the part of 
investigators.503

While law enforcement agencies have to report 
and be answerable for performing their duties, the 
existing provisions are only partially effective, as 
evidenced by the potential risk of bias during the 
reporting and investigation.

INDICATOR 6.2.4
Accountability (practice)

To what extent do law enforcement agen-
cies have to report and be answerable for 
their actions in practice?

Score: 50/100

> In practice, police officials are not exempt 
from criminal proceedings. One well-known 
example of criminal proceedings brought 
against a senior law enforcement official 
in 2016 concerns a former SIPA director, 
against whom a criminal complaint was filed 
for accepting bribes and rigging recruitment 
procedures after he had been found guilty of 
criminal misconduct in public office and given a 
suspended sentence.504

There are also several recent examples of BiH 
Border Police members taking bribes. In 2022 
the prosecutor of the Special Department 
for Organised Crime, Economic Crime and 
Corruption filed an indictment for corrupt 
practices in the recruitment process for the 
Border Police, illegal demand and receipt of 
large sums of money, as well as other related 
crimes.505 In addition, different crimes among 
the police structures were the reason behind 
the arrest of 16 police officers in Kakanj in 2023. 
The arrested officers were suspected of abusing 
their position and receiving gifts. After the 
arrest, of the 15 who spent a month in custody, 
nine policemen were released.506 However, 
this case, alongside others, shows how 
police officials are not exempt from criminal 
proceedings.
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Individual law enforcement agencies have 
developed their own codes of ethics, whereas 
the rights and duties of officials in these 
agencies are governed by applicable laws. The 
codes lay down the standards and rules of 
conduct for police officials in police agencies. 
Police officials are expected to uphold the 
values of legality, professionalism, honesty 
and impartiality. As stated in the SIPA’s code 
of ethics, police agencies in the country have 
mutually harmonised their codes.507

There are certain post-employment restrictions 
in place, mainly to do with preserving the 
confidentiality of secret data and materials.508

As concerns rules on conflict of interest for 
police officials, the applicable laws state that 
“officials must not be in any relationship of 

The laws establish the rules to prevent conflicts 
of interest, restrict police officials from pursuing 
personal gain and require asset declarations by 
high-ranked officials. However, there is a potential 
loophole regarding the acceptance of gifts and 
while asset declarations are mandated, their pub-
lic availability may vary between regions, poten-
tially affecting transparency.

INDICATOR 6.2.5
Integrity mechanisms (law)

To what extent is the integrity of law en-
forcement agencies ensured by law?

Score: 50/100

> dependence in respect of persons who might 
influence their impartiality.”509 Provisions on 
the incompatibility of prosecutorial and police 
functions are laid down separately. According 
to the BiH Law on Police Officials, the FBiH Law 
on Police Officials and the RS Law on Police and 
Internal Affairs, a police official must refrain 
from any action that is incompatible with or 
infringes duties as established by these laws. 
However, while Article 10 of the Law on Conflict 
of Interests in Governmental Institutions 
applies to law enforcement officials, paragraph 
two of this article remains dubious as it states 
that an official may keep a gift in the amount 
not exceeding BAM200 (€102) as well as 
“multiple gifts given by the same donor in the 
course of one year in the aggregate amount not 
exceeding the said value.”510

The laws on police officials stipulate that police 
officials may not “pursue or accept any gain, 
benefit, service or any other remuneration  
themselves or for their relatives.”511

Also, the applicable laws require that heads, 
deputy heads and police officials declare their 
assets and property, which are then made 
publicly available.512 All asset declarations 
are reviewed by the BiH Intelligence and 
Security Agency and disciplinary action is taken 
against those found to have provided false 
information.513

According to the RS Law on Police and Internal 
Affairs, before assuming office, the director 
and deputy director are required to disclose 
information on any public offices held by their 
immediate family members, and to declare 
their assets and the assets of their family 
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members, with the latter information being 
subject to public disclosure. The FBiH Law on 
Internal Affairs requires that the candidate for 
police director provide a written statement of 
their assets which will be made available to the 
public.514

Every police agency has an internal control 
department/professional standards unit, 
however, since these do not operate 
independently of their respective police 
agencies, their accountability and integrity may 
be considered insufficiently regulated and not 
fully transparent (see 6.2.3). In practice, no staff 
training programmes on ethical codes/codes of 
conduct have been documented.515

The increasing number of arrests of law 
enforcement officials for various criminal 
offences suggests that the codes and 

Law enforcement mechanisms cannot be 
described as gender-sensitive since no explicit 
gender-sensitive protocols and guidelines exist 
in the country’s police agencies, nor is there an 
express provision requiring that women should 
be part of the front-facing staff of complaint 

There is mostly an absence of actions which would 
aim to ensure the integrity of members of the law 
enforcement agencies, such that misbehaviour 
goes mostly unsanctioned.

No explicit gender-sensitive protocols and guide-
lines exist. However, some efforts through training 
have been observed, especially through creating 
manuals and guidelines by non-state associations.

INDICATOR 6.2.6

INDICATOR 6.2.7

Integrity mechanisms (practice)

Gender

To what extent is the integrity of members 
of law enforcement agencies ensured in 
practice?

To what extent are law enforcement mecha-
nisms gender-sensitive?

Score: 25/100

Score: 50/100

>

>

regulations are ineffective. An example that 
illustrates this point includes a 2021 arrest of 
six SC MoI police officials who were arrested 
for faking traffic accidents and accepting bribes 
to overlook traffic offences in SC.516 Another 
example is the 2021 arrest of 17 traffic police 
officials who were arrested for more than 
a hundred criminal offences during 2020 
including acceptance of gifts and other forms 
of rewards and abuse of position or authority 
(indictments have been confirmed for all 17 
officials).517 In 2022 a BP’s official was also 
arrested by SIPA for supplying confidential 
information to the arrested, etc.518
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and investigation mechanisms. Nevertheless, 
the Policewomen’s Network Association has 
shared one of its manuals with the Civil Service 
Agency on its own initiative.519 The manuals 
Gender Equality in Police Structures in BiH – 
Training Curriculum and Guidelines for Handling 
Cases of Sexual Harassment and Gender-based 
Harassment in the Police were developed to 
raise awareness and promote  gender equality 
and a non-discriminatory working environment 
in police agencies. The two manuals are part 
of the association’s publications on gender 
equality and the fight against gender-based 
discrimination and violence but are ultimately 
not a mandatory part of the law enforcement’s 
mechanisms.520

The appointed advisors for the prevention of 
workplace sexual harassment in the SIPA and 
BP have received training from the Gender 
Equality Agency. However, it appears that no 
gender-disaggregated data is produced, at least 
when it comes to filing complaints, as the online 
form for registering a complaint against police 
officials, obtained from BP’s website, does not 
offer the option to indicate the complainant’s 
gender.521

Police officials have legal powers to apply 
proper investigative techniques in detecting 
cases of corruption, as well as other criminal 
offences. The FBiH Law on Criminal Procedure 
stipulates that in certain cases, special 
investigative measures may be ordered 
in order to obtain evidence. These special 
investigative measures are often employed 
in conjunction with the use of undercover 
investigators and informants who can solicit 
a bribe aimed at obtaining a certain benefit, 
which they will subsequently report to the 
police agency.522 Given the quality of the 
evidence often submitted, police might be 
missing capacities for financial audits of corrupt 

While law enforcement agencies do investigate 
corruption cases, their work is generally reactive, 
focused only on a small number of cases and rare-
ly results in charges and successful convictions. 
There is immense political influence on investiga-
tions of corruption cases, but corruption is present 
within the prosecution, that is within the judicial 
system itself.

INDICATOR 6.3.1
Corruption prosecution

To what extent do law enforcement agen-
cies detect and investigate corruption cases 
in the country?

Score: 25/100

>

ROLE
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cases. It is not clear from the interviews or the 
materials analysed to what extent each police 
administration is equipped with such expertise.

However, in 2022 the prosecution in BiH 
received not one corruption report from the law 
enforcement agencies for grand corruption and 
organised crime. Yet the screening of the use 
of the Sky app revealed that several senior law 
enforcement staff kept in close contact with the 
members of criminal gangs.523 This sheds light 
on the likelihood that the police administration 
has no technical capacities to undertake 
appropriate investigations and/or that there are 
political- and private-interest driven motives 
not to undertake these tasks diligently and 
following with professional standards.

The key actors that law enforcement agencies 
have interactions with are prosecutors’ 
offices, courts and the BiH Intelligence and 
Security Agency (OSA). One piece of evidence 
of interaction among the agencies, the OSA 
and the Prosecutor’s Office, is the existence of 
two task forces at the Prosecutor’s Office. The 
first is the Task Force for Combating Terrorism 
and Strengthening Anti-Terrorism Capacities, 
supervised by the state-level Ministry of 
Security, which facilitates collaboration and 
coordinates the work of agencies/bodies 
responsible for counterterrorism that 
includes the OSA as a state agency charged 
with gathering and analysing data about 
threats to national security, and other key law 

INTERACTIONS

enforcement agencies at the remaining levels of 
government in the country.524 The second is the 
Task Force for Combating Human Trafficking 
and Organised Illegal Immigration which is 
comprised of “representatives of prosecutors’ 
offices, internal affairs authorities, tax 
authorities, state border service” and others.525

In June 2005, the key actors in the security 
sector signed the Agreement on Coordination 
of Institutions in the Field of Intelligence, 
Security and Police Activities.526 Also, in the 
same year, the Prosecutor’s Office and SIPA 
signed a memorandum of understanding 
to strengthen cooperation in criminal 
investigations.527

Collaboration among these agencies is critical 
for their efficiency. Annual meetings are held 
to discuss ways to enhance collaboration, 
identify and address major concerns in the 
partnership and advance cooperative work 
on a wide range of topics. However, 2022 in 
particular shows that the interactions among 
the aforementioned actors are unsatisfactory. 
This also allows the parties to conveniently shift 
responsibility away from themselves to another 
agency in the process. 
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>  The executive, through amendments to 
the rulebook on the internal organisation 
of the ministries of internal affairs, police 
administrations and other police agencies 
needs to increase the independence of 
disciplinary mechanisms in police agencies 
to ensure more effective investigation and 
prosecution of corruption cases and other 
criminal offences by detaching internal 
investigative mechanisms in police agencies 
to avoid the risk of bias due to disciplinary 
procedures conducted by a department in the 
same agency. 

>  Law enforcement agencies need greater 
transparency in the recruitment of new cadets 
by following successful initiatives at the canton 
level. These should include:

•  Publishing a list of questions for the general 
knowledge test for future police officers, as well 
as junior inspectors.

•  Making it mandatory to record both the video 
and sound of each stage of the call, including 
the process of testing the morphological status 
of the candidate, and after completion, archive 
the materials in the prescribed manner.

•  Increase transparency by ensuring regular 
disclosure on the official websites of the 
institutions of in-depth, accurate work plans 
and activity reports of law enforcement 
agencies, asset declarations and financial 

RECOMMENDATIONS
PILLAR

statements which should be available a 
maximum of three months after the year’s end 
for which the information is being declared. 

>  Law enforcement agencies need to establish 
gender-sensitive protocols as such do not exist 
within police agencies and raise awareness of 
the positive contribution women make to the 
field of law enforcement, in particular among 
police agency leadership.
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>

Overall pillar score:

Capacity score:

Governance score:

Role score:

50/100

42/100

58/100

50/100
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The Central Election Commission of BiH 
(CEC) is responsible for conducting elections, 
gathering candidates’ assets declarations, and 
implementing the Law on Party Financing and 
the Law on the Council of Ministers of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina (CoM).

The CEC is facing numerous challenges. 
These include insufficient capacity to fulfil 
all of its responsibilities on time and a lack 
of political will to improve the laws falling 
under the responsibility of the CEC. There 
have been legislative changes imposed by the 
High Representative on the eve of the 2022 
general elections but these have not had a 
positive impact on the integrity, transparency 
and efficiency of the election process or the 
administration. 

The past three years have been marked by 
the CEC falling under increasing pressure 
and threats coming from political leaders, 
including attempts to strip it of the neces-
sary financial resources to conduct elections, 
questioning its legitimacy, insults and threats 

to individual members, as well as initiatives 
to remove members from office. The 2022 
general elections show gross irregularities, 
sanctioned by the CEC, thus demonstrating 
that little or nothing has been done to prevent 
election engineering and the procedural prob-
lems that have existed in past years.

The CEC attempts to regulate candidate and 
political party finance, but systemic deficien-
cies persist, including late audit reports of 
campaign spending and regular finances of 
political parties, due to missing time limits. 
In terms of ensuring the electoral process’s 
integrity, there are issues with the accuracy 
of voter registrations, the late publication of 
results and delays in the electoral process 
mainly due to staff shortages. The general 
elections keep demonstrating that the entire 
election process faces serious fraud at the 
level of the local election management. The 
promotion of women’s political participation 
also faces challenges as gender quotas do not 
always translate to increased female rep-
resentation in elected positions.

SUMMARY
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The funds for financing electoral activities, as 
well as for the Central Election Commission’s 
(CEC) regular operations, are provided from 
the budget of state institutions and various 
international donors. However, the period 
leading up to the last general elections 
of 2 October 2022 has seen attempts to 
exert pressure on the CEC through refusals 
to approve necessary funds for the CEC 
budget to finance elections. During the 2022 
general election year, there were numerous 
postponements to the adoption of the budget, 
followed by the allocation of insufficient 
funds through decisions on temporary 
financing.528 That brought into question the 
ability of the institution to organise elections. 

The electoral management body has some re-
sources. However, significant resource gaps lead 
to a certain degree of ineffectiveness in carrying 
out its duties, as seen through threats of resource 
restrictions to exert political control, as well as 
the refusal of the executive to approve additional 
human resources. 

INDICATOR 7.1.1
Resources (practice)

To what extent does the electoral man-
agement body have adequate resources to 
achieve its goals in practice?

Score: 25/100

CAPACITY

>

Despite numerous warnings by the CEC and 
official requests, the CoM has prolonged the 
procedure, even after elections were officially 
announced. At the same time, high officials 
were sending open political messages that the 
allocation of funds for elections is conditioned 
on the adoption of specific amendments to 
the election law proposed and promoted by 
one of the ruling political parties.529 This has 
not been the first time the allocation of the 
budget for elections and the CEC was brought 
into question – even the budget for the 2020 
local elections came very late. The Parliament 
refused to adopt the budget in time and for 
the first time representatives of the parties 
who were against the adoption of the budget 
emphasised that their decision was based 
on the fact that they did not approve of the 
constitution of CEC members at the time.530 
Initiatives submitted by the CEC to amend the 
legislation in order to avoid future possibilities 
for politicians to manipulate the procedure of 
financing elections were refused.

The CEC Secretariat is organised through 
five units, and 74 positions are envisaged by 
the CEC Rulebook on Internal Organisation. 
For years the CEC has been struggling with 
insufficient human resources, especially within 
the department that audits political parties’ 
financial reports, which currently operates 
with only four auditors and is in charge of 
auditing reports of more than 100 political 
parties. There are other positions within its 
Rulebook on Internal Organisation that have 
not been filled, while the CEC has requested 
the CoM to approve the amendments to its 
internal systematisation, which are still pending 
at the time of writing this text.531 The Group 
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of States against Corruption (GRECO) also 
emphasised this in their latest addendum 
to the Second Compliance Report. Although 
activities were underway to draft amendments 
to the Rulebook on Internal Organisation of the 
Secretariat of the CEC, which were expected 
to strengthen the personnel responsible for 
audits of political parties’ regular finances, as 
well as the Service for Auditing the Financing of 
Political Parties, the recommendation related 
to strengthening the capacities of the CEC to 
timely and efficiently monitor campaigns and 
political party finance is still not implemented, 
while there are significant delays in publishing 
audit reports due to the lack of resources.532 

When it comes to equipment, archives and 
necessary software essential for the submission 
and review of financial reports, managing 
elections and coordinating between local 
election commissions and committees, as 
well as training and capacity building of its 
permanent and temporary staff, the CEC 
is heavily dependent on donations from 
international donor organisations.533

For the reasons outlined above, the High 
Representative imposed the decision on 
allocating necessary funds for elections,534 
which was accompanied by the decisions to 
impose the amendments to the Election Law 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina535 and the Law 
on Financing of the Institutions of BiH536 that 
prescribe obligations of the relevant authorities 
to ensure timely financing of elections and are 
supposed to avoid future attempts to exert 
political pressure through manipulations with 
budget adoption. However, these developments 
showed that the financing of the CEC and the 
elections are not necessarily guaranteed and 
that the allocation of resources is used for 
political and other pressure on the CEC, as well 
as the stability of the election system. 

The Election Law537 provides that the CEC 
is an independent body which derives its 
authority from and reports directly to the 

There are strong regulations to ensure the inde-
pendence of the Central Election Commission of 
BiH (CEC), however, the fact that CEC members are 
appointed by the Parliamentary Assembly (that 
is, the ruling majority) leaves space for political 
influence. 

INDICATOR 7.1.2
Independence (law)

To what extent is the electoral management 
body independent by law?

Score: 75/100

>
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Parliamentary Assembly. The members of the 
CEC must be legal experts with experience 
in the administration of elections and/
or electoral experts, and may not hold 
any office in the bodies of a political party, 
association or foundations organisationally 
or financially related to the political party, 
and may not be involved in any political party 
activity.538 However, the fact that, under the 
law, the CEC members must be appointed 
by the Parliamentary Assembly (that is, the 
ruling majority of political parties) may pose 
obstacles to the CEC’s independence given that 
the appointment of its senior management 
depends entirely on the parties and officials to 
whom the laws that this institution implements 
apply.

Members of the CEC are protected by the 
Election Law, which provides that they cannot 
be held criminally or civilly liable for any acts 
carried out within the scope of their duties and 
obligations. The statutory seven-year term is 
also aimed to ensure a divergence between 
the term of the CEC members and the terms 
of the executive and the legislature. Also, CEC 
members cannot be removed from office 
except in cases provided for under the law, that 
is if the members are no longer able to perform 
their duties.539

Local election commissions are appointed 
by local parliaments, based on a public 
competition, subject to the approval of the CEC. 
The Election Law provides for the independence 
of members of election commissions and 
polling station committees by defining the 
incompatibility of functions for these persons.540 
However, the members of the polling station 

committees are delegated by political parties 
and are subsequently selected through the 
process of drawing the lots. Thus, the polling 
station committees are fully controlled by 
political parties, despite the long-pending OSCE/
ODIHR and civil society recommendations to 
strengthen the independence of polling station 
committees by introducing public selection 
and at least a certain number of non-partisan 
seats.541

The secretariat’s staff are mainly civil servants 
employed by the Civil Service Agency and their 
rights and obligations derive from the Law on 
Civil Service in the Institutions of BiH, which 
provides for independence in their work and 
defines situations that can lead to termination 
of the civil service office.542
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Pressures on the work of the CEC, its legitimacy 
and operations have increased since the 
appointment of the members of the CEC in 
2020. Due to the failure of the authorised 
parliamentary committee to initiate the 
procedure of appointment of four members 
of the CEC within the proscribed deadline, the 
Election Law left the option to the House of 
Representatives to appoint the new members 
directly. In March and May 2020, the House 
of Representatives appointed five members, 
three of whom were new to the CEC. Although 
they have previously been directly or indirectly 
connected with political parties, these parties 
did not belong to the ruling majority or those 
who previously exerted control over the work 

The independence of the Central Election Com-
mission of BiH (CEC) is compromised due to other 
actors’ interference in the activities of the elector-
al management body. Even though the existing 
constitution of the CEC is perceived to be more 
independent since that there is a distribution of 
power and no party or coalition can currently ex-
ert complete control, the pressures and attacks by 
ruling political parties on the work of the institu-
tions are ever more visible and greatly undermine 
its authority amongst the public.543

INDICATOR 7.1.3
Independence (practice)

To what extent does the electoral manage-
ment body function independently practice?

Score: 25/100

> of CEC.544

This caused an outrage among the two ruling 
political parties, leading to the public denial of 
the legitimacy of the procedure, and the very 
constitution of the CEC545 even though the 
Court of BiH confirmed that the appointment 
was undertaken according to the law.546 This 
later turned into direct pressure in the form of 
obstruction of funding of the CEC (see 7.1.1), 
as well as threats, insults and attacks on CEC 
members547 as a consequence of CEC decisions 
related to election irregularities, which led to 
one of the members receiving personal police 
protection.548

The decisions of this body are constantly 
questioned by the highest legislative and 
executive officials, who publicly use every 
opportunity to dispute the authority of the 
CEC. These pressures emerged in the form of 
the ruling coalition announcing the initiative to 
remove the existing members of the CEC from 
office, even though that the causes for removal 
are strictly proscribed by the law.549 

Local election commissions and polling station 
committees are additionally prone to pollical 
influence, considering they are appointed 
by municipal parliaments, which means the 
members of the polling station committees 
are appointed directly by political parties. This 
is especially troublesome given the continuing 
practice of trading seats in polling station 
committees between political parties, in order 
to establish full control of the committees 
on election day. Despite the amendments to 
the Election Law imposed before the 2022 
general elections which introduced provisions 
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banning this trade of seats in polling station 
committees there were no proper mechanisms 
to monitor compliance. The independent 
observers identified a prevalent practice of seat 
trading and indicated that some local election 
commissions manipulated their membership 
by appointing party members to polling station 
committees as representatives of the local 
election commission (see 7.2.6.).550

Provisions are in place which allow the public to 
obtain information on the organisation and func-
tioning of the electoral management body. Howev-
er, legal provisions do not prescribe firm deadlines 
and the scope of information to be published.

INDICATOR 7.2.1
Transparency (law)

To what extent are there provisions in 
place to ensure that the public can obtain 
relevant information on the activities and 
decision-making processes of the electoral 
management body?

Score: 75/100

>

Transparency of the Central Election 
Commission of BiH (CEC) is ensured by 
regulations within the CEC’s remit as well as the 
Law on Freedom of Access to Information in 
compliance with the provisions of the Law on 
the Protection of Personal Data.551

The schedule of announcement of election 
results is defined by the Election Law. According 
to this law, the CEC announces preliminary, 
unofficial and incomplete election results for all 
levels of government.

The law also provides that the CEC has to 
enable public access to all financial reports of 
political parties and take appropriate actions 

GOVERNANCE
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to ensure that all citizens have easy access 
to the information contained in the reports. 
Some progress has been made since the 
amendments of the bylaws regulating the 
forms of the annual and pre- and post-election 
financial reports, in terms of the level of 
detail and itemisation of reporting of parties’ 
expenditure, but they still do not prescribe 
the publication of full reports with itemised 
expenses.

Information on the implementation of the 
laws under the authority of the CEC and all its 
activities are detailed in the CEC’s annual report 
submitted to the Parliamentary Assembly, 
which is a public document.

Generally, the CEC informs the public of its 
official decisions and activities regularly and 
on time, mainly through press releases, and 
when necessary special press conferences. 

The public can readily obtain relevant information 
on the organisation and functioning of the Central 
Election Commission of BiH (CEC), however, issues 
remain, including significant delays in publishing 
and determining election results.

INDICATOR 7.2.2
Transparency (practice)

To what extent are reports and decisions of 
the electoral management body made public 
in practice?

Score: 75/100

>

Also, the CEC meetings are open to the media. 
Significant progress has been made in the past 
three years with broadcasting all CEC sessions 
online through the CEC website and YouTube 
channel where the public can observe live or 
watch recordings of the sessions.552 In the same 
period, the CEC also started providing regular 
updates on the election process through its 
official social media profiles. The CEC website 
contains CEC’s announcements of sessions, 
press releases, decisions, activity reports 
and relevant regulations. Before and after 
the general elections of 2022, the CEC also 
introduced its own podcast with discussions on 
relevant aspects of the election process.553 

During election years, special telephone lines 
as well as online and SMS applications are 
set up for voters to get information on their 
polling stations and their rights. The website 
also provides guides and manuals for election 
administration as well as election results. Some 
progress has been made in regard to informing 
voters who live outside BiH about the process 
of registration, verification and voting through 
the online e-izbori (e-elections) portal.554 The 
same portal is also used for the registration 
of candidate lists, the accreditation of election 
observers, the registry of assets declarations, 
etc.

However, the relevance of the available 
information, including annual reports, financial 
reports and audit reports of political parties 
is dependent on the internal capacities and 
other authorities in charge of the adoption of 
the CEC reports, which includes the dynamics 
of the parliament schedule for adoption of 
the reports. In the case of the parties’ financial 
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reports,555 the CEC publishes the reports 
only once they are submitted, collected 
and published. However, due to the lack of 
capacities of the CEC Audit Department, the 
audit reports are published more than two 
years after the submission of the financial 
reports.  Similarly, the annual reports are 
published at the time they are discussed and 
adopted by parliament. 

Due to the complexity of the election 
administration, inefficient communication of 
polling station committees and local election 
commissions, as well as the non-existence 
of electronic voting and counting, there are 
significant delays in publishing and determining 
election results, even the preliminary ones. The 
frequency of press conferences on election day 
and proactiveness are not satisfactory. 556

At the local level, contrary to the Election Law, 
as reported by OSCE’s Office for Democratic 
Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR) 
related to the latest 2022 general elections, 
most local commissions did not announce 
formal sessions in advance but rather 
held informal work meetings. Additionally, 
complaints and subsequent decisions of the 
election commissions were not made public, 
thus diminishing transparency, while local 
municipalities in some instances also failed 
to publish and/or display voter registry lists. 
The ODIHR observer mission also states 
that many previous recommendations 
remain unaddressed, including increasing 
the transparency of the election dispute 
resolution and the formation of Polling Station 
Commissions (PSCs).557

In addition to the annual activity reports 
which are submitted for adoption to the 
Parliamentary Assembly558, the CEC has the 
obligation to produce annual financial reports 
which are submitted to the Ministry of Finance 
and Treasury.559 Local election commissions 
submit their annual activity reports to their 
respective local parliaments, at the request of 
the CEC.560

The Audit Office of the Institutions of BiH 
conducts audits of the CEC’s financial 
operations. Audit reports, alongside 
recommendations, are submitted to the 
Parliamentary Assembly and published on the 
Audit Office website. The law also provides that 
the CEC has to establish an internal control and 
audit system.561

Numerous provisions are in place to ensure that 
the electoral management body has to report and 
be answerable for its actions. Appeal mechanisms 
exist, but the deadlines prescribed for submitting 
appeals against the Central Election Commission 
of BiH (CEC) decisions are very short (two days) 
and can deter actors from appealing. 

INDICATOR 7.2.3
Accountability (law)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure that the electoral management 
body has to report and be answerable for its 
actions?

Score: 75/100

>
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The CEC’s annual activity reports are made 
publicly available as part of the parliamentary 
session materials when discussed by both 
parliament houses and upon approval by the 
Parliamentary Assembly, or even when they are 
not adopted.563

When it comes to audits and financial 
accountability, the CEC generally receives 
an unqualified opinion of the supreme audit 

While members of the Central Election Commis-
sion of BiH (CEC) have to report on certain actions, 
the existing provisions are only partially effective/
applied in practice, especially regarding local elec-
tion commissions and polling station committees.

INDICATOR 7.2.4
Accountability (practice)

To what extent does the electoral manage-
ment body have to report and be answera-
ble for its actions in practice?

Score: 50/100

>

Candidates and parties to whom the decisions 
of the CEC apply have the right to appeal to 
the Appellate Division of the Court of BiH, 
which may overrule a CEC’s decision and 
order that the case be revisited. They can also 
appeal against the decisions of local election 
commissions, where the CEC is in charge of 
acting on appeals.562

institution, along with accompanying comments 
and recommendations. Referring to the latest 
available audit report, the CEC has, out of seven 
outstanding recommendations, implemented 
three recommendations, while two more 
are in the process of implementation. The 
recommendations to refer to market research 
for procurement of election materials and to 
finalise a geo-location system have not been 
implemented.564

The CEC has initiated the practice of publishing 
information on individual reports and 
complaints received with indications of their 
progress and the phase of their handling.565 
Discussions and voting on individual decisions 
can be watched live. During 2022, almost 700 
reports/complaints/requests were received 
related to the general elections.566 Based on the 
TI BiH experience with the requests directed at 
the CEC regarding the observed irregularities 
in the pre-election period, the CEC acts on the 
reports and informs the complainants of their 
decisions, although sometimes with delays.567

A total of 467 appeals related to the 2022 
general elections were submitted to the 
Appellate Department of the Court of BiH by 
parties and candidates in the period between 
May and December 2022 against the CEC. The 
court rejected most appeals and 96 per cent of 
the decisions of the CEC were confirmed.568 A 
similar trend of more than 90 per cent of CEC 
decisions being upheld by the court was also 
observed in the previous five years.569

The sanctions that the CEC imposes on 
individuals including public officials, members 
of polling station committees, etc. are 
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implemented by force of law. The fines to 
political parties for violations of the Law on 
Financing of Political Parties are imposed with 
delays, due to the lengthy audits (see 7.1.1.).570  
Moreover, some political parties are allowed to 
pay the fines through multiple instalments. 

Finally, the parliament has refused to adopt 
CEC reports for 2020571 and 2021572 as well 
as the Report on the Implementation of Local 
Elections in 2022573 and the Report on the Audit 
of Financial Reports of Political Parties for 2020.574 
However, considering the lack of explanations 
and justifications for the refusal to adopt the 
reports, this can be seen as another form of 
political pressure and denial of the legitimacy of 
the current management of the CEC. 

While several laws/provisions exist to safeguard 
the integrity within the Central Election Commis-
sion of BiH (CEC), there are no proper safeguards 
for the integrity of members of local (municipal 
and city) election commissions.

INDICATOR 7.2.5
Integrity (law)

To what extent does the electoral manage-
ment body have to report and be answera-
ble for its actions in practice?

Score: 50/100

>

Although there is no code of conduct for 
members of the CEC, the Law on Conflict of 
Interest in Governmental Institutions of BiH 
also applies to the CEC members. The law 
defines the incompatibility of functions as 
well as the rules on gifts and services. Also, 
the Election Law provides that “no member 
of an election commission or a polling station 
committee shall participate in the decision of a 
case in which the member and/or a close family 
member has a personal or financial interest 
or other conflict of interest, which may raise 
doubt as to the ability of the member to act 
impartially.”575 These regulations apply only to 
CEC members, while persons employed in the 
CEC Secretariat, who have the status of civil 
servants, are subject to the Law on Civil Service 
in Institutions of BiH, which also contains 
provisions on conflicts of interest (see public 
sector pillar).

In 2020 the CEC adopted its Strategy and Action 
Plan for Improvement of Integrity, Transparency 
and Effectiveness of the Elevation Process in 
BiH, which covers a five-year period and is 
aimed at strengthening the CEC’s capacities to 
address previously identified risks within the 
administration of elections.576

The CEC also has a set of rulebooks and internal 
regulations that govern the issues of internal 
reports of corruption and internal protection 
mechanisms for whistleblowers,577 an integrity 
plan578 (both are obligatory for all state-level 
institutions), and anti-harassment policies.579 
However, there are no proper safeguards for 
the integrity of members of local (municipal 
and city) election commissions, while the 
appointment of polling station committees is 
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There have been no conflict-of-interest 
allegations against the Central Election 
Commission of BiH (CEC) members or their 
staff in recent years. There have, however, 
been allegations of their connections to political 
parties and political affiliations (see 7.1.3.) 
which, combined with the perceived inefficiency 
and irregularities within the election process, is 
the most significant factor for the general lack 
of trust in the institution’s integrity.580

At the same time, there are serious integrity 
issues with the members of the polling 
station committees, who are nominated 
directly by political parties and appointed by 
local election commissions, and members of 
those commissions. After the local elections 
in 2020, the CEC filed reports to prosecute 

There are serious concerns about the integrity of 
election administration processes, especially at the 
local level. 

INDICATOR 7.2.6
Integrity (practice)

To what extent is the integrity of the elec-
toral management body ensured in prac-
tice?

Score: 25/100

>

left to political parties, meaning that there are 
no integrity or independence standards. 

647 members of polling station committees, 
whereas the prosecutors indicted only a few.581 
Several members of polling station committees 
have been convicted of election fraud and 
manipulation of voters’ personal data.582 
Moreover, local elections were repeated in 2020 
in two municipalities, Doboj and Srebrenica, 
due to large-scale fraud by the polling station 
committees and manipulation of voter data 
and ballots. In the case of the Doboj elections, 
54 indictments were raised against 256 
persons, mostly members of polling station 
committees.583 This practice has continued 
over the years, leading to a large number of 
CEC sanctions for members of polling station 
committees, mostly fines and bans from 
performing their role in the next election cycle, 
and in case of potential criminal offences, 
reports to competent prosecutors’ offices.584

Independent observers reported in the analysis 
of the 2022 general election that of the 4,337 
members of polling station committees 
analysed from almost all the municipalities, 
747 (over 17 per cent) were connected to the 
trading of seats in polling station committees.595 
The observers also warned of collusion 
between local election committees and political 
parties in order to manipulate the distribution 
of seats in polling station committees.596
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The financing of political parties and election 
campaigns is regulated by the Law on Party 
Financing, Election Law, and regulations 
issued by the CEC (rules, instructions, forms, 
and other implementing regulations).587 The 
laws set spending limits and determine the 
allowable sources of funding.588 They set the 
allowed amounts and ceilings for funding from 
private sources.589 They also set obligations to 
report donations and do financial reporting, 
audit and control of financial statements, 
sanctions and other issues.590 The laws also 
prescribe the obligation of submission of pre- 
and post-election financial reports for parties 
and candidates, giving the CEC the authority 
to monitor and audit income, but only limited 

While the electoral management body seeks to 
regulate candidate and political finance, there are 
numerous shortcomings in campaign finance reg-
ulations, including a lack of prescribed oversight 
of expenditures, inadequate provisions to prevent 
abuse of state resources, a lack of capacities for 
timely audit of financial reports, etc.

INDICATOR 7.3.1
Campaign regulation

Does the electoral management body effec-
tively regulate candidate and political party 
finance?

Score: 50/100

>

ROLE authority to audit campaign expenditure. 
The CEC is also in charge of sanctioning 
so-called early campaigning, that is paid 
advertising in the period between the election 
announcement and the official launch of the 
election campaign.591 CEC regulations provide 
for the publication of the campaign finance 
reports within 30 days after the deadline for 
their submission, but there is no deadline for 
the CEC to audit the campaign finance reports 
or publish the audit conclusions. Due to a 
lack of resources, the CEC cannot monitor 
the actual campaign expenditures and largely 
relies on reports from citizens and civil society 
organisations to detect possible violations. 
The effectiveness and timeliness of its review, 
control and audit procedures are severely 
challenged by the limited financial and human 
resources of the CEC.592

The shortcomings of the campaign finance 
regulations are discussed in more detail in the 
chapter on political parties. Some progress 
has been made on the reporting requirements 
related to the campaign and regular 
expenditure (a more detailed itemisation of 
campaign costs, that now also includes online 
campaigning), as well as instructions issued 
by the CEC on the use of designated bank 
accounts for election campaign finance. The 
amendments to the Election Law imposed by 
the High Representative in July 2022 introduced 
provisions on the abuse of state resources 
for election campaigns, leading to a constant 
increase in the recorded abuse of public funds 
for campaign financing, or for indirect buying of 
votes.593
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All citizens aged 18 years or older have the 
right to vote unless convicted of serious 
crimes, including war crimes, or deprived of 
legal capacity by a court decision, including on 
the grounds of intellectual and psychosocial 
disability.595 BiH has a passive voter registration 
system (the citizens who possess an ID are 
automatically registered for voting), and the 
CEC has the overall responsibility for the 
integrity and maintenance of the Central Voter 
Register (CVR), but the accuracy of the CVR 

The Central Election Commission of BiH (CEC) is 
somewhat active in seeking to ensure free and fair 
elections, although there have been issues with 
voter registration and late publication of election 
results, among other things. 

INDICATOR 7.3.2
Election administration

Does the electoral management body en-
sure the integrity of the electoral process?

Score: 50/100

>

The CEC as well as its internal departments 
responsible for the implementation of specific 
laws, can initiate procedures independently 
and have the authority to conduct audits and 
investigations on its own initiative as well as 
based on reports/complaints received, and can 
independently impose sanctions for violations 
of the law.594

depends on the accuracy of data provided by 
other institutions responsible for updating 
the civil register. Due to inefficient updating 
of registries and cooperation between the 
institutions (municipalities, police and the CEC), 
in previous election cycles, there were concerns 
expressed by observers and media related 
to the timely updating of voter registries, 
especially concerning deceased citizens.596

In recent years some progress has been made 
on efforts to enable citizens to verify their 
registration data, as well as on new rules 
introduced to verify voters who reside in other 
countries. This came as a result of previously 
identified irregularities during the 2020 local 
elections and 2018 general elections where 
thousands of voters’ data was abused597 (voters 
mostly from Serbia and Croatia registered to 
vote by post).598 Despite CEC efforts to publish 
voter lists for citizens to report if their data has 
been abused and thus prevent election fraud at 
the time, the Agency for Protection of Personal 
Data ordered the CEC to remove the excerpt 
from the voter registry from its website. Thus, 
the CEC introduced new instructions related to 
electronic registration to vote from abroad and 
multiple verification mechanisms, which led to 
a significant reduction in the number of postal 
voters.599

Election observers are generally allowed at all 
polling stations and local election commissions, 
including political parties’ and independent 
observers. However, there have been instances 
where pressure was exerted on these 
independent observers. The opposition parties 
also report instances of their observers being 
prevented from observing all phases of the 
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process.600

When it comes to the calculation and 
publishing of results, each election cycle shows 
significant delays due to inefficiencies of the 
polling station committees and local election 
commissions, which impacts the ability of 
the CEC to aggregate the full results.601 The 
ODIHR Election Observation Mission Final Report 
on the 2022 general elections found that the 
CEC administered the electoral preparations 
efficiently and in line with legal deadlines, 
despite initial delays caused by the late 
disbursement of funds required to organise the 
elections. However, observers emphasised the 
shortage of qualified staff, which impacted the 
operational capacity of most CEC departments, 
and led to delays in complaint resolution and 
the review of campaign finance reports.602

The Law on Gender Equality603 and the Election 
Law604 make it mandatory for political parties 
to include 40 per cent of underrepresented 
gender in election/candidate lists and this is 
taken into consideration when validating the 
applications for candidacy at the elections. 

In practice, the parties must respect the 
minimum provisions, but, as explained 
under the political parties pillar (see 11.2.7), 
women do not have the same positions on 
the candidacy lists resulting in much lower 
chances of being elected. During the latest 
elections, only 43 of the 613 candidate lists (7 
per cent) exceeded the minimum number of 
women required by law, while women headed 
135 lists (only 22 per cent), with more than 
half of these being one-person lists. Several 
major parties had no women leading their 
lists.605 Consequently, according to ODIHR, 
“the gender quota on candidate lists and 
placement requirements did not translate 
into a comparable number of elected women: 
only 19 per cent (8 of 42) of the newly elected 
members of the BiH HoR, 28 per cent (27 of 98) 
of the FBiH HoR and 25 per cent (21 of 83) of 
the RS NA are women.”606

Legal provisions on gender equality exist but do 
not ensure representation of women in practice, 
since the gender quota on election lists does not 
correspond to the number of women elected.

INDICATOR 7.3.3
Gender

To what extent does the electoral body pro-
mote the political participation of women?

Score: 50/100

>
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The three pillars that the Central Election 
Commission of BiH (CEC) has the most 
interactions with are the political parties, the 
executive and the legislature. 

The Election Law and Law on Political Parties, 
as well as the CEC bylaws, regulate both 
the authority of the CEC and the rights and 
obligations of political parties. The CEC is at the 
same time in charge of enforcing legislation 
regulating the parties’ participation in elections, 
as well as oversight of their finance and is 
in charge of imposing sanctions on political 
parties, The CEC also undertakes activities to 
inform and educate parties on their rights and 
obligations. Political parties also present a 
source of malign influence on the work of the 
CEC, both through direct pressures and threats, 
but also initiatives to influence its decisions, 
constitution and operations.

The executive, that is the Council of Ministers 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina (CoM), has a direct 
impact through the allocation of resources for 
the work of the CEC which has become more 
problematic recently due to the refusal to 
approve funds for elections on time, as well as 
the refusal to approve necessary resources for 
the Audit Department within the CEC.

The legislature is in charge of the oversight of 
the work of the CEC and reviewing its annual 
and audit reports. At the same time, the CEC is 
in charge of the enforcement of election results 
related to the members of parliament, as well 
as the direct implementation of results related 

INTERACTIONS

to the distribution of seats in the House of 
Peoples. The parliament is also in charge of the 
appointment of the members of the CEC and in 
that sense can directly influence its work and 
enable potential undue political influence. The 
interactions change over time, depending on 
the attitude of the ruling parliamentary majority 
towards the constitution or decisions of the 
CEC. For example, the CEC was not included in 
the Interdepartmental Working Group for the 
Amendments of the Election law because of the 
dissatisfaction with the appointment of the new 
members of the CEC which also led the ruling 
parties to question the legitimacy of the CEC. 607
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>  For the Central Election Commission of BiH 
(CEC) to perform its tasks and duties efficiently 
and on time it is necessary to strengthen 
its capacities and ensure that all the vacant 
positions envisaged in the internal staffing 
regulation are filled. This is especially true 
for the audit department for the financial 
operations of political parties.

>  Once capacities are strengthened, time 
limits for performing financial audits should be 
introduced, particularly in connection with the 
election campaign timeline, given that delayed 
audit reports might have an impact on the 
election results.

>  The legal framework regulating the election 
process and political party finance should be 
improved in order to strengthen the integrity 
of the election process, including the election 
administration. 

•  The appointment, independence and 
efficiency of local election commissions and 
polling station committees should be addressed 
by increasing the transparency of appointment 
procedures and independence requirements 
for members of municipal election 
commissions, and introducing non-partisan 
members in polling station committees. 

RECOMMENDATIONS
PILLAR

•  The prevention of abuse of state resources 
to gain election support, vote-buying and 
pressures on voters should be dissuaded with 
clear provisions on the types of abuse from 
the position of power and guidance for the 
CEC on determining abuses, limitations to 
public expenditure and distinguishing between 
institutional and public office behaviour and 
expenditure and political party/candidate 
activities.

•  Electronic voting and vote counting should be 
introduced. 

>  Political pressures and delegitimisation 
of the CEC should be prevented through 
the strengthening of legal provisions, clearly 
defined procedures for the appointment and 
dismissal of CEC members, and more robust 
independence requirements. 
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8 OMBUDSPERSON>
Overall pillar score:

Capacity score:

Governance score:

Role score:

54/100

58/100

54/100

50/100
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Under the constitution and the international 
treaties appended thereto, the Institution of 
Human Rights Ombudsman was created as 
an independent institution with the mission 
of advancing good governance and the rule of 
law and defending the rights and liberties of 
natural and legal persons.608 The institution is 
headquartered in Banja Luka and has region-
al offices in Sarajevo, Mostar and the BD, as 
well as a field office in Livno.609 The institution 
consists of three ombudspersons appoint-
ed by both chambers of the Parliamentary 
Assembly from among the three constituent 
peoples, though an appointment from among 
“others” is not precluded.610

The ombudsperson’s effectiveness in dealing 
with public complaints is limited to a primarily 
reactive approach and a significant backlog of 
cases. The institution initiates investigations 
in response to complaints or on its own ini-
tiative but lacks consolidated data on inves-
tigations instigated on its initiative. In 2021, 
the institution received 2,946 complaints, but 
39 per cent of these were carried over from 
previous years. This is also due to a lack of hu-
man resources with the appropriate expertise 
in human rights and freedoms. 

The ombudsperson seeks to raise awareness 
about ethical standards within the govern-
ment through its recommendations, but in 

2021, 42.6 per cent of the recommendations 
remain unimplemented or not responded to 
by the government. 

The website of the Institution of Human 
Rights Ombudsman is kept up to date with 
relevant information. However, the ombud-
spersons’ engagement with the media is lim-
ited to presenting annual and special reports, 
and they often remain quiet when the media 
reports on human rights violations.

The legal framework is missing mechanisms 
to keep the ombudspersons accountable. 
Even though they have to report on their 
activities to parliament, those reports do not 
have to get debated and the ombudsperson 
cannot be held to account for late submis-
sions because of a lack of legal deadline. 
Also, the election process of the current 
ombudspersons was marked by a lack of 
transparency and failed to include civil society 
organisations and international organisations 
throughout the whole process, as was the 
case in previous appointment rounds. There is 
also no restriction for re-appointments in the 
law, which enabled two ombudspersons to 
serve their third consecutive term.

The institution currently has no code of con-
duct and misses protocols for gender sensitiv-
ity in its work.

SUMMARY
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In 2023, BAM2,554,000 (€1.30 million) of the 
total budget went towards salaries and benefits 
for 63 employees and BAM687,000 (€351,000) 
towards other current expenses which does 
not represent good practice and does not leave 
much room for improvement of the work of the 
institution.611

In 2017, the International Coordinating 
Committee of National Institutions for the 
Promotion and Protection of Human Rights 
(ICC) accredited the institution with status ‘A’, 
with recommendations that included, among 
other things, ensuring financial independence 
and financial security for the institution’s 
operation.613 The accreditation for 2022 is 
delayed for 2023.

In the period from 2016 until 2019, the 

The Institution of Human Rights Ombudsman has 
an adequate financial, resource base to meet its 
goals. However, some human resources to handle 
complaints in time are missing.

INDICATOR 8.1.1
Resources (practice)

To what extent do ombudspersons have 
adequate resources to achieve their goals in 
practice?

Score: 75/100

CAPACITY

>

institution received in-kind donations from the 
Organization for Security and Cooperation in 
Europe – Mission in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
(OSCE)614 and monetary donations from the 
Embassy of the Republic of Bulgaria for the 
implementation of the project Enhancing the 
Capacity of the Ombudsperson Institution to 
Implement the National Preventive Mechanism 
Mandate in BiH.615 Data on donations has not 
been included in reports after 2019.

From 2018 to the end of 2021, the 
Ombudsperson Institution had 17 permanent 
contract employees and 11 fixed-term contract 
employees, with 15 staff leaving the institution 
to retire at the end of a fixed-term employment 
contract or through a mutual agreement on 
the termination of employment. However, a 
backlog of unsolved complaints (see 8.3.1) 
shows that the institution does not have 
sufficient staff. This is further confirmed by 
human resources data that shows a significant 
percentage of unfilled positions.

The staff of the institution do not have civil 
servant status. The recruitment process is 
carried out following the Labour Law in the 
Institutions of BiH and the accompanying 
implementing regulations.620 There is a need 
to adopt internal regulations or modernise the 
existing ones, which would regulate the staff 
admission process in more detail. According to 
the data in the annual reports on the number, 
structure and type of professional education 
of the employees in the institution, it can be 
assumed that the staff have the necessary 
qualifications. However, it cannot be concluded 
with certainty whether they possess specific 
skills and relevant experience. 
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Table 8.1: Budget of the Ombudsperson, 2019-2023

2023

2022

2021

2020

2019

3.24 million

2.78 million

2.48 million

2.48 million

2.60 million

1.65 million

1.42 million

1.26 million

1.26 million

1.32 million

16.62%

11.96%

0%

-4.39%

Year Total budget in 
BAM Total budget in €612

Percentage 
increase per year

Table 8.2: Number of staff of the Ombudsperson Institution, 2019-2022

2022616 

2021617

2020618

2019619

90

90

90

90

59

61

63

63

28

29

27

27

31.1%

32.2%

30.0%

30.0%

Year
No. of staff pos-
itions according 
to systematisa-
tion

Filled positions
Unfilled 
positions

Percentage 
of unfilled 
position
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The Ombudsperson Institution was 
established by the constitution, and it 
began operations in 1996.621 The Law on 
the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH622 
(hereafter “ombudsperson law”) also 
ensures independence by stating that the 
ombudspersons should be under no orders or 
instructions from authorities within the scope 
of their constitutional and legal powers.623 

To appoint the three ombudspersons, the 
Parliamentary Assembly has to form a special 
ad hoc commission that issues a public call 
and compiles a list of eligible candidates.624 
The ombudspersons must be appointed from 
among the three constituent peoples (Serbian, 
Bosniak and Croatian), though appointment 
from among other ethnicities is not 
precluded.625 The weakness of the current legal 
framework is that there are no restrictions on 
reappointment or multiple consecutive terms 

There are comprehensive laws seeking to ensure 
the independence of the ombudsperson. However, 
loopholes exist in terms of missing restrictions for 
re-appointments and the requirement of appoint-
ing three ombudspersons based on ethnicity.

INDICATOR 8.1.2
Independence (law)

To what extent do ombudspersons have 
adequate resources to achieve their goals in 
practice?

Score: 75/100

> under the current law. 

The personnel of the Ombudsperson 
Institution do not fall under the category of civil 
servants. The Labour Law in the Institutions 
of BiH stipulates that the recruitment of 
new employees is subject to the employer’s 
decision and that, following this decision, an 
open competition is advertised in at least one 
high-circulation daily newspaper disseminated 
throughout the country.626

The ombudspersons are not allowed to hold 
any representative office or to be politically 
active to ensure independence and neutrality.627 
The three ombudspersons have a fixed term 
of six years and there are no restrictions on 
reappointment or multiple consecutive terms.628

The ombudspersons’ salaries are comparable 
to the salaries of high-level officials (the 
deputy auditor general, the director of the 
Communications Regulatory Agency and the 
general director of the Intelligence and Security 
Agency).629 The ombudsperson’s salaries appear 
sufficient to ensure their independence, the 
monthly net salary of an ombudsman is around 
BAM7,000 (€3,579), while the average net salary 
remains BAM1,275 (€652). Salaries of advisers, 
assistant ombudspersons and other employees 
in the Ombudsperson Institution are set in 
parallel with those of civil service employees in 
the institutions.630

Only the Parliamentary Assembly is authorised 
to remove an ombudsperson and only in 
the event of the inability to perform duties, 
failure to give up an incompatible position 
or the conviction and final sentencing for an 
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In November 2021, the term of office expired 
for all three ombudspersons. However, 
an open competition for appointing new 
ombudspersons was not announced until 
May 2022. The interim joint commission of 
both chambers of the Parliamentary Assembly 
adopted rules of procedure but did not make 
them public. The rules of procedure are not in 
line with international standards, and Article 7, 
which refers to consultations, was deleted. As a 
result, international and domestic CSOs had no 
advanced warning or knowledge of the dates 
of the commission’s first two sessions. Because 
participation in the process was hampered, 
multiple international institutions and 
organisations, as well as local CSOs, cautioned 
the authorities that the process of electing the 
state ombudspersons lacked transparency.635 

Civil society organisations had an advisory role 
in the process of appointing the ombudsman 
in 2008 and 2015. In the last round, state 
parliamentarians allowed representatives 
of international and domestic civil society 
organisations to attend the third and following 
sessions of the Temporary Joint Commission in 
the current procedure. This followed criticism 
from international partners and domestic 
institutions. Their proposals for publicity of 
that work were also rejected. One stated that 
the commission should invite the international 
organisations OSCE, OHR, the Office of the 
Council of Europe in BiH, the Delegation of the 
European Union in BiH, the Office of the UN 
Resident Coordinator to its sessions, and the 
other calls for representatives of civil society 
organisations to attend the sessions.

Political party interests have interfered in the ap-
pointment process of the ombudsperson due to a 
lack of transparency and civil society participation 
in the process, similar to the previous procedures 
in 2008 and 2015. 

INDICATOR 8.1.3
Independence (practice)

To what extent is the ombudsperson inde-
pendent in practice? 

Score: 25/100

>

intentional offence.631 If an ombudsperson is 
charged, the decision to prosecute can only 
be taken for criminal offences punishable 
by a term of imprisonment of more than 
five years and only after both the House of 
Representatives and the House of Peoples of 
the Parliamentary Assembly have decided so.632 
The ombudspersons cannot be subjected to 
investigation or prosecuted for opinions or 
decisions associated with their duties.633 

Activities taken by the ombudsperson are 
not subject to review by the courts. While an 
ombudsperson will not interfere in the court’s 
decision-making process, they can instigate 
legal proceedings or intervene during an 
ongoing case whenever they determine such an 
action is necessary in the performance of their 
duties.634
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In the end, two ombudspersons got re-
appointed from the Bosniak and Croat 
communities, both serving their third 
consecutive terms. The new ombudsperson 
from the Serbian community was the president 
of the Council for Political and National Affairs 
of the Banja Luka City Committee of the Party 
of Independent Social Democrats (SNSD).636 He 
also made statements in the media in which he 
supported Milorad Dodik, the political leader 
of this party, even as he was “blacklisted” by 
the United States. Before his appointment to 
the position of ombudsperson, he never spoke 
about topics related to human rights and 
freedoms in his media appearances. 

Overall comprehensive provisions are in place that 
allow the public to obtain information on the or-
ganisation and functioning of the ombudspersons, 
on decisions that concern them and how these 
decisions were made. However, the law does not 
specify how the ombudspersons should make their 
recommendations available to the public, and 
there are no binding provisions that all recommen-
dations (even if anonymised) should be published, 
for example, on the institution’s website.

INDICATOR 8.2.1
Transparency (law)

To what extent are there provisions in 
place to ensure that the public can obtain 
relevant information on the activities and 
decision-making processes of the ombud-
sperson?

Score: 75/100

>

The Ombudsperson Institution is required 
to inform the complainant of the outcome 
of its investigations and the response by 
the government body concerned unless the 
response is classified.637 According to the 
Law on Protection of Confidential Data, this 
is decided by the authority that issued the 
document.638

All other recommendations made by an 
ombudsperson have to be accessible to the 

GOVERNANCE
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The public has relatively transparent access to 
relevant information on the organisation and 
functioning of the ombudspersons, on decisions 
that concern them and how these decisions were 
made. However, ombudspersons do not publicly 
speak in all situations in which the state acts as a 
violator of human rights and freedoms.

INDICATOR 8.2.2
Transparency (practice)

To what extent is there transparency in the 
activities and decision-making processes of 
the ombudsperson in practice?

Score: 75/100

>

The official website of the Ombudsperson 
Institution offers information about the 
institution’s activities, recommendations made 
in specific cases, as well as its annual and 
special reports for the years 2017-2022.645 The 
institution’s recommendations, along with 
information regarding their implementation by 
the relevant government bodies, are published 
in annual reports and some are also made 
available on the institution’s website.646

However, all three ombudspersons failed to 
appear in the media in response to human 
rights violations that have sparked widespread 
public indignation in the country in recent 
years. This is particularly evident in instances 
involving systematic human rights violations 
by public authorities. The ombudspersons’ 
mandate is to point out violations of human 

public, unless classified as confidential, or 
the complainant has specifically requested 
confidentiality.639 The Law on Human Rights 
Ombudsman does not prescribe deadlines 
for the publication of recommendations. The 
Ombudsperson Institution may choose to 
publish its general recommendations in the 
Official Gazette of BiH, but the law does not 
require this and fails to prescribe how the 
public can access recommendations.

The Ombudsperson Institution is required 
to communicate annually the results of its 
activities in a report to the Presidency and to 
the House of Representatives and the House 
of Peoples of the Parliamentary Assembly.640  
The institution may produce special reports, 
in cases of public prominence or urgency.641 
The Ombudsperson Institution further has 
to publish an annual and all special reports. 
However, the law does not specify how they 
should be published or by when. 

The annual report cannot contain personal 
data that would allow for the identification 
of individuals involved in investigative 
procedures.642 Information about specific cases, 
including pertinent decisions and reports, 
have to be available to the public through 
the media, the institution’s website and print 
publications.643

Ombudspersons are not obliged to publish 
their asset declarations nor are the employees 
of the institutions. Ombudspersons are, under 
the Law on the Conflict of Interest, required to 
submit a financial report to the Commission for 
the Prevention of Conflict of Interest.644
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rights, and there are legitimate expectations 
from citizens that they publicly react to certain 
violations of human rights, especially those that 
disturb the general public. 

For example, in 2022 the ombudspersons did 
not react when Zoran Čegar, head of the FBiH 
Uniformed Police Sector, physically attacked 
a parking maintenance and collection worker 
on the territory of the City of Sarajevo647, nor 
in 2022 when he threatened a journalist from 
the Center for Investigative Journalism that 
he would rip out her throat.648 Both videos 
of the violent behaviour of this high-ranking 
police officer were made public, however, the 
Ombudsperson Institution did not make a 
statement at the time. 

Cooperation between ombudspersons and 
CSOs consists of the participation of the 
ombudspersons in conferences and round 
tables organised by NGOs as well as periodic 
meetings between civil society representatives 
and the institution.649 The institution’s annual 
and special reports do not reveal if independent 
experts and CSO representatives are involved in 
its activities in practice.650

Due to missing legal obligations the asset 
declarations of the ombudspersons are not 
public.651

Extensive provisions are in place to ensure that the 
ombudsperson has to report its actions in its an-
nual report to the legislature. However, there are 
no legal deadlines for this reporting, the provided 
information does not necessitate analysis or dis-
cussion and the ombudspersons’ decisions cannot 
be challenged in court. 

INDICATOR 8.2.3
Accountability (law)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure that the ombudsperson has to 
report and be answerable for their actions?

Score: 50/100

>

The Ombudsperson Institution is primarily 
accountable to the legislature and reports 
to it at multiple levels. It must annually 
communicate the results of its activities in a 
report to the Parliamentary Assembly, the FBiH 
Parliament, the RS National Assembly, and also 
the presidency.652 This report must be made 
public.653

The law does not require, but rather allows 
the Ombudsperson Institution to include in 
its annual report the number and nature of 
the complaints received, not pursued (and the 
reasons why), the number of investigations 
and their results, and accepted suggestions or 
recommendations by the government.654
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While the Ombudsperson Institution submits its 
annual report regularly, the reports do not include 
information on accountability processes within the 
institution. Also, due to the missing legal obliga-
tions, the reports are not debated by parliament.

INDICATOR 8.2.4
Accountability (practice)

To what extent does the ombudsperson 
report and is answerable for its actions in 
practice?

Score: 50/100

>

In practice, the ombudspersons fulfil their 
duty to report annually on the results of their 
activities to the presidency, the Parliamentary 
Assembly, the FBiH Parliament and the RS 
National Assembly on a regular and detailed 
basis, and make these reports available on 
their official website.659 Publications about 
the presentations of the institution’s annual 
report can be found in the media. There is 
no mention in the ombudspersons’ reports 
or on the website of disciplinary actions or 
other accountability processes taken against 
employees. 

Every year, the Audit Office of the Institutions 
of BiH (see Pillar 9) releases a report on 
the audit of the Ombudsperson Institution. 
Between 2016 and 31 December 2022, the 
office issued 13 recommendations to the 
Ombudsperson Institution.660 The institution 
was given the opportunity to leave its 
comment on circumstances that led to the 
recommendations.661 In the last six years, the 
Ombudsperson Institution has only submitted 
one comment, namely on the Draft Audit Report 
for 2018662 disputing the auditor’s finding 
that a member of staff had been promoted 
without a competitive recruitment process.663 
The comment, however, not influence the 
auditor’s findings and recommendations 
because no corroborating evidence was 
presented to the auditor.664 According to the 
Audit Report for 2022, the Ombudsperson 
Institution has implemented one out of three 
recommendations from 2021.665

According to the latest available report of the 
Agency for the Prevention of Corruption and 
Coordination of the Fight against Corruption 

The Ombudsperson Institution is required every 
year to present a proposed financial plan to 
the BiH Ministry of Finance and Treasury which 
serves as the basis for approving the budget 
funds.655 The annual report also has to include 
an appendix for the presidency that details the 
institution’s budget expenditures during the 
period covered.656

There is no legal requirement for the bodies 
that receive annual reports to analyse the 
data and provide feedback, nor are there 
any deadlines imposed for preparing and 
sending return reports. The decisions of an 
ombudsperson or the institution are final and 
cannot be challenged in court.657

The Rules on Internal Reporting of Corruption 
and Whistleblower Protection allow all staff to 
report corruption within the institution.658
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(APIK) which is in charge of providing 
whistleblower status for the employers of the 
institutions at the state level, in the period from 
2014 to 2019 there were no reports from the 
Ombudsperson Institution.666

No provisions such as codes of ethics are in place 
to ensure the integrity of the ombudspersons. Only 
the ombudsperson law covers some aspects of 
integrity. 

There is almost a complete absence of actions 
aimed at ensuring the integrity of the ombudsper-
son, so misconduct stays mostly unsanctioned.

INDICATOR 8.2.5

INDICATOR 8.2.6

Integrity mechanisms (law)

Integrity mechanisms (practice)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure the integrity of the ombudsper-
son?

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure the integrity of the ombudsper-
son?

Score: 50/100

Score: 25/100

>

>

A review of the Ombudsperson Institution’s 
internal acts, which are available on the 
institution’s website, reveals that there are no 
special rules in place to ensure the integrity 
of ombudspersons, such as restrictions on 
political engagement, conflict of interest rules, 
rules on gifts, rules on asset declarations, etc. 
The ombudspersons are covered by the state-
level conflict of interest regulation.667

The ombudsperson law only mentions that 
the ombudsperson candidates should have 
high moral standards and restricts political 
engagement but does not elaborate on how 

There is no information available on how the 
integrity of the ombudspersons and other 
institution personnel is ensured in practice. 
The Ombudsperson Institution’s 2022-2024 
Medium-term Work Plan provides that the 
ombudspersons will devote special attention 
and additional material resources to developing 

in detail.668 The Law on the Ombudsperson 
prescribes that the position of ombudsperson 
is incompatible with the performance of any 
representative functions, or with any form 
of political engagement or role in promoting 
a particular agenda etc. and in case of such 
incompatibility arising, the ombudsperson 
needs to leave that public posting on the day 
the conflict was determined, before or during 
their term in office. (see 9.1.3).669 The staff of 
the institution are regulated according to the 
public sector laws in terms of their rights and 
obligations.
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No explicit gender-sensitive protocols and guide-
lines exist, but presently two out of three ombud-
spersons are women.

INDICATOR 8.2.7
Gender

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure the integrity of the ombudsper-
son?

Score: 25/100

>

The complaint form, which is available on 
the institution’s website, is written in gender-
neutral language and allows complainants 
to indicate their gender.671 However, there 
are no explicit gender-sensitive protocols 
and guidelines, and no gender-disaggregated 
statistics on complainants are provided in the 
institution’s annual reports.

Nonetheless, two of three ombudspersons are 
presently women. In terms of gender structure, 
according to the institution’s 2021 Annual 
Report, female employees outnumber male 
employees by a 2:1 ratio (41 to 20). Out of ten 
departments within the institution, women are 
appointed to five department head positions, 
while two departments are headed by men. 
The remaining three departments have no 

and increasing the capacities of personnel 
through regular and/or specialised training.670

appointed head of department.672
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Every citizen can file their complaints to 
the Ombudsperson Institution in writing, 
delivered either in person or by post.673 
E-mail submissions are also accepted as 
they meet the written form criterion.674 
To facilitate communication with citizens, 
the Ombudsperson Institution developed 
a complaint form, which is available on its 
website.675

The institution keeps track of complaints filed 
and actions taken in response and publishes 
the statistics in its annual reports. In 2022, 
the Ombudsperson Institution received 2,850 
complaints from citizens. The institution faces 
a considerable backlog of cases.676 In 2022, for 
instance, a total of 1,663 cases were carried 
over from earlier years, accounting for as much 
as 36.8 per cent of all cases in that year.677 

While the ombudsperson does seek to deal with 
complaints from the public, its approach is largely 
reactive, and its success is limited due to a signifi-
cant backlog of cases.

INDICATOR 8.3.1
Investigations

To what extent is the ombudsperson active 
and effective in dealing with complaints 
from the public?

Score: 50/100

>

ROLE Between 2016 and 2021, the Ombudsperson 
Institution received 18,283 complaints, 473 
fewer than between 2010 and 2015 when the 
total was 18,756. The number of cases carried 
over from previous years in the period between 
2016 and 2021 was 11,187 which is 684 more 
than during the period between 2010 and 2015 
where the total was 10,503.678

Typically, the Ombudsperson Institution 
initiates an investigation in response to a 
complaint or on its own initiative.679 However, 
statistics on investigations/procedures 
initiated on its initiative are not available in 
the institution’s 2021 Annual Report. Multiple 
investigations/procedures initiated on its 
initiative between 2016 and 2021 are detailed 
on the institution’s website, but the data is 
not consolidated.680 Ombudspersons are also 
authorised by law to institute or participate in 
court proceedings.681 However, no aggregate 
statistics on instituted court proceedings are 
available in the institution’s annual reports.

In 2021, the Ombudsperson Institution 
submitted comments on the Preliminary Draft 
Law on Freedom of Access to Information.682 
This law would have significantly reduced the 
institution’s mandate by reducing the role of 
the ombudsperson to a minimum point where 
public authorities provide the ombudsperson 
with data on appointed information officers and 
contacts of the institutions and the information 
officers periodically inform the ombudsperson 
of the number and type of requests for access 
to information and statistics of proceedings. 

The Ombudsperson Institution, with the 
support of several cities and municipalities and 
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Government bodies must provide the 
institution with appropriate assistance in its 
investigations and inspections.685 Government 
bodies include all institutions, authorities, 
agencies and all other governmental 
departments (state, entity, BD, cantonal and 
municipal, as well as private institutions 
performing public functions).686 During an 
investigation, the ombudspersons have 

While the ombudsperson does seek to raise aware-
ness within the government and public awareness 
about standards of ethical behaviour, its efforts 
are generally limited, reactive and considered to 
be ineffective.

INDICATOR 8.3.2
Promoting good practice

To what extent is the ombudsperson active 
and effective in raising awareness within 
government and the public about standards 
of ethical behaviour?

Score: 50/100

>

the OSCE Mission to BiH, organises outreach 
days every two weeks to facilitate citizens’ 
access to this institution as a mechanism 
for protecting their rights.683 The number of 
complaints received annually, particularly those 
that are admissible and well-founded, is a good 
indicator that the general public is aware of the 
institution’s existence.684

access to any government agency to verify 
information, conduct interviews and examine 
relevant files and documents.687 

When initiating an investigation/procedure 
in response to a complaint or on its own 
initiative, ombudspersons are required to 
seek a statement from the party identified 
as responsible for human rights violations 
and to inform both the complainant and the 
government body concerned of the actions 
taken.688

In its annual reports, the Ombudsperson 
Institution provides a breakdown of all 
recommendations made during a given year 
and how they were implemented.689 On its 
official website, the institution occasionally 
posts recommendations made in specific 
cases.690 Regarding the implementation of 
the  recommendations, of the total of 2,349 
recommendations issued between 2016 
and 2021, 836 were fully implemented by 
the government bodies concerned, 64 were 
partially implemented, and cooperation 
with the government bodies concerned was 
achieved in 520 cases.691 In 553 cases, the 
government bodies did not respond to the 
institution’s recommendation, and in 504 cases 
the recommendation was not implemented at 
all. It is disturbing that as many as 45 per cent 
of the recommendations of the Ombudsman 
Institution, in which human rights violations 
were determined, remain unimplemented or 
the other institutions do not respond to them 
at all.692 When it comes to 2021 and 2022, 
the Ombudsperson Institution issued 759 
recommendations, out of which 241 were fully 
implemented, 20 partially implemented, in 135 
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cases cooperation with the government bodies 
was achieved, while 189 recommendations 
were not implemented. In 174 cases institutions 
did not respond to them at all.693

The Ombudsperson Institution’s annual and 
special reports are available on its website, 
where the general public can also learn more 
about the institution’s activities.694

The Ombudsperson Institution has a legal 
responsibility to recommend general and 
individual measures.695 In contrast to the above, 
the Institution remains noticeably absent from 
public awareness raising regarding ethical 
norms of government conduct and violations of 
human rights and freedoms.

The ombudsperson institution has the most 
interaction with the legislature, the executive 
and civil society.

Cooperation with legislative authorities at both 
the state and entity levels is critical for the 
Ombudsperson Institution. The Law on the 
Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH requires 
the Ombudsperson Institution to present the 
results of its annual activities to the House 
of Representatives and the House of Peoples 
of the Parliamentary Assembly, the FBiH 
Parliament and the RS National Assembly.696 
Cooperation consists mostly of ombudspersons 
attending sessions of parliamentary chambers 
and working bodies, as well as the relevant 
parliamentary committees considering the 
institution’s special reports.697

In addition to reporting to the legislative 
authorities, the Ombudsperson Institution 
reports annually to the executive on the results 
of its activities. The ombudspersons meet with 
representatives of executive authorities at all 
levels in order to maintain cooperation and 
share experiences.698 Additionally, to ensure 
the implementation of their recommendations, 
the ombudspersons organise working-cum-
consultative meetings with government bodies 
to reach consensus on specific actions to be 
taken to implement the recommendations.699

The Ombudsperson Institution’s cooperation 
with civil society is not defined in the 
ombudsperson law. However, there are internal 
documents that govern this interaction, like 

INTERACTIONS
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the Platform for Human Rights Ombudsperson 
Institution’s Cooperation with the NGO 
Sector.700 According to this platform by the end 
of each calendar year, the ombudspersons will 
issue a public call for cooperation with NGOs, 
outlining the areas and forms of cooperation.701 
There is no mention of any public calls held 
or CSOs selected for cooperation in the 
institution’s annual reports produced between 
2016 and 2021. The annual reports, however, 
include information on the participation of 
ombudspersons and other personnel in CSO-
organised conferences, round tables and other 
events.702 In May 2022, the Ombudsperson 
Institution adopted an internal act entitled 
Criteria of the Institution of Human Rights 
Ombudsman of BiH for Cooperation with NGOs 
that specifies the priority areas of cooperation, 
the modalities of establishing cooperation 
and partnership, the evaluation of received 
applications and the criteria for establishing 
cooperation.703
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>  The Ombudsperson Institution needs to 
develop and implement a code of conduct 
and other internal policies governing 
conflicts of interest, rules on gifts, rules on 
asset declarations, restrictions on political 
engagement, ethical and other issues 
surrounding officials’ obligations, failure to 
perform services, etc.

>  The Ombudsperson Institution needs to hire 
staff with suitable experience in the area of 
protection of human rights and freedoms.

>  The Ombudsperson Institution should 
exercise its authority to institute court 
proceedings and intervene in judicial and 
administrative proceedings.

>  The ombudspersons’ media engagement 
should go beyond presenting annual and 
special reports and the marking of important 
dates by regularly voicing opinions on human 
rights issues that get reported on in the media.

>  The Ombudsperson Institution needs 
to work with gender issue specialists 
and consult with women’s rights CSOs to 
introduce gender-sensitive protocols into 
the complainants and investigation of the 
Ombudsperson Institution. These protocols 
and guidelines should introduce front-facing 
female staff, gender-disaggregated statistics 
on complainants published in the institution’s 
annual reports, training for officials and staff, 

RECOMMENDATIONS
PILLAR

and produce awareness-raising material for 
optimal implementation of gender-sensitive 
mechanisms.

>  The Government/Parliament need to amend 
the Law on the Ombudsperson:

•  To introduce deadlines for annual report 
submission to the legislature. 

•  To introduce the obligation to discuss the 
results in parliament.

•  To limit the possibility of re-appointments to 
two consecutive terms.
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9 SUPREME AUDIT 
INSTITUTIONS

>

Overall pillar score:

Capacity score:

Governance score:

Role score:

61/100

58/100

75/100

50/100
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There are four supreme audit institutions 
(SAIs), the Audit Office of the Institutions of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Audit Office of 
the Institutions in the Federation of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, the Supreme Audit Office 
of the Republika Srpska Public Sector, and 
the Audit Office of Public Administration and 
Institutions in the Brčko District of BiH.704 The 
mutual coordination and cooperation among 
the four SAIs takes place through the SAI Co-
ordination Board. The board comprises of the 
auditors general and deputy auditors general 
of the four SAIs. Representatives of the Audit 
Office of Public Administration and Institu-
tions in the BD participate in the activities of 
the Coordination Board as observers.705

The independence and the SAIs’ status, includ-
ing in particular adequate legal protection be-
fore a supreme court against any interference 
in their independence and audit mandate, is 
not included under their respective consti-
tutions (of state and entities) and, therefore, 
not in accordance with generally accepted 
international standards and conventions.706 

The sole exception is the BD, where the Stat-
ute recognises the status of the Audit Office 
of Public Administration and Institutions in 
the Brčko District, albeit without explicitly 
mentioning the independence of the Auditor 
General or the Office.707

In terms of the SAIs’ operational activities, 
there are still shortcomings related to insuf-
ficient human resources, notably for perfor-
mance audits, as well as the need to enhance 
collaboration with other relevant actors, 
particularly those from the judiciary and the 
civil sector. In recent years, the financing of 
SAI operations has been subject to numerous 
pressures. Most notably financing of the Audit 
Office of the Institutions of BiH where the 
budget was constrained in recent years by the 
CoM’s decision on the temporary financing of 
the institutions of BiH, the COVID-19 pandem-
ic and restrictions on capital expenditures 
imposed in 2020 and 2021, all of which have 
undoubtedly impacted the work of this audit 
institution.

SUMMARY
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The SAIs have some resources, however, significant 
human resource gaps in relation to the number of 
entities covered lead to a certain degree of ineffec-
tiveness in carrying out their duties.

INDICATOR 9.1.1
Resources (practice)

To what extent do the audit institutions 
have adequate resources to achieve its goals 
in practice?

Score: 50/100

CAPACITY

>

SAIs have full autonomy in the control and 
management of their resources.708 
 
As Table 9.1 illustrates, the budget of the 
supreme audit institutions increased during 
2020, and especially during 2023 which saw a 
rise of 23 per cent compared to 2022. Similarly, 
the budget of the FBiH Audit Office, after the 
budget reduction in 2021, has grown constantly 
in the last two years, while the budget of the 
RS Audit Office in 2021 shrank as much as 39 
per cent compared to 2020, and despite some 
improvement in the last two years, it has not 
yet reached its 2019 level.

Even though there are special procedures 
designed to safeguard the SAIs’ financial 
independence from the executive branch, in 
2020 there have been instances where budget 

requests were scaled back or constraints 
were imposed on specific budget items.710 
The FBiH Government took advantage of a 
legal deficiency, a delay in the establishment 
of the parliamentary committee responsible 
for approving the budget of the FBiH Audit 
Office for 2020, which firstly reduced the 
budget from BAM5.5 million (€2.81 million) to 
BAM5.2 million (€2.66 million), and during the 
budget rebalance by an additional BAM647,000 
(€330,806) to BAM4.65 million (€2.38).711

Several examples, such as restrictions in the 
financing of operations of the Audit Office of 
the Institutions of BiH and the Audit Office of 
the Institutions of FBiH, indicate that the SAIs’ 
financial independence as established by the 
regulatory mechanisms is not always respected 
in practice.712 One of the examples is the lack 
of harmonisation of other regulations with the 
SAI. For instance, the Law on Financing of the 
Institutions of BiH713 disregards the specific 
position of SAI BiH concerning to budget 
preparation and approval.714

In terms of human resources, all four SAIs 
consistently struggle with human resources 
and the Audit Office of the Institutions in 
FBiH and the Supreme Audit Office of the RS 
Public Sector remain particularly understaffed. 
According to the most recent data from the 
2021 activity report, the Audit Office of the 
Institutions in FBiH employs only 72 people, 
of whom 57 are auditors, even though its 
Regulation on Internal Organisation and 
Staffing envisages a staff of 144.715
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Table 9.1: Annual budget of the SAIs, 2019-2023

2023

2022

2021

2020

2019

6,094,000

4,933,000

5,061,000709 

5,061,000

4,836,000

3,115,812.72

2,522,202.84

2,587,648.21 

2,587,648.21

2,472,607.53

23.53%

-2.52%

0%

4,65%

5,821,741

5,452,903

4,814,055

5,206,183

5,150,928

2,976,608.90

2,788,025.03

2,461,387.23

2,661,879.09

2,633,627.62

6.76%

13.37%

-7.53%

1.07%

5,273,900

4,745,800

4,104,400

6,777,100

5,979,800

2,696,502.25

2,426,489.01

2,098,546.39

3,465,076.20

3,057,423.19

11.12%

15.62%

-39.43%

13.33%

Year
Total 
budget 
in BAM

Total 
budget 
in €

% inc- 
rease 
per year

Total 
budget 
in BAM

Total 
budget 
in €

% inc- 
rease 
per year

Total 
budget 
in BAM

Total 
budget 
in €

% inc- 
rease 
per year

According to the Supreme Audit Office of the RS 
Public Sector’s staffing regulation, a total of 94 
posts are envisaged, however, according to the 
latest available statistics from the 2021 annual 
report of the agency, only 85 are filled.716 This 
does not take into account the skills and the 
appropriate background of the employed staff.

The number of auditors remains insufficient to 
accomplish all tasks, especially financial audit 
tasks and especially performance audit tasks.717 
According to the 2022 Annual Report of the Audit 
Office of the Institutions in FBiH in addition to 
the auditor general and their deputy, 75 were 
employed, out of which 59 auditors, out of 145 
employees foreseen by the internal acts.718 

The Audit Office of the Institutions in FBiH and 
the Supreme Audit Office of the RS Public Sector 
are tasked with a very wide range of functions, 
covering over 2,000 subjects that are being 
audited in FBiH and about 900 in RS.719
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There are comprehensive laws seeking to ensure 
the independence of the supreme audit institu-
tions, however, the removal procedures for the 
auditor general in Brčko District, based on “audit 
quality” leaves ample room for manipulation.

INDICATOR 9.1.2
Independence (law)

To what extent is there formal operational 
independence of the audit institutions?

Score: 75/100

>

The state and entity laws ensure the 
independence of the country’s supreme 
audit institutions.720 However, the SAI and 
its independence is not established in the 
constitution.

Oversight over the SAI’s is exercised by 
the competent parliamentary committee/
commission, typically in the form of a budget 
and finance committee/commission and/or 
the audit committee of the state and entity 
legislatures (assembly/parliament).721

The SAIs are headed by the auditor general 
and their deputy. At the state level and BD, the 
representatives of the legislature, specifically 
the selection committee, are responsible for 
proposing the appointment of the auditor 
general and their deputy.722 This differs from 
the laws in FBiH and RS, which provide that 
the proposal for appointment comes from the 
president of the entity based on the ranking 

list compiled by the selection committee.7283 By 
law, the auditor general and their deputy have 
a fixed seven-year term of office without the 
chance of re-election.724

The auditor general and deputy auditor general 
are protected from removal without relevant 
justification by law. The sole exception to this 
rule is BD, where the auditor general and 
their deputy could be removed from office 
if the audit quality does not meet standards, 
leaving ample room for manipulation. This 
was changed by amending the law in 2022 and 
harmonised with other laws at the state and 
entity level.725

Under the present legislation, auditors are 
immune from criminal and civil liability and are 
entitled to protection by state authorities from 
any attack, insult or unwarranted action linked 
to the performance of their duties.726
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Other actors occasionally interfere with the 
activities of the supreme audit institutions. These 
instances of interference are usually non-severe, 
such as threatening verbal attacks, without signifi-
cant consequences for the behaviour of the SAI.

INDICATOR 9.1.3
Independence (practice)

To what extent are the audit institutions 
free from external interference in the per-
formance of their work in practice?

Score: 50/100

>

For example, in 2017, the then-RS Auditor 
General and his deputy resigned under political 
pressure from the RS president and the leader 
of the largest political party in RS, SNSD. They 
tendered their resignations in accordance with 
the provisions of the RS Law on Public Sector 
Auditing. The reason was that the Supreme 
Audit Office of the RS Public Sector published 
a consolidated financial report for RS budget 
users for 2016 stating that the uncovered 
budget deficit of RS was at least BAM175.6 
million (€89.8 million) and that budget users 
had created at least BAM118 million (€60.3 
million) more liabilities than there were funds 
available.727 In response to the findings of this 
financial report, the then-RS president stated 
that the report was biased and disputed its 
conclusions. He publicly demanded that the 
auditor general resign or face removal from 
office,728 which is precisely what transpired 
shortly afterwards, in the autumn of 2017, 

when the RS National Assembly removed him 
from office.729 The then-assistant minister in 
charge of the Fiscal System Department at the 
Ministry of Finance was appointed to serve as 
acting auditor general. Despite the immediate 
public outcry over the appointment of an 
assistant minister from the recently audited 
finance ministry as acting auditor general, in 
early 2018 the RS National Assembly formally 
appointed Mr Jovo Radukić as Auditor General 
for a term of seven years.730

In 2021 officials from several ministries in the 
FBiH Government attacked the Audit Office 
of the Institutions in FBiH, calling its reports 
biased and accusing its auditor general, 
Mr Nekić, of being unprofessional.731 The 
audit reports in question state that funding 
allocations to vulnerable companies in the 
hospitality, industry and economy sectors hit 
by the COVID-19 pandemic were fraught with 
irregularities.732 However, aside from a public 
debate about the reports’ findings, there were 
no significant repercussions in this case.733
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Comprehensive provisions are in place which allow 
MPs and the public to obtain information on the 
organisation and functioning of the audit insti-
tutions, on decisions that concern them and how 
these decisions were made.

MPs and the public are able to readily obtain 
relevant information on the organisation and 
functioning of the SAIs. However, the published 
audit reports lack user-friendly elements such as 
easy-to-understand executive summaries of key 
findings and data visualisations.

INDICATOR 9.2.1

INDICATOR 9.2.2

Transparency (law)

Transparency (practice)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure that the public can obtain rele-
vant information on the relevant activities 
and decisions by the supreme audit institu-
tions?

To what extent is there transparency in the 
activities and decisions of the audit institu-
tions in practice?

Score: 100/100

Score: 75/100

GOVERNANCE

>

>

Article 3 of the state and entity laws on public 
sector audit, as well as corresponding law 
in BD, defines the goals of the SAIs as well 
as their obligation to inform the responsible 
authorities and the public about their findings 
and recommendations through the timely 
publication of audit reports.734

According to the relevant legislation, which 
is consistent with international standards, 
SAIs are required to prepare and submit all 
reports, including audit reports, performance 
audit reports and special audit reports to the 
parliamentary committee, and to make all 
reports available to the public through their 
official website.735 The legal framework on 

During 2021 and 2022 all four SAIs provided 
information about their financial operations 
on their websites.737 Furthermore, although 
the applicable auditing laws do not require it, 

audits sets the deadline for delivery of final 
reports to every institution audited and the 
competent Ministry of Finance. Specifically, 
the SAIs are required to deliver reports within 
90 days of the filing of an annual report by a 
budget user. Also, the laws require that the 
audit report be submitted to the legislature 
within 90 days after receipt of the government’s 
consolidated annual report on budget 
execution.736 The interested public (citizens, 
journalists, etc.) can obtain any information not 
contained in activity reports using the Law on 
Freedom of Information.
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Extensive provisions are in place to ensure that the 
SAIs have to report and be answerable for their 
actions. However, there is no mechanism to appeal 
the SAI decision for audited entities.

INDICATOR 9.2.3
Accountability (law)

To what extent is there transparency in the 
activities and decisions of the audit institu-
tions in practice?

Score: 75/100

>

The regulatory framework governing the 
operation of the SAIs requires the audit 
institutions to demonstrate accountability 
by following the adopted audit standards in 
the performance of audits, specifically the 
International Organization of Supreme Audit 
Institutions (INTOSAI) auditing standards.743 
The Prerequisites for the Functioning of SAIs 
lay forth the principles of transparency and 
accountability as well as the code of ethics.744 

These require each SAI to communicate audit 
reports to the appropriate institutions and the 
general public promptly, detailing the audit’s 
findings and recommendations. The SAIs 
are required to submit a draft audit report 
and after the deadline for responding to the 
audit report, the final version of the report 
is presented to the relevant legislature.745 
The SAIs are further required to submit an 
annual report to the relevant parliamentary 
committees, as well as quarterly, semi-annual 
and annual financial reports under the laws on 

each of the four SAIs has made their activity 
reports for 2021 and 2022 publicly available 
and categorised the information to make the 
contents more transparent and accessible to 
the public.738

In addition to annual activity reports, the 
websites of all four SAIs include their audit 
plans and programmes, allowing for a 
straightforward comparison of actual audits 
performed versus those planned.739 The 
SAIs’ websites also contain all other relevant 
documents, ranging from primary and 
secondary legislation to strategic documents 
and internal organisation and staffing 
regulations.740

All audit reports, whether financial, 
performance or compliance, are now accessible 
on the websites of all four SAIs. Most SAIs 
make their reports searchable by year, type 
and subject of the audit.741 Also, each of the 
four SAIs maintains an online public registry of 
recommendations resulting from completed 
financial and performance audits, allowing any 
interested party to read the recommendations 
issued to audited institutions and judge the 
extent to which they have been implemented.742

In terms of the content of audit reports, 
however, there is room for improvement as 
they need to be prepared in a more user-
friendly way. This entails providing an easy-
to-understand executive summary of the key 
findings, using data visualisation (charts, graphs 
and infographics) and creating informative 
materials for other relevant actors (target 
audiences).
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budget at all levels.746 In addition to information 
on the SAIs’ financial operations, annual 
reports should include the key SAI financial 
indicators.747

According to the SAI laws, before the 
competition of the final audit report, the 
SAI prepares a draft of the audit report that 
is submitted to the audited institution for 
comments, with a deadline of 15 days for 
submitting comments.748

For peer-assisted reviews of the SAIs, a special 
working group composed of auditors from 
other countries is formed.749 The OECD’s 
SIGMA peer review of the SAIs undertaken in 
2019-2020 found that the audit practices are 
generally well developed, but there are still 
areas where further improvement is needed, 
such as strategic and management practices, 
monitoring and reporting, management 
of human resources, communication, and 
interaction with the public.750

Existing provisions are effective in ensuring that 
the SAIs have to report and be answerable for 
their actions in practice. However, there is evident 
political pressure on the work of the SAIs.

INDICATOR 9.2.4
Accountability (practice)

To what extent do the SAIs have to report 
and be answerable for their actions in prac-
tice?

Score: 75/100

>

In 2021 and 2022, the SAIs provided annual 
activity reports, as well as quarterly, semi-
annual and annual reports on financial 
operations, to their respective parliamentary 
commissions, within the legal deadlines (see 
9.2.5).751

The annual activity reports and financial 
statements are published regularly on the 
SAIs’ respective websites. Similarly, the SAIs 
comply with legal provisions that require them 
to develop annual work plans and publish 
reports on audits conducted in institutions at all 
levels.752

However, the accountability of SAIs is partly 
jeopardised due to a lack of independence 
from political pressure. The example given 
from 2017, resulted in the RS auditor general 
and his deputy being pressured to resign, 
following the release of their findings on the 
2016 Consolidated Financial Report for RS 
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There are comprehensive provisions in place to 
ensure the integrity of officials of each SAI. These 
include codes of conduct, rules on conflicts of 
interest, rules on gifts and hospitality. However, 
there is a lack of post-employment restrictions.

INDICATOR 9.2.5
Integrity mechanisms (law)

To what extent are there mechanisms in 
place to ensure the integrity of the audit 
institutions?

Score: 75/100

>

Mechanisms that ensure the integrity of 
audit institutions are incorporated in a series 
of codes of professional ethics and defined 
rules of conduct for public sector auditors.754 
Accordingly, public sector auditors are obliged 
to follow ethical codes and rules of conduct 
in their work, which are an integral part of 
the International Standards of Supreme Audit 
Institutions developed by INTOSAI.755

Budget Users, uncovering budget deficits (see 
9.1.3). Also, in 2021 the Government of FBiH 
discussed the audit reports for four ministries 
at the government thematic session after they 
received negative opinions from the SAI FBiH. 
Even though the government is not supposed 
to discuss the reports, it was one of many ways 
for the government to exert pressure against 
SAI FBiH.753

The auditing laws require the SAIs to adopt a 
code of ethics for their employees based on 
internationally recognised INTOSAI standards, 
which must outline the values that employees 
are expected to uphold.756 The employees are 
required to read the code, take an oath and 
affix their signature to affirm their commitment 
to abiding by the obligations stemming 
from the code of ethics.757 Additionally, SAI 
employees are required by law to be impartial 
and, in particular, to refrain from any action or 
inaction that is inconsistent with or conflicts 
with the responsibilities established by law, 
as well as to refrain from publicly expressing 
their political or religious beliefs. Finally, they 
may neither seek nor accept any form of gain, 
benefit or compensation in money, services 
or in any other form for themselves or their 
relatives.758 The law does not regulate post-
employment restrictions but compels former 
employees to keep confidential information 
from the public even after the termination of 
their work in the SAI.759

Auditors should not associate themselves with 
any report, response, press release or any other 
information if they believe that it contains a 
material misstatement or misleading statement 
or if they believe that it contains a statement 
or information that was obtained in a negligent 
manner. It is forbidden to omit or conceal 
information if that would mislead the user.760 
Additionally, formal integrity mechanisms 
mandate that during the recruitment process 
due attention be paid to the integrity of each 
candidate by developing a set of general and 
special requirements that candidates must 
meet in order to be employed in the SAI.7661
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There is a piecemeal and reactive approach to 
ensuring the integrity of members of the SAIs, 
including only some of the following elements: 
enforcement of existing rules, inquiries into alleged 
misbehaviour, sanctioning of misbehaviour and 
training of staff on integrity issues. The SAIs have some gender-sensitive mechanisms 

in relation to staff training, but are missing gen-
der-sensitive complaints mechanisms that produce 
gender-disaggregated data.

INDICATOR 9.2.6

INDICATOR 9.2.7

Integrity mechanisms (practice)

Gender

To what extent is the integrity of the audit 
institutions ensured in practice?

To what extent are the audit institutions’ 
mechanisms gender-sensitive?

Score: 50/100

Score: 25/100

>

>

There have been no documented instances of 
wrongdoing or major code violations by the 
employees of the four SAIs.

However, some have raised concerns and 
objections over instances of non-compliance 
with the existing formal integrity mechanisms. 
This in particular regards the appointment of 
the current auditor general and his deputy 
in RS in 2017-2018, given that the person 
appointed as auditor general, initially in an 
acting capacity and later permanently, was 
an assistant minister in the RS Ministry of 
Finance at the time. The public argued that 
the appointment was in breach of Article 6 
of the Law on Auditing the RS Public Sector, 
which provides that the auditor general and 
the deputy auditor general may not participate 
in or make decisions regarding audits of the 
institutions in which they held management 

The SAI complaint and investigation 
mechanisms do not have explicit gender-
sensitive protocols and guidelines. The 
complaint and investigation mechanisms do 
not include front-facing female staff. Three, 
out of four Auditor Generals are men, and only 
in the SAI Office of BD the auditor general is a 
woman. 

SAI offices do not produce a gender-
disaggregated data, including data on the 
number of complaints filed by women or 
men, the processing time of complaints filed 
by women or men, or complaints solved or 
disregarded by women and men.

positions within the two years before the 
appointment.762
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SAI office staff have gone through a gender-
related training with UN Women in 2022.763 
Also, SAI institutions have signed agreements 
on the implementation of parallel performance 
audits in the field of gender equality, together 
with SAI institutions in Serbia and Montenegro 
in 2023.764

According to the law, the SAIs have to 
undertake financial and compliance audits, 
performance audits and other types of audit 
procedures as needed.765 In 2022, efforts 
have been made to increase the frequency of 
performance audits from 11 in 2018 to 18 in 
2022.766 The activity reports for 2021 and 2022 
show an average of five to six performance 
audits conducted each year at the state and 
entity levels.767 This is a notable improvement 
since 2018. Nevertheless, the entity SAIs’ 
inability to respond to the challenge of 
performing a higher number of audits annually 
given nearly 3,000 entities that are subject to 
audits remains a significant obstacle.768

Since 2018 the SAIs have carried out two 
performance audits related to environment 
protection, the Performance audit of the 
protection of rivers in FBiH769 prepared by 
SAI FBiH and the Performance audit on the 

While the SAIs are somewhat active in auditing 
public expenditure, their effectiveness is limited 
due to a lack of human resources.

INDICATOR 9.3.1
Effective financial audits

To what extent do the audit institutions pro-
vide effective audits of public expenditure?

Score: 50/100

>

ROLE
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protection and preservation of natural goods 
prepared by SAI RS.770

According to the OECD SIGMA Peer Review Report 
although reports are in line with standards, 
existing financial audit and compliance 
reporting is not consistent, concise and easily 
understandable.771 Reports do not clearly state 
the significance of the findings and contain 
redundant information that is not necessary for 
effective reporting. 

Audit reports are carried out regularly and 
presented to the legislature and public.

Although the SAIs have improved their 
capacities in the last three years, including 
the adoption of updated methodologies and 
the recruitment of additional auditors (see 
9.1.1), there is still a significant gap between 
the SAIs’ needs and capabilities when it comes 
to financial audits and performance audits, 
particularly among entity SAIs due to a high 
number of subjects to audit. 

The SAIs’ track record in detecting is high, however, 
the SAIs lack the mandate for investigating and 
sanctioning misbehaviour and there is insufficient 
coordination with public prosecution and law 
enforcement agencies.

INDICATOR 9.3.2
Detecting and sanctioning 
misbehaviour

Do the audit institutions detect and investi-
gate misbehaviour of public officeholders?

Score: 50/100

>

SAIs have a mandate and professional 
procedures in place to successfully identify any 
financial activity that deviates from applicable 
regulations. The Law on Audit of Institutions 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina provides SAI with 
authorisation for gathering information and 
access to premises and documentation, and 
foresees penalties if access to auditors is not 
allowed.772 The same authorities are prescribed 
by the entity and BD audit laws. However, the 
SAIs lack the capacity and mandate to exercise 
a private sector audit similar to that performed 
by the financial police.

Although the audit reports of all four SAIs 
consistently uncover violations of the 
applicable laws and regulations, most notably 
in public procurement, the sanctioning of 
such transgressions is virtually non-existent 
or inconsistent at best.773 According to the 
report of SAI FBiH during the period between 
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Recommendations by the supreme audit institu-
tions on how to improve financial management 
are included and tracked. However, ineffective au-
dits by the SAIs on the entity level and the lack of 
follow-up have led to ineffectiveness in improving 
the financial management of the government.

INDICATOR 9.3.3
Improving financial
management

To what extent are the SAIs effective in 
improving the financial management of 
government?

Score: 50/100

>

The SAIs place a particular emphasis on 
improving financial management policies 
in audited institutions by providing 
comprehensive, practical and implementable 
recommendations. All four SAIs have a special 
registry in place of recommendations for the 
elimination of irregularities found, accessible 

2016 and 2022, the SAI sent 115 reports to the 
relevant prosecutors’ offices for information 
and competent response.774 In 58 cases 
prosecutors’ offices decided not to conduct 
investigations based on those reports.775 This 
indicates that there is insufficient cooperation 
(communication) between the SAIs and 
the competent prosecutors’ offices and 
investigative bodies.

via their websites.776

Despite the existence of a clear formal 
mechanism to implement and comply with 
audit report recommendations the degree 
of practical implementation of audit report 
recommendations remains low. According to 
the annual report of SAI BiH, in 2022, 35 per 
cent of recommendations were implemented, 
17 per cent were in progress, 37 per cent 
were not implemented, and 11 per cent were 
not evaluated.777 During 2021, 32 per cent 
of recommendations were implemented, 25 
per cent were in progress, 33 per cent were 
not implemented and 10 per cent were not 
evaluated.

The annual report of SAI FBiH states that it 
has analysed the level of implementation 
of 1,379 recommendations from previous 
years and concludes that 38.7 per cent 
were implemented, 16.8 per cent were 
partially implemented, 36.9 per cent were 
not implemented and 7.6 per cent were not 
evaluated.778

There is an absence of actions by the SAIs 
to hold authorities in audited administrative 
bodies accountable for identified irregularities 
and for failing to implement audit report 
recommendations. However, the parliamentary 
commissions for budget and finance have put 
in place their own procedures for acting on 
financial audit reports of public institutions, 
which require them to seek explanations for 
audit findings from audited institutions.779 
The audited institutions are required to 
provide such explanations, which may involve 
management hearings.780 Unfortunately, 
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this does not happen in practice. Instead, 
the institutions to which recommendations 
were given turn a blind eye to the audit 
report findings, which is why SAI findings are 
repeated every year and institutions that have 
misappropriated public funds continue to 
operate without change and with impunity.781 

At best, audit report findings and 
recommendations attract media attention 
typically followed by public condemnation 
and debate. However, these rarely result 
in any tangible repercussions that would 
lead to the implementation of audit report 
recommendations.782

Given the modest number of investigations 
and court proceedings initiated as a result 
of adverse audit reports, there is a lack 
of communication and collaboration with 
prosecutors’ offices.783 Although adverse 
audit reports are automatically forwarded to 
prosecutors’ offices, the follow-up action in 
such situations, as well as the prosecutors’ 
offices’ responsibilities and obligations, are not 
clearly defined, particularly with regard to the 
obligation of audited institutions to provide 
feedback to SAIs on actions taken in particular 
cases.

There is also a lack of cooperation with 
CSOs. CSOs seem more likely to pursue such 
cooperation, as evidenced by multiple instances 
where they leveraged audit institutions’ findings 

INTERACTIONS

to exert additional pressure on prosecutors’ 
offices and other relevant institutions to 
follow up on audit reports.784 There is a lack 
of an established practice of holding regular 
meetings with CSOs and the media. The media 
and CSOs could play a role in making the 
parliamentary budget and finance commission 
hearings more transparent and accountable 
by pressuring them to consistently use their 
internal procedures for acting on financial audit 
reports, such as those that require seeking 
explanations for audit findings and opinions 
from audited institutions.
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>  The governments and legislatures 
need to define the status of the supreme 
audit institutions in the state and entity 
constitutions to effectively assure their financial 
independence and equip them with the 
necessary financial and human resources to 
perform all types of audits in the public sector.

>  The SAIs need to step up inter-office 
coordination, led by the state-level office, to 
enhance the overall efficiency of financial 
management and improve control of 
government spending.

>  The prosecutors’ offices, the executive and 
the SAIs need to collaborate to define clear 
procedures and rules for acting on audit 
reports, as well as to mandate the disclosure 
of information on the status of such cases 
and the rationale behind decisions made. 
Their consolidated aim must be to enhance 
the efficiency of financial management and 
improve control of government spending.

>  The legislative branch needs to formally 
establish protection mechanisms (via the 
special role of the parliamentary commissions 
responsible for the SAIs) and/or special 
criteria for the selection of members of 
those commissions that would ensure the 
independence and expertise of the members 
of commissions for situations where the 
governing bodies of the SAIs are faced with 
political pressure or where their professional 

RECOMMENDATIONS
PILLAR

and personal integrity, or the SAIs’ institutional 
integrity, is threatened.

>  The parliaments need to further improve 
and standardise parliamentary procedures 
for considering audit reports and establish 
mechanisms for remedial actions that are 
taken based on these reports, to enhance the 
effectiveness of oversight over government 
spending.

>  All SAIs need to make the content of audit 
reports more understandable to the general 
public through data visualisation and the 
inclusion of executive summaries of the key 
findings and recommendations, to maximise 
transparency.
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10 ANTI-CORRUPTION 
AGENCY

>

Overall pillar score:

Capacity score:

Governance score:

Role score:

44/100

44/100

54/100

33/100
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The Agency for the Prevention of Corruption 
and Coordination of the Fight Against Cor-
ruption is an independent and autonomous 
administrative organisation, which reports to 
the Parliamentary Assembly.785 The agency is 
primarily a preventive body and institution 
in charge of coordinating anti-corruption 
activities with other institutions and authori-
ties involved in anti-corruption at all levels of 
governance.

Although the legal framework allows for the 
agency’s formal independence, the Council of 
Ministers of Bosnia and Herzegovina (CoM) 
has a strong influence on the agency’s or-
ganisational and financial independence as 
evidenced by the process of providing human 
and technical resources or the agency’s oper-
ation. 

The agency has put in place proactive trans-
parency mechanisms and information on its 
activities are available on its website. Al-
though accountability and integrity processes 
have been strengthened by gradual capacity 
building there are still issues such as direct 
political party interference in the process of 
appointing the agency’s leadership or the ap-
pointment of US-blacklisted individuals to the 
agency’s Selection and Monitoring Committee.

During the last five years, the agency engaged 
in strengthening its operational capacities and 
concentrated its efforts on the implementa-
tion, monitoring and coordination of strategic 
anti-corruption documents, as well as the 
development of a new strategy and accompa-
nying action plan for the period between 2019 
and 2022 (not yet adopted). 

SUMMARY
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While several provisions exist, they do not cover all 
aspects. Current provisions do not allow the agen-
cy to seek additional funding and the government 
has complete influence in determining the budget 
of the agency.

INDICATOR 10.1.1
Resources (law)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
that provide the anti-corruption agency with 
adequate resources to effectively carry out 
its duties?

Score: 50/100

CAPACITY

>

The agency has its budget which is financed 
from the budget of the state institutions.786 
The agency, and more specifically its director, 
has to prepare a budget proposal and submit 
it to the Ministry of Finance through the usual 
approval procedure.787 Following the budgetary 
allocation of funds for its operation by the 
Parliamentary Assembly, the agency can spend 
its funds following its annual work plan. 

Additionally, according to the Law on Financing 
of the Institutions of BiH, the agency has the 
legal right at any time to request from the 
Ministry of Finance restructuring of its budget, 
or exceptionally a redistribution of funds 
among budget beneficiaries, which has to be 
approved by the CoM.788 However, to do so, the 

agency must present proper justification that 
must be supported by an analysis of planned 
expenses, cost-benefit analysis, analysis of 
priorities, as well as analysis of various aspects 
of expected results and objectives (exactly 
as when proposing the institution’s annual 
budget).789 There is no legal basis for the agency 
to receive further funding, for instance, from 
the confiscation of illicit proceeds.790

The current legal framework allows for some 
degree of governmental influence over 
personnel matters and the agency’s overall 
operations via the budget approval and revision 
process. Furthermore, the agency law does 
not specify the procedures to be followed for 
illicit activities or refusing cooperation with the 
agency. The current legal framework allows 
the government to exert influence on staffing 
issues and the overall work of the agency 
through the procedure for approving and 
revising the budget.
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The agency has sufficient financial resources, 
which increased over time to cover the current 
number of staff. However, significant human 
resource gaps (APIK has 33 employees, out of 41 
prescribed by the rulebook on internal systema-
tisation) lead to ineffectiveness in carrying out its 
duties.

INDICATOR 10.1.2
Resources (practice)

To what extent does the anti-corruption 
agency have adequate resources to achieve 
its goals in practice?

Score: 50/100

> In accordance with the Law on the Budget of 
BiH Institutions and International Obligations, 
the yearly budget of the agency has increased 
constantly since 2019. 
 
In addition to its regular budget, since 2015 the 
agency has received support for implementing 
anti-corruption strategies through an EU-
funded project791, the Strengthening the 
Capacity of the Agency for Prevention of 
Corruption and Coordination of the Fight 
against Corruption (Phase 1 and 2) project 
financed by the British government792, and the 
Strengthening anti-corruption capacities and 
CSO networks in the area, also financed by the 
EU793, and other donor projects to enhance its 
capacity and improve the implementation of 
anti-corruption policies.794

Table 10.1: Budget of the anti-corruption agency, 2019-2023

2023

2022

2021

2020

2019

1,998,000

1,528,000 

1,346,000

1,346,000

1,382,000

1,021,561

781,254

697,492

697,492

706,605

Year Budget allocation 
in BAM

Budget allocation 
in €
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In 2021, the agency only had 33 of 41 staff 
positions filled or approximately 80 per cent795 
of the statutory staffing level.796 This number 
of staff allows the agency to perform its core 
functions according to Article 10 of the law 
governing the agency.797 However, to advance 
its work in terms of development of the 
strategic documents, monitoring of effects of 
the implementation of the laws and regulations, 
and collection and analysis of statistics on 
corruption activities, it needs more analysts, 
legal experts and ICT specialists.798

The agency does not have an adequate office 
space, equipped with the necessary technical 
resources to ensure that staff are able to 
perform their tasks effectively. However, the 
agency’s website is up and running. 

Despite several laws envisaging it, the agency is 
not independent in its staffing decisions, having 
to seek approval from the Council of Ministers of 
Bosnia and Herzegovina.

INDICATOR 10.1.3
Independence (law)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
that provide the anti-corruption agency with 
adequate resources to effectively carry out 
its duties?

Score: 50/100

>

The agency is set up as an autonomous and 
independent administrative authority that 
reports solely to the Parliamentary Assembly.799 

To safeguard the agency’s independence 
from political interference, the agency 
law established a special committee as an 
interlocutor with the Parliamentary Assembly. 
The committee has the authority to monitor 
the agency’s work and report its findings to the 
parliament. It does not have the authority to 
interfere in the agency’s day-to-day operations 
or to request any case-specific information held 
by the agency.800 The law lays out the procedure 
for selecting and dismissing members of the 
Committee for Agency Selection and Monitoring 
and gives the committee a mandate to oversee 
the agency’s work, without the authority to 
influence its day-to-day operations. In addition, 
the law specifies the procedures for appointing 
and dismissing the agency’s director and 
deputy directors.

The director and their two deputies are 
selected in an open competition based on 
professional criteria. The Parliamentary 
Assembly appoints the director as proposed 
by the Committee for Agency Selection and 
Monitoring. The director has a fixed term 
of five years with the possibility of one 
reappointment.801 The procedure and reasons 
for dismissal of Director and Deputy Directors 
of the Agency are prescribed by the law, and 
a proposal for dismissal has to be filed by the 
committee.802 Procedures for the removal of 
agency employees are defined by the Law on 
Civil Service in the BiH Institutions.803 However, 
the agency’s director has to obtain approval 
from the CoM before enacting the agency’s 
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In practice, the Council of Ministers of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina (CoM) exerts substantial influence 
on the agency influencing its organisational and 
financial independence. This is particularly evident 
through the staffing process or providing material 
conditions for the agency’s operability. Also, the 
influence of ruling parties in filling the top three 
positions based on ethnicity remains an issue for 
the agency’s independence. 

INDICATOR 10.1.4
Independence (practice)

To what extent is the anti-corruption agency 
independent in practice?

Score: 25/100

>

Rules on Internal Organisation and Staffing.804 

This enactment procedure gives the CoM a 
direct influence over the agency’s staffing policy 
and undermines its independence. 

The law governing the agency makes it an 
independent and autonomous administrative 
organisation, which reports solely to the 
Parliamentary Assembly.805 However, the 
process of appointing the agency’s director 
and deputy directors is the most contentious 
and has the greatest impact on the agency’s 
independence. Because the agency’s top three 
positions – the director and two deputies 
– are filled on ethnic grounds, the ruling 
parties each get to fill their own ethnic quota 

thus undermining independence. The last 
competition for the appointment of the director 
and two deputy directors was advertised on 
27 April 2021 by the Committee for Agency 
Selection and Monitoring.806 As early as 14 June 
2021, the media speculated that the former 
chief of staff of Bakir Izetbegović, the then 
vice-speaker of the House of Peoples of the 
Parliamentary Assembly and the president 
of the Democratic Action Party, would be 
appointed as director of the agency.807 More 
than a year after the article came out this 
rumour proved correct and on 27 June 2022 the 
Parliamentary Assembly indeed appointed him 
director of the agency.808

The agency’s director has to obtain approval 
from the CoM before enacting the agency’s 
Rules on Internal Organisation and Staffing.809 
In 2017 the agency sent a request to the CoM 
for additional employment but without any 
response to date.810 This situation significantly 
affects the work of the agency due to 
incomplete systematisation and lack of human 
capacity. 

The agency’s cooperation with other law 
enforcement bodies is solid. However, it lags 
in the area of cooperation with prosecutors’ 
offices. Some initiatives to improve cooperation 
have begun, for example through USAID’s 
“Judiciary Against Corruption” project.811 Also, 
in order to increase cooperation with law 
enforcement bodies, the agency has signed 
memorandums of understanding with the 
Border Police, governments at the cantonal 
level and a myriad of other institutions.812 
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None of the agency’s management (including 
the director and deputy directors) have been 
dismissed since the establishment of the 
agency in 2011 and there are no records of 
dismissal of agency staff. According to the law, 
the agency has no investigation authority. 

The public can obtain information on the organ-
isation and functioning of the agency, its reports, 
reviews and decisions including how these were 
made. However, there are no legal deadlines for 
this.

INDICATOR 10.2.1
Transparency (law)

To what extent are there provisions in 
place to ensure that the public can obtain 
relevant information on the activities and 
decision-making processes of the anti-cor-
ruption agency?

Score: 75/100

GOVERNANCE

>

According to the law on the agency, 
transparency and public scrutiny are important 
principles of its operations (along with legality, 
equal treatment, continuity, etc.).813 The agency 
has to report to the public on all aspects of 
corruption, and to publish reports, analyses 
and other acts. These need to either be 
published on the agency’s website or through 
other means, not further elaborated in the 
law.814 However, the law does not define any 
deadlines for making such information publicly 
available.

Public access to information is also ensured 
through the Law on Freedom of Access to 
Information, as discussed in 2.2.1 in detail.815
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The agency’s website is well structured but the 
most recent annual reports (2020 to 2022) are not 
available and also other important documents like 
the anti-corruption strategy and action plan were 
only published with delays.

INDICATOR 10.2.2
Transparency (practice)

To what extent is there transparency in the 
activities and decision-making processes of 
anti-corruption agency in practice?

Score: 25/100

>

The website is accessible to all interested 
parties. On the website, information about the 
agency’s structure and responsibilities is mostly 
kept up to date and published promptly.816 
However, the agency’s 2019 Activity Report 
is the most recent annual report available on 
the site.817 The subsequent reports are not 
available due to parliamentary obstruction 
and the Committee for Agency Selection and 
Monitoring’s failure to meet to review and 
adopt the reports. Only a handful of reports 
have been published in the last three years, 
prior to this publication’s release.

The website allows users to report corruption 
anonymously and includes application forms 
for requesting protected whistleblower status. 
The agency has implemented the appropriate 
internal procedures to ensure the required 
level of transparency in its work, through the 
Policy and Standards of Proactive Transparency, 

adopted by the Council of Ministers of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina (CoM) in 2018. 

However, the lack of transparency was 
substantial in 2020 during the drafting of 
the 2020-2024 Strategy for the Fight against 
Corruption and the related action plan. After 
seven sessions of the interdepartmental 
working group for the development of the 
strategy and action plan, the agency drew up 
a final draft and forwarded it to the CoM for 
adoption. However, the agency did not make 
this document available for public viewing 
or consultation. Since the strategy was not 
adopted during 2022, it was only after the 
appointment of the new management that the 
agency in July 2022 revised the strategy and 
action plan, and the revised documents were 
made accessible and public for consultations 
in November 2022.818 On a general note, the 
agency’s website is not a go-to resource for 
anti-corruption and it remains very poor when 
it comes to the materials on any level of anti-
corruption efforts in the country.
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The laws envisage the agency’s accountability to 
the parliament, which is politicised. Its formal 
framework protects whistleblowers and allows 
citizens to file complaints but the implementation 
mechanisms are legally missing.

INDICATOR 10.2.3
Accountability (law)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure that the anti-corruption agency 
has to report and be answerable for its 
actions?

Score: 75/100

>

The agency is accountable to the independent 
Committee for Agency Selection and 
Monitoring.819 The agency has to report to the 
committee twice a year but it is not required by 
law to make these bi-annual reports publicly 
available. All committee sessions have to be 
open to the public, creating an indirect means 
for accessing the agency’s reports, though still 
cumbersome for the public to gain relevant 
information. Also, the agency must make 
its annual reports public (see 10.2.1).820 The 
committee has a varied membership made 
up of representatives of both chambers of the 
Parliamentary Assembly, academics and an 
NGO representative. As members of parliament 
make up the committee’s relative majority, 
there is only a partially established mechanism 
of citizen oversight over the agency’s work.821 

The agency is not required to file reports on its 
investigations of individual corruption cases. 
These investigation cases are strictly protected 
under the law, which states that not even the 
Committee for Agency Selection and Monitoring 
may request information about individual 
cases.822

As a budget user, the agency is subject to 
regular audits by the Audit Office of the BiH 
Institutions.823

Following the adoption of the Law on 
Whistleblowers Protection at the state level in 
December 2013,824 the agency developed and 
adopted its own internal rules for whistleblower 
protection and for handling corruption reports 
by 2015.825 However, the whistleblower 
protection law neither establishes procedures 
for granting whistleblower status nor 
authorises the agency to do that.826 According 
to the Agency’s Code of Conduct (see 10.2.5), 
citizens and legal entities may file complaints 
against agency personnel.827

Except for the reasons listed in the agency 
law to dismiss its director (see 10.1.3), there 
are no explicitly established procedures or 
mechanisms of judicial review of the agency’s 
work. 
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While the agency has to report and be answera-
ble for its actions, the existing provisions are only 
partially effective, because of the indirect pressure 
exercised by the ruling parties making it primarily 
accountable to the executive and later only to the 
general public.

INDICATOR 10.2.4
Accountability (practice)

To what extent does the anti-corruption 
agency have to report and be answerable for 
its actions in practice?

Score: 50/100

>

The agency presents its annual reports 
regularly to the Committee for Agency Selection 
and Monitoring. Prior to 2019, the reports were 
routinely published on the agency’s website 
following approval by the Parliamentary 
Assembly.828 Since then, however, no new 
reports have been made available. The reason 
for this is that during the parliamentary term 
of 2018-2022, the committee was not formed 
until April 2021, more than two years after the 
2018 elections. Therefore, the reports were not 
reviewed by the committee and not adopted 
by the Parliamentary Assembly, creating a 
major accountability gap for the agency. The 
accountability practice was further put into 
question by the appointment of Nikola Špirić to 
the committee.829 Špirić was blacklisted by the 
United States in 2018 for involvement in major 
corruption.830

The SAI published all the findings of the 
financial controls carried out in the agency 
since 2011 on the official website of the audit 
office.831 The agency keeps the public updated 
on its activities through its website, press 
releases, public appearances by agency officials 
and other appropriate channels.832

According to the 2021 agency audit report 
issued by the state-level SAI, the agency carried 
out appraisals of civil servants and submitted 
the appraisal reports to the BiH Civil Service 
Agency.833 The report notes that, as requested, 
the agency had prepared the documents 
required for the establishment of the financial 
management and control system.

To ensure the confidentiality of whistleblowers, 
the agency has an online report form and a 
dedicated hotline834 with two designated staff 
who have sole access to the content of these 
reports.835 When communicating with the 
relevant institutions, particularly prosecutor’s 
offices, the agency protects whistleblower 
anonymity.836

According to statistics provided by the agency 
to TI BiH, 24 requests for whistleblower status 
have been received since the law became 
effective in 2014. The agency turned down 13 
of the requests on the grounds that good faith 
could not be proven.837 A 2020 report by TI BiH 
shows that the agency considers factors beyond 
the definition of good faith in the law, such as 
complex interpersonal relations in institutions, 
the length of time between reporting 
corruption and applying for the protected 
whistleblower status and whether the applicant 
waited for the completion of other procedures 
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before applying for the status.838

Integrity provisions are in place for the agency 
members. These include a code of conduct, rules 
regarding conflicts of interest and rules on gifts 
and hospitality. However, post-employment restric-
tions are missing in the code.

There is a piecemeal approach to ensuring this, 
including an integrity plan and training of staff 
on integrity issues. However, it is unclear how the 
agency enforces the existing rules and whether it is 
investigating and sanctioning misbehaviour.

INDICATOR 10.2.5

INDICATOR 10.2.6

Integrity mechanisms (law)

Integrity mechanisms (practice)

To what extent are there mechanisms in 
place to ensure the integrity of members of 
the  anti-corruption agency?

To what extent is the integrity of members 
of the anti-corruption agency ensured in 
practice?

Score: 75/100

Score: 50/100

>

>

Since 2012 the agency has established a code 
of conduct for its employees.839 It outlines 
general management behaviour guidelines and 
standards, general principles of communicating 
with citizens, conflict of interest restrictions, 
rules on gifts and hospitality, and channels for 
registering complaints against agency staff. The 
code of conduct requires all employees to apply 
the principles of civil services, anti-corruption, 
as well as principles defined in Articles 7 and 8 
of the law governing the agency.840 However, 
the code does not include post-employment 
restrictions. Article 21 of the code states that 
the agency’s director is in charge of overseeing 
its implementation. 

In 2023, the anti-corruption agency adopted 
its integrity plan, which includes improvement 
targets and a list of preventive actions to 
reduce the risk of corruption internally. It 
also outlines implementation responsibilities 
and timeframes.843 The report on the 
implementation of the agency’s previous 
integrity plan is not available on the official 
website.

The agency also adopted an integrity plan, 
documenting the results of the self-control 
and self-assessment procedures implemented 
by the agency based on the methodology for 
preparing integrity plans developed for public 
institutions.841 It includes improvement targets 
and a list of preventive actions to reduce the 
risk of corruption, as well as a list of responsible 
individuals and implementation timeframes.842
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There are no explicit gender-sensitive protocols 
and guidelines, nor gender-disaggregated data.

INDICATOR 10.2.7
Gender

To what extent are the anti-corruption agen-
cy’s mechanisms gender-sensitive?

Score: 0/100

>

The law governing the agency does not provide 
for special gender-sensitive protocols and 
guidelines for the agency’s complaint and 
investigation mechanisms.849 There is also no 
regulation or definition regarding front-facing 
female staff for these mechanisms. Also, the 
agency’s employee code of conduct does not 
address this issue.850

The agency also does not release or make 
available gender-disaggregated statistics in its 
reports, including gender-disaggregated data 
on the reports and complaints received and 
how they were resolved.

There is no evidence that the agency provides 
officials with special training and awareness-
raising material for optimal implementation of 
gender-sensitive mechanisms. Furthermore, 
no woman has been appointed director of the 
agency since its establishment in 2009. For 
the first time, a woman was appointed to the 
position of deputy director following the last 
round of recruitment.851

The agency has adopted and is enforcing a 
code of conduct, but there have been no 
officially recorded cases of its violation and no 
sanctions imposed for non-compliance. Still, 
the media reported that one of the agency’s 
employees allegedly violated the election law 
during the October 2022 election.844 When 
asked by the media, the agency did not provide 
a clear response on whether it would take 
action against the employee.845 In another 
instance, one of the agency’s deputy directors 
Mr. Dragan Anđelić left the job to take a new 
one managing a state-owned enterprise, not 
complying with the six-month prohibition rule 
for work in senior SOE positions on exiting a 
public sector post.846

Given that the agency does not conduct the 
selection of its civil servants which is done 
by the Agency for Civil Service, there is a 
lack of robust mechanisms and rules for the 
integrity screening of applicants during agency 
recruitment.847

The agency provides continuing education 
to its employees, while also serving as an 
ethics and integrity training resource for 
employees of other institutions. In 2021, 16 
agency employees participated in 42 training 
workshops organised by the Civil Service 
Agency, following the training plan and 
employee needs.848
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The agency is somewhat active in preventative 
anti-corruption activities, but its efforts are gener-
ally unsuccessful and it has not been successful in 
bringing about legislative or policy change.

INDICATOR 10.3.1
Prevention

To what extent does the anti-corruption 
agency engage in preventive anti-corruption 
activities?

Score: 50/100

ROLE

>

According to the law governing the agency, 
it is responsible for preventing corruption 
by creating an anti-corruption strategy and 
action plan, supporting public institutions to 
develop integrity plans, coordinating the work 
of public institutions in preventing corruption, 
monitoring conflicts of interest, the collection 
and analysis of data, etc.852

In early 2020, an interdepartmental working 
group chaired by an agency representative 
that consisted of representatives of relevant 
institutions from all levels of governance 
including representatives of CSOs and media 
prepared a draft Strategy for Combating 
Corruption and its associated Action Plan for 
the period 2020-2024 and sent it to the Council 
of Ministers of Bosnia and Herzegovina (CoM) 
for adoption.853 However, the CoM has not yet 

adopted the document, leaving the agency 
without a strategy and an action plan.

In 2019, the agency developed a methodology 
and guidelines for all public institutions to 
prepare their own integrity plans.854 The 
integrity plan is a preventive anti-corruption 
mechanism with an aim to reduce the risk of 
corruption and other irregularities. The agency 
assists institutions in developing such plans 
by providing expert opinions. It also regularly 
monitors and coordinates the implementation 
of these plans and conducts consultative 
meetings with representatives of institutions 
and anti-corruption authorities from all levels 
of government.855 There are no examples of the 
agency making submissions to parliamentary 
and government offices working on anti-
corruption issues.

In terms of human resources, the agency 
still lacks the personnel required to perform 
countrywide anti-corruption studies and other 
complex analytical and research work (see 
10.2.2). For a while, no staff were appointed 
to deal with citizen reports of corruption. 
Moreover, the fact that the staff supporting the 
work of the Commission for Conflict of Interest 
has been administratively placed within APIK, 
led to overlapping roles of these institutions 
and the staff. 
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The agency is active through training workshops 
and online courses in educating the public sector 
on corruption. However, there is no follow-up on 
those tools and the agency does not assess the 
effectiveness of its educational programmes. There 
is no systemic educational outreach to the public. The agency is inactive in investigating corrup-

tion-related cases because it does not have the 
legal mandate to do so. 

INDICATOR 10.3.2

INDICATOR 10.3.3

Education

Investigation

To what extent does the anti-corruption 
agency engage in educational activities re-
garding fighting corruption?

To what extent does the anti-corruption 
agency engage in investigation regarding 
alleged corruption?

Score: 50/100

Score: 0/100

>

>

One of the main functions of the agency is to 
develop anti-corruption education programmes 
and oversee their execution.856 In addition, with 
the assistance of international institutions and 
donors as well as CSOs, the agency routinely 
provides training on corruption prevention 
at seminars, workshops and round tables.857 
Furthermore, it offers an online training course 
on ethics and corruption prevention for all civil 
servants who seek to expand their knowledge, 
as well as a course on how to prepare integrity 
plans.858 It also provides training for other 
civil servants at all levels.859 However, there 
is no follow-up to assess the impact of such 
training sessions. The agency has signed 
memorandums of cooperation with several 
NGOs and its leadership often attends events 
organised by the CSOs in the country and 
abroad.860 It also communicates key messages 
designed to encourage the public to take an 

When the agency receives a report alleging 
corrupt behaviour, it has to pass the 
information to the relevant law enforcement 
agency or prosecutor’s office in charge of 
criminal prosecution.861

According to the agency’s latest available 
activity report from 2019, the agency received a 
total of 107 reports alleging corrupt behaviour 
in 2019 via post, email, telephone and in 
person, and forwarded all the reports to the 
relevant institutions for further action.862 During 
this period, the agency received five follow-
up notifications about the actions taken in 
response to the reports, without details on the 
actions taken.

active role in the prevention of corruption but 
these efforts are not systemic and targeted.
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The agency lacks the authority to impose legally 
binding orders for the implementation of law 
enforcement actions and cannot direct criminal 
prosecution authorities to undertake law 
enforcement measures against individuals.

Institutions and agencies at all levels, as well as 
public services and other offices, are required 
to cooperate with the agency and provide 
all the required data and information at the 
agency’s request.863

Due to the nature of its work, the agency 
collaborates closely with the judiciary, 
law enforcement agencies and other 
anti-corruption authorities at all levels 
of government. To further improve that 
cooperation, in 2015 the agency signed 
an agreement with the High Judicial and 
Prosecutorial Council (HJPC) on cooperation in 
matters related to the fight against corruption, 
intending to coordinate anti-corruption 
activities among all national actors in the justice 
sector.864 Furthermore, in 2017, the agency 
signed memorandums of understanding and 
cooperation with the Border Police and other 
law enforcement agencies, including on drafting 
of strategic anti-corruption documents and the 
improvement of cooperation in the fight against 
corruption.865

INTERACTIONS

Since 2017, the agency has signed 
memorandums of cooperation with 
governments and anti-corruption authorities at 
entity and cantonal levels of government with 
the aim of enhancing bilateral collaboration.866 
These memorandums establish the forms and 
methods of cooperation and ensure uniform 
action by all levels of government in preventing 
corruption.

In practice, this form of cooperation has 
improved the collaboration of all key actors, 
primarily through increased coordination 
among institutions prosecuting corruption. 
However, there is still room for improvement, 
particularly in the area of institutional actions 
taken in response to the reports forwarded 
by the agency, considering that the agency 
often does not receive information on the 
results of their reports, as well as more direct 
agency involvement in handling reports sent 
by the agency to the relevant institution.867 The 
current legal framework obliges institutions 
and agencies at all levels to cooperate with the 
agency and provide it with all the information 
it requested, but there are no sanctions for not 
providing information.868
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>  Improve the Agency Law in the section on 
mandatory cooperation of all institutions with 
the agency, specifically introducing response 
mechanisms as well as liability for non-
compliance with the institutional obligation to 
cooperate with the agency. This is particularly 
important for requests to grant a whistleblower 
status, where all other public institutions must 
act on the agency’s requests as a matter of 
highest priority.

>  Increase the agency’s analytical and research 
capacities by streamlining, clarifying and 
completing the systematisation with skilled 
employees and working out the internal division 
of labour with other agencies, particularly the 
conflict of interest commission.

>  Improve collaboration with all institutions 
charged with fighting corruption, most 
notably anti-corruption teams at lower levels 
of government, by setting up compulsory 
collaborative mechanisms for both sides and 
providing necessary resources to the agency for 
such coordination.

>  Improve the mechanisms for monitoring and 
evaluation of the implementation of strategic 
documents that fall within the agency’s purview 
by hiring experts. Aim to engage the public at 
large and collaborate closer with CSOs and 
media in monitoring and reporting.

RECOMMENDATIONS
PILLAR
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11 POLITICAL PARTIES >
Overall pillar score:

Capacity score:

Governance score:

Role score:

35/100

63/100

42/100

0/100
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At the state level there is still no single coun-
try-wide law on political parties, therefore 
the establishment and registration of parties 
takes place at the level of entities, under 
the relevant entity laws on political organ-
isations. The legislations treat the issue of 
registration of parties differently which leads 
to very different requirements towards the 
political parties. The laws on political par-
ties do not contain any provisions related to 
internal democracy, integrity or accountability 
standards. The number of registered political 
parties is disproportionately high compared 
to those participating in elections or the gov-
ernment. The legal framework and environ-
ment are conducive to the establishment and 
functioning of political parties. The resources 
are allocated for all political parties participat-
ing in parliaments at all levels, however, the 
legal framework still suffers from deficiencies 
and loopholes that do not enable a sufficient 
level of transparency and accountability, or 
public oversight. 

There is no sufficient oversight or transparen-
cy of parties’ expenditures. Internal and exter-
nal integrity mechanisms of political parties 
are insufficient, while the influence of political 
parties on all other sectors is overwhelming-
ly negative, leading to political capture, as 
well as political corruption. This also stems 
from the lack of any regulations pertaining to 
prevention of abuse of public funds, institu-
tions and resources for the purpose of gaining 
election support or financing campaigns. The 
grip of the leading political parties across the 
three main pillars of power remains very tight 
almost without interruption since the end of 
the war.

A much better regulation of political parties 
would loosen their grip on most other integ-
rity pillars. This however cannot be achieved 
solely through the laws on their formation 
and management, and there is no silver 
bullet. A range of other legal and institu-
tional solutions need to be introduced that 
would separate the influence of the party 
leaders(hip) on the executive, the in-between 
institutions (SAI, Ombudsperson, ACA), and 
the economy.

SUMMARY
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The legal framework regulating the formation and 
operations of political parties is very conducive. 
However, in the FBiH there is still no law regulating 
budgetary allocations for political parties.

INDICATOR 11.1.1
Resources (law)

To what extent does the legal framework 
provide an environment conducive to the 
formation and operations of political par-
ties?

Score: 75/100

CAPACITY

>

Freedom of association and political 
organisation is enshrined in the constitution. 
As there is no single law on political parties 
at the state level, parties are established and 
registered at the entity level. The requirements 
for the establishment of a political party 
remain uneven across different administrative 
levels, with the founding thresholds varying 
depending on the jurisdiction. Thus, a political 
organisation may be founded by at least 
50 citizens in the Federation of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, at least 500 citizens in Republika 
Srpska and at least 300 in Brčko District.869

Procedures for establishing a political party are 
simple – political organisations are established 
at founding assemblies. Within thirty days after 
of establishment, a political organisation has 

to apply for registration with the competent 
entity court and the registration process is 
completed in 15 days in both entities.870 There 
are no legislative restrictions in place with 
regard to party ideology or the establishment 
and functioning of political organisations except 
for the prohibition against hate speech and 
discrimination under the Election Law as well as 
the obligation to respect fundamental human 
rights and freedoms. 871

An environment conducive to the operation of 
political parties is guaranteed by regulations 
governing budgetary allocations for the 
operation of political parties and party caucuses 
in parliaments at different administrative 
levels.872 The FBiH still has no law regulating 
it, yet funding for political parties comes from 
municipal, cantonal and entity budgets. The 
right to direct budget funding is reserved 
only for the political parties, independent 
candidates, lists and coalitions that are 
represented in parliaments/councils at different 
administrative levels (state, entity, cantonal, 
Brčko District, municipal), meaning that parties 
with more parliamentary seats receive more by 
way of budget allocations.873
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While opposition parties can draw on some finan-
cial resources, these are considerably lower than 
the resources of the larger and/or ruling party. 
Political competition among parties is biased 
towards the ruling parties.

INDICATOR 11.1.2
Resources (practice)

To what extent do the financial resources 
available to political parties allow for effec-
tive political competition?

Score: 50/100

>

According to the data reported by parties in 
their financial reports in 2022, state funding 
accounts for about 65 per cent of political party 
revenues.874 According to the data reported by 
political parties and published by CEC, of the 
overall BAM29.5 million (€15.1 million) that 
all political parties reported in their annual 
financial reports for 2022, BAM19.5 million 
(€9.7 million) came from the direct budgetary 
allocations from all levels. At the same time, 
19.7 per cent of reported funds came from 
donations of individual (physical) persons, 5.7 
per cent came from membership fees, 2.1 per 
cent as income from the parties’ property, while 
only 2.1 per cent refer to reported donations 
from legal persons.875

However, according to TI BiH monitoring, the 
data reported by political parties is incomplete, 
especially when it comes to amounts related 
to donations. The parties show a significant 

decline in reported donations, especially 
those from legal persons, due to the previous 
sanctions imposed by CEC which made the 
parties stop reporting donations. At the same 
time, political parties report a significant 
increase in reported debt/obligations towards 
their suppliers, some of which are dubious 
leaving space for suspicions of fictious billing, or 
are written off with time thus avoiding the caps 
for donations.877 For this reason the actual ratio 
between private and public funding cannot be 
accurately determined.

All parties are eligible and receive equal 
access to free airtime for their presentations 
(direct addresses) during the official election 
campaign, but only on public broadcasting 
networks, while paid advertising is governed 
by a rulebook on media representation in 
election campaigns and the election law.878 
According the Central Election Commission, the 
opportunity to advertise should be provided 
to all parties and candidates under equal 
conditions, including the same prices for 
advertising, without preferential treatment 
or discounts. However, supervision over the 
advertising conditions is insufficient due to 
lack of media transparency, as the media do 
not report on the amounts actually charged for 
advertising.879

Opposition parties are also eligible for public 
funding, with the level of funding determined 
by the number of mandates in parliaments/
local councils, meaning that they receive 
smaller amounts than the parties with the 
largest number of mandates, and that newly 
formed parties are eligible for public funding 
only after they win parliamentary seats.880
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Table 11.1: Table of submitted annual financial reports of political parties 876

Membership fees 

 

Donations from 

private persons 

Donations from 

legal entities 

Income from 

property of 

political parties 

Profit from legal 

entities owned 

by the political 

parties 

Income from 

gifts and services 

which party was 

not obliged to 

pay 

Revenues from 

the budget 

Income from 

publishing 

activities 

Other income

Total 

BAM1,701,370.36 

€869,896.85 

BAM5,843,612.76 

€2,987,791.76 

BAM622,457.59 

€318,257.51 

BAM639,303.41 

€326,870.64 

 

BAM0.00 

€0.00 

 

 

BAM289,033.98 

€147,780.72 

 

 

 

BAM19,481,493.94 

€9,960,729.68 

BAM0.00 

€0.00 

 

BAM992,498.81 

€507,456.58 

BAM29,569,770.85 

€15,118,783.76

BAM1,552,197.45 

€793,625.95 

BAM1,773,834.18 

€906,947.01 

BAM68,750.00 

€35,151.31 

BAM531,032.58 

€271,512.64

BAM0.00 

€0.00

 

BAM232,020.86 

€118,630.38

 

 

BAM18,929,473.18 

€9,678,485.95 

BAM0.00 

€0.00

BAM519,554.49 

€265,643.99 

BAM23,606,862.74 

€12,069,997.25

BAM1,805,651.30 

€923,214.85 

BAM2,811,977.97 

€1,437,741.50 

BAM357,161.82 

€182,613.93 

BAM462,383.65 

€236,413.00

BAM0.00 

€0.00

 

BAM224,350.27 

€114,708.47

 

 

BAM15,550,506.55 

€7,950,847.74 

BAM0.00 

€0.00

BAM355,666.81 

€181,849.55 

BAM21,567,698.37 

€11,027,389.07

BAM1,882,218.52 

€962,363.05 

BAM1,581,882.50 

€808,803.67 

BAM74,497.16 

€38,089.79 

BAM206,796.21 

€105,733.22

BAM0.00 

€0.00

 

BAM170,264.81 

€87,055.01

 

 

BAM18,469,573.13 

€9,443,342.79 

BAM525.20 

€268.53

BAM378,553.34 

€193,551.24 

BAM22,764,310.87 

€11,639,207.32

BAM1,967,852.18 

€1,006,146.84 

BAM3,723,101.16 

€1,903,591.39 

BAM406,673.60 

€207,928.90 

BAM280,969.65 

€143,657.50

BAM0.00 

€0.00

 

BAM239,788.93 

€122,602.13

 

 

BAM20,087,701.34 

€10,270,678.60 

BAM0.00 

€0.00

BAM600,339.77 

€306,948.85 

BAM27,306,426.63 

€13,961,554.24

Year / source 
of income

2022 (General 
election year) 2021 2020 2019 2018 (General 

election year)
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The legislative framework and institutions provide 
very good protection to political parties, even in 
relation to the public interest. However, these 
safeguards are occasionally ignored by the larger 
ruling parties, against the spirit of the legislation, 
deeming the legal solution inadequate. 

INDICATOR 11.1.3
Independence (law)

To what extent are there legal safeguards to 
prevent unwarranted external interference 
in the activities of political parties?

Score: 75/100

>

The entity level laws on political parties deal 
with the oversight of the work of political 
parties only by providing a broad formulation 
that the oversight of the legality of the work 
of political organisations is carried out by 
administrative bodies within a jurisdiction, with 
additional clarification in the Law on Political 
Organisations of BD that clarifies that these are 
the bodies of the state and BD.881 This type of 
regulation leaves the issue of supervision over 
the legality of work of political parties open, 
except in the part where the jurisdiction of 
the Central Election Commission is envisaged 
by the Election Law882 and the Law on the 
Financing of Political Parties.883 The parties 
cease operation by the decision of the bodies 
defined in their statutes if their membership 
falls below the statutory minimum or if they do 
not perform the activities defined under their 
statutes for a period longer than provided by 

law.884 The circumstances related to the last 
condition are determined by a competent court, 
after which the party is removed from the 
public registry.885 In BD, the request for removal 
of a political party from the court registry is 
submitted by the public prosecutor instead.8986 
A party may be banned only if it threatens 
the principles of democratic governance and 
the rights and freedoms guaranteed by the 
constitution.887 No such ban has taken place to 
date.

In the implementation of the laws within its 
remit the CEC can undertake investigations or 
take appropriate measures on its own initiative 
or based on a complaint received.888 The CEC is 
in charge of auditing parties’ financial reports,889 
and failure to submit the regular reports or to 
participate and submit candidacy for elections 
are considered as not performing parties’ 
statutory activities and cause for removal 
of parties from the registry.890 The CEC has 
the right to seek access to the premises of 
political parties in order to audit their financial 
reports, or if it concludes that a more detailed 
financial review is warranted. If a political 
party denies access to its premises, it shall be 
deemed to fail to submit the financial report 
and shall be banned from participating in 
upcoming elections.891 In the event that there 
is a reasonable suspicion that the individuals 
who are members of political parties have 
committed a criminal offence, law enforcement 
authorities have the right to undertake 
necessary investigations. However, even in such 
cases there are no discriminatory provisions 
against political parties.892
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There are verbal as well as physical attacks by the 
ruling parties against the opposition, and allega-
tions of selective corruption prosecution by the 
judiciary. However, this does significantly change 
behaviour of the leading political parties.

INDICATOR 11.1.4
Independence (practice)

To what extent are political parties free 
from unwarranted external interference in 
their activities in practice?

Score: 50/100

>

In practice, the most common reason for 
removing political parties from the registries 
is related to non-performance of activities for 
a period longer than one year, based on the 
recommendation of the CEC due to parties’ 
failure to submit their financial reports. In 
the period from 2009 to March 2022, the 
competent courts removed a total of 179 
political parties from the registers.893 According 
to its latest available annual report, during 2021 
the CEC filed recommendations to relevant 
courts to remove 20 political parties from the 
registries since they failed to submit financial 
reports, participate in elections and did not 
perform any activities.894 There is no evidence 
of other attempts of state interference in the 
activities of political parties. 

Even though there are no examples of arrests 
or detentions of political party members 
because of their activities, there are complaints 
that judicial institutions are biased and/
or under political influence which leads to a 
selective approach in prosecuting corruption 
and organised crime depending on political 
party affiliations.895 But more significantly, 
there were instances of inter-party conflicts 
and attacks (verbal, but also physical) primarily 
against opposition parties in the last general 
election campaign.896
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There are regulations in place that mostly require 
political parties to make their financial informa-
tion public. However, there are loopholes regard-
ing the form, level of detail and deadlines as well 
as a lack of sanctions for non-compliance.

In general, while it is possible for the public to ob-
tain relevant financial information from political 
parties, the information is not timely or reliable.

INDICATOR 11.2.1

INDICATOR 11.2.2

Transparency (law)

Transparency (practice)

To what extent are there regulations in 
place that require parties to make their 
financial information publicly available?

To what extent can the public obtain rel-
evant financial information from political 
parties?

Score: 75/100

Score: 25/100

GOVERNANCE

>

>

The Law on Financing of Political Parties 
states that “the balance sheet and financial 
report detailing the sources of income, data 
on individuals and legal entities that made 
voluntary contributions, and data on the 
purpose, i.e. the activities for which the funds 
were spent, are public documents and are 
published on the website of the political 
party.” However, the provisions do not define 
the form, the level of detail or the deadlines 
for publishing this information, nor do they 
provide for sanctions against the parties for not 
publishing this information on their websites.

Additionally, the law stipulates the obligation of 
the CEC to publish parties’ financial and audit 
reports on its official website.897 In terms of 
the level of detail of political parties’ financial 

The CEC publishes all political parties’ reports, 
including annual, and pre-election and post-
election reports. However, as noted above, 
the reports are not published in full and the 
published reports do not contain information 

reports, there is an obligation to report all 
sources of income and the identities of donors 
and in-kind contributors, and there has been 
some progress through amendments to the 
rulebooks on annual and pre- and post-election 
financial reports of political parties, adopted by 
CEC, which provide more detailed itemisation 
and definitions of types of expenses, compared 
to the previous provisions. However, the 
reporting forms do not require, and thus 
the reports do not contain, information on 
individual expenses, but only the overall 
amounts spent for each type of expense (like 
promotion and advertising), which significantly 
impedes transparency and public oversight. 
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on individual expenses.  
 
Even though the law stipulates the obligation 
of parties to publish their balance sheets 
and financial reports, including information 
related to the donors, expenditures and their 
purpose, very few parties actually publish 
this information. Namely, out of 15 major 
political parties only three have published 
both balance sheets and financial reports for 
the previous year, and years before that.898 
Six political parties do not publish any reports 
on their websites, while others either do not 
update the information or publish only partial 
information (for example, only balance sheets 
that do not contain information on individual 
sources and donors). Three political parties had 
document sections with financial reports on 
their websites, but the documents could not be 
accessed. 

Information on activities related to promotion 
and online campaigning is included in the 
parties’ financial reports published by the 
CEC in the form of aggregated information, 
or the overall amounts spent for each type. 
However, TI BiH monitoring has shown that the 
information provided in financial reports is not 
reliable and that parties often misrepresent 
their expenditures. Most often, parties do 
not even report, and thus do not publish, 
information on in-kind donations.899

Additionally, the reports are published with 
delays due to the lack of capacity at the CEC, 
while audit reports take, on average, two to 
three years to be completed and consequently 
published, which also affects the timeliness 
of the access to relevant information on all 
aspects of political party financing.900

Political parties in BiH reported BAM 11.3 million in electoral campaign expenses in 2022.

Cost structure: Parties that reported the highest costs:
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While a number of laws and provisions exist, 
significant loopholes within the legal framework 
allow for the parties to avoid reporting on all of 
their finances.

INDICATOR 11.2.3
Accountability (law)

To what extent are there provisions govern-
ing financial oversight of political parties by 
a designated state body?

Score: 50/100

>

The financing of political parties is regulated 
by the Election Law901, the Law on Financing 
of Political Parties9082 and a number of bylaws, 
such as rulebooks on the submission of 
financial reports.903 The Election Law regulates 
the obligation to submit pre-election and 
post-election financial reports, their content, 
and determines the maximum amount of 
funds that a political entity can spend to 
finance an election campaign.904 The Law on 
Financing of Political Parties regulates the 
sources of financing, the use of these funds, 
the prohibited contributions and activities, as 
well as the financial control of political parties, 
the obligation to keep books and submit and 
disclose financial reports, the competence 
and role of the CEC, and sanctions for non-
compliance.905 The legal framework mandates 
the authority of the CEC to review and audit 
parties’ financial reports, and this includes 
annual and pre-election and post-election 
reports. 

The annual financial reports are submitted by 
31 March each year,906 for the previous year, 
while the pre-election reports that cover the 
period of three months before submitting the 
application to participate in the elections, are 
submitted alongside the application. Post-
election reports that cover the period until the 
confirmation of election results are submitted 
30 days after the CEC declares the official 
election results.907 The parties are obliged 
to report on all sources of income, including 
budget subsidies, individual donations, in-
kind donations, income from the property 
or business activity, as well as all expenses, 
including operational costs and promotion 
(campaigning) expenses.908 The sanctions 
prescribed for law violations are inadequate. 
Not all violations of the Law on Political Party 
Finance are covered by the sanctions, while 
the fines do not correspond to the committed 
violations and potential gain.909 Fines up to 
BAM10,000 (€5,113) or the option of returning 
the donation to the banned source do not have 
a deterring effect with the benefits of violating 
the law seemingly much higher than the 
sanctions imposed.910

The Election Law prescribes a general obligation 
for parties to report the bank account numbers 
which will be used for financing election 
campaign, while the CEC introduced further 
clarifications six years later in January 2022, 
when it adopted the instruction on reporting 
and the use of designated bank accounts.911 
The instruction requests parties to report all 
transactions from the designated account and 
that the parties’ participation in the elections 
will not be verified unless they assign and 
report the account for the election campaign. 
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This has still failed to resolve the issues of 
multiple bank accounts, or expenses not 
covered through this bank account.912 Also, 
this obligation is only introduced for election 
campaigns, while other types of financing and 
expenditure of political parties are not covered 
by the obligation to use single bank accounts, 
which makes the oversight more difficult, 
and de facto allows for the use of cash and 
unreported funds.

There is insufficient transparency in the 
accounts and activities of entities related 
to political parties or otherwise under their 
control. This is because the law requires parties 
to submit records of entities under their 
control without defining what these entities 
are. One example is the current practice of 
party candidates to financing parts of their 
campaigns themselves, while these costs or 
sources of financing are not reported in any of 
the reports.913

Another issue is the lack of clearly mandated 
authority of the CEC to audit political parties’ 
expenditures that leads to a primary focus on 
parties’ income, not the expenditures (checking 
only if the reported campaign expenditures 
exceed the prescribed limits with limited 
control accuracy). 

Finally, the legal framework still does not 
ensure the prevention of using public funds for 
the purposes of financing political parties and 
election campaigns, leaving space for parties 
to use these funds without detection in their 
financial reports and subsequently without 
control and sanctions.914

In general, parties provide partial, low-quality and/
or late reports on their financing sources. 

INDICATOR 11.2.4
Accountability (practice)

To what extent is there effective financial 
oversight of political parties in practice?

Score: 50/100

>

Given the strict provisions prohibiting 
candidacy in the next election for parties 
that fail to deliver their financial reports to 
the CEC, parties generally comply with this 
obligation. According to the CEC information 
on submitted post-election financial reports 
after the 2022 general elections, out of 90 
political parties which participated in the 
elections, 81 (or 92 per cent) submitted their 
post-election financial reports.915 However, 
considering a large number of registered 
political parties, a significant percentage of 
which are no longer active, the trends vary 
when it comes to submission of regular annual 
reports. According to the CEC registers, in 2021 
there were 181 political parties registered, 
while only 127 (70.17 per cent) submitted their 
annual reports.916 The reliability and credibility 
of these reports remain questionable, given 
the aforementioned deficiencies in financial 
oversight. 

TI BiH monitoring of election campaign finance 
shows that political parties underreport their 
campaign expenses compared to the market 
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value of advertising. For the 2022 election 
campaign, TI BIH data shows that eight parties 
reported unrealistically low campaign costs, 
that is at least BAM1.5 million (€7.67 million) 
less than estimated by TI BIH.917 Some of the 
parties did not report any of the expenses 
for party rallies, even though TI BiH identified 
at least 70 rallies organised by these parties. 
There are examples of newly founded parties 
which did not report any significant sources of 
income but at the same time had very a visible 
advertising incurring substantial costs, thus 
leading to the conclusion that not all funding 
sources were reported.918 More than a third 
of major political parties do not report in-
kind donations, which are a significant source 
of funding of election campaign activities as 
evidenced by the statements of party officials 
and a discrepancy between reported expenses 
for party rallies and their real costs.919

Moreover, the lack of capacity of the CEC audit 
department significantly impacts its ability to 
undertake timely oversight and control over 
parties’ financial reports. The audit is carried 
out two years after the initial submission of the 
financial reports, while publishing of the audit 
reports sometimes takes three years.920 This 
also influences the promptness of imposing 
sanctions for violations of party finance rules. 
These violations are only determined in the 
process of undertaking an audit, where parties 
will be paying a fine long after they reap the 
fruits of their election results. In 2021 (as 
per the latest available annual reports at the 
time of writing the report) the CEC imposed 
53 sanctions on political parties for violations 
of the Law on Political Parties from 2018 and 
initiated 52 proceedings to determine possible 
law violations related to parties’ reports from 
2019.921

According to TI BiH’s estimates, 
eight parties concealed at least 
BAM 1.5 million in electoral campaign 
expenses.

Twenty-six parties did not report any 
campaign expenses. Seven parties did not 
submit reports to CEC, including those with 
significant campaign expenses.
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The audit reports indicated that the political 
parties:

•  Did not spend the funds allocated from the 
budget in line with their programmatic goals 

•  Did not report or take evidence of received 
donations

•  Received donations that exceed the limit 
stipulated by the law or received funds from 
illicit sources, plus they did not keep the books 
in accordance with the rules 

•  Did not report all their bank accounts through 
which they made transactions 

•  Abused public resources or even violated tax 
regulations

The fines imposed were between BAM1,000 
and BAM27,000 (€511 and €13,805) and were 
not proportional to the violations. Nor did they 
have a deterring effect, since the same findings 
and violations were repeated over the years. 

The majority of the largest political parties lack 
democratic provisions and/or existing provisions 
do not organise the parties in a democratic 
manner. All decision-making of the largest parties 
is formally subordinated to their leaders or the 
internal bodies they firmly control.

INDICATOR 11.2.5
Integrity (law) 

To what extent are there organisational reg-
ulations regarding the internal democratic 
governance of the main political parties?

Score: 50/100

>

The issues of internal democratic mechanisms, 
integrity and internal organisation, 
membership, etc. are not defined by the laws 
on political parties but are regulated by the 
parties’ own internal statutes and codes. The 
entity-level and BD laws cover the oversight of 
adherence to the regulations only generally, 
stating that the administrative bodies, within 
their competencies, are in charge of ensuring 
the oversight, without specifying who in 
particular is responsible.922

Statutes are largely based on democratic 
principles and members have the right to 
elect and be elected to party bodies.923 Party 
leaders are to be elected democratically by vote 
from among candidates at party congresses, 
councils, assemblies, etc. As a rule, candidates 
for president and vice-presidents of parties are 
to be nominated by the general committees, as 
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The majority of political parties do not elect their 
leadership, candidates for public office or de-
termine their policies through transparent and 
democratic means.

INDICATOR 11.2.6
Integrity (practice)

To what extent is there effective internal 
democratic governance of political parties in 
practice?

Score: 0/100

>

Political parties are characterised by a very low 
level of inclusiveness in the decision-making 
process, with a high concentration of power in 
very narrow leadership circles. Although some 
have a large membership, they are essentially 
leader-focused clientelist networks. Changes 
of leaders occur extremely rarely, while the 
names of leaders are often engraved in the 
very name of the political party or coalition. 
Most often, the powers of the president are 
such that they can make all decisions. The 
only exception regarding the election of the 
president attempting to introduce the principle 
of one member-one vote was introduced by 
SDP in 2015. However, this has been rendered 

the highest decision-making bodies of parties 
between two congresses (councils, assemblies).

Selection procedures for other party functions 
are often defined in other internal rules, in 
addition to the statute. The level of democracy 
in these regulations varies somewhat in terms 
of how much discretionary power is left to the 
party leadership to propose or directly appoint 
party members to certain functions.

The statutes of political parties prescribe 
disciplinary responsibility with the primary goal 
of ensuring party discipline. It is clear from 
the way party documents regulate this type of 
accountability that the promotion of integrity 
as such is not of primary importance, but the 
emphasis is on preserving party discipline. 
Namely, all statutes stipulate that in case of 
failure to comply with the obligations or serious 
violations of party rules, disciplinary or ethical 
procedures can be implemented.924

Of the 15 political parties included in TI BiH 
research, only three have a code of ethics, 
while most of the others claimed it was in a 
preparation phase.925 The statutes of the parties 
prescribe disciplinary responsibility for non-
compliance with the statute and programme, as 
well as other general and individual acts of the 
party. These include decisions made by party 
bodies when these cause damage to the party 
and when they publicly express political views 
that contradict official views. In these cases, 
various sanctions can be imposed on party 
members, from reprimands to expulsion from 
the party.

However, the decision-making at the 
programmatic level, is entirely closed and 
inaccessible to the outsiders or even the 
auxiliary party members.926
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meaningless in practice by the recent changes 
to the statute enacted to allow the current 
president to remain in that position.927

Formally, the highest bodies of parties are 
congresses or party assemblies. These 
meetings, as a rule, are held every four years. 
As the highest bodies of political parties, it 
is formally within their authority to elect the 
president and the leadership, and to adopt 
the statute and programme documents. In 
practice, such bodies generally do not possess 
real power, nor do they represent a platform 
through which the most important issues of the 
party programme and activities are discussed. 
These mostly serve to verify pre-prepared 
decisions, and to manifest a monolithic culture 
and highlight party unity.928

The highest bodies of political parties between 
congresses/parliaments or assemblies are 
the main committees. These are relatively 
massive in terms of their membership, but 
their sessions, regardless of their formal 
responsibilities, are relatively rare. This again 
demonstrates no real role or influence of these 
bodies in the intra-party power plays.

The executives of the parties are much 
smaller and more operational in terms of their 
membership and frequency of meetings. In 
case of the ruling parties, these bodies are, 
as a rule, made up of the high-level officials 
in the executive or legislature, largest public 
companies and other important public sector 
institutions. Therefore, the party executives 
hold the greatest concentration of power, 
beyond their party leader. Key decisions (for 
example, establishing or dissolving lower-level 

organisational units) are mostly reserved for 
the central bodies of political parties and they 
are only delegated to lower organisational units 
for execution.

Internal referendums and polls are not 
envisaged by the majority of party statutes, 
with the statutes of only two political parties 
containing such provisions.

Disciplinary regulations and codes, as well 
as information on implemented procedures 
are internal and hidden from the public. Only 
the participants in the proceedings and the 
presidency have access to such data. Criteria 
for appointments is whether a person has 
been subject to disciplinary measures. With 
the exception of the parties that have adopted 
ethical codes, the majority of parties have a 
more relaxed attitude towards the potential 
involvement of their members in corrupt 
practices. It is very rarely stipulated that the 
initiation of certain proceedings, including 
criminal ones, implies resignation from public 
and/or party office. Therefore, in practice, it is 
not uncommon for holders of public offices to 
be subjected to court proceedings for serious 
crimes, while holding public office.
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Some legal provisions on gender representation 
exist, but in practice women are underrepresent-
ed, especially when it comes to positions of power. 
They are merely confined to the women’s clubs of 
each party that hold very little leverage. 

INDICATOR 11.2.7
Gender representation 

To what extent are women part of political 
parties’ leadership?

Score: 25/100

>

The Law on Gender Equality defines 
representation so that either gender must be 
represented with at least 40 per cent members 
of parliaments. Also, the Election Law makes it 
mandatory for political parties to include 40 per 
cent of underrepresented gender in election/
candidate lists. The Law on Financing of Political 
Parties also promotes gender representation, 
calling for the distribution of public funds 
to political parties so that 10 per cent is 
distributed based on the number of mandates 
belonging to the less represented gender. 

However, even though the parties do respect 
the obligation to assign women 40 per cent 
of places on candidate lists, there are modes 
of manipulating the expected results and the 
number of elected women by not positioning 
women high on the candidate lists. Women are 
generally in less favourable positions, which 
leads to discrepancy between the number 
of women who are candidates and those 

elected.929 After the 2022 general elections, only 
9 women were elected out of 42 members of 
the House of representatives of Parliamentary 
Assembly (21 per cent)930. When it comes to 
the local elections in 2022, only 29 women, 
compared to 396 men were candidates for 
mayors.931 Only 4 per cent of women were 
elected to lead local governments. The lack 
of visibility of women within their respective 
political parties consequently affects the 
visibility of women in political campaigns.

When it comes to women’s representation 
within the political parties’ internal bodies, each 
party defines this individually through their 
statutes. However, analysing the constitutions 
of major political parties’ governing bodies, 
women make up to 30 per cent of their main 
boards.932 However, some of the biggest 
political parties do not even prescribe a 
minimum percentage of women representation 
in their bodies, but only suggest that their 
representation must be ensured.933 When it 
comes to the highest party presidencies, the 
participation of women is even lower, and out 
of the 15 biggest political parties, not one has 
a woman as president. Almost all of the parties 
have specially designated women’s forums. 
However, their impact on decision-making 
processes is limited or non-existent. 

Especially during the election campaigns, party 
representatives often use gender stereotypes 
as a means of discreditation, while women are 
more likely to be targeted and harassed and 
their privacy is violated. There are frequent 
examples where women are presented as less 
capable of engaging in politics simply because 
of their gender. Thus, women are objectified 
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with various misogynistic content, and their role 
in politics is marginalised.934

In general, political parties are based on clien-
telism and narrow interests. Many relevant social 
interests do not find a voice in the party system. 

INDICATOR 11.3.1
Interest aggregation 
and representation

To what extent do political parties aggregate 
and represent relevant social interests in 
the political sphere?

Score: 0/100

ROLE

>

With the exception of youth forums and 
women’s forums that are provided for in the 
statutes of most major political parties, the 
majority of parties do not have institutionalised 
cooperation with specific social groups. 

Even though the parties are massive in terms 
of membership with robust and well-organised 
structures, their primary goal is mobilising 
the electorate only to secure votes, and not 
actually engaging the voters in the policy 
direction or interest representation. Democracy 
in the partisan decision-making processes is 
rudimentary.935 Yet the parties in power, run 

patronage, nepotism, cronyism relationships 
with public institutions, and it is often very 
difficult to determine where the institution 
begins and the political party ends. A series 
of the European Commission reports on BiH 
emphasise that “all levels of government show 
signs of political capture directly affecting the 
daily life of citizens.”936

Decision-making within political parties focuses 
on the distribution of state resources after 
elections including management positions in 
key sectors, distribution of public resources 
and control over employment in public sector. 
It is also focused on deciding on the candidate 
lists for the elections. Thus, the discussion on 
policy/programmatic issues is not a priority 
and parties often completely change their 
programmatic course and positions on specific 
issues if this brings more power or if they have 
a specific interest.937

Coalitions formed among political parties 
are not based on ideological similarities or 
programmatic directions but only on the 
possibility to form a political majority and 
distribute legislative or executive seats. For this 
reason, opposition parties at one government 
level may not be a part of the same coalition 
on another.938 Moreover, the parties are 
strongly divided along ethnic lines, and openly 
present agendas around one ethnic community 
claiming to be the legitimate representatives of 
a certain ethnic group or people.939

Thus, the parties are solely focused on 
representing the interests of a very closed 
circle of individuals governing the party, 
whereas the needs of the citizens and their 
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Political parties are widely recognised as the main 
generator of corruption since political capture 
is identified as the most significant obstacle to 
prevention of corruption and necessary reforms.941  
All relevant international institutions portray 
the country as having undergone state-capture 
through political corruption and patronage net-
works. 

INDICATOR 11.3.2
Anti-corruption commitment

To what extent do political parties give due 
attention to public accountability and the 
fight against corruption?

Score: 0/100

>

Issues related to the rule of law and fight 
against corruption, although present in 
campaign declarations and speeches, do not 
translate into real action, further evidenced by 
the country’s backsliding in all the indicators 
measuring corruption.942 Even during election 

constituencies are of little importance. 
Cooperation between political parties and 
civil society has not yet been institutionalised 
and when it occurs in rare instances, it is 
mainly between party individuals and CSOs. 
Instead, the ruling political parties focus their 
activities and statements on attacking and 
discrediting civil society organisations and their 
representatives.940 

debates, political party candidates focus 
on corruption cases only if they involve 
their political opponents while any misdeed 
committed by their own party ranks is 
marginalised or justified.943

When it comes to political party programmes 
and manifestos, most of the parties’ documents 
on programmatic principles refer directly or 
indirectly to the rule of law and the dedication 
to the fight against corruption. However, the 
specific programmes and election platforms 
and priorities do not provide concrete or direct 
steps on how to fight against corruption and 
what actions the party will take.944
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Considering the level of politicisation and 
political capture, political parties directly 
impact almost all sectors in the society, being 
directly involved in the operation of the 
legislaturesive, executives, public sector, state-
owned enterprises, but also the judiciary, law 
enforcement agencies, and even media and 
civil society. 

The most direct linkage is with the legislative 
and executive branches of government and the 
public sector at all levels, where they parties sit 
in the parliaments, appoint representatives to 
all positions in the executive government, as 
well asand directly determine the orientation, 
size, resources and distribution of positions 
and funds within the entire public sector. Even 
in the instances where laws specifically ban 
partisan appointments, these are determined 
within the coalition agreements and intra-
party distributions, and are openly negotiated 
between political parties.945

Moreover, the omnipresent “partocracy” 
led to a reverse accountability, where the 
executive branch acts upon party decisions 
made in a closed circle of leaders. This has a 
disproportionate influence on the legislative 
branch, where parliaments merely confirm 
initiatives previously agreed amongst the 
party leaders.946 Moreover, considering the 
overwhelming power of political parties 
to decide on employment, appointments, 
distribution of public funds, etc., the legislative 
branch and the public sector are effectively not 
accountable to citizens or their constituents, 

INTERACTIONS

but to political parties and their leaders.947

Having in mindGiven these relationships, 
political parties have a predominantly negative 
effect on other selected pillars in all aspects, 
including integrity, transparency, accountability, 
and anti-corruption efforts. 
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In order to ensure equal criteria for the 
establishment and operation of political 
parties and consistent behaviour of parties and 
candidates across the country, it is necessary to 
adopt uniform regulations on political parties at 
all administrative levels. 

>  These should prescribe the minimum 
internal democracy standards and integrity 
requirements for political parties through 
legislation in order to establish genuine 
democratic elections within parties.

>  Political parties need to improve and raise 
the level of internal democracy and integrity 
through the adoption of statutes introducing 
a meaningful process for all party members 
to vote for party management and important 
party decisions. 

>  The law on party financing should include: 

•  The obligation of reporting on all bank 
accounts for all transactions of political parties 
(in particular distinguishing expenditures 
related to the day-to-day activities and those 
directly related to election campaigns). 

•  Compulsory audits of all expenses (not only 
income) and defined categories of expenditures 
that can be covered from public subsidies in 
order to ensure their effective control. 

RECOMMENDATIONS
PILLAR

•  The prescribed formats of financial reports, 
which should be made more detailed and 
itemised by showing all individual expenses and 
donations. 

•  The publication of complete financial, which 
reports should be mandatory.

>  In addition to introducing heftier monetary 
penalties, it is necessary to expand the range of 
sanctions available to the CEC (for example, the 
suspension of budget subsidies for parties who 
continuously violate the law).

>  The legislative framework governing the 
conduct of political parties and candidates 
during election campaigns, which includes the 
Election Law and the laws on conflict of interest, 
should distinguish between the performance 
of public functions and performance of party 
functions, with a view to preventing misuse of 
public office for party promotion.
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12 MEDIA>
Overall pillar score:

Capacity score:

Governance score:

Role score:

32/100

31/100

41/100

25/100
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According to the Law on the Public Broadcast-
ing System, Bosnia and Herzegovina has three 
public broadcasters. These are the state-level 
Radio and Television of Bosnia and Herzego-
vina (BHRT) and Federal Television (FTV) and 
Radio Television of Republika Srpska (RTRS) at 
the entity-level. Despite the law’s provision for 
the formation of a corporation encompassing 
these three public broadcasters, this has not 
materialised following numerous attempts 
over the years. 

A significant proportion of television and 
radio stations are owned by lower-level gov-
ernments such as cantons, cities and munic-
ipalities. However, in recent years, there has 
been a marked increase in the establishment 
and operation of private radio and TV sta-
tions, and in particular online media outlets, 
for which the registration requirements 
remain inadequately defined. Currently, BiH 
is home to 312 radio and TV broadcasters 
(169 radio broadcasters, 108 TV broadcasters 
and 35 web-based content distributors),948 
seven news agencies, eight daily newspa-
pers, approximately 180 magazines and 
publications949  and 615 web portals.950 These 
figures suggest a diverse media landscape. 
The state-level Communications Regulato-

ry Agency (CRA) oversees the operations of 
these broadcast media entities. However, this 
diversity does not necessarily translate into 
independence, objectivity, veracity and quality 
of information.

There is no effective monitoring of print 
media. The Press and Online Media Council 
only issues non-binding recommendations. 
In recent years, there has been a surge in the 
number of online media outlets. No compre-
hensive and accurate register of online media 
exists due to their vast number and the lack 
of regulation concerning online media. As a 
result, the online media sector is dispropor-
tionately large compared to the population 
size, and many online media outlets do not 
disclose their founders, editors or impres-
sums. The absence of media ownership 
regulation fosters an environment conducive 
to media space monopolisation and political 
clientelism. Journalists and editors in both 
the state-funded and privately-run outlets 
face significant pressure to report on events 
through a political prism which leads to bias. 
In order to survive, the media must rely on 
government grants or private sector adver-
tising, where politically connected companies 
provide a critical financial lifeline. 

SUMMARY
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The absence of regulation concerning media own-
ership fosters an environment conducive to media 
monopolisation and political clientelism.

INDICATOR 12.1.1
Resources (law)

To what extent does the legal framework 
provide an environment conducive to a 
diverse independent media?

Score: 25/100

CAPACITY

>

The Constitution of BiH, the constitutions of 
the entities,951 the European Convention on 
Human Rights952 (which is applicable in BiH) 
and the Law on Communications953 collectively 
comprise the legal framework safeguarding 
freedom of speech and media freedom in the 
country. The legal framework for the existence 
and operation of independent media reflects 
the right to freedom of opinion and expression. 
It provides the basis for the free, objective and 
democratic work of the media, without any 
pressure (political, economic, proprietary) on 
journalists and editorial policy. 

However, at the national level, there is no 
overarching media law. The media legislative 
framework comprises of Laws on Protection 
Against Defamation954, Laws on Freedom of 
Access to Information955, the Law on the Public 
Broadcasting System, the Law on Copyright and 

Related Rights956 and partially the Election Law, 
with its section related to election campaigns.957  
These media laws were developed and adopted 
with the assistance of the international 
community and they fully support media 
freedom. 

Enacted in 2005, the Law on the Public 
Broadcasting System958 established a public 
broadcasting system comprising of four 
broadcasters: two entity-level ones, a state-level 
one and a corporation serving as the public 
broadcasting service’s overarching institution.959 

All radio and TV stations, with the exception 
of the public broadcasting services, are 
subject to Rule 42/2009, as adopted by 
Communications Regulatory Agency, which 
pertains to licenses for terrestrial broadcasting 
of radio and TV programmes. During the 
licence issuance process, stations are required 
to provide the CRA with documentation on 
court registration and ownership structure. 
The CRA subsequently conducts a technical, 
programmatic and financial evaluation of each 
request on an individual basis. While the CRA 
compiles and publishes a list of broadcasters, it 
does not include information on the companies’ 
ownership structures. Negative decision can be 
appealed to at the higher instance of the CRA. 

Since 2006, when the Rule on Media 
Concentration and Ownership of Broadcast 
and Print Media originally adopted in 2004 
expired, media ownership concentration has 
been entirely unregulated.960 Instead, the 
Competition Law which applies to all business 
sectors and responds to specific complaints, is 
in effect.961
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While there is a plurality of media sources, they 
are severely tilted towards the ruling segment of 
the political and social spectrum, and media in the 
country are highly monopolised.

INDICATOR 12.1.2
Resources (practice)

To what extent does the legal framework 
provide an environment conducive to a 
diverse independent media?

Score: 25/100

>

The public broadcasting system, consisting of 
the three public radio and television services, 
is primarily funded by monthly licence fees 
and supplemented, to a smaller extent, by 
government grants. A decade ago, public 
broadcasters entered into an agreement to 
collect the monthly licence fees (so-called 
RTV tax) via telephone or electricity bills over 
a specified period but this agreement has 
not been honoured. In 2022, BHRT’s claims 
exceeded BAM80 million (€40.9 million), largely 
due to the entity broadcaster from RS (RTRS) 
failing to contribute to the joint account. This 
failure is a result of both political relations and 
pressures exerted on public broadcasters.9682 
Since 2017, the debt of over BAM61.6 million 
(€31.5 million) owed by RTRS to BHRT has been 
the subject of protracted litigation in entity 
courts.963

The public broadcasting services face constant 
challenges in their financing, particularly in 
light of the declining trend in revenues from 

licence fees for public broadcasting services at 
both the state and entity levels. In 2022, BHRT 
saw a drop in its income from the licence fee 
of approximately BAM800,000 (€409,000) and 
lost an additional BAM1.4 million (€715,808) 
due to the freezing of its account by the FBiH 
Tax Administration.964 The diminishing revenue 
of public broadcasting services is further 
evidenced by the fact that in 2020, FTV earned 
BAM22.3 million (€11.4 million)  from the 
licence fee, BAM650,784 (€332,741) less than in 
2019.965

Private media mainly rely on advertising for 
their financing. However, the advertising 
market is disorganised and avoided by large 
global corporations. These corporations 
enter the market indirectly, utilising regional 
marketing agencies to place advertisements 
in the market via media broadcasts from their 
home countries and cable operators. There are 
no official figures regarding the value of the 
media market, but it is much smaller than the 
markets of neighbouring countries.966 A majority 
of media outlets are financially dependent 
on government budget allocations. Local 
authorities are the founders and direct funders 
of 28 per cent of existing TV stations and 44 
per cent of radio stations.967 These outlets are 
subject to direct political influence due to their 
reliance on local community budgets, leading 
to a public perception of them as municipal 
and cantonal advertisers. Private media outlets 
also face a rather limited advertising market, 
where the biggest advertisers are often linked 
to the government and political parties. With 
numerous media outlets vying for a very limited 
market, this creates additional opportunities 
for editorial policy interference and political 
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pressure. As a result, truly independent 
media, particularly online portals, have largely 
transitioned to project-based financing, through 
donations and operate as CSOs or non-profit 
organisations.

Economic pressures on the media sector are 
escalating each year, and this is manifesting 
in the quality and independence of reporting. 
According to a 2021 survey involving over 
200 journalists from both public and private 
media outlets, only 57.5 per cent of journalists 
are in permanent employment, while 19.3 
per cent hold the status of temporary service 
contractors.968 Journalists’ salaries are generally 
below average. According to a study conducted 
by the BH Journalists Association, the average 
salary in June 2020 stood at BAM965 (€493). It 
is important to note that the salary amount is 
contingent on the ownership structure of the 
media outlet.969

Training programmes for media reporting on 
corruption are sporadic, as is support for media 
outlets to report on this issue. They primarily 
occur under the patronage of and within the 
scope of projects funded by international 
donors. These programmes are predominantly 
organised by civil society organisations like TI 
BiH, or journalistic associations such as the 
BH Journalists Association and the Press and 
Online Media Council.970

While the legal framework generally provides a 
foundation for the independent operation of the 
media, there is an observable trend of amending 
the framework so as to restrict the freedom of 
media expression.

INDICATOR 12.1.3
Independence (law)

To what extent are there legal safeguards to 
prevent unwarranted external interference 
in the activities of the media?

Score: 50/100

>

The rights and freedoms stipulated by the 
European Convention on Human Rights 
are directly applicable.971 The Law on 
Communications is grounded in the principles 
of impartiality, fairness, non-discrimination 
and the isolation of broadcasters from 
political control and manipulation.972 The 
laws which decriminalised defamation over 
two decades ago were enacted to safeguard 
freedom of media expression.973 However, on 
20 July 2023, the RS government/parliament 
introduced amendments to the criminal code. 
These amendments redefined defamation 
and other offences against honour and 
reputation as criminal acts marking a significant 
regression in the protection of media activity 
and reporting.974 As of 23 November 2023 
there have already been 23 reports for 
defamation, according to the new amendments 
suggesting a political witch hunt against the 
free thinkers.975 Initiatives such as the draft of 
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The media are subjected to political pressure 
through financial constraints, such as denial of 
advertising by institutions and advertisers aligned 
with the authorities. Additionally, they face direct 
threats and persecution from the highest levels of 
power, as well as strategic lawsuits against public 
participation (SLAPPs) which are predominantly 
initiated by public officeholders and authority 
representatives. 

INDICATOR 12.1.4
Independence (practice)

To what extent is the media free from un-
warranted external interference in its work 
in practice?

Score: 25/100

>

Reporters Without Borders’ (RSF) World Media 
Freedom Index ranks BiH 67th in 2022, a decline 
of nine places from 58th position in 2021 when 
it had a score of 28.34.981 The RSF report for 
2021 emphasises ongoing political influence 
on the media and states that “manipulation 
of the media for political purposes continues, 
especially in the public broadcast media but 
also in privately owned media (and online 
media in particular).”982

The unencumbered operation of the media 
and the practice of journalism have been 

the Sarajevo Canton Law on Offences against 
Public Order and Peace propose giving the 
police the authority to identify fake news and 
disinformation, and imposing high fines on the 
media.976 These initiatives further underscore 
the trend of authorities at all levels intending to 
legally curtail media freedoms.977

The Law on Communications establishes 
the independence of the Communications 
Regulatory Agency as the main body for 
regulating broadcast media. The law also clearly 
states that government institutions cannot 
interfere with the decision-making process of 
the CRA. Moreover, the law prohibits officials 
from legislative and executive institutions at 
all levels of government as well as members 
of political party bodies and persons who have 
financial ties with broadcast media from serving 
as general director or member of the CRA 
Council.978

The Law on the Public Broadcasting 
System guarantees the independence of 
public broadcasters, stipulating that public 
broadcasting services maintain both editorial 
independence and institutional autonomy.979 
However, subsequent amendments in 2008 
to the Law on RTV FBiH have resulted in the 
Communications Regulatory Agency being 
stripped of its authority to elect members of 
this public broadcaster’s board of directors. 
Instead, this procedure has been transferred 
to the FBiH Parliament. In RS, the law permits 
the process of electing members to the RTRS 
Board of Directors to be repeated indefinitely 
until a candidate secures political support in the 
National Assembly.980 This places the agency in 
a position where it is compelled to propose a 

politically acceptable candidate.
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increasingly strained by a rising number of 
defamation lawsuits. A survey from 2020 
indicates that there were nearly 300 active 
defamation cases, a significant portion of 
which were strategic lawsuits against public 
participation (SLAPP).983 These lawsuits exert 
a profoundly detrimental effect on journalists’ 
freedom to report critically and on the financial 
viability of media organisations. Furthermore, 
there is an emerging trend of excessive damage 
claims, with the lawsuits against Dnevni Avaz 
and Žurnal being particularly noteworthy. 
According to the first-instance verdicts, these 
outlets are required to pay damages amounting 
to approximately €200,000. About 80 percent 
of plaintiffs in defamation lawsuits against 
journalists and media outlets are politicians, 
judiciary representatives and/or public 
officials.984 Prosecutors’ often disregard Article 
8 of the Defamation Law, which requires a 
mediation process before trial, and their failure 
to use the possibility of submitting complaints 
and objections to press and online media 
writings to the Print and Online Media Council 
in BiH.985

Public institutions and public enterprises 
continue to be significant advertisers. 
Consequently, they possess an effective 
mechanism for influencing the media by 
financing outlets where editorial policies align 
with the interests of the ruling structure. This 
is particularly evident in media reporting 
on elections. Media funding, apart from 
advertising, is allocated from all levels of 
government and through various grants 
and subsidies. According to 2018 research 
by TI BiH, all levels of government allocated 
approximately BAM30.8 million (€15.7) from 

their budgets for media financing. The majority 
of this funding was directed towards public 
TV and radio stations. This figure represents a 
44 per cent increase compared to the amount 
allocated in 2014. From that point until now, 
more than BAM140 million (€71.6) have 
been spent on the media, with the amount 
intensifying year-on-year.986

The management boards of the three public 
broadcasting services are appointed under 
influence of the political leaders and the ruling 
parties, and a robust model for collecting 
licence fees has yet to be established. The 
European Commission’s BiH reports for 2021 
and 2022 highlighted the politicisation of 
management boards that negatively influences 
the editorial policy of public broadcasters and 
leads to self-censorship.987

Media outlets that adopt critical stances 
towards the ruling structures frequently 
encounter overt pressures and threats from 
authorities and/or criminal groups. In 2022 
the trend of increasing attacks on journalists 
continued. The Journalists’ Helpline recorded 79 
cases of violations of media freedoms, freedom 
of expression and safety of journalists, as well 
as 35 cases of online violence against media 
professionals. Political pressures and attacks 
on journalists and the media increased by 40 
per cent compared to 2021, while cases of 
verbal threats, death threats and hate speech 
increased by 137 per cent.988

Alongside attacks on journalists in the digital 
sphere, physical and verbal assaults have also 
been documented. The most severe attack on 
a journalist occurred in 2018 when Vladimir 
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Kovačević, a journalist for BN Television, was 
brutally beaten with collapsible batons outside 
his residence in Banja Luka. Boxer Marko Čolić 
from Banja Luka, who media reports associated 
with the ruling party in RS and whose sporting 
activities are sponsored by RS institutions, 
received a four-year prison sentence for the 
attempted murder of Kovačević.989 However, 
neither the investigation nor the court 
proceedings managed to identify the actual 
perpetrators, who initiated the attack or their 
motives. 

Other instances of physical assaults include 
a 2022 attack by Zoran Čegar, the suspended 
head of the Uniformed Police Department 
of the FBiH PA, against a journalist from the 
Centre for Investigative Journalism who had 
asked him for a comment following a hearing 
where he was tried for fraud.990 Another 
incident involved a physical attack in BD where 
journalist Mirza Dervišagić was beaten in 
August 2023.991

Numerous other attacks stem from high-
ranking officials, where it has become 
commonplace for journalists to be insulted, 
labelled as traitors, subjected to derogatory 
names and discredited at press conferences. 
The most frequent instances of confrontations 
with journalists via social media and at press 
conferences are instigated by the President of 
the RS Milorad Dodik.992 However, this practice 
is prevalent at all levels, including the Minister 
of Foreign Affairs Elmedin Konaković993 and 
other officials, and also manifests as direct 
threats by local officials such as councillors of 
the Banja Luka City Assembly994 or the Mayor of 
Šipovo.995

Despite consistent condemnation of attacks 
on journalists by the media and European 
institution representatives, an adequate 
response from the judiciary is conspicuously 
absent. The Western Balkans Journalists’ 
Safety Index: BiH for 2021 underscores that 
prosecutions of attackers are typically not 
pursued. Particularly concerning is the stance of 
prosecutors’ offices that frequently issue orders 
not to investigate the reported attacks and 
threats to journalists citing a lack of elements 
of a criminal offence. Even when prosecutions 
do occur, the resulting sentences are notably 
lenient.996

A public opinion survey conducted by the OSCE 
in 2022, as part of an assessment of media 
sector needs, revealed citizens’ dissatisfaction 
with the media situation and their low level of 
trust in the media.997 The media are perceived 
as undergoing significant censorship and self-
censorship, driven by political and economic 
factors.
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To what extent are there provisions to ensure 
transparency in the activities of the media? 

The issue of inadequate transparency in media 
ownership is highly prevalent. This, according to 
both relevant survey findings and media experts, 
has a profoundly detrimental effect on media 
operations. 

INDICATOR 12.2.1

INDICATOR 12.2.2

Transparency (law)

Transparency (practice)

To what extent are there regulations in 
place that require parties to make their 
financial information publicly available?

To what extent is there transparency in the 
media in practice?

Score: 50/100

Score: 25/100

GOVERNANCE

>

>

The Law on the Public Broadcasting System 
of BiH governs the relationship between the 
three public broadcasters in the country (BHRT, 
RTRS and RTV FBIH), which were constituted as 
public enterprises under separate laws.998 As 
these broadcasters hold the status of public 
enterprises, they are subject to the provisions 
of relevant laws concerning freedom of access 
to information, discussed at length in 2.2.1.999

The transparency of private media ownership 
is governed by general rules stipulated by laws 
that regulate company operations.1000 However, 
despite sustained advocacy efforts by journalist 
and professional associations, no specific 
legislation guaranteeing media ownership 
transparency has been enacted to date. During 
the licence issuance process, stations are 
required to provide CRA with documentation on 
court registration and ownership structure.1001 
There is no regulation for publishing this 

The activities of public broadcasting services, 
which are governed by freedom of information 
laws as public enterprises, remain insufficiently 
transparent.

Currently, there is no publicly accessible 
complete register encompassing all media – 
private and public, radio stations, TV, press 
and online media with an impressum. The 
broadcaster register on the CRA website does 
not include ownership data, only information 

information. The Law on Communications 
does not mandate that stations disclose their 
ownership structures. Although the ownership 
structure of each broadcaster is publicly 
accessible through the relevant institution 
where the broadcaster has been registered, the 
information may not necessarily be reliable or 
up to date.
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While there exist certain legal mechanisms to 
ensure media accountability, they are not compre-
hensive and fail to provide an adequate oversight.

INDICATOR 12.2.3
Accountability (law)

To what extent are there legal provisions to 
ensure that media outlets are answerable 
for their activities?

Score: 75/100

>

The regulation of broadcast media throughout 
the country falls under the purview of 
the Communications Regulatory Agency, 
according to the Law on Communications. 
The CRA possesses supervisory powers and 
the authority to impose sanctions in cases of 
regulation and code violations.1006

For print and internet media, the Press and 
Online Media Code applies, implemented by 
the Press and Online Media Council based on 
the principle of self-regulation. In line with 
media self-regulation principles, the council 
monitors compliance with professional 
standards but lacks the power to impose fines, 
suspend or close media outlets. Potential 
disputes between the public and press or 
online media are resolved by the Press and 
Online Media Council using journalistic means 
exclusively. These include the right of reply, 
publication of corrections, apologies and 
retractions.1007

on editors and directors.1002 The Press and 
Online Media Council of BiH maintains a 
register of press and online media on its 
website1003 but it is incomplete and only 
includes information about online media that 
are members of the council.1004

Ownership transparency is particularly 
contentious with online media. There are 
no standards for publishing ownership 
information on these media websites, and 
many online media are not registered at all, 
making it difficult to determine ownership. This 
poses a significant problem in potential legal 
proceedings against such portals. Given the 
large number of online media outlets and the 
lack of regulation regarding their registration, 
it is impossible to maintain a complete and 
accurate register of online media. The absence 
of regulation concerning media ownership 
fosters an environment conducive to media 
space monopolisation and political clientelism 
(see 12.1.1 & 12.1.2). A significant number of 
online media neither have an impressum nor 
provide any information on ownership and 
editorial boards, contributing to a complete 
lack of transparency and accountability, as well 
as the establishment of direct “branch offices” 
of political parties and the dissemination of 
misinformation. According to a 2021 survey, 
only a third of portals had an impressum, 
while as many as 270 portals did not list any 
information.1005
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Media activities during the election campaigns 
are regulated by the Election Law.1008 However, 
this law’s provisions primarily refer to broadcast 
media and less so to print media, while online 
media remain outside its legal purview. 

In principle, accountability should also be 
ensured by defamation protection laws, such 
that liability for defamation is determined in 
civil proceedings, with proceedings for damages 
also initiated. Defamation was reinstated as 
a criminal offence in RS in 2023, potentially 
allowing accountability mechanisms to be 
misused as a means of exerting pressure (see 
12.1.3).

Regulators, primarily the Communications Regula-
tory Agency, which are supposed to ensure media 
accountability, are themselves compromised by 
political pressures and a lack of independence.

INDICATOR 12.2.4
Accountability (practice)

To what extent can media outlets be held 
accountable in practice?

Score: 25/100

>

In practice, media accountability unsatisfactory. 
Media reporting is influenced by ethnocentrism 
and loyalty to political interests rather than 
by professional standards and principles 
of accountability. Furthermore, the CRA’s 

monitoring of media reporting is selective and 
thus ineffective. the CRA has the duty to ensure 
that broadcast media respect political pluralism 
throughout the year, but it only conducts 
monitoring based on specific audience requests 
and during election campaigns.

The CRA continues to grapple with a lack 
of full political and financial independence, 
with political influence on management 
appointments being particularly significant. In 
September 2021, the CRA issued an order to 
decommission certain TV transmitters in line 
with the decision to terminate the analogue 
TV signal. This decision sparked indignation 
among some TV stations, which alleged that 
the decision was politically motivated.1009  
Furthermore, the appointment of Draško 
Milinović as the Director of CRA has been met 
with ongoing criticism. Milinović, formerly the 
director of the public broadcasting service 
RTRS, assumed his position at the CRA after 
serving as the chief of staff for the then Prime 
Minister of RS, Željka Cvijanović. His tenure as 
head of RTRS coincided with a period when 
the CRA imposed sanctions on this public 
broadcaster due to biased reporting.1010

In 2022 the Journalists’ Helpline recorded 79 
cases of violations of media freedoms, freedom 
of expression and safety of journalists, as well 
as 35 cases of online violence against media 
professionals.1011 The members of the Press 
and Online Media Council have not faced direct 
threats, but they experienced unpleasant 
reactions from complainants and media editors 
who were dissatisfied with the outcomes of 
some appeal procedures.1012
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While sector-wide codes of ethics exist, they do not 
cover all aspects related to the integrity of media 
employees and some provisions contain loopholes 
that allow the media to operate in the grey zone. 

INDICATOR 12.2.5
Integrity mechanisms (law)

To what extent are there provisions in place 
to ensure the integrity of media employees?

Score: 50/100

>

There are sector-specific ethical codes. One 
pertains to the broadcasting of radio and 
television programmes, established by the 
CRA, and is binding for all broadcast media.1013 
Additionally, there is a Code for Press and 
Online Media agreed upon by six journalist 
associations with the Press and Online 
Media Council.1014 Unlike the CRA, which can 
impose sanctions, the Print and Online Media 
Council only acts as a self-regulatory body 
that monitors and analyses potential code 
violations based on individual complaints 
about specific articles or journalistic pieces. The 
Code for Press and Online Media was updated 
in 2021 with new articles concerning the use 

The institute of protection against defamation 
through lawsuits, which is one of the basic 
mechanisms for ensuring media accountability 
is largely ineffective in practice and has become 
a way of pressuring the media (see 12.1.4). 

of information technology, misinformation, 
incompatibility of the journalistic profession, 
conscientious objection, acceptance of gifts and 
privileges, and transparency of print and online 
media. 1015

The amended code introduces greater 
responsibility for editors and publishers of 
online media for all the content they publish, 
including the comments of their readers. They 
are required to delete any user comments that 
contain hate speech, incitement to violence, 
instigation, intolerance, insults, threats or 
any other form of improper and socially 
unacceptable communication. Some online 
media outlets disagreed with the code changes 
and withdrew from the council membership.1016

The code contains important provisions on 
the prohibition of discrimination and insults, 
the accuracy of transmitted information and 
a new article on the transparency of print 
and online media. The code allows authors to 
explore someone’s privacy in the interest of 
investigative journalism, but it also sets some 
stipulations to prevent misuse.

Media outlets do not have their own codes 
of ethics or boards of ethics. The only ethics 
committees that exist are the councils of 
honour in journalists’ associations.1017 However, 
these committees are not present in individual 
media outlets.
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There is partial and reactive approach to ensuring 
integrity of media employees, but enforcement of 
regulation is weak.

INDICATOR 12.2.6
Integrity mechanisms (practice)

To what extent is the integrity of media em-
ployees ensured in practice?

Score: 25/100

>

There are five journalist associations: the 
BH Journalists Association, the Association 
of RS Journalists, the Association of Croatian 
Journalists, the Society of BiH Journalists 
and the Network of Women Journalists in 
BiH. The number of journalists working is 
not precisely known, but it is estimated to 
be between 2,000 and 3,000, most of whom 
belong to these associations.1018 However, these 
associations are generally aligned with the 
ethnic and entity division of the country, with 
the exception of the BH Journalists Association 
which endeavours to surmount such divisions 
in practice, especially within the journalistic 
profession. 

In a 2021 poll conducted as part of the Integrity 
of Journalism and Media Transparency survey, 
many journalists raised concerns about 
the operations of all professional journalist 
associations. They felt that these associations, 
perceived as interest groups, often acted 
selectively and with bias. Also, a prevailing 
concern was that these associations were 

monopolised by a select few, which led to other 
members feeling unheard.1019

Journalists and editors are of the view that 
the establishment of a single union of media 
professionals at the state level, increased 
awareness and education on journalistic rights 
and media freedoms, and initiatives to improve 
journalists’ economic conditions are necessary 
to enhance the working environment for 
journalism. For issues related to their labour 
rights, journalists commonly turn to the BH 
Journalists Association, the Communications 
Regulatory Agency, the Press and Online Media 
Council and the Institution of the Human Rights 
Ombudsman.1020

Almost all of the journalist associations in 
question have adopted codes and instituted 
courts of honour for handling infringements 
of professional standards. Yet, despite the 
frequent contraventions of the code, as 
indicated by the numerous complaints received 
by the Press and Online Media Council, these 
mechanisms are rarely employed in reality.

According to the Press and Online Media 
Council’s statistics, in 2022, the Council received 
79 cases of violations of media freedoms, 
freedom of expression and safety of journalists, 
as well as 35 cases of online violence against 
media professionals.1021

Every so often, accusations surface against 
journalists and media entities alleging 
blackmail. These allegations suggest that 
journalists solicit favours from individuals 
in exchange for not publishing damaging 
content. Anonymous interviews with journalists 
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conducted as part of the Integrity of Journalism 
and Media Transparency report revealed 
that both public and private media outlets – 
influenced by the interests of their owners or 
the political allegiances of their management 
– tend to favour certain political groups while 
displaying a negative bias towards others.1022 
This is an unequivocal sign of clientelism within 
the media industry. Journalists confessed that 
they regularly encounter blackmail in their 
professional lives and that by agreeing to work 
for a particular outlet, they also consent to 
its editorial policy, leaving their professional 
integrity vulnerable. A survey carried out by 
the Regional Platform for Advocating Media 
Freedom and Journalists’ Safety in Western 
Balkans showed that 51 per cent of journalists 
admit that censorship influences their work, 
although this is typically not reported.

Expert research and public opinion polls 
indicate that media reporting suffers from 
bias. The media sector reflects ethno-national 
and political divisions, and produces a lot of 
disinformation, which was particularly evident 
during the COVID-19 crisis.1023 A 2022 report by 
the State Department notes that nationalistic 
rhetoric and ethnic and political bias dominate 
media coverage, fostering intolerance and 
sometimes even hatred.1024

In general, the task of investigating and exposing 
individual cases of corruption is mostly neglected 
by the media, due to their dependence on the 
financing sources linked to the ruling elites.

INDICATOR 12.3.1
Investigate and expose cases 
of corruption practice

To what extent is the media active and suc-
cessful in investigating and exposing cases 
of corruption?

Score: 25/100

ROLE

>

The vast majority of media outlets seldom 
engage in investigative journalism in a 
methodical and accountable manner. This 
is because of the scarce funding available, 
but also because many media are beholden 
to government institutions either through 
direct control or indirectly through advertising 
reflecting the fact that  government institutions 
and state-owned companies remain the largest 
advertisers.1025

In the face of censorship threats from 
advertisers and political influences, 
independent media outlets increasingly turn 
to foreign organisations, apply for projects 
and become a vital part of civil society, often 
functioning as non-profit organisations. A 
significant number of these media outlets 
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focus on socially relevant topics, political 
accountability, EU integration, human rights, 
uncovering corruption and clientelism, etc. 
Active participants in this endeavour include the 
Centre for Investigative Journalism (CIN), Balkan 
Investigative Reporting Network (BIRN), online 
magazine Žurnal, Inforadar.ba, Tačno.net, Buka, 
Etrafika.net, Capital.ba, Fokus.ba, Direkt-portal.
ba, Impulsportal.net, Interview.ba, Infoveza.
com and Gerila.info among others, and their 
number is constantly increasing.1026

In spite of the challenges and the often selective 
approach where corruption scandals are 
disclosed mainly when they involve opponents, 
the media have been instrumental in unveiling 
major corruption scandals. Regrettably, very 
few of these revelations elicit an institutional 
response or result in a judicial outcome, 
such was the case against former FBiH prime 
minister for procurement during the pandemic, 
which was firstly published by journalists.1027

The few media outlets that undertake 
investigative journalism are frequently 
subjected to pressure, as well as extraordinary 
financial and tax inspections, which hinder their 
operations considerably (see 12.1.4).

In general, the task of informing the public on 
corruption and its impact is mostly neglected by 
the ‘captured’ media and covered superficially. De-
mand for such news is not growing strong either.

INDICATOR 12.3.2
Inform public on corruption 
and its impact

To what extent is the media active and suc-
cessful in informing the public on corruption 
and its impact on the country?

Score: 25/100

>

Independent media outlets report on 
corruption daily, focusing primarily on 
individual cases. Media outlets under the 
partisan grip are biased in their reporting, 
outlining only cases coming from the political 
opposition or the other ethnic caucus. 
Investigative journalism resources are limited 
and a systemic, long-term approach is largely 
absent, with few exceptions among mostly non-
profit media.1028 This is a result of lack of time 
and capacity, and focus on daily reporting. On 
the positive side, there is an increasing number 
of donor supported projects for non-profit 
media that prioritise reporting on corruption. 

Finally, a rhetorical question comes to mind: 
the more examples of corruption crop up in the 
media, the more is the public saturated with 
the notion that this is a cultural determination 
and that little can be done to change it. The 
country has not seen an increase in demand for 
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There is a noticeable absence of sufficient critical 
and analytical review of government work, particu-
larly in the public broadcasting system. 

The news stories include the voices and perspec-
tives of women. However, there is the lack of 
women in management structures and in edi-
tor-in-chief positions. 

INDICATOR 12.3.3

INDICATOR 12.3.4

Inform public 
on governance issues

Gender

To what extent is the media active and 
successful in informing the public on the 
activities of the government and other gov-
ernance actors?

To what extent does the media include 
women’s voices?

Score: 25/100

Score: 25/100

>

>

While media outlets report daily on institutional 
activities and decisions made by parliaments 
and governments, these reports often lack in-
depth analysis. This is compounded by lack of 
specialised journalists and media outlets that 
can scrutinise the behaviour of the government 
from a long-term perspective. Reporters carry 
the official government statements or those of 
the political opposition in full (with preference 
given to one or the other, depending on the 
editorial policy), often without a thorough 
problem analysis, comments, independent 
assessments, etc.1029

According to the 2018 report by Mediacentar 
two-thirds of management structures and 
editors-in-chief in media are men.1031 The 
biggest disproportion in the representation 
of women and men in the key management 
positions is in the television sector. A UN 
Women report states that there is lack of 
thematic and in-dept media reporting on 

anti-corruption efforts as a result of accurate 
reporting. In fact, quite the opposite has taken 
place. The more evidence surfaces about 
corruption, the more subdued the citizens feel 
about what can be done. 

Objectivity in reporting is largely determined 
by ownership structures and editorial policies. 
Media controlled by governments or those 
significantly dependent on state advertising 
often serve more as tools for government 
promotion than as objective news sources. 

On the other hand, the few media outlets that 
strive to report impartially on government 
activities are constrained by limited capacity, 
often resorting to various analysts and experts 
whose impartiality may be questionable.1030
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violence against women through analyses, 
comments and research results in the media.1032  
There is not enough problematisation of 
violence against women as a social problem. A 
recent Council of Europe assessment of gender 
in BiH media claims that women were less 
visible in 2020 than they were in 2015 in the 
national media. The same study shows that one 
in four citizens approves of violence against 
women journalists, which is a result of the long-
term sexist reporting and media vocabulary.1033

The media interacts with most of the country’s 
institutions, on which they report and cover 
all activities organised by them. In most 
cases, media interact with the governments, 
assemblies and civil society.

Interaction between media and governments, 
parliaments and civil society are reduced 
to the media coverage of government and 
parliamentary sessions, official meetings, 
publishing unedited press releases, as well 
as coverage of conferences and other public 
events organised by the authorities or civil 
society organisations. In terms of systemic 
support and collaboration, government 
controlled or supported media rely on this 
interaction being solid, whereas opposition 
media favours links to CSOs and critical voices.

INTERACTIONS
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>  The governments and parliaments need to 
increase the availability of information relating 
to the ownership of media outlets, through 
regulation of the public disclosure of ownership 
structure by adoption of a law on transparency 
of media ownership.

>  The legislative branch should legally establish 
transparent rules for advertising in the media 
in order to enhance media independence and 
competition.

>  The governments at all levels needs to 
ensure equal treatment of all media in 
the market by ensuring transparent and 
competitive procedures for the allocation of 
state subsidies, based on transparent and 
measurable criteria or, alternatively, abolish the 
subsidies altogether.

>  There is a need for an improved legal 
framework related to the public broadcasters 
by ensuring the independent election of 
members of the management boards in 
the public broadcasters, through public, 
independent and competitive procedures.

>  The legislative branch needs to strengthen 
the programming councils within public 
broadcasters, by selecting its members 
and providing them with independence in 
programme creation, free of the management 
boards’ or external political influence. 

RECOMMENDATIONS
PILLAR

While mentioned earlier, it is critical for the 
media’s free operations that the RS Parliament 
revokes the amendments to the Criminal Law 
that criminalise slender in any form. 
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Overall pillar score:

Capacity score:

Governance score:

Role score:

33/100

25/100

25/100

50/100
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According to official statistics, there are cur-
rently 27,432 civil society organisations (CSOs) 
registered in Bosnia and Herzegovina.1034 In 
reality, however, the number of CSOs that are 
actively pursuing their programmatic goals 
and serving the interests of their target bene-
ficiaries is far lower. The biggest impediment 
to evaluating their performance and effec-
tiveness is a lack of data on their number, 
capacities, areas of work and activities.

The legislative framework governing the 
establishment and operation of CSOs is ade-
quate, but there is room for improvement. 

There have been instances of authorities 
misusing budget money because there are no 
mechanisms in place to ensure transparent 
government support of CSOs. They typically 
fund a number of associations that arose 
from the 1990s war, as a popular measure. 
The executive attempts to either maintain the 
status quo or enforce new, even more strin-
gent policies such as Law on Register of For-
eign Agents in Republika Srpska, Amendments 
to Criminal Code in RS related to regulation of 
the defamation, the Law on Financing of the 
NGOs in FBiH, and set of policies that regulate 
freedom of assembly and use of the public 
space in FBiH Cantons and RS. 

During the election periods, some CSOs serve 
as a conduit for political campaign funding. 

Even though the number of informal groups 
and coalitions seems to be increasing, civil 
society has not yet had a major impact on 
getting authorities to address certain topics 
or problems. Also, the contribution of CSOs 
to public policymaking remains relatively 
modest. 

The lack of a mechanism for CSO self-regu-
lation is one of the issues that CSOs need to 
address in order to improve their reputation 
and public trust in their work. While some 
CSOs have adequate capacities, they do not 
collaborate sufficiently with the government 
and businesses in creating national develop-
ment strategies. 

Furthermore, they continue to rely heavily 
on funding from public budgets or interna-
tional donors, making them very vulnerable 
and dependent. Attacks on activists and 
CSOs working to promote human rights, and 
in particular LGBTIQ rights and the rights of 
migrants, are on the rise.

SUMMARY
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Overall, the legal framework is conducive to civil 
society organisations in terms of fundamental pro-
tection of the freedom of association and several 
laws at state, entity and district level that provide 
a solid basis for CSOs to operate. However, recent 
changes of Criminal Code in RS which criminalise 
defamation will have direct consequences on the 
CSOs environment. 

INDICATOR 13.1.1
Resources (law)

To what extent does the legal framework 
provide an environment conducive to civil 
society?

Score: 25/100

CAPACITY

>

The right to freedom of peaceful assembly and 
association is guaranteed by the Constitution, 
while the establishment, registration and 
operation of associations and foundations 
in the country is governed by the laws on 
associations and foundations at the state, entity 
and BD levels, as well as the corresponding 
implementing regulations.1035

CSOs can register at any of the 18 judicial 
institutions: the state-level Ministry of Justice,1036 
the FBiH Ministry of Justice, any of the ten 
cantonal ministries of justice,1037 the basic court 
of BD, or with any of the six district courts1038 in 
RS.1039 The length and cost of the registration 

process, as well as the required documents 
vary across administrative units and range 
between BAM200-800 (approximately €100-
400). Depending on where a CSO is registered, 
different procedures are followed for closing 
CSOs and removing them from the existing 
registers. Closure procedures are unclear and 
many CSO which are de facto closed have not 
been legally unregistered due to the lengthy 
and complicated procedures.

In July 2023, RS parliament introduced 
amendments to the criminal code criminalising 
defamation, which threatens freedom of 
speech, investigative journalism and CSO 
activities.1040 These legal changes are expected 
to have a chilling effect on critical reporting, 
advocacy and investigative journalism, diverting 
resources from primary activities due to 
concerns about costly lawsuits. Also in 2023, 
RS has adopted a draft law, titled the Law on 
the Special Registry and Publicity of the Work 
of Non-Profit Organizations, so-called “Foreign 
Agents Act” which designates organisations 
financed by external finding as so-called foreign 
agents, regardless of their activities.1041 This 
law further restricts freedom of expression 
and raises concerns about suppressing public 
criticism.1042

The legal framework for ensuring transparency 
in government financing of CSOs is in the 
drafting stage. The income tax exemption rates 
and types of organisations eligible for public 
financing vary between the entities.1043

CSOs are legally allowed to engage in profit-
making activities, but any profits they generate 
must be used exclusively to support their work 
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In general, most CSOs suffer from serious financial 
and human resource problems threatening their 
survival due to lack of adequate financial support 
from institutions as well as lack of institutional 
capacity to identify and select the best applications 
despite established guidelines and regulations on 
public funding allocation.

INDICATOR 13.1.2
Resources (practice)

To what extent do CSOs have adequate 
financial and human resources to function 
and operate effectively?

Score: 25/100

>

An analysis conducted by the Institute for Youth 
Development ‘KULT’ shows that while CSOs are 
all registered with the state-level Ministry of 
Justice, 41 per cent of them operate statewide, 
15 per cent at the cantonal level, 14 per cent in 
FBiH municipalities, 10 per cent at the territory 
of RS and only 6 per cent in the territory of 
BD.1049 About 55 per cent of the CSOs listed in 
the Ministry of Justice’s e-register are active, 
whereas the bulk of CSOs do not at all engage 
in or proactively influence governmental 
budgeting and policymaking processes.1050 

Yet, most CSOs depend on foreign funding, 
primarily from the EU Delegation, USAID, 
the Swedish International Development 
Cooperation Agency (SIDA), Swiss Agency for 
Development and Cooperation (SDC) and 
the Norwegian Embassy.1051 When it comes 

and align with their organisational statutes.1044  
CSOs must register in the VAT system if they 
generate more than BAM50,000 (€25,565) in 
annual revenue from economic activities. CSOs 
are required to pay VAT and can only request 
a refund if they receive funding from a donor 
whose government is exempt from paying VAT 
under an international agreement.1045 However, 
VAT regulations, as outlined in the VAT Law and 
its Rules of Application1046 lack clarity as to when 
CSOs must pay VAT. This ambiguity results in 
varying interpretations and decisions by tax 
authorities, creating uncertainty and potential 
challenges for CSOs. In some cases, CSOs have 
been asked to pay VAT on grants received, 
which, if applied universally, could significantly 
hinder the operations of CSOs, given their non-
profit nature and limited resources.1047

The proposed Law on Financing Civil Society 
Organisations in Republika Srpska lacks any 
engagement and consultation with civil society, 
suggesting an attempt to exert more control 
and pressure on critical CSOs.1058 The similar 
law is being drafted in FBiH, with only a few 
CSOs participating in the working group.
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to domestic funding, most authorities at 
all levels of government have a regulatory 
and strategic framework in place for public 
financing of CSOs.1052 Calls for allocation of 
this funding are publicly advertised. However, 
the actual amounts and the purpose of the 
projects remain undisclosed in most cases.1053 
According to a 2022 TI BiH report, public 
authorities awarded a total of BAM121 million 
(€61.9 million) to CSOs.1054 However, the highest 
amount still goes to sports associations, 
veterans’ associations and religious 
organisations. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 and 
2021, funding for CSOs was reduced which 
endangered the existence of a considerable 
number of CSOs.1055 According to the Donor 
Coordination Forum report, €16 million 
(BAM31.3 million) was allocated for financing 
the work of CSOs in 2021, excluding funds 
intended for humanitarian initiatives.1056

The strength of the volunteer and membership 
base of CSOs varies considerably across the 
country. In accordance with the findings of 
the Volunteerism as a path to sustainability of 
CSOs in BiH workshop held in January 2022 and 
organised by the Network for Building Peace 
(NBP), it has a vibrant civil society landscape, 
with numerous CSOs dedicated to various 
causes, ranging from human rights and social 
services to environmental protection and 
cultural preservation. While some CSOs enjoy 
robust volunteer and membership support, 
others may struggle to attract a dedicated base. 

The 2023 NBP study on philanthropy found that 
the main issue for CSOs is actually not a lack of 

funding diversity. In fact, the data shows that 60 
per cent of the surveyed organisations engage 
directly with companies and 51 per cent of 
CSOs even fund some of their socially beneficial 
activities using market-generated revenue. 
The real problem is their limited connection to 
local communities, where support from citizens 
and businesses makes up only an insufficient 
quarter of their funds. Effective communication 
with the local community is a challenge, both 
in terms of transparent reporting to individual 
donors and engaging with the corporate sector 
due to lack of communication skills.1057

The ability of CSOs to attract skilled 
professionals as staff members varies as 
well. Big and strong organisations in bigger 
cities may have access to a pool of talented 
individuals who feel passionate about their 
missions, while others may face challenges in 
recruiting and retaining skilled professionals 
due to resource constraints and competition 
with other sectors for talent. 

The aforementioned attempt of the RS 
authorities to brand the CSOs recipients of 
international donor funding as “foreign agents” 
(see 13.1.1.) might bring sustainable funding 
for many independent NGOs in that entity into 
jeopardy if successfully implemented.
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A number of laws exist to prevent unwarranted 
external interference in the activities of CSOs. 
However, there are loopholes preventing CSO 
independence particularly in the RS, but also how 
the authorities interpret the regulation and apply 
it against the CSOs.

INDICATOR 13.1.3
Independence (law)

To what extent are there legal safeguards to 
prevent unwarranted external interference 
in the activities of CSOs?

Score: 25/100

>

The right to freedom of association is 
guaranteed by the constitution and the laws 
that govern the establishment and operation of 
CSOs are not restrictive regardless of political 
ideology, religion or objectives.1058 Also, the 
laws on associations and foundations, as 
well as those governing the right to peaceful 
assembly, do not exclude specific groups such 
as civil servants, law enforcement officers 
and military personnel. The legal system 
prioritises protection of the autonomy and 
independence of CSOs and state intervention 
is generally reserved for situations when 
a state of emergency is declared. These 
emergencies typically arise from extraordinary 
circumstances such as natural disasters or 
other threats that pose significant risks to 
well-being and safety of the entire population. 
Even during such times, any state intervention 
must adhere to the principles of necessity and 

proportionality, ensuring that the response is 
both adequate and limited in scope, with the 
primary goal of safeguarding welfare of the 
citizens. 

There are no laws that would allow the 
government to oversee and control the work 
of CSOs like mandatory state attendance at 
CSO meetings or mandatory state membership 
on CSO boards.1059 CSOs may be subject 
to financial controls by tax authorities and 
must submit financial statements to the 
financial informatic agencies – the Financial 
and Information Agency (FIA) and the Agency 
for Intermediary, Information Technology 
and Financial Services APIF – with regards to 
compliance with national and international 
accounting standards and payment of taxes.1060

According to the Law on the Prevention of 
Money Laundering and Financing of Terrorist 
Activities and its Implementation Guidelines, 
the State Investigation and Protection Agency’s 
Financial Intelligence Department and banks 
have a mandate to check all incoming funds 
and, as necessary, request that CSOs provide 
additional documentation as proof of their 
contractual relationship with the money 
sender.1061

The extent to which CSOs have rights to 
privacy regarding their banking transactions 
can vary depending on the specific legal and 
regulatory framework in place. Generally CSOs, 
like other legal entities, have financial privacy 
rights when it comes to banking transactions. 
However, these rights may be subject to certain 
limitations and conditions imposed by the 
legal and regulatory authorities. CSOs, like 
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other entities, should expect their banking 
transactions to be subject to routine financial 
oversight and reporting in accordance with 
these regulations. It’s essential for CSOs 
to maintain proper financial records and 
compliance with these regulations to avoid 
any misunderstandings or legal issues. They 
should also be aware of their rights and 
responsibilities concerning financial privacy and 
ensure that their transactions are conducted in 
a transparent and legal manner.

On top of this come the aforementioned 
recent severe attempts in the RS to subject 
the NGOs in that entity to scrutiny and mercy 
of the executive, which now has it within its 
remit to brand CSOs as “foreign agents” and 
potentially terminate their operations as a 
consequence. While the adoption of the law is 
a new development at the time of writing, it will 
soon be clear how far the authorities will go in 
limiting the space for CSOs in practice.

The government regularly and severely interferes 
in the activities of CSOs, exerting influence due to 
high dependence on public funds, misusing CSOs 
for political financing and directly attacking CSOs 
and activists.

INDICATOR 13.1.4
Independence (practice)

To what extent can civil society exist and 
function without undue external interfer-
ence?

Score: 25/100

>

Given the enormous number and variety of 
registered CSOs, it is impossible to quantify 
how autonomous they are in their work. 
The financing of CSOs from public budgets 
is inseparably linked with their levels of 
independence. According to the first publicly 
accessible register of public funding allocated 
to CSOs maintained by TI BiH, the vast majority 
of budget funds designated for CSOs went to 
veterans’ associations, sports organisations 
and religious organisations.1062 As a rule, these 
organisations do not have sufficient capacity to 
raise funds from other sources and are entirely 
reliant on the budget funding making them 
highly susceptible to political interference. The 
fact that many public officials serve on the 
governing boards of CSOs that get government 
funding is indicative of the pervasiveness of 
conflicts of interest.1063 TI BiH has identified 
47 such officials, some of whom would be in 
a conflict of interest. A surge in the number 
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of government-operated non-governmental 
organisations (GONGOs)1064 is especially 
noticeable during election seasons, when 
CSOs are frequently employed as vehicles for 
financing political campaigns. After receiving 
budget funds and accomplishing the agreed-
upon activities, the majority of these CSOs 
disband.1065 According to TI BiH, in the last two 
election cycles, over 800 election candidates 
headed NGOs that received public funding.1066 
The majority of those NGOs are veterans’ and 
religious organisations.

Even though the laws guarantee freedom 
of assembly, activists have experienced 
harassment, intimidation and even arrests. 
Court proceedings are lengthy and their 
outcomes are often discouraging for 
activists.1067 Also, authorities employ additional 
methods such as designating particular 
gatherings as high-risk events, cancelling them 
or charging unreasonable amounts to secure 
them to discourage and stifle CSO and civic 
initiatives aimed at defending fundamental 
human rights.1068 Online attacks on activists are 
becoming increasingly frequent. The majority 
of such cases receive no adequate response 
from the ombudsman’s office, the police and 
the prosecutor’s office. The attacks on activists 
and CSOs are typically met with a deafening 
silence by the vast majority of institutions at all 
levels of government with a mandate to protect 
human rights or foster cooperation with CSOs. 

Activist CSOs, and in particular those that work 
to protect rivers and natural resources and 
those concerned with women’s rights and the 
rights of LGBTQI persons and migrants, are 
frequently subject to threats and abuse.1069

In general, CSOs vary significantly in how transpar-
ent their operations are. Practically all government 
funded CSOs (GONGOs) lack even the minimal 
levels of transparent reporting, while those bound 
by international funding and reporting standards 
tend to be significantly more open and adhering to 
the good international practices. 

INDICATOR 13.2.1
Transparency (practice)

To what extent is there transparency in 
CSOs?

Score: 50/100

GOVERNANCE

>

Some larger CSOs publish activities on 
their website, social media and other 
communications channels, while in most cases 
smaller CSOs do not even have an official 
website. 

CSO transparency also varies significantly 
in terms of data availability. This includes 
openness to the public regarding how funds 
are used and the publication of information 
on activities, membership and work plans. 
CSOs that receive government grants often 
entirely lack transparency and there is neither 
a proactive attempt to inform the public 
about how these funds are being spent, nor 
can the public obtain such information at its 
own initiative. In contrast, NGOs that largely 
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enjoy international donor support abide by 
the requested transparency and reporting 
standards and make such information publicly 
available through their websites. The primary 
source of information are indeed the CSO 
websites, which many government-funded 
CSOs lack. 

According to the USAID’s CSO Sustainability 
Index which observed the totality of the CSOs 
scene in the country, most lack quality financial 
management systems or do not operate in a 
transparent manner.1070 CSOs registered at the 
state level are required to submit their financial 
reports to the Ministry of Justice, which then 
publishes them on its website.1071 Some CSOs 
fail to do so, based on the number of CSOs who 
submitted the report to the MoJ and the total 
number of registered organisations. Also, very 
few CSOs do regular audits and release their 
findings to the public. Furthermore, few CSOs 
provide publicly accessible information about 
the composition of their governing structures 
(governing board and assembly), membership 
and staff, as well as their strategic documents 
and memorandums of cooperation/partnership 
with other CSOs or institutions.1072 CSOs 
typically meet transparency criteria only to the 
extent required by donors when approving 
grants. Again, the same division applies here, 
with significant differences among the CSOs, 
depending on the source of their funding.

Few CSO governing structures actually carry out 
the functions assigned to them in the constituent 
acts, such as overseeing and directing CSO activity, 
making strategic decisions, participating in strate-
gic document drafting, raising funds and promot-
ing CSO work. 

INDICATOR 13.2.2
Accountability (practice)

To what extent are CSOs answerable to their 
constituencies?

Score: 25/100

>

According to the 2021 USAID CSO Sustainability 
Index, the founders, governing board members 
and assembly members of many CSOs are 
only formally listed, meetings are typically 
only held to satisfy the legal requirements and 
minutes are rarely made available to the public. 
Very few CSOs, through their membership 
and leadership, keep in touch with their 
constituencies and actively pursue transparent 
and accountable decision-making about their 
work plans and priorities.1073

Many are simply ‘one-person-shows’ disguised 
in the civil society format, while the structures 
only serve as a formality. This person or a small 
closed circle of decision-makers perform the 
project duties, are answerable to the funders, 
with little long-term growth strategy. The CSO is 
active for as long as the funds are available.
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In general, CSOs are mostly inactive in ensuring 
the integrity of their staff and board, so that mis-
conduct mostly goes unsanctioned.

Mainstreaming gender with CSOs is a relatively 
recent effort mostly driven by donor agendas and 
slowly being implemented in practice. There is a 
varied success rate at gender perspective integra-
tion, but overall civil society is a relative leader in 
promoting gender equality.

INDICATOR 13.2.3

INDICATOR 13.2.4

Integrity (practice)

Gender 

To what extent is the integrity of CSOs en-
sured in practice?

To what extent are CSO programmes gen-
der-sensitive?

Score: 25/100

Score: 50/100

>

>

The CSO integrity score is informed by each 
CSOs’ commitment to preventing misconduct 
and fraud in the performance of their activities 
as well as taking actual efforts to combat 
corruption and crime. By April 2022, 107 
CSOs1074 had signed the Code of Ethics for Civil 
Society Organisations1075 that draws on a 2006 
document drafted by the NGO Coalition Raditi i 
uspjeti zajedno. The code represents a voluntary 
self-regulation framework for CSOs. 

Some CSOs have developed their own ethical 
codes to guide their work.1076 As mentioned 
in 13.2.1, the integrity of CSOs that rely on 
international donors is higher than that of CSOs 
financed from public budgets. International 
donors require compliance with their 
procedures for overseeing the use of funds, but 
also encourage CSOs to develop and implement 
internal policies and submit activity reports to 
relevant institutions in the country.1077 National 
institutions that provide funding, even those 
having guidelines and regulations in place 
regarding project selection, implementation 

Apart from the CSOs dealing directly or 
indirectly with gender equality, other CSOs 
do not sufficiently take into consideration 
gender issues and do not integrate gender 
perspectives in project planning, development, 
implementation, monitoring and evaluation, as 
well as the distribution of financial resources, 
with the aim of promoting gender equality and 
eliminating gender-based discrimination.1079 

monitoring and reporting on the use of 
awarded funds, pay little attention to these 
activities, leaving plenty of room for CSOs to 
engage in unethical behaviour and misconduct. 
So, although CSOs are typically held up as 
leaders in monitoring the accountability of 
public institutions and reporting on corruption 
and crime, they are not immune to unethical 
behaviour themselves.1078
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They collect gender-disaggregated data only 
when this is requested by donors.

Thus, not all CSOs are gender-aware. All 
those that apply for international funds 
include a gender equality component in their 
applications and projects, as this is now a donor 
requirement. In recent years, a substantial 
number of calls for budget-funded projects 
have included a gender equality requirement. 
However, it is unclear, based on the available 
data, to what extent this requirement actually 
contributes to the gender sensitivity of the 
projects. Also, monitoring indicators are in 
place, but data collection is largely inconsistent. 
In conclusion, the majority of CSOs continue 
to exclude a gender perspective from their 
strategic plans of action. 

Nonetheless, as a matter of tradition, ever since 
the civil society started to play an active role, 
this segment has had a solid gender balance 
in its ranks. Many NGOs are led by women or 
their leadership consists of outspoken women, 
which in itself supports the gender balance and 
empowerment of women.

While CSOs are somewhat active in seeking to 
hold the government to account in the form of 
collecting data and publishing reports on the 
performance of institutions and collaborating 
with the media, the effectiveness of their actions is 
limited due to high dependency on state resources 
(see 13.1.2) and a lack of political will to take their 
recommendations on board.1080

INDICATOR 13.3.1
Hold government accountable

To what extent is civil society active and suc-
cessful in holding government accountable 
for its actions?

Score: 50/100

ROLE

>

The number and capacity of CSOs that 
monitor government operations is increasing. 
This includes CSOs such as Transparency 
International in BiH, the Centre for Civic 
Initiatives, the Centre for Investigative 
Journalism, Association “Why Not”, the Balkan 
Investigative Reporting Network, etc. Using 
a systematic approach to specific issues/
problems, they collect data and publish reports 
evaluating the performance of institutions and 
exposing government misconduct. 

Some CSOs, The Coalition for Free and 
Fair Elections Pod lupom are part of the so-
called sectoral networks that specialise in 
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While CSOs try to cooperate with other stakehold-
ers on anti-corruption the government still fails 
to include CSOs to support anti-corruption policy 
efforts. 

INDICATOR 13.3.2
Policy reform

To what extent is civil society actively en-
gaged in policy reform initiatives on an-
ti-corruption?

Score: 50/100

>

The most important mechanism for engaging 
CSOs in policy-making is the public consultation 
process. However, the e-Consultation web 
platform is ineffective due to the small number 
of institutions registered in this database (67) 
and the lack of transparency in the process of 
adopting comments and inputs received from 
CSOs. 

One potentially encouraging avenue of impact 
is the state-level Ministry of Justice, which, 
based on its cooperation agreement with CSOs, 
promised to engage CSOs in the drafting of 
strategic documents and the monitoring of 
implementation of the Justice Sector Reform 
Strategy.1082 On the other hand, during the 
recent deliberation of the draft Freedom of 
Access to Information Act, more than 200 
comments and proposals were received from 
CSOs but not one was adopted and built into 
the law.1083 The Ministry of Justice and Council 
of Ministers of Bosnia and Herzegovina (CoM) 

monitoring judiciary, human rights violations 
against minority groups, electoral process, 
public procurement, etc. The Initiative for 
Monitoring the European Integration of BiH, an 
informal coalition, comprises of over 20 CSOs 
focuses on the country’s progress towards EU 
membership. Although CSO reports are based 
on credible data and are even produced in 
collaboration with public institutions under 
signed memorandums, very few institutions 
actually accept them and follow their 
recommendations. 

In 2021, TI BiH conducted a study concluding 
that institutions lack the necessary capacity 
to respond to requests under the Law on 
Freedom of Access to Information, after which 
the Ministry of Justice drafted a new law which 
did not correspond to the EU standards, as 
discussed in 2.2.1. Also, TI BiH remains the 
leading CSO advocating the adoption and 
implementation of a more effective legal and 
regulatory framework to prevent all forms 
of corruption by actively participating in the 
drafting process or by providing comments and 
recommendations, as well as by advocating 
with the decision makers to adopt or improve 
any related legislation. 

CSO reports and statistics are frequently 
used by the media in their reporting and to 
inform the public about the situation in a 
particular area, which can sometimes result in 
indictments or legal actions.1081
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therefore formally claim to encourage this 
dialogue, whereas in practice they show they do 
not care about the civil society’s views.

CSOs have proved themselves effective in the 
advocacy process in the past. For example, 
the River Protection Coalition (comprising of 
some 30 CSOs) has long advocated against 
construction of mini-hydro power plants 
(MHPPs). Finally, in June 2022, the FBiH 
Parliament’s House of Peoples introduced a ban 
on the construction of MHPPs with capacity of 
10 megawatts. 

Representatives of academia and CSOs 
collaborate more closely in the creation of 
policies pertaining primarily to freedom of 
speech and public assembly.1084

There is an evident lack of communication 
among the CSOs themselves, as well as among 
CSOs, authorities and media. A 2020 study by 
the BH Journalists Association on the capacities 
of NGOs and citizens’ associations identifies 
six reasons for their current insufficient 
contribution: weak messages from civil society, 
a lack of media reporting on public-interest 
issues, a lack of coordinated action by various 
segments of civil society, a lack of engagement 
in promoting public-interest issues, a lack 
of response by public institutions to such 
initiatives and pressures, and a lack of civic 
engagement.1085 There are some instances of 

INTERACTIONS

beneficial cooperation in delivering information 
and reports to the media, but most CSOs do not 
pay sufficient attention to the messages they 
communicate to the media. Also, CSOs should 
endeavour to enhance media literacy among 
citizens and assist the media in defending 
themselves from unfair attacks and criticism.1086

The establishment of the CoM’s Advisory Body 
for Cooperation with the NGO Sector1087 in 2020 
marked the first step in putting the Agreement 
on Cooperation with Civil Society into action.1088 
The agreement constitutes a policy framework 
for promoting participatory democracy, 
responding to the CoM needs for a transparent 
design and implementation of policies under its 
purview, which is an EU accession requirement. 
It aims to increase citizen participation in 
these processes, considering the distinct 
roles of public institutions, citizens and CSOs. 
To date, however, no visible efforts have 
been taken to achieve the goals outlined in 
the agreement, most notably those around 
“building a prosperous, just, open, pluralistic 
and democratic society in BiH.” 

CSO collaboration with the private sector 
is primarily focused on developing socially 
responsible companies. There are initiatives 
aimed at engaging businesses in the 
development of long-term social, economic and 
environmental strategies in local communities 
and at the national level. Unfortunately, the 
private sector still does not see investment in 
long-term development as beneficial, hence 
very little funding for CSOs comes from this 
sector (see 14.3.2). 
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>  For Donors:

•  Provide capacity-building support 
particularly in such areas as data collection, 
reporting on specific issues (like corruption, 
anti-money laundering, asset recovery, etc) 
and implementing existing participatory 
mechanisms in decision-making processes and 
advocating for the adoption of new policies or 
the improvement of existing ones.

>  For CSOs:

•  Build partnerships with government and 
private sector representatives, both locally and 
at higher levels, in particular with regard to 
the creation of strategic documents that will 
eventually allow BiH to become less dependent 
on outside donor funding and more reliant on 
its own resources.

•  Improve transparency by publishing annual 
activity and financial reports in order to 
strengthen public trust and recognise them 
as essential to the country’s growth and 
development.

•  Develop and establish self-regulation 
mechanisms to ensure quality of work and to 
guard against wrongdoing by CSOs that are not 
genuinely devoted to the values enshrined in 
the code of ethics.

RECOMMENDATIONS
PILLAR

•  Build and strengthen networks and coalitions 
for advocacy, such as sectoral networks, as 
coordinated efforts by civil society have a 
higher chance of success.

•  Strengthen collaboration with the media in 
order to increase exchange of information, 
improve public image and increase efficiency of 
advocacy activities.

>  For the government:

•  Provide more opportunities for civil society 
to participate in policy development by 
implementing already existing tools and 
mechanisms for public consultations, such the 
online platform for legislative drafting.

•  Directly involve CSOs in the process of 
development of all policies that regulate their 
existence and well-being.

•  Cease the creation of policies that limit the 
space for civil society, such as restrictive laws 
on financing and particularly the “foreign agents 
act” in the RS.

•  Contemplate a framework financing 
mechanism to ensure the long-term 
sustainability of civil society, beyond the 
international donor funding and also acting as a 
transparent funding vehicle.
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14 BUSINESS>
Overall pillar score:

Capacity score:

Governance score:

Role score:

36/100

50/100

33/100

25/100
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According to the 2021 statistics1089 more than 
91 per cent of all workers are employed at the 
business categories of micro (0-9 employees) 
and small enterprises (10-49 of employees), 
with only 1 per cent employed in the large 
companies.1090 Furthermore, in terms of the 
overall structure of the business sector, a 
statistical review of the type of activity reveals 
that the majority of companies (70.6 per cent) 
operate in the following six areas: wholesale 
and retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and 
motorcycles (20.4 per cent), other service 
activities (18.7 per cent), manufacturing (10.9 
per cent), professional, scientific and technical 
activities (7.9 per cent), arts, entertainment 
and recreation (7.7 per cent), and transpor-
tation and storage (5.6 per cent).1091 The fact 
that the business sector is dominated by 
micro and small enterprises is further corrob-
orated by annual revenue statistics, which 
show that 90 per cent of businesses generate 
revenues of less than BAM4 million (€2.1 mil-
lion) per year, 5.5 per cent generate revenues 
between BAM4 million and BAM20 million 
(between €2.1 and 10.23 million), and only 2.8 
per cent have revenues of BAM20 million or 
more (€10.23 million or more).1092

The business sector frequently selects a form 
of association and representation of business 

interests, mainly through chambers of com-
merce and employers’ associations. The latter 
have emerged in recent years as an important 
negotiating force in both entities, particularly 
during negotiations over issues such as min-
imum wage, the formulation of tax and con-
tribution policy and the abolition of certain 
parafiscal levies. Either form of association, 
the traditional chambers or the more recent 
business associations are free and there is no 
compulsory membership or fees payable.

Meaningful government interventions to 
support development of the entire busi-
ness sector have been absent ever since. 
The estimated level of informal economy 
remains relatively high (up to one-third of 
GDP), continuing to pose a substantial barrier 
to levelled economic development.1093 It also 
demonstrates a dire need for improvements 
in the business climate.

The rule of law continues to be weak and cor-
ruption persists, especially in public contract-
ing and business operations which remain 
heavily influenced by the state (public admin-
istration) and political actors. Among the most 
successful businesses, there are still a con-
siderable number that do business with the 
government under preferred conditions.1094

SUMMARY
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The regulatory framework that shapes the en-
vironment for the formation and operations of 
businesses is extensive and overregulated. Many of 
them appear created only to institutionalise new 
public sector bureaucracy.

INDICATOR 14.1.1
Resources (law)

To what extent does the legal framework 
offer an enabling environment for the for-
mation and operations of individual busi-
nesses?

Score: 50/100

CAPACITY

>

Business registration is regulated separately 
in both entities and BD in accordance with the 
Framework Law on Registration of Business 
Entities in BiH.1095 In recent years numerous 
revisions and amendments have been made 
to these laws in an effort to facilitate and 
streamline the business registration process.

In RS, the Law on Registration of Business 
Entities has been updated to make it consistent 
with the RS Law on Electronic Signatures1096 and 
RS Law on Electronic Documents1097 allowing 
the applicant in the registration procedure to 
verify their identity with an electronic signature 
based on the previously obtained certificate 
and card. This greatly simplifies and lowers 
the cost of business registration, bringing 

the number of procedures in the business 
registration process from eleven down to four 
or five. 

In FBiH, the Law on Registration of Business 
Entities has also been amended in September 
2021 to introduce an electronic registration 
in an effort to streamline the business 
registration process. However, although the 
FBiH Employers’ Association advocated for a 
solution in which, similarly to RS, the business 
registration process would be transferred from 
the courts to the Financial and Information 
Agency (FIA), this was not implemented and the 
registration process remained in the courts, like 
in the old Yugoslav days.1098

Aside from business registration, various 
changes have been made to the broader 
regulatory framework that governs business 
operations since 2015 in areas of tax and social 
policy, labour, professional health and safety, 
intellectual and proprietary rights, etc. Among 
the changes that reduced the burden on the 
business sector, it is certainly worth mentioning 
the initiative of Employers’ Association in RS 
to abolish the municipal tax for displaying the 
business name, which was approved and has 
been in force since the beginning of 2022.1099 
With the adoption of the RS Law on the Tax 
System1100 and the publication of the official 
Register of Tax and Non-tax Charges some 
progress has been made toward creating a 
legal environment that ensures transparency, 
predictability and legal certainty in the 
introduction of new tax and non-tax levies.1101 
However, not all changes were beneficial to the 
business sector. On the contrary, in some areas, 
additional requirements and restrictions have 
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Due to the complex legal framework, starting 
and operating a business can vary from region to 
region.

INDICATOR 14.1.2
Resources (practice)

To what extent are individual businesses 
able in practice, to form and operate effec-
tively?

Score: 50/100

>

According to the World Bank’s last available 
Doing Business Reports, despite changes in 
the regulatory framework, in practice, there 
has been no major progress in building a more 

been imposed on businesses.1102

Other laws governing areas of relevance to 
business operations, such as the definition 
of proprietary and other rights, patents, 
trademarks, industrial design, inspection of 
businesses and the work of commercial courts 
(that is, the special commercial departments 
of existing courts in FBiH) have not undergone 
significant change in last five years. The 
problem entrepreneurs encounter is a lack of 
legislative predictability, stability and business-
friendliness. The laws and regulation are being 
adopted in the spur of the moment by various 
levels of government and the private sector has 
little or no say in the process.

enabling business environment.1103 According to 
the report, BiH was ranked number 82 overall 
with 63.6 points in 2015 and number 90 with 
64.5 points in 2020.1104 The business registration 
process involves an average of 13 procedures 
and can take up to 80 days in practice. This 
is a step back from 2015, when the process 
involved 11 procedures and took 37 days. 
However, according to the methodology, only 
businesses from the capitals of each country 
surveyed, whereas business registration 
procedures vary between RS and FBiH.1105

Analysing the results of this survey by specific 
segments, the procedures for starting 
a business are still substantially more 
complicated than in most other countries, with 
BiH ranking as low as 184th.1106 On dealing with 
construction building permits, BiH ranks 173rd 
with no significant progress since 2015.

It did not make progress on other indicators 
either. For example, enforcing contracts 
indicator ranks it 93rd. This indicator measures 
the effectiveness of the judicial system in 
resolving commercial disputes through local 
courts by analysing data related to time and 
cost needed for resolving commercial lawsuits. 
The obtained results indicate that commercial 
disputes last an average of 595 days and their 
total costs exceed 36 per cent of claim value.1107

Due to the complexity of the administrative 
structures, all these procedures may differ 
depending on the location and the specific 
entity included in the analysis. Notwithstanding 
these methodological limitations, the survey’s 
overall findings support the conclusion that it 
has made no practical progress in building a 
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more enabling environment for starting and 
running a business since 2015. The results of 
the Index of Economic Freedom point to a similar 
conclusion. BiH has made only a slight progress 
over the last ten years and according to the 
latest report, it had an overall score of 62.9 in 
2023, up from 59.3 in 2012.1108

The largest impediments in operating a 
business are the associated costs, while access 
to finance remains scarce and limited to the 
politically connected businesses. Low quality 
of work and expanding public bureaucracy 
add to this burden and to the cost of 
operations. Parafiscal transfers are imposed 
and requested with no plan, discussion or 
advance warning, making doing business 
chaotic and unpredictable. Finally, there are no 
systemic measures, programmes or initiatives 
that support business growth and conducive 
investment climate including in agriculture.1109

Formal safeguards to prevent unwarranted exter-
nal interference in the activities of private busi-
ness exist. However, there is no special regulation 
regarding the compensation of businesses in case 
of interference.

INDICATOR 14.1.3
Resources (law)

To what extent are there legal safeguards to 
prevent unwarranted external interference 
in the activities of private businesses?

Score: 75/100

>

Formal safeguards to protect businesses from 
unwarranted/illegal external interference 
are enshrined in constitutions and laws at 
all administrative levels while other specific 
regulations govern particular aspects of 
business independence and protection. For 
example, the Law on Competition establishes 
the rules, measures and procedures for 
protecting market competition.1110 According 
to the law, if there is a reasonable suspicion 
that the actions of a business entity 
significantly hinder, restrict or distort market 
competition, the Competition Council shall 
initiate proceedings (at a party’s request 
or on its own initiative).1111 Over the recent 
period, the Competition Council has made 
dozens of decisions preventing business from 
engaging in acts that restrict or distort market 
competition.1112

Another piece of legislation that is important 
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Implementation of existing formal safeguards de-
signed to prevent external interference of private 
business remains low. This is particularly visible 
through the public contracting and public procure-
ment process.

INDICATOR 14.1.4
Independence (practice)

To what extent is the business sector free 
from unwarranted external interference in 
its work in practice?

Score: 25/100

>from the standpoint of legal safeguards 
for businesses is the Law on Prohibition of 
Discrimination.1113 It provides a framework 
for the implementation of equal rights and 
opportunities for all persons and establishes 
a system of protection against discrimination. 
This law, which also applies to private 
businesses, lays down the responsibilities 
and obligations of legislative, judicial and 
executive authorities, as well as legal persons 
and individuals with public authorities, to act to 
ensure protection, promotion and creation of 
conditions for equal treatment.1114 The law was 
amended in 2016, but no significant changes 
were made to its content.

Operations of the private sector are subject 
to a set of standard policies and laws that 
govern areas such as customs and taxes, 
import and export, investment, inspection, 
state aid, public-private partnership, etc., which 
stipulate that the relevant authorities have 
the right to interfere in the work and business 
policy of companies in certain circumstances. 
Nonetheless, all the relevant legal norms that 
permit external interference in the activities of 
businesses (such as the Law on Inspection1115 
and others) contain adequate safeguards in the 
form of provisions establishing the means of 
redress for businesses that are subject to such 
control, such as external interference.

There is no register of beneficial ownership 
that would allow tracking the actual people 
behind formally registered firms that, as the 
next section will show in practice, remains a 
huge gap that allows the ruling elites to engage 
with the private sector and redistribute wealth 
according to their private interests.

Despite the existence of a number of formal 
safeguards designed to prevent unwarranted 
external interference in the activities of private 
businesses, their practical application and 
benefit to businesses remains questionable. 
According to the latest Index of Economic 
Freedom report the business sector continues 
to experience a low level of economic freedom, 
with the country ranking 63rd out of 176 
surveyed countries.1116 This index examines a 
wide range of business environment aspects, 
such as judicial effectiveness, property rights, 
tax burden and various financial freedoms. BiH 
performs the worst in the areas of government 
integrity (33.1 points) and judicial effectiveness 
(34.3 points) and is among the worst-ranked 
countries based on these criteria.

The 2022 EU Report on BiH states that 
cooperation and coordination of economic 
policy making at state level and among entities 
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have further deteriorated, resulting with the 
country’s internal market being fragmented.1117 

Another important issue is corruption which 
continues to erode the integrity of government 
institutions while also impeding any serious 
progress in the business sector.1118 Undue 
external interference in the work of the 
private sector is particularly prevalent in public 
contracting and public procurement.1119 In 2022, 
the public procurement market represented 
more than 10 per cent of the country’s GDP. 
At the same time, according to the Public 
Procurement Agency’s statistics, the use of the 
negotiated procedure without prior publication 
remains significant, accounting for 6.69 per cent 
of all contracts awarded in 2022.1120

Examples of government and political 
interference in the operations of businesses 
are still commonplace, whereby public 
institutions are used as a key mechanism for 
enforcing clientelist relationships between 
the ruling political structures and the 
private sector.1121 The market is increasingly 
witnessing the emergence of so-called 
privileged companies, which are awarded 
numerous public procurement contracts 
under opaque conditions and thus constitute 
unfair competition to other companies on the 
domestic market.1122 Notable example of such 
non-market behaviour is the company Prointer, 
allegedly associated with the family of the RS 
President Dodik. A few free online portals of the 
FBiH media write about a range of connected 
companies that syphon the public funds or the 
wealth of the public enterprises and transfer 
them to the privately owned businesses, 
affiliated with the elite in power.1123

When it comes to the judicial system, it remains 
inefficient and particularly sluggish in resolving 
commercial disputes. Overall, according to the 
European Commission’s Bosnia and Herzegovina 
report for 2023 contract enforcement settling 
commercial disputes remains difficult and there 
is substantial backlog in court cases.1124
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Some issues of transparency and independence in 
the business sector have been addressed by exist-
ing laws. However, audit reports do not have to get 
published and there are no provisions for annual 
banking inspections.

INDICATOR 14.2.1
Transparency (law)

To what extent are there provisions to 
ensure transparency in the activities of the 
business sector?

Score: 50/100

GOVERNANCE

>

Corporate transparency is generally regulated 
by accounting and auditing law. Both entities 
have new accounting and auditing legislation in 
effect. In FBiH, the new Law on Accounting and 
Auditing1125 went into effect in 2021, while the 
new Law on Accounting and Auditing in RS was 
passed in 2015 and updated in 2020.1126

In summary, the legislative framework 
governing corporate transparency does 
not diverge significantly from that of other 
European countries, given that the new 
legislation is largely harmonised with the EU 
acquis1127 and relevant EU directives. In terms 
of reporting, all legal persons must submit their 
financial statements to the relevant agency 
(FIA in FBiH and APIF in RS) and all financial 
statements must be prepared and submitted 

Despite some regulation on transparency and 
independence in the business sector, there are 
significant implementation gaps, such as benefi-
cial ownership, transparency of contracting and 
business performance, all in the aid of politically 
networked firms.

INDICATOR 14.2.2
Transparency (practice)

To what extent is there transparency in the 
business sector in practice?

Score: 25/100

>

In terms of the transparency of private 
businesses, just a handful of businesses 
make their annual reports available to the 
public due to the lack of legal obligation. Of 
particular concern is the availability of data 
from the register of businesses, such as 
detailed information on the management 
and ownership structure, authorised 

by an authorised/certified accountant.1128 Those 
reports are not required to be published. On 
the other hand, joint-stock companies that 
are listed on the Sarajevo or Banja Luka stock 
exchanges are required to make their financial 
statements as well as other information about 
their operations relevant to interested investors 
accessible to the public.1129 There are no 
provisions for annual banking inspections when 
it comes to commercial or investment banks.
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representatives, key financial data and business 
transactions with connected legal entities. 
According to the European Commission’s Bosnia 
and Herzegovina 2023 Report the different 
independent business registers among entities 
and BD are not connected and have no 
established ways of coordination.1130 Also, as 
noted earlier, there is no established beneficial 
ownership register of legal persons. 

While the accounting and auditing laws in 
both entities have established relatively high 
standards for the quality of financial reporting, 
the supervision of compliance with these 
provisions is inconsistent and sporadic in 
practice, as is the external audit of financial 
statements of private businesses by recognised 
auditing firms.

In the case of listed companies, the relevant 
securities commissions generally perform 
ad hoc reviews in the event of capital 
increases or decreases, but never analytically 
reviewing the annual financial statements of 
listed companies. Large companies do not 
publish information in relation to countering 
corruption. It is unknown if any internal policies 
exist and what these are. However, given very 
low disclosure requirements overall, it is highly 
unlikely even the private sector attempts to 
foster anti-corruption.

As argued in section 14.1.4, there is a 
significant issue with the business sector’s 
transparency given the close proximity of the 
ruling elites to the owners and managers of 
private companies. The interlacing between 
political party financing and returning favours 
through public sector’s contracting, as well as 

privileges in accessing finance, markets etc. 
for the selected firms makes the entire sector 
extremely vulnerable to daily politics and the 
ruling elites. With minimal public reporting 
requirements, doing business with local 
companies at any given level (country-wide or 
just accessing a municipal market) either as a 
foreign or national investor is as feasible as the 
strength of links to the people in power.

Therefore, the laws are being implemented 
in a selective manner. Some companies 
and investors are safe from publishing any 
contracting data, while others endure repeated 
inspections because they do not comply with 
the expectations of the ruling elites.1131 Even 
more widespread are the conflicts of interest, 
where high ranked politicians make sure 
contracting is done with companies connected 
to them.1132 As only a few examples from FBiH 
demonstrate, municipalities as well as entity 
governments race in awarding contracts to the 
politically exposed persons.1133
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Legal provisions for appropriate oversight of cor-
porate governance are established, including rules 
of formation and governance of companies, as 
well as role of boards, management and owners. 
However, these are limited only to segments of the 
business sector.

INDICATOR 14.2.3
Accountability (law)

To what extent are there rules and laws gov-
erning oversight of the business sector and 
governing corporate Governance of individu-
al companies?

Score: 50/100

>

Company laws, which exist at the entity 
and BD levels, establish mechanisms for 
overseeing the operations of all companies.1134 
Different oversight mechanisms are envisaged 
depending on the organisational form of 
the company. In joint-stock companies, 
for example, the supervisory board is the 
mandatory governing body, along with the 
company’s assembly, the board of directors and 
the audit committee. 1135

In case of limited liability companies, in FBiH 
every company with more than ten members, 
as well as a company with a share capital of 
more than BAM1 million (€511,292) and at least 
two members, is required to have a supervisory 
board function.1136 For companies that do 
not meet these criteria, the formation of a 
supervisory board is optional.

According to the Company Law in RS, if the 
articles of incorporation or an agreement 
between the company members so specify, 
a limited liability company may appoint an 
internal audit to perform the supervisory 
function. In addition to internal audits, a limited 
liability company may have an audit committee. 
Additionally, a limited liability company may 
have an independent auditor.1137

For companies entering the capital market 
through stock exchanges, corporate 
governance codes are laid down by the FBiH 
Securities Commission and the RS Securities 
Commission, in accordance with internal official 
documents, the Rules on the Management 
of Joint Stock Companies in FBiH1138 and 
Standards for the Management of Joint Stock 
Companies in RS.1139 There is no specialised 
and professionally staffed financial regulator 
for the oversight of companies. On the other 
hand, there are two securities commissions, 
the Securities Commission of the FBiH1140 
and the Securities Commission of RS1141 with 
competences for regulation and oversight over 
the securities trading. 
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In general, investors and boards are only par-
tially effective in providing oversight of corporate 
management decisions. The supervisory boards, 
which are crucial corporate sections, are mostly 
overlooked. 

INDICATOR 14.2.4
Accountability (practice)

To what extent is there effective corporate 
governance in companies in practice?

Score: 25/100

>

The business sector is dominated by micro and 
small enterprises. These are businesses with 
a small number of employees (between 0 and 
49), typically without a formal management 
structure and in which the functions of owner 
and director (manager) are usually performed 
by the same person.1142 In this private business 
setting, awareness of the importance of 
corporate governance remains irrelevant and 
thus extremely low. Although good corporate 
governance contributes to sustainable 
economic development by improving 
business performance and increasing access 
to foreign markets, few people are aware of 
its significance.1143 Therefore, promoting the 
importance of good corporate governance and 
tailoring it to different business size and market 
segments, may support their growth potential.

When it comes to corporate governance, the 
supervisory board, which is a crucial corporate 
body, is mostly overlooked. As stated above, 

corporate governance principles are not 
followed even in the large companies listed 
on a stock exchange.1144 This is the product 
of a corrupt political environment focused on 
the few larger state-owned enterprises that 
are politically managed and/or influenced 
where such rules do not apply. In such a highly 
corrupt environment, SMEs are focused on 
bare survival and there is little time to enhance 
governance. Frequent corrupt contracting also 
demonstrated that corporate governance plays 
no role and that being appropriately connected 
pays off a lot more.

Mechanisms to ensure the integrity of businesses 
are still reliant on voluntarism and have no footing 
in the regulatory framework. 

INDICATOR 14.2.5
Integrity mechanisms (law)

To what extent are there mechanisms in 
place to ensure the integrity of all those 
acting in the business sector?

Score: 50/100

>

Integrity mechanisms for businesses include 
internal documents, such as the code of ethics 
or the rules of professional conduct as outlined 
in the company’s business policy. Larger 
companies (mainly international corporations) 
more often take into account good reputation 
and integrity of their business partners, as well 
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as their willingness to accept and follow the 
standards of ethical and business conduct as 
provided by the code. 

More recently, chambers of commerce at the 
entity and cantonal levels have adopted codes 
of business ethics for members of chambers, 
but implementation of such codes is missing.1145 
There is no legal obligation for the private 
companies to have appointed compliance 
officers. 

Criminal codes at all levels incriminate bribery 
in the private sector and also prescribe liability 
of legal entities.1146 There are no provisions that 
explicitly prohibit bribery abroad, but existing 
laws do not mention them. Bribery abroad is 
not much of a concern though, as enterprises 
lost the economic strength to make significant 
business representation abroad and the key 
export market is the EU, which is generally 
much better regulated regarding business 
bribery. Finally, the public procurement 
law does not require bidders to have ethics 
programmes and policies in place.1147

In terms of formal mechanisms for combating 
corruption in the private sector, the role of 
whistleblowers has more recently come to light. 
However, despite multiple initiatives in recent 
years to revise the regulatory framework at 
the state level to better address their status 
and protection, the legislation has not been 
updated, as discussed at length in section 2.2.5.

In general, there is absence of business actions 
which aim to ensure clean practice and corporate 
integrity is still uncommon.

INDICATOR 14.2.6
Integrity mechanisms (practice)

To what extent is the integrity of those 
working in the business sector ensured in 
practice?

Score: 0/100

>

Indigenous businesses that have achieved 
some level of corporate integrity are rare. 
Those few that have are typically involved 
in global supply chains or are part of larger, 
global corporate systems that enforce such 
requirements as part of their business policy 
(for example, the signatories to the Global 
Compact).1148

An example of good practice is when advocacy 
and interest organisations, such as employers’ 
associations and chambers of commerce, 
develop their own codes of ethics and rules 
of professional conduct for their members to 
follow.1149 Unfortunately, the majority of these 
initiatives arose as a result of an international 
project or external influence and such initiatives 
very rare originate within an organisation or 
company itself. Therefore, their long-term 
effects are questionable. 
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Similar is true of the earlier attempts to 
establish courts of honour at entity and 
cantonal chambers of commerce, which were 
to be charged with developing and protecting 
ethical business practices among chamber 
members. Courts of honour were going to 
be responsible for conducting hearings and 
imposing sanctions for violations of business 
customs, contracts, trade rules and other 
regulations on the domestic market. In 
addition, they were expected to consider and 
sanction market competition violations such 
as monopolistic behaviour, unfair competition, 
speculation and market restriction, as well as 
damage to the reputation of chamber members 
and other companies in the course of business. 
In practice, however, no information regarding 
the work of courts of honour ever emerged, 
nor is there evidence that a court of honour has 
ever convened.

Bribery is one of the most widespread forms of 
corruption within businesses. Analysis by the 
Association of Employers of FBiH notes that 
out of 102 of its members among the business 
entities, 58 per cent often face corruption, 34 
per cent sometimes, while only 4 per cent of 
respondents did not face corruption in their 
regular operations.1150 Anecdotally, most 
businesses would overlook such unethical 
practices in order to secure contracts, therefore 
they themselves are ready to play a role in the 
corrupt system, rather than report and fight it.

In conclusion, corporate governance culture 
and integrity in the business sector remains 
low, corruption high and awareness of the 
importance in strengthening business integrity 
is largely underdeveloped.

The government collects and published some 
statistics and available evidence suggests an im-
balance between women’s and men’s presence in 
the business sector leadership or corporate board/
executive ranks. 

INDICATOR 14.2.7
Gender representation

To what extent do women have a fair share 
of business sector leadership?

Score: 25/100

>

According to UNDP, gross national income 
of women per capita comes to BAM19,457 
(€9,948), while that of men equals BAM36,189 
(€18,503), signifying that women make only 
53.7% of the men’s income.1151 Women also 
take lower paid jobs more often and have fewer 
opportunities to advance during their careers, 
which reflects on their material status through 
the period of employment and afterwards.1152

In general, there is support for women in the 
field of business, particularly in the creation of 
small business.1153 However, the participation 
of women in the business sector is still low. 
According to a UNDP-funded report women 
are still underrepresented as members of 
management structures in local companies.1154 
Also, representation of women in business 
associations or chambers of commerce is low. 
According to the Analysis of the Financial and 
Information Agency of FBiH out of the total 
number of companies in FBiH, approximately 
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only 20 per cent of leadership positions are 
held by women.1155 In case of medium and large 
business, this share is even smaller (14 per cent 
in medium and 16 per cent in large business). 
While the roots of this might go as far back as 
the last century when this highly traditional 
country did not care for education of women, 
the tide is turning more recently as more 
women tend to graduate than men, particularly 
in business studies and economics.1156 This will 
result in an eventual transition and a greater 
role of women, but there is still a way to go.

An Association of Business Women in BiH has 
been formed as an NGO aimed to connect 
women in business, support development 
of their business, present them with growth 
opportunities and help understand and 
promote the needs of women in business 
sector.1157

There is a visible absence of anti-corruption efforts 
in the business sector agenda, particularly when 
engaging with the government. Business have no 
incentive to contribute to the fight against corrup-
tion. 

INDICATOR 14.3.1
Anti-Corruption 
policy engagement

To what extent is the business sector active 
in engaging the domestic government on 
anticorruption?

Score: 25/100

ROLE

>

The business sector is a major partner in 
an effective fight against corruption. The 
Association of Employers of FBiH that works 
with business entities in FBiH acknowledges 
frequency of such phenomenon and recognises 
that it represents a major obstacle to business 
and economic development. They often 
emphasise the necessity of fundamentally 
changing the legal framework in order to 
prevent corrupt actions and to reduce the 
space for civil servants and politicians to 
be exposed to corruption or foster it when 
dealing with businesses.1158 In a recent survey, 
98 per cent of its members see corruption as 
an enormous obstacle1159 but only 7 per cent 
reported corruption when they encountered 
it.1160
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Examples of the business sector and civil society 
working together to prevent corruption are rare 
and ineffective. 

INDICATOR 14.3.2
Support for/engagement 
with civil society

To what extent does the business sector 
engage with/provide support to civil society 
on its task of combating corruption?

Score: 25/100

>

There are sporadic activities of business and 
civil sector in fighting against corruption. The 
reasons for this are multiple, one of which is 
that the government, on the other side of that 
table, still has a negative perception of CSOs 
as those that solely look for flaws and criticise 
the public administration, while businesses that 
engage with CSOs are viewed in a similar light.

Nonetheless, examples of engagement with/
support for the civil sector do occur, albeit 
infrequently. Several CSOs led by TI BiH and 
the CCI, emerged as particularly prominent 
and active in various areas of the fight against 
business corruption (see also 14.3.1). These 
two CSOs have gained recognition and 
established collaboration in anti-corruption 
efforts with a diverse spectrum of stakeholders, 
including representatives from the business 
sector through chambers of commerce and 
trade unions. TI BiH has developed Business 
Integrity Forum platform for communication, 

Consequently, several NGOs teamed up with 
the Employers Association of FBiH and its RS 
counterpart, namely TI BiH, CCI and Centre for 
Development of Media and Analyses (CRMA), 
supported by USAID, to launch the “Business 
without corruption” project in early 2021.1161 
Unfortunately, the site which launched only two 
years ago that was going to act as a conduit 
for clean business support is no longer online, 
similarly to the UN initiative Global Compact 
that also suffered a major setback in BiH in its 
early days but is seeing some revival in the last 
year or two with 14 national members at the 
time of writing.1162
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exchange of opinions and experiences of all 
who are interested in the field of corporate 
governance, strengthening integrity and fighting 
corruption.1163 The fact that such collaboration 
is rarely initiated by the corporate sector or that 
such attempts quickly fail remains a concern. 
Furthermore, while cooperation exists, it is 
typically project-based and might not encounter 
sustainability, unless there is a serious take up 
by businesses, the ultimate beneficiaries. One 
of the examples is the ACCOUNT initiative which 
was launched back in 2014 and ended in 2019 
with the aim to put pressure on government 
officials at all levels, where the members of the 
network were representatives of CSOs, media, 
academic institutions, chambers of commerce, 
trade unions and individuals.1164

Financial support for civil society from the 
business sector is still lacking, unlike in most 
industrialised democracies. This goes back to 
the perception of very limited impact the CSOs 
can make in such hybrid societies, such as BiH.

Business interact primarily with the executive 
and public sector mainly in a reactive capacity 
or in response to legal obligations. Businesses 
act as the bidders for public procurement 
contracts. 

There are no established formal mechanisms 
or institutionalised forms of cooperation in the 
fight against corruption, only sporadic project-
based initiatives, as already emphasised.1165 
Following their diagnostic work, “Business 
without corruption” initiated a dialogue 
on revising legislation that is conducive to 
corruption (regulation on inspection as the pilot 
project).

INTERACTIONS
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>  Separating individual and partisan interests 
from the business sector is of paramount 
importance. This can be done by:

•  Increasing transparency and accountability 
of the public administration, particularly in the 
area of contracting, public procurement and 
other interactions with the private sector, using 
digital solutions, registries etc.

•  Introducing harsher sanctions on both 
ends of bribery acts, with much stronger 
enforcement mechanisms, ability to report 
bribery and whistleblower protection.

>  The private sector needs to engage in 
fostering and upgrading corporate governance 
and business integrity by promoting examples 
of good practice and developing specific tools 
and guidelines for the formulation of integrity 
plans in the economic and private sectors.  
Regional and donor projects supporting this 
process would provide a good platform for an 
exchange of experiences.

>  The private sector needs to establish 
appropriate sector mechanisms for reporting 
corruption and other irregularities. This can be 
done in collaboration with the civil society that 
already has experience with similar tools and 
taking up the cases with the judicial and law 
enforcement authorities.

RECOMMENDATIONS
PILLAR

>  Both the public and private sectors should 
take advantage of the opportunities/benefits of 
digitisation in order to increase transparency 
by creating a more favourable business 
environment with fewer discretionary powers 
for the public sector through automation 
and fewer direct contacts with businesses, 
but also for the private sector to provide 
more information about their own status and 
operations. 
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15 STATE-OWNED 
ENTERPRISES

>

Overall pillar score:

Capacity score:

Governance score:

Role score:

29/100

33/100

25/100

/
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State-owned enterprises (SOEs) make up an 
important segment of the economy, ac-
counting for approximately 11 per cent of 
total employment and owning 40 per cent of 
fixed assets according to IMF statistics from 
2022.1166 Because they rely on a major portion 
of the private sector for their operations, 
SOEs remain one of the most important com-
ponents of the economy and they dominate 
the sectors of energy, forestry, transport and 
utilities.

The operation of SOEs is governed by entity 
laws on public enterprises, which are effec-
tively lex specialis (a law governing a specific 
subject overrides a law governing general 
matters).1167 In RS, the Law on Public Enterpris-
es of RS1168 was adopted in 2004 and revised in 
2011, while the Law on Public Enterprises of 
FBiH1169 was last updated in 2012.

Due to extensive political interference in their 
work and decision-making processes, public 
enterprises are ineffective and they are seen 
as a major source of corruption and a critical 
power resource of the corrupt system.

There is a lack of accurate, up-to-date and 
publicly accessible statistics on the SOEs, 
including their number, financial operations 

and management structure. According to TI 
BiH’s data from 2022, there are 451 function-
ing public enterprises, with a total workforce 
of around 81,000 as of the end of 2021. Public 
enterprises account for a sizeable portion of 
the economy, with TI BiH data indicating that 
their annual revenues total around BAM7 
billion (€3.6 billion).

According to the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF), a more comprehensive reform of the 
public enterprise sector might result in a 3 per 
cent annual growth in the country’s GDP.1170 
The total debt of SOEs, according to the same 
report, amounts to around 26 per cent of the 
country’s GDP. This includes close to 4 per 
cent of GDP in tax and social contribution 
arrears, which affects tax revenue and has a 
negative impact on the functioning of the so-
cial benefits system. According to the financial 
ratio analysis, over 44,000 people employed 
in SOEs face high or very high financial risks, 
accounting for 6 per cent of overall workforce 
in the country. According to the IMF, public 
enterprises generate only 10 per cent of add-
ed value, suggesting that employees in SOEs 
generate less added value than their coun-
terparts in the private sector or in the other 
countries of the region.

SUMMARY
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The legal framework technically allows state-
owned enterprises to operate independently due 
to the existence of independent management and 
supervisory boards, however gaps in the legal pro-
visions governing appointments allow for undue 
interference in the work of SOEs. 

INDICATOR 15.1.1
Independence (law)

To what extent does the legal and regulato-
ry framework for state-owned enterprises 
protect the independent operation of SOEs 
and ensure a level-playing field between 
SOEs and private sector companies?

Score: 50/100

CAPACITY

>

Entity laws on public enterprises expressly 
prohibit political interference in the day-to-
day operation of SOEs.1171 Entity company 
laws, which govern how businesses operate, 
apply equally to private and state-owned 
companies.1172 

However, there is no clearly established 
separation between the different functions 
performed by governments as shareholders, 
public policymakers or regulators in different 
sectors. The insufficiently clear or overlapping 
legal framework allows for ambiguous 
consumption of each of the aforementioned 
roles.1173 At no level in BiH are there regulations 

or policies considered, let alone in place, 
that would regulate SOE ownership and their 
independence from the executive.

Other laws also give public enterprises a 
privileged position, such as the gas law1174 
and entity laws on railways1175, forests1176 and 
electricity1177, which give public enterprises 
monopolies. Additionally, the RS Law on 
Concessions has a provision that allows the RS 
Government to grant a concession through a 
negotiated procedure without a public bidding 
process if the concession is requested by a 
public enterprise that performs an activity 
of general interest.1178 Despite the assumed 
obligations of market liberalisation and 
harmonisation with the European Union acquis, 
BiH has not progressed much in years. 

Public enterprises’ relations with the state-
owned banks (the RS Investment Development 
Bank and the FBiH Development Bank) are 
not based on purely commercial grounds as 
these banks have frequently rescued public 
enterprises from insolvency through soft loans. 
For example, RS IDB purchased the bonds 
of the Jahorina Olympic Centre on multiple 
occasions, despite the fact that this centre had 
not regularly paid its obligations on the basis 
of previously purchased bonds.1179 The Law 
on the Investment Development Bank of the 
RS enables the government to significantly 
interfere in decision-making of this bank.1180 
Similarly, the law governing the Development 
Bank of FBiH allows the government to 
indirectly influence both the decision-making 
and the appointment of management.1181

The legal framework on public enterprises 
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SOEs are managed by individuals or groups asso-
ciated with political parties despite the fact that 
the legal framework prohibits political interfer-
ence and calls for the independent management 
of public enterprises.1183 Most of the directors of 
public enterprises are politically appointed without 
public competition and the law allows the govern-
ment to appoint board members directly as acting 
officials for shorter periods. However, in practice, 
these short-term appointments1184 can be repeated 
indefinitely.1185

INDICATOR 15.1.2
Independence (practice)

To what extent are the day-to-day opera-
tions of state-owned enterprises performed 
independently of state interference in 
practice?

Score: 0/100

>

Restrictions on political interference are rarely 
enforced in practice. Formally, the governments 
appoint management by a competitive process, 
but in practice, this is largely determined by 
political agreement among parties.1186 As a 
result of inadequate legal provisions governing 

allows the governments to interfere in the 
day-to-day decisions of public enterprises only 
through appointments and personal/party 
connections even though these are formally 
the responsibility of the management and 
supervisory boards.1182

the appointment of members of governing 
boards, competitions are often reduced to a 
formality or not held at all due to the possibility 
of appointing board members in an acting 
capacity, allowing the government to appoint 
and replace them at any time or extend their 
temporary appointments permanently. This 
is best exemplified by the purge of directors 
of public enterprises in RS following the 2018 
election, when the SNSD president publicly said 
that he would dismiss all directors who did not 
support him in the election.1187

Another example was the disclosure of the 
coalition agreement1188 of the ruling coalition 
in RS and this document states which party 
‘gets’ which company. Similar examples 
abound in FBiH where the three ruling 
parties ‘divided’ control over the largest SOEs 
among themselves as a condition to form the 
governing coalition at that level.1189 According to 
the Register of Public Officials published by TI 
BiH, 82 elected or appointed officials currently 
sit on management or supervisory boards of 
SOEs.1190 According to a survey conducted by 
TI BiH in 2020, 13 of the 83 MPs serve on the 
governing bodies of public enterprises, despite 
the fact this is prohibited by law.

However, the government has found a way 
around this prohibition. The terms of acting 
directors of public enterprises are extended 
indefinitely also for MPs because the relevant 
Conflicts of Interest Commission persistently 
interprets the law in such a way that an acting 
director is not the same as a director within the 
law, despite the fact that this is not explicitly 
stated anywhere. The TI BiH statistics cited 
show that the implementation of entity laws 
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on public enterprises and laws on conflicts 
of interest at all levels have not resulted in a 
reduction in political interference in the work of 
public enterprises and that directors act in their 
own and their party’s interests rather than in 
the best interest of the enterprises they lead. 

One such example is the appointment of 
Sedin Kahriman, head of the SDA’s personnel 
commission, as general director of BH 
Telekom. Likewise, Luka Petrović, the SNSD’s 
general secretary in charge of party finances, 
was appointed the general manager of 
Elektroprivreda RS. Both appointments were 
made in contravention of the entity laws on 
public enterprises, but the supervisory boards 
have habitually disregarded these restrictions 
for years. Appointing management and 
supervisory board members in this manner 
gives political parties direct control over public 
enterprises, rendering such boards incapable of 
making objective, professional and independent 
decisions in the best interests of the enterprise. 
In the context of SOEs’ privileged position 
over the private sector, the implementation 
of numerous laws and regulations makes this 
possible and demonstrates that the very laws 
frequently do not protect public interest, but 
rather abuse and the favour private interests, 
as well as distort market competition. 

Granting a monopoly to state-owned postal 
operators with the last related law of 2005, 
also had the effect of stifling competition in 
an increasingly lucrative business.1191 The 
purpose of granting a monopoly to state-owned 
operators was to ensure that mail could be 
delivered to all residents at a uniform price, 
but the dominant position of postal operators 

began to be abused with the emergence of new 
trends in the field of commerce and the rise of 
online shopping, making this sector attractive 
to private investors as well. A TI BiH’s analysis 
shows that, despite their dominant position, 
public operators are performing ever worse, 
while hiring excessively, which has put pressure 
on public finances in the case of Pošte Srpske, 
as the accrued debt gets shifted to the entity 
budget.1192

Article 7 of the Gaming Law of RS granted 
public enterprise Lutrija RS the exclusive right 
to organise an electronic lottery, essentially 
barring dozens of small organisers from 
participating in a lucrative market of an 
estimated annual turnover of BAM2.6 billion 
(€1.33 billion) across the country.1193 Lutrija RS 
then formed a joint venture and brought in a 
private investor under murky circumstances. It 
eventually led to a corruption scandal in 2020 
and the formation of a joint venture with the 
company Casinos Austria VLT, where the media 
presented abundant evidence of its ties with 
high-ranking officials in RS.1194 The outcome of 
this were lawsuits against the RS government 
won by the private betting shops and casinos 
(both online and offline) that might cost the 
budget tens of millions of euros in damages 
and penalties for providing concessions under 
monopolistic treatment.1195
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The country has developed a solid regulatory basis 
to ensure an appropriate level of transparency in 
the operations of public enterprises but certain 
legal loopholes lead to hiding important informa-
tion from the public.

INDICATOR 15.2.1
Transparency (law)

To what extent are there provisions to en-
sure transparency in the activities of state-
owned enterprises?

Score: 50/100

GOVERNANCE

>

Under the laws on Freedom of Access to 
Information any natural or legal person 
de jure has the right to access information 
held by public authorities, including public 
enterprises.1196 According to the FBiH Law on 
Public Enterprises, the shareholders’ assembly 
is required to present a report on the activity 
and operations of the public enterprise to 
the local council, cantonal assembly, or FBiH 
Parliament at least once a year.1197

Entity accounting laws apply to all companies, 
regardless of capital ownership.1198 There 
is a distinction between different types of 
companies, regarding what needs to be 
published. Those that are registered as joint-
stock companies are required to post regular 
business data on stock exchanges. This 

includes quarterly financial reports, annual 
financial reports, audit reports, shareholder 
meeting minutes and all substantial changes 
in capital. For failure to submit reports, stock 
exchanges generally impose sanctions in form 
of suspension of share trading. Companies 
registered as limited liability, on the other hand, 
are only required to submit reports to the entity 
business registries. These reports are released 
only in a truncated form by the registries, 
while most companies’ own websites do not 
include financial and audit reports, composition 
of governing bodies and essential business 
information. 

Regulations governing transparency of 
financial relations between the founder and 
the enterprise require public enterprises to 
make their business plans and business reports 
available online on their websites.1199 According 
to these regulations, the plans and reports 
should include, among other things, data on 
investments, the degree to which set business 
objectives and have been achieved, information 
on the waiver of receivables and the reasons/
grounds for doing so, coverage of losses of 
related companies, information on transfer 
prices with related parties, information on 
debt rescheduling or debt write-offs by the tax 
administration and other authorities, write-offs 
of interest, etc. 

But, the majority of public enterprises are 
exempt from the transparency regulation 
that require detailed reports. This is because 
the regulation set high thresholds when 
detailed reports become compulsory. Only 
manufacturing businesses with turnover of 
more than €250 million in the previous year 
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and other public enterprises with turnover of 
more than €40 million in the previous two years 
have to comply with these regulations in both 
entities.1200

Entity governments are expected to engage 
with the World Bank to establish centralised 
coordination units in charge of overseeing 
the operations of public enterprises. In RS, 
a decision was made in 2021 to establish a 
system of oversight over public enterprises 
in RS that would be housed in the General 
Secretariat of the RS Government and the 
relevant ministries and the RS IDB will also 
participate. Throughout the course of six 
phases, this unit is expected to establish 
mechanisms for monitoring economic and 
financial indicators, analysing data and making 
recommendations to relevant ministries 
and supervised public enterprises. However, 
aggregate reporting on indicators of financial 
operations or the implementation of public 
policies in SOEs is not envisaged for the current 
phase. In 2022, the FBiH Government adopted 
the FBiH 2021-2025 Public Finance Management 
Reform Strategy. One of the measures under the 
strategy is the establishment of a unit within 
the General Secretariat of the FBiH Government 
tasked with overseeing public enterprises.

In general, there is very little transparency regard-
ing the organisational structure, overall oper-
ations, ownership and governance structure of 
public enterprises. When business plans, financial 
reports and other documents are available, their 
contents provide scant insight into how public 
enterprises perform financially, if they are achiev-
ing business goals or serve the public interest. 
Even where court rulings are obtained under the 
freedom of access to information law, SOEs do not 
publish larger sets of information.1201

INDICATOR 15.2.2
Transparency (practice)

To what extent is the integrity of those 
working in the business sector ensured in 
practice?

Score: 25/100

>

According to a TI BiH 2018 survey in over 60 per 
cent of the surveyed enterprises supervisory 
board meetings are held more than seven 
times a year, which is more than the legal 
minimum of four.1202 However, there no 
information is available about those meetings, 
the decisions made, etc. A comprehensive 
search of the websites of 20 surveyed public 
enterprises listed on the stock exchange 
revealed that not one of them had posted the 
regulations and documents governing the work 
of their assembly and supervisory boards, and 
that only one enterprise had made information 
on the meetings of these bodies (invitations, 
agendas, adopted decisions, minutes or 
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excerpts from the minutes, etc.) available, and 
only for the supervisory board.

In 2021 TI BiH requested access to all these 
reports based on the Freedom of Access 
to Information Law and published them in 
the database of public enterprises on the 
Transparentno.ba platform. For the purposes 
of the last survey, TI BiH sent a total of 434 
requests to public enterprises (7 public 
enterprises at the state level, 274 at the level of 
FBiH and 153 at the level of RS), seeking access 
to information about business operations, 
financial and audit reports, the composition of 
governing bodies and management salaries. 
It sent reminder notices to 208 companies 
for failure to respond within the statutory 
deadline. Also, TI BiH filed 32 complaints with 
second instance authorities, 113 complaints 
for administrative silence and 9 administrative 
lawsuits. Lawsuits were filed against some 
of the largest public enterprises, including 
Elektroprenos BiH, HT Eronet, BH Pošte, Putevi 
Republike Srpske and MH Elektroprivreda RS 
Parent company, for failing to grant access to 
information.

SOEs that are listed on the stock exchange 
provide publicly accessible information about 
individual shareholders’ ownership stakes. 
However, enterprises registered as limited 
liability companies do not release such 
information, which poses a particular problem 
when it comes to enterprises with a mixed 
public-private ownership structure, such as the 
very large Alumina d.o.o. Zvornik, Arcelor Mittal 
Prijedor and Aluminij d.o.o. Mostar. In all three 
enterprises the public stake, while significant, is 
less than 50 per cent and all three enterprises 

have been involved in numerous corruption 
scandals. However, the unavailability of reports 
and accurate information about business 
operations has prevented the public from 
responding in a timely manner. Thus, in the 
case of Aluminij, there was enormous harm to 
the public interest resulting from multi-million 
debts left behind after the company declared 
bankruptcy. 

Furthermore, enterprises in the arms sector 
are exempt from the Freedom of Access to 
Information Law and in FBiH alone Igman 
Konjic, Zrak d.d. Sarajevo, Binas d.d. Bugojno 
and Pretis d.d. Vogošća generate as much 
as BAM358 million (€183 million) in annual 
revenue.1203

Because the Register of Public Enterprises has 
not yet been established in FBiH, the number 
of public enterprises can only be estimated. In 
RS, however, the Register of Public Enterprises 
has been established and is maintained by 
the Agency for Intermediary, Information 
Technology and Financial Services (APIF)1204  but 
the data available in this register includes only 
basic information about companies: name, 
address of headquarters, tax and registration 
number, etc. There is a total absence of 
information regarding recapitalisation, 
unconditional and conditional donations and 
other forms of assistance, approved loans, etc., 
for which the register contains corresponding 
(unfilled) sections.

Since the central coordination units in the 
entities are not yet fully established and 
operational, consolidated reports on SOEs, 
their performance and their contribution to 
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the broader public interest are still not being 
prepared.

Entity laws on SOEs define the responsibilities of 
the supervisory boards and the initiation of re-
sponsibility of management members for failures 
in work. However, due to the absence of a central 
coordinating unit to supervise the work of SOEs, 
it is difficult to get a comprehensive picture of the 
operations and wider social contribution of SOEs. 

INDICATOR 15.2.3
Accountability (law)

To what extent are there rules and laws gov-
erning oversight of state-owned enterprises?

Score: 50/100

>

Entity laws on SOEs define the management’s 
responsibility for business results.1205 There 
is an obligation for the management, when 
preparing the financial report, to assess the 
firm’s ability to continue operating (principle 
of business continuity). In their internal acts 
SOEs transpose principles from state and 
entity laws on administration, such as those 
relating to legality, transparency, publicity, 
accountability, professionalism and impartiality. 
Managing state capital in enterprises is, 
in general, the responsibility of entity and 
canton governments, or mayors of local self-
government units.

SOEs are subject to the same accounting 
and auditing standards as private companies 
listed on the stock exchange, including the 
international financial reporting standards. 
SOEs are required by law to conduct an 
independent external audit once a year, 
whereas SAIs audit the operations of public 
enterprises periodically in accordance with their 
work plans.1206 Internal audit laws impose an 
obligation on the public sector, including public 
enterprises and organisations in which the state 
owns a majority stake, to establish an effective 
internal audit system and to systematically 
review and evaluate risk management, internal 
controls and organisational management, 
which includes SOE policies, procedures and 
activities.1207

As mentioned in 15.2.1, the entity governments 
engaged with the World Bank to establish 
centralised coordination units charged with 
overseeing the operations of public enterprises 
within their respective government general 
secretariats. This process is still in an early 
stage at the time of writing of this publication.
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SOE supervisory boards formally have the nec-
essary authority and competences to carry out 
their function of strategic guidance and monitor-
ing of management. However, most members of 
management and supervisory boards are openly 
appointed along political lines and the seats on 
these boards are divided as part of coalition deals. 

INDICATOR 15.2.4
Accountability (practice)

To what extent is there effective oversight 
of state-owned enterprises in practice?

Score: 25/100

>

SOE supervision have no authority and 
necessary competences to carry out their 
function of strategic guidance and monitoring 
of management because most members of 
management and supervisory boards are 
appointed along political lines. According to 
publicly disclosed information, the seats on 
these boards are divided as part of coalition 
deals (see 14.2.2). 

Hence, accountability for business performance 
is practically non-existent. There have even 
been instances of successful directors being 
ousted in order to make way for party 
members, resulting in worker unrest.1208  
Numerous management changes were made 
in contravention of the law, resulting in court 
victories for dismissed directors and damages 
paid by public enterprises, for example case 
of Đorđe Popović, the former Director of RiTE 

Ugljevik.1209  

In contrast to politically driven removals, 
directors in SOEs are rarely dismissed for poor 
performance, even if the overall performance 
of public enterprises deteriorates progressively. 
The role of management is not tied to the 
company’s success but rather to their political 
affiliation. Although SOE governing structures 
submit regular reports on operations and 
undertake internal and external audits, 
in reality these reports do not enhance 
accountability of managers. The 2022 EU report 
on BiH1210 notes that the quality of audit reports 
should improve and communication efforts 
at entity level stepped up to strengthen public 
awareness of the importance of this type of 
reporting.

Internal audits are ineffective in the fulfilment 
of their role and do not contribute meaningfully 
to the development of internal financial control 
systems. According to the report by the RS SAI, 
an effective system for ensuring and improving 
the quality of internal audit in SOEs has not 
been established: a system for measuring 
the performance of internal audit and its 
contribution to the public enterprise.1211 The 
internal audit in RS Railways revealed multiple 
illicit activities, such as detrimental contracts 
with major clients, resulting in millions of BAM 
in damages. However, shortly after the release 
of the audit report, instead of earning praise, 
the internal auditor fell victim to bullying, as 
found by the courts in RS.1212

SOEs represent an increasing strain on public 
budgets, not only because of subsidies supplied 
to cover their losses, but also as a result of 
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unpaid taxes and the activation of guarantees 
for loans that public enterprises cannot repay. 
Željeznice Federacije BiH [FBiH Railways] alone 
has outstanding liabilities for pension, health 
and unemployment contributions totalling 
BAM159 million (€81 million) over the period 
between 2000 and 2017.1213 According to a 
FBiH Tax Administration report, among the ten 
biggest tax debtors are nine public enterprises 
with a tax debt of BAM948 million (€485 
million), or one-sixth of the FBiH annual budget. 
However, despite all these indicators, managers 
of public enterprises are rarely removed for 
poor business results. 

Another issue is that entity governments lack a 
strategic approach in the management of public 
enterprises, despite previous commitments 
made during the negotiations with the IMF.1214  
Analyses have found that, rather than using 
public enterprises for the benefit of the public 
good, the power-wielding structures primarily 
use them to syphon money, maintain their 
grip on power and support the loyal party 
members.1215

Minority shareholders are equal in terms of 
the law, but in reality, public enterprises do 
not pursue an active policy of communication 
and consultation with all shareholders, many 
of whom act as whistleblowers and reveal 
corruption in the enterprises.1216 The role 
of minority shareholders depends on the 
percentage of ownership they have. Those that 
have a significant stake can band together to 
appoint a member of the supervisory board. 
For example, in the case of a major enterprise 
such as RMU Banovići, the FBiH Government 
appoints two members of the supervisory 

board and the minority shareholders appoint 
one, but decisions are made by majority 
vote.1217

Entity laws on public enterprises envisage the 
adoption of a code of ethics, but that does not 
provide an effective mechanism. Cases of viola-
tions of the code of ethics are never disclosed to 
the public and it is not possible to present measur-
able data on the effects of the application of these 
codes. Also, many public companies have not yet 
established any codes. 

INDICATOR 15.2.5
Integrity mechanisms (law)

To what extent are there mechanisms in 
place to ensure the integrity of state-owned 
enterprises?

Score: 25/100

>

The RS Law on Public Enterprises1218 and the 
FBiH Law on Public Enterprises1219 stipulate 
that the supervisory board has the duty and 
responsibility to draft a proposal of the code of 
ethics in consultation with the audit committee. 
This code includes guidelines on conflicts of 
interest, trade secret protection, competition, 
credits and the responsibilities of enterprise 
members and employees. These codes 
empower the management board to oversee 
compliance and enforce disciplinary actions 
for violations. The laws on public enterprises 
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Conflicts of interest, violations of the ethical code 
and the misuse of public enterprises for political 
purposes by SOE executives go unpunished due to 
weak laws and even weaker enforcement.

INDICATOR 15.2.6
Integrity mechanisms (practice)

To what extent is the integrity of state-
owned enterprises ensured in practice?

Score: 25/100

>

In FBiH, the Conflict of Interest Law has not 
been in effect since 2013. According to the 
report of the commission responsible for 

also govern conflict of interest and provide 
that connected persons must avoid actual or 
apparent conflicts of interest with a public 
enterprise in personal or professional relations. 

Also, there is a Code of Corporate 
Governance1220 for joint stock companies 
registered on the Sarajevo Stock Exchange 
and Corporate Governance Standards1221 for 
enterprises listed on the Banja Luka Stock 
Exchange. These standards apply equally to 
public and private companies and there are 
no special standards for public enterprises 
that include separate integrity mechanisms. 
The codes for joint stock companies contain 
provisions that define good practices, including 
particularly those on conflict of interest and 
prohibitions on receiving gifts by members 
of the management and supervisory boards. 
The standards lack specific provisions on the 
reporting of corruption and the financing 
of political activities. Among other things, 
the standards include provisions on the 
transparency of operations and quarterly 
financial reporting, as well as the disclosure of 
information on the ownership structure, audit 
reports, minutes from shareholders’ meetings 
and other important information about the 
company’s operations. 

According to the Law on Public Procurement, 
rules on transparency apply to all participants 
in procedures, but these rules do not include 
the obligation to publish contracts and other 
relevant information for the prevention of 
corruption.1222

Under the Law on Party Financing, SOEs and 
enterprises in which the state owns a stake of 

more than 25 per cent are expressly forbidden 
from financing political parties.1223 However, the 
law lacks effective mechanisms for controlling 
party financing, which leads to the exact 
opposite – SOE money pouring into the coffers 
of political parties.1224

Bribery in business transactions is expressly 
prohibited under the criminal codes of all 
jurisdictions, including both receiving and giving 
bribes. Under the Criminal Code, this criminal 
offence carries a prison sentence between six 
months and five years.1225

As discussed at length in 2.2.5, whistleblower 
protection is not governed uniformly and 
adequately.
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implementing this law in RS there were only 
five instances of conflict of interest in 2020.1226  
However, according to TI BiH statistics from 
2021 as many as 13 RS MPs were in a conflict of 
interest at the time because they served on the 
governing boards of public enterprises.1227 

Some SOEs have adopted integrity plans (for 
example KJP Sarajevo Šume1228, KJP Centar 
Skenderija1229, Hercegbosanske Šume1230) but 
few measurable indicators of their effectiveness 
are available to the public. Also, despite 
being a legal requirement, reports on the 
implementation of integrity plans are not made 
public.

Whistleblowing channels that employees and 
others can safely use without risk of reprisal 
exist formally but are rarely used in practice. 
Statistics on the effects of whistleblower 
protection legislation show that there are 
very few reports of corruption, which can be 
attributed to fears of retaliation. Since 2014, 
the Agency for Prevention of Corruption and 
Coordination of the Fight Against Corruption 
(APIK) has received only 32 reports. In RS, 
only two requests for judicial protection of 
whistleblowers have been filed in the five years 
since the law went into effect. These figures 
are far lower than the number of qualified 
whistleblowers who contact TI BiH. According 
to the latest TI BiH report, in 2021 alone, 19 
whistleblowers were from the public sector.1231 

While no documented incidences exist of SOEs 
directly donating money to political parties, TI 
BiH uncovered cases where political parties 
used enterprises’ equipment for election 
campaign purposes.1232 One such instance 

was the deployment of Bugojno Public Utility 
Company’s cranes to put up pre-election 
posters of Mayor Hasan Ajkunić in 2020.1233 
Similarly, in 2020 in Bijeljina, cranes of the 
public enterprise Elektro Bijeljina were used to 
put up SNSD posters.1234 Another interesting 
case is the Public Enterprise Regional Landfill 
DEP-OT, which leased an advertising billboard 
for a full year in 2020 and displayed the pre-
election poster of the enterprise’s director 
who was a candidate in the election during the 
election campaign.1235 The poster was removed 
only after TI BiH’s intervention. In yet another 
case in 2014, Autoceste FBiH [FBiH Motorways] 
paid for the production and broadcasting of a 
promotional video for the then-SDP president 
and other SDP candidates.1236 

TI BiH monitored party finance for the 2022 
election and found that the eight major 
parties had concealed at least BAM1.5 million 
(€766,937) in campaign expenses.1237 Ample 
evidence and even some investigations indicate 
that money is siphoned from the public sector 
through public procurement and privileged 
private enterprises, and then funnelled into 
election campaigns. In conclusion, the rule 
of thumb is – the larger an SOE, the more 
politically pressured it is with its operations 
orchestrated by the ruling elites.
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The interactions of SOEs with the executive 
are mainly related to the legal obligations 
regarding the appointment and dismissal of 
SOEs boards. On the other hand, SOEs are 
forced to interact with CSOs and media, mainly 
related to the monitoring of work of SOEs, as 
well as monitoring the activities of SOEs. That 
interaction relates to provision of information 
on appointments within SOEs, as well as 
monitoring of work of SOEs, including their 
plans, spending and financial management. 
From the point of view of transparency, civil 
society and media have a positive impact on 
the work of SOEs by reporting cases where 
SOEs officials have been identified in potential 
conflicts of interest or other legal violations.

Cooperation between SOEs and civil society 
and media is needed particularly in the area of 
access to information and implementation of 
freedom of access legislation by the SOEs. This 
remains poor, since data shows that only 52 per 
cent of SOEs provide information in accordance 
to the law.1238

INTERACTIONS
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>  Entity governments need to conduct due 
diligence on all public enterprises of strategic 
importance and identify restructuring actions 
to increase their efficiency and mitigate their 
losses and debts.

>  Entity governments need to create 
ownership policies for public enterprises.

>  Entity governments must respect the legal 
provisions that prohibit the appointment 
of political party officials to the boards of 
public companies and must ensure that these 
boards are appointed on the basis of public 
competition as provided by law. 

>  It is necessary to resolve legal gaps in the 
appointment of acting directors for a shorter 
period so that these gaps are not abused. 

>  Entity governments need to reduce 
political pressure on SOE management by 
professionalising governing bodies and 
improving corporate governance in SOEs, with 
an emphasis on management transparency 
and accountability Implement measures to 
ensure the depolitisation of public enterprises, 
including mechanisms for integrity and 
transparency in the appointment of supervisory 
and management boards, preventing conflicts 
of interest and strengthening independence 
and oversight.

RECOMMENDATIONS
PILLAR

>  Entity governments and the BD government 
need to establish public registers and create 
a list of all SOEs, including the names of the 
members of their management and supervisory 
boards in both entities and the BD.

>  The centralised coordination unit and SOE 
management need to improve the transparency 
of reporting and disclosure of annual reports 
on the work of SOEs, with an emphasis 
on proactive transparency, including the 
requirement to routinely publish all important 
information pertaining to SOE operations.

>  Entity governments need to initiate 
programmes to encourage strategic SOEs to 
adopt anti-corruption strategies and/or integrity 
plans.
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Decades after the conflict Bosnia and 
Herzegovina remains a divided country, not 
necessarily because such division reflects 
the will of its citizens, but due to leaders 
who have masterminded ongoing crises to 
divert attention from the abuse of power and 
corruption. The lack of reforms and vision of 
development and growth generate artificial 
tensions and the population continues to 
live in a climate of anxiety, not questioning 
the deep political and economic crisis where 
political leaders syphon off the country’s 
remaining wealth. This is particularly acute in 
Republika Srpska, where continuous borrowing 
reached the creditworthiness ceiling and it is 
unclear how basic social needs, alongside the 
enormous foreign debt, can be serviced.

Based on the this National Integrity System 
assessment, the three main and supposedly 
independent branches of power – the 
legislative, executive and judiciary – appear to 
be strongly dominated by another pillar, the 
political parties. This is largely true in a whole 
range of other “in-between” institutions such as 
the prosecution, civil service, law enforcement, 
supreme audit institutions, ombudsperson’s 
offices, state-owned enterprises and electoral 
commission. Others, such as the anti-

corruption agency, media, CSOs and the private 
sector, have systemically been weakened, 
marginalised or heavily confronted by all of the 
above. Through the permanent and tight grip 
of political parties over the institutions and with 
very rigidly manipulated or controlled staffing, 
there are limited and continuously disappearing 
opportunities to raise a critical voice, let 
alone initiate reforms. The only institution in 
possession of potentially effective “carrots and 
sticks” is the international community, which 
has generally been very silent, laidback and 
almost complicit in the reform collapse. This is 
particularly true of the European Union, which 
has very significant and high stakes leverage 
in the form perspective membership, but 
which has thus far been unable or unwilling to 
appropriately exercise such pressure.

BiH has been characterised as a “failed state” 
by a range of international assessments and 
the current NIS portrays the country similarly. 
The institutions are largely captured by the 
ruling elite, the few independent, dissenting 
voices have been silenced by placing these 
institutions under a partisan control (the 
backsliding that was referenced several 
times across the text). The country has been 
regressing, as also demonstrated by the 

CONCLUSION/POLICY 
RECOMMENDATIONS
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TI’s Corruption Perceptions Index. It is not a 
democracy, but a country captured by the 
three nationalist leaders who each hold nearly 
unlimited power among their respective ethnic 
corps (with a cyclical return to power of SDA 
among the Bosniaks). No will of the people is 
being respected and the minority rules over 
the majority with no possibilities to call such 
division of power to account. 

The situation has only been worsening. The NIS 
recommendations therefore focus primarily 
on the tasks ahead of the national institutions. 
Essentially, BiH must further improve the 
accountability and transparency of the public 
sector, including public financial management, 
transparent budgets, a prohibition of conflict of 
interest and depoliticising of the administration. 
These tasks have been high on the agenda 
for more than two decades but have not seen 
much progress.

Yet, if one revisits the previous set of 
recommendations from the 2015 NIS published 
for BiH most have not been implemented.1239 
Backsliding has been observed in both the legal 
framework and its enforcement. In light of the 
absence of genuine efforts to implement the 
recommendations and improve transparency, 
integrity and accountability, most of the 
these recommendations remain applicable 
today. Specifically, 2023 NIS recommends the 
following key reforms: 

>  Conflict of interest: In line with The 
Group of States against Corruption (GRECO) 
recommendations, all government levels need 
to adopt a uniformed credible legislative and 
institutional framework for preventing conflicts 
of interest, by extending the width of its 
application and the depth of reporting.

>  Freedom of information: The governments 
and parliaments need to harmonise free 
access to information legislation throughout 
the country by improving provisions on 
proactive transparency and introducing heavy 
sanctions for failure to provide information 
according to the law that would in turn make 
the governments and civil service more 
accountable. 

>  Whistleblower protection: The Federation 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FBiH) government 
and parliament need to adopt a whistleblower 
protection law and their Bosnia and 
Herzegovina (BiH) and Republika Srpska (RS) 
counterparts need to update of the laws to 
make reporting corruption safe and granting 
the whistleblowing status prompt and 
attainable. 

>  Parliamentary transparency: Parliaments 
must make the process of adopting laws more 
transparent and ensure the participation of 
experts and civil society in the law-making 
process, through full drafting and public 
discussion process instead of fast-track political 
bargaining behind closed doors.

>  Executive oversight: Supreme audit 
institutions (SAIs) need to perform a proper 
oversight role over the public sector, the 
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precondition to which is ensuring the 
auditors are appointed independently 
from the executive and accountable to all 
parliamentarians, the general public and the 
judiciary. This is achieved through timely and 
politically unconditioned approval of budgets 
and no political appointments to SAIs. There 
has to be a feedback loop, whereby the 
institutions with negative SAI opinion must 
undertake actions to rectify the issue before the 
next reporting cycle.

>  Ensuring the independence of judiciary and 
prosecution by automating their financing to 
reduce the possibility of influence from various 
levels of government. Independent vetting of 
all judicial and prosecutorial office holders, 
including the High Judicial and Prosecutorial 
Council (HJPC) needs to involve civil society 
organisations (CSOs) and be open to public and 
media scrutiny.

>  The public sector’s recently established 
financial management and internal control 
system needs coordination of its activities 
with the relevant SAI in order to enhance its 
efficiency and improve control of government 
spending. Greater transparency in recruitment 
to all public institutions goes beyond the 
urgently required law enforcement, SAI and 
ombudsperson. 

>  Police agencies must establish the 
independence of disciplinary mechanisms and 
more effective investigation and prosecution of 
corruption cases and other criminal offences. 
Transparent and prompt reporting of police 
agencies will support that cause. 

>  Elections: Support the work of the Central 
Election Commission (CEC):

•  The governments and parliaments need to 
ensure stability in financing of elections by 
prompt adoption of the proposed budgets, with 
no political conditioning.

•  The governments and parliaments need 
to strengthen the legal provisions to prevent 
political pressures against the operations of 
CEC (especially at the local election committee 
level, through transparent selection of its 
members).

•  The CEC needs to undergo a detailed review 
of the election process to avoid any future 
election engineering. 

>  Anti-corruption agency:

•  The governments need to expand the role of 
the Agency for Prevention of Corruption and 
Coordination of the Fight against Corruption 
(APIK) to include mechanisms for responding to 
violations of the related law or non-compliance 
with the institutional obligation to cooperate 
with the agency.

•  The anti-corruption agency (ACA) needs to 
strengthen its coordinating role and improve 
collaboration with other institutions working 
on corruption prevention. The ACA law should 
make the collaboration of the law enforcement 
and executive and public sector with the ACA 
mandatory, especially regarding requests for 
whistleblower status. 
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>  Business sector and state-owned enterprises 
(SOEs): Reduce political pressure by SOEs 
professionalising their governing bodies and 
improving corporate governance, with an 
emphasis on management transparency and 
accountability.

•  The government needs amend the laws 
on the public contracting and procurement 
system by exposing the process to the public 
and enforcing greater transparency and access 
to contracting information to reduce the 
opportunities for corruption that arise from the 
interplay of the private and public sectors. 

•  The government needs to increase the 
transparency and accountability of the public 
administration by introducing harsher sanctions 
for political abuse of the business sector, to 
stop the ongoing political interference in the 
work of private businesses and vice versa, also 
to be prioritised by the judiciary. This would 
address both the supply and the demand side 
of corruption.

•  The government needs to set up public 
registers and listing of all SOEs with the names 
of the management and supervisory boards 
members in both entities and the Brčko District 
(BD), including devising a register of beneficial 
ownership. 

•  Setting up mechanisms for integrity and 
transparency in the appointment of supervisory 
and management boards, prevention of 
conflicts of interest and strengthening 
independence and oversight. 

•  The public and the private sectors need 
to develop specific tools and guidelines 
for integrity plans to improve corporate 
governance and business integrity promoting 
good practices, also tailored to small and 
medium enterprises (SMEs). 

>  Shrinking civic space: Independent media 
and CSOs have both been under extreme 
political pressure from the executive in 
particular, all leading back to the political 
parties. That pressure needs to stop, 
particularly in RS where independent CSOs 
have been subjected to orchestrated political 
scrutiny. The slander provisions in the criminal 
law and the so-called foreign agents act should 
be abolished. Across the country, public funding 
for all associations must be made available 
transparently and as part of public calls, 
administered under clear rules.

>  Media ownership transparency must 
improve through appropriate and detailed 
public registers of ownership. Similarly, budget 
funding for media either needs to stop or be 
awarded through public calls and transparent 
outcome-based evaluations.

>  Mainstreaming gender: All institutions 
need to elaborate their gender approach/
strategy so as to allow for equal opportunities 
in recruitment and treatment of all employees. 
The end result should be more women elected 
and appointed, greater access to services and 
visibility of women in particular, as studies have 
shown that such integration supports anti-
corruption efforts across all sectors.
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On a general note, several social features have 
taken steep turns for the worse and need to be 
addressed urgently in order to secure a positive 
future for the country. The weak economic 
policies that rely on external borrowing and 
remittances from abroad illustrate that there 
is no development vision or reform capacity 
among the elected and appointed officials, 
nor is the international community addressing 
these priorities appropriately. These scarce 
remaining sources of income have been 
misused for private gain for too long now. 
Further structural issues that receive little or 
no attention and that drive the society towards 
collapse are gender inequality and poor quality 
of education. Both are detrimental to the long-
term development of the country. All these 
factors together, including the weak institutions 
as described by this assessment, contributed 
to one of Europe’s largest braindrains that will 
adversely affect the future of BiH for several 
generations to come. 
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Central Election Commission of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Instruction on opening and use of designated bank account 

for financing of campaign, accessible at: https://www.izbori.ba/Documents/2022/06/Izmjena_u_o_p_o_i_k_p_r_z_f_t_i

_k_5_22-bos.pdf

Central Election Commission of Bosnia and Herzegovina: Rulebook on media representation of political subjects in the 

period from election announcement to election day, May 2022, accessible at: https://izbori.ba/Documents/Izbori_2022/

Pravilnik_o_medijskom_predstavljanju-hrv.pdf

Code of Conduct for Civil Servants in the Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Official Gazette of BiH, no. 49/13

Code of Conduct for Civil Servants of Republika Srpska, Official Gazette of RS, nos. 83/02 and 83/09)..

Code of Conduct of MPs in National Assembly of Republika Srpska, accessible at: https://www.narodnaskupstinars.

net/?q=la/narodna-skup%C5%A1tina/kodeks

Code of Conduct of MPs in Parliamentary Assembly of Bosnia and Herzegovina, accessible at: https://www.parlament.

ba/data/dokumenti/pdf/vazniji%20propisi/Kodeks%20pona%C5%A1anja%20poslanika%20i%20delegata%20u%20

Parlamentarnoj%20skup%C5%A1tini%20Bosne%20i%20Hercegovine%20(2015.%20godina)%20bs.pdf

Code of Conduct of MPs in Parliament of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, accessible at: https://

predstavnickidom-pfbih.gov.ba/files/Eti%C4%8Dki%20kodeks/01_13-02-2231_21%20-%202231-21%20Eti%C4%8Dki%20

kodeks%20-%20B.pdf,

Code of Ethics for Civil Servants in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Official Gazette of FBiH, no. 63/20

Code of Ethics for Police Officers of the State Agency for Investigation and Protection, accessible at: http://www.sipa.

gov.ba/assets/files/secondary-legislation/eticki-kodeks-hr.pdf 

Code of Judicial Ethics, Official Gazette of BiH, nos. 13/06 and 24/15, accessible at: https://portalfo2.pravosudje.ba/

vstvfo-api/vijest/download/49137

Code of Prosecutorial Ethics, Official Gazette of BiH, nos. 13/06 and 24/15

Company Law of Brčko District, Official Gazette of BD BiH, No. 10/02, 14/12, 1/03, 8/03, 4/04, 19/07 and 34/07

Company Law of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Official Gazette of BiH, No. 81/15, 75/21

Company Law of Republika Srpska, Official Gazette of RS, No. 127/08, 58/09, 100/11, 67/13, 100/17, 82/19 and 17/23

Conclusion of the Republika Srpska Government, nos. 04/1-012-886/06, 28 March 2006.

CRA, Rule 77/2015 on the Provision of Audio-Visual Media Services, Official Gazette of BiH No. 3/16 

Criminal Code of BiH, Official Gazette of BiH, nos. 3/2003, 32/2003 - correction 37/2003, 54/2004, 61/2004, 

30/2005, 53/2006, 55/2006, 8/2010, 47/2014, 22/2015, 40/2015, 35/2018 and 46/21

Criminal Procedure Code of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Article 290, Official Gazette of BiH, No. 3/03, 32/03, 36/03, 26/04, 

63/04, 13/05, 48/05, 46/06, 29/07, 53/07, 58/08, 12/09, 16/09, 53/09, 93/09, 72/13 and 65/18

Election Law of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Article 2.9, Official Gazette of BiH, nos. 23/01, 7/02, 20/02, 25/02, 4/04, 20/04, 

25/05, 52/05, 65/05, 77/05, 11/06, /06, 32/07, 33/08, 37/08 32/10, 18/13, 07/14, 31/16, 41/20, 38/22, 67/22

Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina Constitution, nos. 1/94, 13/97, 16/02, 22/02, 52/02, 63/03, 9/04, 20/04, 33/04, 

71/05, 72/05 and 88/08

Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina Law on Associations and Foundations, Official Gazette of FBiH, no. 45 /02 

Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina Law on Internal Affairs, Official Gazette of FBiH, nos. 02/14, 49/05, 75/13, 81/14

Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina Law on Police Officials, Official Gazette of FBiH, no. 27/05
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Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina Law on Protection against Defamation, Official Gazette of FBiH, nos. 19/03 and 

73/05 

Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina Law on Public Enterprises, Official Gazette of FBiH, nos. 8/2005, 81/2008, 

22/2009 and 109/2012

Gaming law of Republika Srpska, Official Gazette of RS no. 22/19

General Framework Agreement for Peace, Dayton 1995.

Labour Law in the Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Official Gazette of BiH, nos. 26/04, 7/05, 48/05, 50/08, 60/10, 

32/13, 93/17 and 59/22

Law on Accounting and Auditing in Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Official Gazette of FBiH, No. 15/21

Law on Accounting and Auditing of Republika Srpska, Official Gazette of RS no. 04/15 and 78/20

Law on administrative Disputes of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Official Gazette of BiH No. 19/02, 88/07, 83/08 and 74/10

Law on Administrative Lawsuits of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Official Gazette BiH, nos. 19/02, 88/07, 83/08 and 74/10

Law on Administrative Lawsuits of Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Official Gazette FBiH, no. 9/05

Law on Administrative Lawsuits of Republika Srpska, Official Gazette of RS, no. 109/05 and 63/11

Law on Agency for Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight against Corruption, Official Gazette of BiH, 

No. 103/09 and 58/13 

Law on Amendments to Criminal Code of RS, Article 156a, 208a, 208b, Official Gazette of RS, no. 73/03

Law on Amendments to the Law on High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council, Official Gazette of BiH, No. 63/23

Law on Audit of Institutions in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Official Gazette of FBiH, No. 22/06

Law on Audit of Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Official Gazette of BiH, No. 12/06

Law on Audit of the Public Sector in Republika Srpska. Official Gazette of FBiH, No. 95/05 and 20/14

Law on Budgetary system of Republika Srpska, Official Gazette of RS, nos. 121/12, 52/14, 103/15 and 15/16

Law on Budgets in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Official Gazette of FBiH, nos. 102/13, 9/14, 13/14, 8/15, 

91/15, 102/15, 104/16, 5/18, 11/19, 99/19 and 25a/22

Law on Business Companies of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Official Gazette of FBiH, No. 81/2015 i 

75/2021

Law on Business Companies of the Republika Srpska, Official Gazette of RS no. 127/2008, 58/2009, 100/2011, 67/2013, 

100/2017, 82/2019 i 17/2023; 

Law on Civil Service in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Official Gazette of FBiH, nos. 29/03, 23/04, 39/04, 

54/04, 67/05, 8/06, 77/06, 34/10, 45/10, 4/12, 99/15 and 9/17)

Law on Civil Service in the Institutions BiH, Official Gazette BiH No. 12/02, 19/02, 8/03, 4/04, 17/04, 26/04, 37/04, 48/05, 

2/06, 50/08, 43/09, 8/10, 40/12 and 93/17

Law on Communications in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Official Gazette of BiH, Official Gazette, no. 31/03 75/06, 32/10 and 

98/12.

Law on Competition of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Official Gazette of BiH, no. 48/05, 76/07, 80/09 and 21/03
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Commission in BiH, EU in BiH, Swedish Embassy and Transparency International call on BiH to strengthen fight against corruption; 

Capital.ba, What is the price of corruption in BiH; U4, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Overview of Corruption 

European Commission, Bosnia and Herzegovina 2022 Report 

European Commission, Expert Report on Rule of Law issues in Bosnia and Herzegovina, December 2019 

OSCE Mission to BiH, Third Annual Report on judicial response to corruption: the Impunity Syndrome 

TI BiH, Monitoring report on processing corruption in BiH in 2022/23, September 2023 

Law on The Prosecutor’s Office of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Official Consolidated Version, Article 12 

Law on Criminal Procedure of BiH 

European Commission, Expert Report on Rule of Law issues in Bosnia and Herzegovina, December 2019 

World Bank, Spring 2022, p. 73 

Ibid. 

OECD, 2020, p.4 

Ibid., p. 63 

Ibid., p. 90 

Statistics Agency, Average monthly gross earnings of persons in employment July 2022  

Doing Business Database  

OECD SIGMA, 2022, p. 124  

Ibid. p. 7  

Law on Civil Service in the Institutions of BiH; Law on Civil Service in FBiH; Law on Civil Servants RS 

Article 49 of Law on Civil Service in the Institutions of BiH; Article 50 of Law on Civil Service in FBiH; Article 58 of Law on Civil 

Servants. 

For example, laws on health care, laws on primary, secondary and higher education, etc. 

Similar regulations were adopted by the Sarajevo Canton and the Tuzla Canton. 

Procedures laid down in the laws on ministerial, governmental and other appointments adopted at different levels in BiH, 

sectoral laws and implementing regulations. 

Issues pertaining to the status of civil servants’ is here used to mean the following issues: taking up employment, 

reassignment, appraisal, promotion, disciplinary and material liability and termination of employment. 

Article 63 of Law on Civil Service in the Institutions of BiH; Article 65 of Law on Civil Service in FBiH; Article 109 of Law on Civil 

Servants. 

RTRS, Dogovorena raspodjela svih direktorskih pozicija [Agreement Reached on Distribution of All Directorships] 

RTVBN, Direktora Agencije sud vratio, NS ga ponovo razriješila [Court Reinstates Agency Director, National Assembly Dismisses Him 

Again]; Capital, Sud ponovo vratio Tomića na mjesto direktora Inspektorata RS [Court Reinstates Tomić as Director of RS 

Inspectorate]; Klix, Sud vratio bivšeg direktora ZZO ZDK Senaida Begića na posao [Court Reinstates Former ZDC HIF Director Senaid 

Begić] 

Restart, V.D. republika 

According to several available vacancy notices. 

EU, Bosnia and Herzegovina 2021 Report 
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OECD SIGMA, 2022, p. 81  

TI BiH, Public sector reform in BiH: 20 years of lessons (not) learned, 2023, p.15 

Ibid., p.16 

Disclosure of information on the websites of public organisations/institutions, proactive disclosure of materials related to 

the interested public’s participation in normative activities, as well as provision of information about the organisation/

institution’s transparency. 

EU, Bosnia and Herzegovina 2021 Report 

Conclusion of the RS Government, no. 04/1-012-886/06, 28 March 2006. 

Article 3 of the BiH Public Procurement Law. 

EU, Bosnia and Herzegovina 2022 Report, p. 61 

Apart from a narrow set of exemptions provided by law. 

The law does not require the public sector to publish the entire content of public procurement contracts. 

TI BiH, Monitoring the Implementation of Anti-corruption Policies in BiH, 2021 Report 

TI BiH, ibid.  

Agencija za drzavnu sluzbu BiH – konkursi, accessible at: https://www.ads.gov.ba/bs-Latn-BA/open-vacancies?page=1&rows=

10&searchByStatus=Open; Agencija za drzavnu sluzbu FBiH – konkursi accessible at: https://ekonkurs.adsfbih.gov.ba/; 

Agencija za drzavnu upravu RS – konkursi accessible at: https://adu.vladars.net/Podkategorija/3 

Parlamentarna skupstina BiH, sjednice, accessible at:  https://parlament.ba/session/Read?ConvernerId=2, Parlament FBiH, 

sjednice; Narodna skupstina RS, zasjedanja, l 

Article 1 of the Law on the Audit of the Institutions of BiH; Article 1 of the Law on the Audit of the Institutions in FBiH; Article 

3 of the Law on the Audit of the Public Sector of RS 

These data refer only to civil servants, excluding employees in public services (public enterprises, public institutions, etc.). 

Answers to the EC questionnaire  

Ibid. 

EU, Bosnia and Herzegovina 2021 Report, p. 25 

Ibid.  

TI BiH, Zakonodavstvo i praksa zaštite uzbunjivača u BiH [Whistleblower Protection Legislation And Practice in BiH], p.14  

TI BiH, Monitoring the Implementation of Anti-corruption Policies in BiH, 2021 Report 

Code of Conduct for Civil Servants in the Institutions of BiH; Code of Ethics for Civil Servants in FBiH; Code of Conduct for 

Civil Servants of RS 

Rules on disciplinary liability of civil servants in the institutions of BiH; Regulation on the rules of disciplinary action for 

disciplinary liability of civil servants in civil service bodies in FBiH; Regulation on disciplinary and material liability in the 

republican administrative bodies of RS 

This does not apply to special, professional codes, that are established for specific professions (medical, auditing, etc.). 

This does not include specific professional codes such as codes of medical ethics and deontology that lay down obligations 

related to the provision of health services, etc. 

For example, Article 183, 184 and 185 of the Law on Healthcare in FBiH; Article 133 of the Law on Healthcare in RS 

Representatives elected directly and indirectly at all levels in accordance with the BiH Election Law declare assets and 

interests in accordance with the BiH Election Law. 
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Amendments to the Law on Conflicts of Interest in the Institutions of BiH abolished the CEC’s competence for determining 

conflicts of interest. This has created problems in the implementation of the FBiH Law because by abolishing the CEC’s 

competences for the implementation of the state-level Law, the legislator also effectively abolished its competences for the 

implementation of the FBiH Law. 

Article 12 of the Law on Conflicts of Interest in the Institutions of BiH 

TI BiH, Monitoring the Implementation of Anti-corruption Policies in BiH, 2021  

Ibid. 

Article 12 of the Law on Prevention of Conflict of Interest in Government Authorities of RS 

For example, directors and members of governing/supervisory boards of public enterprises, educational institutions, health 

care facilities, etc. 

Article 52 of BiH Public Procurement Law 

RCC, Balkan Barometer 2020 

Members of state, entity, cantonal and local parliaments, presidents and vice-presidents of entities, members of the BiH 

Presidency 

For example, training for public sector employees on misuse of public resources as part of the project Combating the misuse 

of public resources by strengthening the capacity of the civil service, or training on whistleblower protection as part of the 

project USAID Assistance to citizens in the fight against corruption. 

PPA, training 

For example: https://podlupom.org/biblioteka/izvjestaji-o-posmatranju-izbora/ https://ti-bih.org/publikacije/monitoring-

izborne-kampanjie-lokalnih-izbora-2020-godine-enelection-campaign-monitoring-2020-2 

Mostly regarding some elementary protocols, such are separation of male/female premises, providing for female stuff and 

other needs. 

UN Women Office in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Gender Equality Profile in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 2021, p. 20 

TI BiH, Pregled nivoa realizacije Strategije i Akcionog plana za borbu protiv korupcije 2015-2019. godine [Review of the Level of 

Implementation of the Anti-corruption Strategy and Action Plan 2015-2019] 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

EU, Bosnia and Herzegovina 2021 Report 

TI BiH, Make Public Procurement Public 

Radio Slobodna Evropa, Vlada RS utvrdila zakon o kontroli nevladinih organizacija iz inostranstva 

Article 19 of the Public Procurement Law of BiH. 

Ibid. 

Article 92 of the Public Procurement Law of BiH. 

Article 93 of the Public Procurement Law of BiH. 

Article 115 of the Public Procurement Law of BiH. 

For example, according to the BiH 2022 Report, PPA administrative capacities are insufficient, particularly concerning the 

monitoring and support functions (22 versus 45 civil servants planned). 

European Commission, Bosnia and Herzegovina 2022 Report, p. 61 

PRB, Activity Report 2021, p.4 
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EU, Bosnia and Herzegovina 2022 Report, pp. 61, 62 

Office for the Audit of the Institutions of BiH, Performance Audit – Legal protection in public procurement procedures before PRB, 

p. 9 

BiH Public Procurement Portal 

Article 36 of the Public Procurement Law of BiH 

With the exception of direct agreements (value below BAM6,000 or €3,068) and negotiation procedures without publication 

of notice. 

EDA, Dvije strane medalje, 2019; Dometi, Ex post monitoringa, 2018; TI BiH, Javne nabavke u doba pandemije COVID-19, 2021  

Sud BiH potvrdio optužnicu protiv Novalića i drugih u slučaju ‘Respiratori’ [Court of BiH Confirms Indictment against Novalić and 

Others in ‘Ventilators’ Case] 

Podignuta optužnica protiv Zeljkovića i ostalih u aferi “korona nabavke” [Indictment Brought against Zeljković and Others in 

‘COVID-19 Procurement’ Scandal] 

Agencija za javne nabavke BiH, Godišnji izvjestaj o dodijeljenim ugovorima u postupcima javnih nabava u 2022.godini, p. 51 

BiH Open Society Fund, 2019 

PRB, 2023 Report, p. 7 

Even though the 2020 budget was 4 per cent lower than the 2019 budget. On the other hand, the planned for 2022 

increased by about 7.5 per cent. Source: Official website of the SIPA, 2019 Budget, 2020 Budget, 2022 Budget 

Radio Free Europe, Bosnia and Herzegovina received a budget after two years, June 2022 

Federal Ministry of Interior, Work Report on 2022  

Federal Ministry of Interior, Work Report on 202. Note: MoI of Republika Srpska does not have available reports that would 

show the planned budget for previous years. 

Official website of the SC Government, SC 2022 budget proposal 

 Amendments to the ZDC 2022 Budget 

Klix.ba, Od danas veće plate policijskim službenicima u FBiH za 5% [Salaries for police officials in FBiH to increase by 5 per cent]  

Website of the BiH Agency for Statistics, Category 13 

Plata.ba, accessible at: https://www.plata.ba/plata/obezbjedenje-i-zastita/inspektor-u-policiji  

The terms ‘police officials’ and ‘police officers’ are used interchangeably to mean ‘members of law enforcement’. 

Radio Sarajevo, Policajci iz BiH se bune zbog malih plaća, uputili zahtjeve, evo koliku osnovicu traže [Police officials in BiH 

protesting low salaries, put forward demands, here is the basic salary they are asking for] 

Centre for Security Studies – BiH. The Position of Women in Police Agencies in BiH, 2021  

EUROSTAT, Police, court and prison personnel statistics 

Detektor.ba, Bosnia and Herzegovina is increasing the number of police officers, but not their efficiency, 2022  

European Commission, Bosnia and Herzegovina 2022 Report 

Official website of the BP. SR Njemačka Graničnoj policiji BiH donirala opremu u vrijednosti 458.000 eura [FR Germany donated 

€458,000 in equipment to the BiH Border Police]; Potpisan Sporazum o donaciji SR Njemačke Graničnoj policiji BiH [Agreement 

on donation by Federal Republic of Germany to BiH Border Police signed]  

Nezavisne novine, Forenzička oprema za zaštitu djece na internetu donirana MUP-u RS [Forensic equipment for protection of 

children on internet donated to RS MoI] 21 December 2020  

Interview with a cyber security expert. 
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BiH Law on Police Officials,; RS Law on Police and Internal Affairs; FBiH Law on Police Officials 

Law on Independent and Supervisory Bodies of Police Structure of BiH; Law on Police Officials of BiH 

Ibid. 

RS Law on Police and Internal Affairs 

Law on the State Investigation and Protection Agency 

ZDC Law on Police Officials 

SC Law on Police Officials, Law on Police Officials of ZDC 

Law on Independent and Supervisory Bodies of Police Structure of BiH; BiH Law on Police Officials; RS Law on Police and 

Internal Affairs; Law on the State Investigation and Protection Agency; FBiH Law on Police Officials 

Ibid. 

Centre for Security Studies, 2016 and 2017; Interview with a police official 

Istraga, Dokumenti i snimci nadzornih kamera otkrivaju: Fuad Kasumović od inspektora FUP-a tražio da iznuđuju iskaze, a Vahdet 

Drino svjedokinju nazivao “rahmetli Eminom” [Documents and surveillance camera footage reveal: Fuad Kasumović asked FBiH PA’s 

inspectors to extort statements and Vahdet Drino called the witness “the late Emina”] 

Dnevni.ba, „Na djelu politički utjecaj na rad policije“ [Political influence on police work is in action] 

Izdvojeno.ba, “Hitno pokrenuti proceduru smjene: Dodikov policajac Darko Ćulum, direktor SIPA-e, mora biti smijenjen” [Initiate the 

replacement procedure urgently: Dodik’s policeman Darko Ćulum, director of SIPA, must be dismissed] 

Patria, “Naredne sedmice zasjeda Nezavisni odbor PS BiH: Direktor SIPA-e Darko Ćulum mora objasniti zašto je išao na politički 

skup” (Next week, the Independent Board of the PS BiH will hold a session: SIPA Director Darko Ćulum must explain why he went to 

the political rally)  

Politicki.ba, “Zbog internih sukoba u koaliciji i NiP-u: FUP u rasulu” (Due to internal conflicts in the coalition and NiP: FPA in 

disarray); Radiosarajevo.ba, “Imenovanje direktora FUP-a: Kako će se završiti policijska ‘telenovela’ u Federaciji BiH?” [Appointment 

of the director of the FPA: How will the police ‘telenovela’ end in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina?] 

TI BiH, TI BiH requested from the Ministry of Security to present evidence Zarko Laketa passed security probe, 13 February 2023 

BHRT, ZDK: Novi uvjeti za izbor policijskog komesara [ZDC: New criteria for selection of police commissioner] 

Žurnal, Izbor policijskog komesara: A-SDA odredila kadrove za potpuno ovladavanje policijom [Election of the police commissioner: 

A-SDA has determined the personnel for complete mastery of the police]  

N1info.ba, Klub SDA: Vlada KS stavila policiju pod političku kontrolu [SDA club: The CS government put the police under political 

control]; Social Democratic Party, Hopovac: Neviđeni pokušaj političkog uplitanja u rad policije i izbor Komesara USK [Hopovac: An 

unprecedented attempt at political interference in the work of the police and the election of the USK Commissioner]; Dnevni Avaz, 

Sindikat policije: Uprava policije BPK postepeno se stavlja pod političku kontrolu [Police union: The BPC police administration is 

gradually being brought under political control] 

ZDC MoI. Uprava policije MUP-a ZDK i Transparency International u BiH sklopili sporazum o međusobnoj saradnji [The ZDC MoI’s 

Police Administration and Transparency International in BiH sign MoU], 10 December 2020.  

Ministry of Interior of Sarajevo Canton, „To Increase Transparency: Questions For Future Police Officers And Inspectors“  

Faktor, „Reception of 200 police officers in CS: Conversations will be recorded, without nepotism and corruption“, 2021  

FBiH Law on Internal Affairs have ceased to be valid and FBiH Law on Internal Affairs no. 81/14 is currently in force 

Ibid. 

Law on Internal Affairs of Republika Srpska, Article 161, Point 1 and 4 
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FBiH MoI, Work plan, accessible at: http://www.fmup.gov.ba/v2/stranica.php?idstranica=51  

SC MoI, Activity reports, accessible at: https://mup.ks.gov.ba/organizacija/izvjestajoradu?page=3  

Work plans, accessible at:  https://mup.ks.gov.ba/organizacija/planovirada 

Law on Independent and Supervisory Bodies of Police Structure of BiH 

RS Law on Police and Internal Affairs; FBiH Law on Police Officials; BiH Law on Police Officials. 

Interview with a member of the Public Complaints Board at a cantonal MoI 

Klix, U toku istraga protiv Gorana Zubca i još nekoliko pripadnika SIPA-e? [Investigation against Goran Zubac and several other SIPA 

members ongoing), 4 February 2016 

Klix, “Competition in GP BiH” case: The Prosecutor’s Office indicted six people for corruption, 2022 

Klix, „Kakanj: Of the 15 arrested policemen, nine were released“, 2023 

Code of Ethics for Police Officers of the State Agency for Investigation and Protection 

BiH Law on Police Officials; RS Law on Police and Internal Affairs; FBiH Law on Police Officials 

Law on Conflict of Interest in Governmental Institutions of BiH, Article 2 

Law on Conflict of Interest in Governmental Institutions of BiH, Article 10 

Other than those authorised by the BiH Law on Police Officials and the FBiH Law on Police Officials. 

BiH Law on Police; RS Law on Police and Internal Affairs; FBiH Law on Police Officials 

Ibid. 

RS Law on Police and Internal Affairs; FBiH Law on Internal Affairs. Note: every source available online states the following 

for this law: This is an unofficial refined version of the law. 

Interview with a police official 

N1info.ba, Poznata imena policajaca i drugih optuženika za fingiranje saobraćajnih nesreća [Known names of police officers and 

other defendants for faking traffic accidents], 11 May 2022 

Klix, Potvrđene optužnice protiv 17 saobraćajnih policajaca u Sarajevu zbog korupcije [Confirmed indictments against 17 traffic 

policemen in Sarajevo for corruption], 23 March 2021  

Klix, SIPA uhapsila graničnog policajca Dejana Radovanovića zbog akcije iz jula ove godine [SIPA arrested border police officer 

Dejan Radovanović for the action from July this year], 22 September 2022 

Policewomen’s Network association, accessible at: https://udruzenjemps.ba/bs/dokumenti/publikacije 

Ibid.  

Ibid. 

Almir Jarić, Pojam, vrste i zakonski uslovi za primjenu posebnih istražnih radnji u krivičnoprocesnom sistemu Bosne i Hercegovine s 

osvrtom na ljudska prava [Concept, types and legal requirements for the application of special investigative actions in the criminal 

procedure system of BiH with reference to human rights]  

Detektor, HJPC ascribes its poor results to police, 22 March 2023 

Prosecutor’s Office of BiH Task Force for Combating Terrorism and Strengthening Capacities for Combating Terrorism  

Prosecutor’s Office of BiH Task Force for Combating Human Trafficking and Organised Illegal Immigration  

BiH Ministry of Defence, BiH Ministry of Security, SIPA, State Border Services, ISA, BiH Indirect Taxation Authority, FBiH MoI, 

RS MoI, chief of BD Police, chief of FBiH Financial Police, director of the RS Tax Administration, director of the FBiH Tax 

Administration and the BiH Prosecutor’s Office. 

Prosecutor’s Office of BiH. Legal cooperation – cooperation with national institutions 
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Central Election Commission of BiH, The Ministry of Finance and Treasury of BiH did not approve the operational/dynamic 

plan of the Central Election Commission of BiH for the period between January and March 2022 

DW, Elections in BiH have been announced, but there is no money to hold them, accessible at:  https://www.dw.com/hr/izbori-u-

bih-raspisani-ali-novca-za-odr%C5%BEavanje-nema/a-61809969] 

Radio Free Europe, Budget - a new tool for blocking the electoral process in Bosnia and Herzegovina, accessible at: https://www.

slobodnaevropa.org/a/budzet-novi-alat-za-blokadu-izbornog-procesa-u-bih/30719738.html] 

Central Election Commission, Report on implementation of laws under the competence of the CEC 2021, April 2022 

The Group of States against Corruption GRECO, GrecoRC3 (2022) 1 March 2022  

Central Election Commission, Report on implementation of laws under the competence of the CEC 2021, April 2022 

Office of the High Representative Decision Enacting the Decision on Approving the Allocation of Funds for the Purpose of 

Covering Expenditures Related to the 2022 General Elections in Bosnia and Herzegovina, no. 02/22  

Office of the High Representative Decision Enacting the Law on Amendments to the Election Law of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

no. 3/22  

Office of the High Representative Decision Enacting the Law on Amendments to the Law on Financing of the Institutions of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, no. 4/22  

Election Law of BiH, Article 2.9 

Ibid., Article 2.5, paragraph 2 

Ibid., Article 3.5, Paragraph 8 

Ibid., Article 2.12 

Ibid., Article 2.19 

Law on Civil Service in the Institutions of BiH 

Media.ba, Narratives about the Central Election Commission of Bosnia and Herzegovina: “Illegal and politically biased” Klix.ba, 

Who are the new members of the BiH Central Election Commission and which party leaders are they close to?; 

Dnevni.ba, Željko Bakalar elected as a new member of SIP BiH 

K3 TV, Dodik: For SNSD CEC BiH is not legitimate, questionable holding of elections 

Klix.ba ,The Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina decided that the members of the CEC were legally appointed 

Radio-Television of Republika Srpska, Dodik: Arnautović deserves to be sacked 

Radio-Television of FBiH, After Dodik’s verbal attacks, Bjelica-Prutina received police protection 

N1info.ba, Louder announcements about the removal of CEC members: Will the Eight support SNSD and HDZ?; Klix.ba, Čović 

announced the dismissal of CEC members: They did more harm than good 

Pod Lupom, How impartial are the EMBs in their work 

Election Law of BiH; Law on Protection of Personal Data of BiH 

Official YouTube channel of the CEC BiH 

Accessible at: Izbori.ba 

CEC BiH, podcasts accessible at: https://eizbori.izbori.ba/] 

In 2023, the latest audit reports available at the official website of the CEC are those from 2020. 

Klix.ba, Counting of votes in BiH: While we wait for the CEC for days, the first results are announced by the parties 

ODIHR, Election Observation Mission Final Report, 2 February 2023 

Election Law of BiH, Article 2.9, paragraph 16 
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Law on Financing Institutions of BiH, Article 22, paragraph 1 

Election Law of BiH, Article 2.12. 

The Law in Audit of Institutions of BiH 

Election law of BiH, Article 6.9 

CEC, Report on the implementation of the law under the jurisdiction of the Central Election Commission of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

in 2021 

SAI BiH, Report on the performed financial audit of CEC BiH for the 2022 

Official website of the CEC 

Majority of the reports referred to irregularities at the polling stations on the election day (146), requests for recounting the 

votes (126) and reports related to paid advertising by political parties before the official start of the campaign (95). In 76 

cases CEC acted as a second-instance body acting on complaints against the procedure of appointment of polling station 

committee members and other issues falling under the competence of local election commissions. 

TI BiH, Report on Monitoring of Election Campaign for General Elections 2022 

CEC BiH, The work of the Central Election Commission of Bosnia and Herzegovina in the light of practice of the court of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina in the period May-December 2022 

The data on the court decisions is available in CEC annual reports 

Vijesti.ba, CEC imposed sanctions, 24 parties will not be able to run in the elections 

Official website of the Parliamentary Assembly of BiH, The 22nd session of the House of Peoples was held 

Official website of the Parliamentary Assembly of BiH, The list of annual reports that have not been adopted 

Official website of the Parliamentary Assembly of BiH, The 22nd session of the House of Peoples was held 

Official website of the Parliamentary Assembly of BiH, The 7th session of the House of Peoples was held 

Article 2.1 of the Election Law of BiH 

Central Election Commission, Draft Strategy and Action Plan for Improvement of Integrity, Transparency and Effectiveness of the 

Elevation Process in BiH, April 2020  

CEC BiH, Rulebook on reporting and protection of persons who report corruption in the CEC 

CEC BiH, Revised Integrity plan of CEC 

CEC BiH, Decision on the policy of zero tolerance towards acts of sexual harassment and gender-based harassment at the 

workplace in CEC 

Klix.ba, How Šarović’s advisor became the president of the CEC, and staff of the PDP 

Radio Free Europe, How long do the trials for election theft last in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Avaz.ba, How long do the trials for election theft last in Bosnia and Herzegovina? 

Antikorupcija.info, The number of indictments for election fraud in Doboj rose to 54 and the number of accused persons to as 

many as 256 

Pod Lupom, Shameful amounts of sanctions and criminal acts that are not treated - Why do the citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

have no confidence in the electoral process?; Tuzlainfo.ba, Fines and bans on engagement: CEC BIH sanctioned several members of 

election committees 

Pod Lupom, Analysis of the transparency of electoral committees 

Radio-television of FBiH, Local election commissions manipulate committees and appoint party figures 

Election Law BiH, Article 15.10 
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Law on Political Party Financing, Article 8, Official Gazette of BiH No: 95/12 and 41/16 

Ibid., Article 6 

Ibid., Article 19 

Election Law of BiH, Chapter 15; Law on Political Party Financing of BiH 

OSCE, ODIHR Election Observation Mission Final Report (2022) 

TI BiH, Online map of monitoring of elections in BiH 

Ibid., Article 15.6, paragraph 2 

Election Law of BiH, Articles 1.4, 1.6, 1.7, 1.7a 

Pod Lupom, How to get better elections in Bosnia and Herzegovina? Electoral roll and steps to be taken 

Voice of America, Who abused the personal data of BiH citizens 

Istraga.ba, Dark side of elections: Thousands of voters fictitiously registered in Serbia 

CEC BiH, Instructions on the procedure for sending, receiving, processing, archiving and protection of electronic applications and 

documents of BiH citizens for digital voting outside of BiH 

Srpska.info, Non-party and opposition observers outside, others inside: Decisions on annulment of elections in Doboj and 

Srebrenica announced 

Fena.ba, Arnautović: Delay in the announcement of election results due to the inactivity of polling boards 

OSCE, ODIHR Election Observation Mission Final Report (2022) 

The Law on Gender Equality of BiH. Article 20, 

Election Law of BiH, Article 4.19, paragraph 2 

OSCE, ODIHR Election Observation Mission Final Report, 2022 

Ibid. 

O Channel, HDZ and SNSD ruled: CEC excluded from the interdepartmental group for amending the Election Law 

Law on Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Official Gazette of BiH No. 19/2002, 35/2004, 32/2006, 38/2006 and 50/2008 

Ibid. 

Ibid., Article 8 

Law on the Budget of BiH and International Obligations of BiH for 2023 

Based on materials received from the interview conducted on 23 December 2022  

Report on the audit of the Institution of Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH for 2016 

Ibid. 

Report on the audit of the Institution of Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH for 2017  

Report on the audit of the Institution of Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH for 2022  

Report on the audit of the Institution of Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH for 2021  

Audit Office of the institutions in BiH, Audit Report of the Ombudsman Institution for 2020 

Audit Office of the institutions in BiH, Audit Report of the Ombudsman Institution for 2020 

Report on the audit of the Institution of Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH for 2018 

Annexes 4 (constitution) of the General Framework Agreement for Peace in BiH and Annex 6, Articles 4, 5 and 6 of the 

General Framework Agreement for Peace in BiH 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 15, paragraph 1. 

Ibid., Aricle 15 
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Any BiH citizen who is a law graduate with a passed bar exam and at least ten years of work experience in the legal 

profession, has distinguished themselves in that profession, has demonstrated experience in the field of human rights and 

freedoms and is of recognised and high moral standing, is eligible to be elected as an ombudsperson. See: Law on Law on 

the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 8, Paragraph 4 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 8, Paragraph 7 

Labour Law in the Institutions of BiH, Article 8, paragraph 2 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 8, Paragraph 2 

Ibid., Article 8, paragraph 6 

Law on Salaries and Remuneration in the Institutions of BiH 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 10, Paragraph 5 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 12, Paragraph 2 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 16, Paragraph 5 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 16, Paragraph 1 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 4, Paragraph 2 

Detektor, Netransparentan izbor ombudsmana ugrožava međunarodno priznanje bh. institucije za zaštitu ljudskih prava [Opaque 

Election of Ombudspersons Threatens International Recognition of National Human Rights Institution] 

Bulletin of the City Committee of the Party of Independent Social Democrats Banja Luka, no. 15, 27 March 2022 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 33, Paragraph 1  

Law on Protection of Confidential Data 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 33, Paragraph 4 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 34, paragraph 1 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 34, paragraph 2 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 35, paragraph 5 

Rules of Procedure of the Institution of Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 37 

Law on Conflict of Interest of BiH, Article 12 

Official website of the Institution of the Ombudsman for Human Rights 

Ibid. 

Dnevni avaz, Police officer Zoran Čegar beat a young man in the parking lot 

Al Jazeera Balkans, After threats to CIN journalists: Zoran Čegar suspended 

Annual reports of the Human Right Ombudsman of BiH 

Ibid. 

Law on Conflict of Interest of BiH 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 34, paragraph 1 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 34, paragraph 3 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 35, paragraph 1 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 39, paragraph 2 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 35, paragraph 3 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 22 
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Rules on Internal Reporting of Corruption and Whistleblower Protection in the Institution of Human Rights Ombudsman of 

BiH, 1 April 2014 

Annual reports of the Human Right Ombudsman of BiH 

The majority of recommendations concerned strengthening the public procurement system, ensuring compliance with the 

Labour Law in the Institutions of BiH and the accompanying implementing regulations when recruiting staff and changing 

employees’ employment status, and complying with the requirement to carry out annual staff appraisals. 

Report on the audit of the Institution of Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH from 2016 to 2021 

Report on the audit of the Institution of Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH for 2018 

Ibid.  

Ibid. 

Ibid.  

APIK, Annual report for 2019, p.31 

BiH Law on prevention of conflict of interest, Art.3, para e) 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 11 

Ibid., Article 7, paragraph 1 

Medium-term Work Plan of the Institution of Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH for 2022-2024 

Accessible at: https://www.ombudsmen.gov.ba/Default.aspx?id=0&lang=BS  

2021 Annual Report on the Results of the Activities of the Institution of Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH 

Rules of Procedure of the Institution of Human Rights Ombudsperson, Article 15 

Ibid. 

Official website accessible at: https://www.ombudsmen.gov.ba  

2022 Annual Report on the Results of the Activities of the Institution of Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, p. 26 

Ibid. 

Annual reports of the Institution of Human Right Ombudsman 2010-2021 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 2, paragraph 2 

2021 Annual Report on the Results of the Activities of the Institution of Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 4 

News section of the website of the Human Rights Ombudsman Institution 

Ibid. 

Council of Europe, Study on the Efficiency of the Institution of Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, 2018  

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 26 

Ibid., Article 1, paragraph 1, point d) 

Ibid., Article 25, paragraph 2 

Rules of Procedure of the Institution of Human Rights Ombudsperson, Article 30 

Annual reports of the Institution of Human Right Ombudsman 2016-2021 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Annual report of the Institution of Human Right Ombudsman for 2022  
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Ibid. 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 32, paragraph 4 

Law on the Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, Article 34 

Annual reports of the Institution of Human Right Ombudsman 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Platform for Human Rights Ombudsman Institution’s Cooperation with the NGO Sector, October 2010 

Ibid. 

Annual reports of the Institution of Human Right Ombudsman 2016-2021 

Criteria of the Institution of Human Rights Ombudsman of BiH, May 2022 

Audit Office of the Institutions of BiH, p. 9, The role and importance of independent institutions 

Ibid., p. 9 

INTOSAI-P-1, The Lima Declaration, The Founding Principles of SAIs 

Statute of the Brčko District of Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Law on Audit of Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Article 4; Law on audit of the institutions in FBiH, Article 4; Law on 

audit of the Public Sector in RS, Article 4. 

This budget was never adopted for 2021. Financing was carried out on the basis of the decisions on temporary financing 

based on the 2020 Budget. 

All three laws stipulate that audit offices submit budget proposals to competent parliamentary committees and, after 

approval by the committee, send the budget to the Ministry of Finance for inclusion in the overall budget.Nomad.ba, 

Muhamedbegović: Why is there no one to write to the auditor general?  

OECD SIGMA, Peer Review of the Supreme Audit Institutions, November 2020, p. 15  

Law on Financing of the Institutions of BiH, Article 2, paragraph b 

OECD SIGMA, November 2020, p.16 

2021 Activity Report of the Audit Office of the Institutions in FBiH 

2021 Annual Audit Report of Supreme Audit Office of the RS Public Sector 

Biznis.info, This year 14 audits of privatisation in BiH, 6 October 2020 

Supreme Audit Office of the Institution in FBiH, Annual report for 2022 

OECD SIGMA November 2020, p.17 

Law on Audit of Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Article 4; Law on Audit of the Institutions in FBiH, Article 4; Law on 

audit of the Public Sector in RS, Article 4 

Article 5 of the State and FBiH, Article 25 of the RS Law  

Law on Audit of Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Article 25; Law on Audit of Public Sector Institutions in Brčko District, 

Article 26 

Law on Audit of the Institutions in FBiH, Article 24; Law on Audit of the Public Sector in RS, Article 10 

Ibid. 

Law on Audit of Public Sector Institutions in Brčko District, Article 26 

Law on Audit of Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Articles 7 and 30 

Capital.ba, Deficit 175.6 million KM, 22 August 2017 
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Nezavnisne Novine, Dodik asks Šnjegota to resign, 29 August 2017 

Depo.ba, Dodik announced, and it was done: the Chief Auditor of the RS, Duško Šnjegot, was removed from office, 13 September 

2017 

Klix.ba, Who is the Acting Chief Auditor of the RS: Jovo Radukić has a series of dubious affairs behind him, 18 October 2017  

Žurnal.info, While crime is growing in public companies: the Government of FBiH attacked the independence of the Audit Office, 1 

April 2022, accessible at: https://zurnal.info/clanak/vlada-federacije-bih-udarila-na-nezavisnost-ureda-za-reviziju/24861  

Audit reports accessible at: https://www.vrifbih.ba/finansijska-revizija 

Dnevni Avaz, The FBiH Government is angry with Nekić: Why was the bureaucrat bothered by the modest help that was given to 

save jobs, 3 June 2021 

Law on Audit of Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Article 4; Law on Audit of the Institutions in FBiH, Article 4; Law on 

Audit of the Public Sector in RS, Article 4; Law on Audit of Public Sector Institutions in Brčko District, Article 26 

Law on Audit of Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Articles 16, 20 and 21 

Law on Audit of Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Article 21 

SAI BiH official website accessible at: https://www.revizija.gov.ba/Content/Read/izvjestaj-o-radu; SAI FBiH official website 

accessible at: https://www.vrifbih.ba/pregled-izvjestaja-izvrsenih-revizija/, SAI RS official website accessible at: https://gsr-rs.

org/srl/godisnji-izvjestaji-srl/, SAI BD official website accessible at: https://www.revizija-bd.ba/index.php/drugo  

SAI BiH, Annual report on activities for 2022; SAI FBiH, Auditor’s report on most important findings and recommendations for 

2021/2022; SAI RS, Annual auditor’s report for 2022; SAI BD 

SAI BiH official website accessible at: https://www.revizija.gov.ba; SAI FBiH official website accessible at: https://www.vrifbih.

ba; SAI RS official website accessible at: https://gsr-rs.org/; SAI BD official website accessible at: https://www.revizija-bd.ba 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. Registry of recommendations  

Article 10 of State, FBiH and Brčko District Law and Article 9 of the RS Law on audit 

SAI BiH, Code of Ethics of SAI BiH 

Law on Audit of Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Article 6; Law on Audit of the Institutions in FBiH, Article 6; Law on 

Audit of the Public Sector in RS, Article 26; and Law on Audit of Public Sector Institutions in Brčko District, Article 7 

Law on Financing of Institutions of BiH; Law on Budget in Federation BiH, Law on Budget System of Republika Srpska 

Law on Audit of Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Article 16; Law on Audit of the Institutions in FBiH, Article 16; Law on 

Audit of the Public Sector in RS, Article 21; Law on Audit of Public Sector Institutions in Brčko District, Article 20  

Law on Audit of Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Article 15 

OECD SIGMA, 2020 

Ibid. 

Official website of Parliamentary Assembly of BiH, Annual reports in procedure 

List of Audit reports, available at every institutions’ own website under the same heading 

Radiosarajevo.ba, The FBiH Government told to the auditors: “You want to embarrass us, you don’t even know how to do your job”, 

6 June 2022 

SAI BiH, Codes of Ethics of SAI BiH 

INTOSAI, International Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions 
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Law on Audit of Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Article 29; Law on Audit of the Institutions in FBiH, Article 29; Law on 

Audit of the Public Sector in RS, Article 28; Law on Audit of Public Sector institutions in Brčko District, Article 32 

Code of Ethics of SAI BiH, Chapter: Acceptance of obligations from the Code of Ethics, p.12 

Law on Audit of Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Article 29; Law on Audit of the Institutions in FBiH, Article 29; Law on 

Audit of the Public Sector in RS, Article 28; Law on Audit of Public Sector Institutions in Brčko District, Article 32 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. Article 33 in all four laws 

TI BiH, BiH National Integrity System Study 2015, p. 158 

SAI BiH, Training for Audit institutions in BiH on the integration of the principle of gender equality in audit process 

SAI RS, Signed agreement of the implementation of a parallel performance audit in the field of gender equality 

Law on Audit of Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Article 8; Law on Audit of the Institutions in FBiH, Article 8; Law on 

Audit of the Public Sector in RS, Article 13; Law on Audit of Public Sector Institutions in Brčko District, Article 8 

Registers of Performance Audit Reports of SAI Institutions in BiH: SAI BiH, in RS: SAI RS and in BD 

Ibid. 

OECD SIGMA, 2020, p.17 

SAI FBiH, Performance audit on protection of rivers in FBiH, 2023 

SAI RS, Performance audit on protection and preservation of natural goods, 2022  

OECD SIGMA, 2020, p.64 

Law on Audit of Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Articles 39, 40 and 47 

Raport.ba, Scandalous data comes to light: How the former SDA mine management in Banovići favoured companies from 

Serbia 

SAI FBiH, Financial audit reports for which prosecutions decided not to conduct investigations 2016-2022 

Detektor.ba, Prosecutor’s offices failed to react to more than 50 auditor’s reports in which irregularities were found 

The registries include a summary of the status of given recommendations, such as whether they were accepted in full or in 

part by the audited institution, as well as a summary of recommendations that were rejected in full. These recommendations 

are typically highlighted in red to attract the public’s attention. This has undoubtedly helped to increase public awareness of 

the importance of these recommendations and the fact that their implementation is the primary mechanism for improving 

transparency and accountability in the public sector. 

SAI BiH, Annual Report on main findings and recommendations for 2022, p. 16 

SAI FBiH, Annual Report on main findings and recommendations for 2021/2022 

Article 39 of the Rulebook of Parliamentary Assembly of BiH provides competences to the committees to conduct public 

hearings. Similar situation is at the entity level. 

Federalna.ba, 14 institutions in FBiH at the hearing before the commission responsible for the audit of the Parliament FBiH 

Interview.ba, Audits without effect: The prosecutor’s office decides that the investigation will not be conducted even when the crime 

is visible to the naked eye 

Buka, Mine Banovići, Zrak d.d. Sarajevo, Operator-Terminal FBiH and Municipality Ravno received negative opinions from auditors 

SAI FBiH, Financial audit reports for which prosecutions decided not to conduct investigations 2016-2022 
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Transparentno.ba, The auditors have doubts about the reported quantities of coal exported from RMU Banovići to Serbia by a 

company connected to SNS. TI BiH sent a report to the financial police. 

Law on Agency for Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight against Corruption 

Law on Financing of the Institutions of BiH 

Law on the Agency for the Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight Against Corruption 

Law on Financing of the Institutions of BiH, Official Gazette of BiH, nos. 61/04, 49/09, 42/12, 87/12 and 32/13, Article 16 

Ibid., Article 7  

This issue was resolved by another legislation, namely the Law on Execution of Criminal Sanctions, Detention and Other 

Measures, Official Gazette of BiH, no. 22/16 – consolidated version. Generally speaking, illicit proceeds (regardless of which 

state authority discovered it) are confiscated by a court decision and credited towards the budget of BiH institutions. 

The official website of the project is: https://ipak.ba/en  

Project information is accessible at: https://www.analitika.ba/projects/strengthening-capacity-agency-prevention-corruption-

and-coordination-fight-against and http://www.analitika.ba/projects/strengthening-communication-capacity-agency-

prevention-corruption-and-coordination-fight 

The information on contract awards is accessible at: https://europa.ba/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/

delegacijaEUBiH_2014030410465.pdf 

The last project, named “Institutional Support to Anti-corruption” was carried out between January 2019 and January 2021. 

The support under this project included: (1) Overview of the status of anti-corruption strategies and associated action plans 

and assessment of the legal framework at all levels of government, (2) Development of ethical infrastructure in public 

services and standards for business ethics and integrity in BiH, and (3) Increased capacity for anti-corruption communication 

and awareness-raising campaigns aimed at bolstering public support for anti-corruption efforts. Accessible at: https://ipak.

ba/bhs/o-projektu 

Written correspondence with the agency 

According to the Agency’s Rules on Internal Organisation enacted on 20 August 2015, the agency is supposed to have a full 

staff complement of 41 people 

Law on the Agency for the Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight Against Corruption 

Capital, Agency for Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight against Corruption does not have data on corruption in 

business 

Law on the Agency for the Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight Against Corruption, Article 6 

Ibid., Article 18 

Ibid., Article 13 

Ibid., Article 15 

Law on Civil Service in the Institutions BiH, Article 50 and 51  

Agency for Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight against Corruption, Rules on the Internal Organisation 

and Staffing 

Law on Agency for Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight against Corruption, Article 6 

Parliamentary Assembly of BiH, Public competition for the appointment of the director and two deputy directors of the 

Agency for Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight Against Corruption 
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Raport.ba, Raport otkriva: Šef kabineta Bakira Izetbegovića bit će novi direktor Agencije za borbu protiv korupcije BiH [Raport 

reveals: Bakir Izebegović’s Chief of Staff to Become New Director of BiH Anti-Corruption Agency] 

Avaz.ba, Predstavnički dom: Bivši Izetbegovićev šef kabineta postaje direktor Agencije za prevenciju korupcije [House of 

Representatives: Izetbegović’s Former Chief of Staff Becomes Director of Agency for Prevention of Corruption] 

Agency for Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight against Corruption, Rules on the Internal Organisation 

and Staffing 

Agency for Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight against Corruption, Mid-Term Working Plan for period 

2019-2021, p. 7 

Fokus.ba, APIK Director: We want a strong partnership with the prosecutor’s offices in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

APIK, A memorandum of cooperation between the Border Police BiH and the Agency for Prevention of Corruption and 

Coordination of the fight against corruption in BiH was signed  

Law on the Agency for the Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight Against Corruption, Article 8 

Ibid., Article 25 

Law on Freedom of Access to Information BiH 

Official website of the Agency, www.apik.ba  

Official website of the Agency, Agency’s Reports 

Public consultations section of the site  

Law on the Agency for the Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight Against Corruption 

Ibid 

Ibid., Article 16 

Ibid 

Law on Audit of Institutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Law on Internal Audit of BiH Institutions, that establishes risk 

management mechanisms, internal controls and management of each budget institution. 

Law on Whistleblower Protection in the Institutions of BiH Institutions 

Rules for whistleblowers protection and for handling corruption reports 

TI BiH, June 2022, p. 22 

The Code of Conduct for Employees of the Agency for the Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight Against 

Corruption 

Annual reports adopted by the committee can be found at the official website of the agency. 

Parliamentary Assembly of BiH, Committee for election and monitoring over the work of Agency for Prevention of 

Corruption and Coordination of the Fight against Corruption 

Radio Free Europe, The US Embassy in BiH told RFE/RL: Sanctions against persons on the blacklist remain in force 

Official website of the Audit Office of BiH. Besides publication of the reports at the official website, the agency also publish 

reports at their official website. 

Information on Agency activities is available at the dedicated page on their website. 

Audit Office of the Institutions of BiH, 2021 Report on the Financial Audit of the BiH Agency for the Prevention of Corruption and 

Coordination of the Fight Against Corruption 

Online report of corruption at the official website of the agency. 
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Agency for Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight against Corruption, Rules on the Internal Organisation 

and Staffing 

Rules for whistleblowers protection and for handling corruption reports 

TI BiH, Zakonodavstvo i praksa zaštite uzbunjivača u Bosni i Hercegovini [Whistleblower Protection In Bosnia And Herzegovina – 

Legislation And Practice], 2020, p. 14 

Ibid., p. 14 

The Code of Conduct for Employees of the Agency for the Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight Against 

Corruption 

Principles defined by the law are related to the equal treatment and non-discrimination, prohibition of corrupt behaviour, 

transparency and public control, etc. 

Methodology for development of Integrity plan, as well as other manuals. 

The latest Integrity Plan of the agency is accessible at: http://apik.ba/zakoni-i-drugi-akti/Plan_integriteta/Archive.aspx 

Ibid. 

Žurnal.info, Karadžić assistant Dragan Bašević, APIK’s whistleblower protection advisor violates the Election Law 

Žurnal.info, APIK will not sanction its employee: Director Kondžić withdrew in the face of threats from adviser Bašević 

TI BiH filled criminal report against Dragan Adjelic for conflict of interest on 20 April 2018 

According to the Law on Civil Service BiH, Civil Service Agency BiH is responsible for all procedures related to the 

appointment of civil servants in the institutions 

Direct e-mail response from the agency, 23 September 2022 

Law on the Agency for the Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight Against Corruption 

The Code of Conduct for Employees of the Agency for the Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight Against 

Corruption 

Parliamentary Assembly report, 9 June 2022 

Law on the Agency for the Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight Against Corruption, Article 10 

Information on the list of the institutions and CSOs included working group available in the Annual report of the Agency for 

2019, pp. 10-11 

Methodology and guidelines available at the official website of the agency 

Annual plan of the agency for 2023 

Law on the Agency for the Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight Against Corruption, Article 10, paragraph 

h 

Annual report of the agency for 2019, page 21-25 

Official website of the agency 

Annual report of the agency for 2019, page 21-25 

Annual reports of the agency 

Law on the Agency for the Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight Against Corruption, Article 10, paragraph i 

Annual reports of the Agency 

Ibid., Article 24. Paragraph 2  

APIK, APIK, HJPC and USAID signed a memorandum of understanding: United forces against corruption 
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APIK, A memorandum on cooperation between the GPBiH and the Agency for Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the 

Fight Against Corruption of BiH was signed 

APIK, The Memorandum of Understanding between APIK and the Body for Prevention of Corruption of the BPK Government was 

concluded 

APIK, Annual report of the agency for 2019 

Law on Agency for Prevention of Corruption and Coordination of the Fight against Corruption, Article 6 

Law on Political Organisations of FBiH, Article 11; Law on Political Organisations of RS, Article 11; Law on Political 

Organisations of Brčko District, Article 11. 

Ibid. 

Election Law of BiH 

Law on Political Party Financing of BiH; Law on Party Financing from the Budgets of the Republic, Cities and Municipalities of 

RS; Law on Party Financing from the Budget of Brčko District BiH 

Ibid. 

Central Election Commission of BiH, Information on the submitted annual financial reports of political parties for 2021 with 

sources of funding, 2022 

Ibid. 

Annual reports available at the official website of the CEC 

TI BiH, Political parties received 15.5 million KM from the budget: Fewer reported donations, more disputable debts, April 2021 

Central Election Commission of BiH: Rulebook on media representation of political subjects in the period from election 

announcement to election day, May 2022 

OSCE, ODIHR Election Observation Mission Final Report, 2 February 2023 

Law on Political Party Financing of BiH; Law on Party Financing from the Budgets of the Republic, Cities and Municipalities of 

RS; Law on Party Financing from the Budget of Brčko District BiH 

The Law on Political Organisations of Brčko District Bosnia and Herzegovina, Article 29 

BiH Election Law, Article 15.1. 

Law on Political Party Financing, Article 10 

Central Election Commission of Bosnia and Herzegovina: Information on political parties that are removed from the court 

registry, 2021 

Law on Political Organisation of RS, Article 24, Law on Political Organisations of FBiH, Article 24 

Law on Political Organisation of BD, Article 24 

Law on Political Organisations of FBiH; Law on Political Organisations of RS; Law on Political Organisations of Brčko District 

Law on Financing of Political Parties, Article 14; Election law of BiH, Article 15.6 

Law on Financing of Political Parties, Article 12, Paragraph 1 

Law on Political Organisation of RS, Article 24, Law on Political Organisations of FBiH, Article 24, Law on Political Organisation 

of BD, Article 23 

Law on Political Party Financing of BiH, Article 10, paragraph 8 

Ibid., Article 14, paragraph 4 

Central Election Commission of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Information on political parties that are removed from the court 

registry, March 2022 
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Žurnal.info, Campaign violence: Hammers, quails, horses and broken drug addicts 

Law on Political Party Financing of BiH, Article 10, paragraph 7 
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updated on 9 January 2023. 

TI BiH, Political Parties Reported BAM11.3 million expenditure for election campaign – Eight parties Concealed at least BAM1.5 

million of costs. December 2022. 

In 2023, the latest audit reports available at the official website of the CEC are those from 2020 

Election law of BiH  

Law on Political Party Financing of BiH  

CEC, Rulebook on submission of financial report 

Election Law of BiH, Article 15.1 and 15.9 

Law on Political Party Financing, Articles 3, 4, 8, 10, 11, 12 and 14. 

Ibid., Article 12, paragraph 4 

Election Law of BiH, Article 15.1  

Law on Political Party Financing of BiH; Election Law of BiH 

Law on Political Party Finance, Article 19 

TI BiH, Monitoring the Implementation of Anti-Corruption Reforms – Political Party Finance for 2021 

Election Law BiH, Article 4, paragraph 1 

Central Election Commission, Instruction on opening and use of designated bank account for financing of campaign 

Law on Political Party Financing, Article 12 

TI BiH, Misuse of public resources for the election campaign is still dominant, a map of pre-election works and spending is also 
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Central Election Commission, Information on the submitted financial reports for General Elections 2022, December 2022, p.1 

Ibid., p.1 

TI BiH, Political Parties Reported 11.3 million KM expenditure for election campaign – Eight parties Concealed at least 1.5 million KM 

of costs, December 2022. 

Ibid.  

Central Election Commission, Overview of sources of funding in the period of election campaign  

In 2023, the latest audit reports available at the official website of the CEC are those from 2020. 

Central Election Commission, Report on implementation of the laws from the CEC jurisdiction 

Law on Political Organisation; Law on Political Organisations of RS, Law on Political Organisations of Brčko District, Article 29 

TI BiH, Internal Functioning and Integrity of Political Parties: Laws and Practice, 2022, p. 11 

Ibid. p. 13 

Ibid. p. 10 

Ibid. p. 13 

Bljesak.info, Nikšić remains at the head of the SDP, elections in the party are prolonged 
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increase the number of eligible delegates for the Congress! 

WFD, Representation of women in local government in BiH after the 2020 elections, p.11 
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TI BiH, CPI Press release, January 2023 

TI BiH, (Anti)corruption in focus: What are the plans of political parties in the fight against corruption 

Srdjan Blagovcanin, The Rule of the Cartel (Transparency International in BiH, 2020), p. 33 
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TI BiH, Integrity of journalism and transparency of Media 

Ibid. 
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European Convention on Human Rights 

Law on Communications BiH 

FBiH Law on Protection against Defamation; RS Law on Protection against Defamation; Brčko District Law on Protection 

against Defamation 
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Law on Copyright and Related Rights 
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Mondo.ba, Board of Directors of BHRT: New decline in income from RTV tax  
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BiH Novinari, Indicators of the level of media freedom and security of journalists for 2021 

Ibid. 
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Law on Communications BiH, Article 39, Paragraph 12 

Law on the Public Broadcasting System of BiH, Article 4 

Law on the Radio-Television of RS, Article 46, Paragraph 4 

Reporters Without Borders, Press Freedom Index  

BiH Novinari, Indicators of the level of media freedom and security of journalists for 2021 
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TI BiH, Integrity of journalism and transparency of Media 
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Mediacentar, Milorad Dodik does not stop verbal attacks on journalists 

Slobodna Bosna, BH Journalists Association Reacted: “Konaković’s inappropriate anger towards the journalist Hayata, politically 

arrogantly starts the chase” 

Fokus.ba, The Prosecutor’s Office must investigate threats to Capital journalists, not investigate them 
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Safejournalist.net, Index of security of journalist in the Western Balkans, Bosnia and Herzegovina Report for 2021 

OSCE Mission to BiH, Evaluation of the needs of media sector in BiH 
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Law on Free Access to Information BiH, Article 3 

Company Law of FBiH, Company Law of RS, Company Law of Brčko District 

CRA, Rule 77/2015 on the provision of audio-visual media services 
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List of printed media accessible at: https://vzs.ba/spisak-stampanih-medija-u-bih/ List of online media at: https://vzs.ba/

spisak-online-medija-u-bih/  

TI BiH, Integrity of journalism and transparency of Media 

CPCD, Mapping of media web portals online, 2021, p.16 

Law on Communications BiH, Article 39 

Press and online media council 

Election Law of BiH 

Safejournalists.net, Indicators of the level of media freedom and security of journalists for 2022 

Mediacentar, Another year of political pressure and propaganda 

Initiative for monitoring of EU Integration, 2022 Alternative report on BiH progress on the road to the EU membership, Political 

criteria 

Safejournalists.net, Indicators of the level of media freedom and security of journalists for 2020 

CRA, Code of Programme Content 

Press and Online Media Council, Code for the Press and Online Media in BiH 

Mediacentar, What do the amendments to the Press and Online Media Code of Bosnia and Herzegovina bring? 

Safejournalists.net, Indicators of the level of media freedom and security of journalists for 2021 

The councils of honour in journalists’ associations 

TI BiH, Integrity of journalism and transparency of Media 
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Safejournalists.net, Indicators of the level of media freedom and security of journalists for 2021 

Initiative for monitoring of EU Integration, 2022 Alternative report on BiH progress on the road to the EU membership, Political 
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TI BiH, Integrity of journalism and transparency of Media 

OSCE Mission to BiH, Evaluation of the need of media sector in BiH 
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Ibid.  

Al Jazeera Balkans, The journalist who revealed the ‘Respirators’ affair: An international expert explained, they are not for intensive 

care 

TI BiH, NIS-related review of key media and portals May-Nov 2023 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Mediacentar, Women occupy only 30 percent of managerial positions in BiH media 

UN Women, Media Research on reporting on gender based violence against women in BiH 2020 

Rozgonyi, Dr. K and Adams, J., June 2022 

Aggregate e-register of associations and foundations in BiH, http://zbirniregistri.gov.ba/ 

BiH Law on Associations and Foundations; FBiH Law on Associations and Foundations; RS Law on Associations and 

Foundations; BD Law on Associations and Foundations 

BiH Law on Associations and Foundations, Article 28 

FBiH Law on Associations and Foundations, Article 26 

RS Law on Associations and Foundations, Article 25 

According to the regulations of the laws on administrative taxes at the state, RS and cantonal level. 

Radio Free Europe, The Assembly of the Republic of Srpska adopted the law on the criminalisation of defamation 

Radio Free Europe, The RS Assembly adopted the Draft Law on ‘Foreign Agents’ 

TI BiH, The decision of the People’s Assembly of RS is a continuation of the attack on associations and Media that are not under the 

control of the authorities 

In RS, Law on taxes of RS, Article 16, organisations in the fields of sports, culture, charity and social services are eligible for 

the highest rate of 3 per cent, while in FBiH the same rate is available to organisations in the fields of science, education, 

sports and charity, Law on profit tax FBiH BiH, Article 11, paragraph 3 

USAID, 2021 p. 59  

Law on VAT BiH, Article 29, paragraph 4 

Rules on the Application of the VAT Law 

USAID, 2021, p. 60 

Plan vlasti, Republike Srpske u tri tačke – obračun sa korupcijom ili nevladinim organizacijama? [RS Government’s plan in three 

points – showdown with corruption or non-governmental organisations?] 

KULT, 2021 

Musić, Z., 2022 

USAID 2021, CSO Sustainability Index 2021 – Bosnia and Herzegovina, p. 4 

The distribution of public funds for financing CSOs is governed by laws on the financing of institutions and laws on budget 

execution in BiH, FBiH, RS and BD. 

Some municipalities such as municipality Centar Sarajevo apply the principles of transparent financing of CSOs. However. 

Some ministries and municipalities prefer the co-financing of associations’ and foundations’ projects and programmes, on 

the shaky assumption that doing so reduces the likelihood of misappropriation and abuse of the awarded funds.” Source: 

Daguda, Aida, Cvjetković, Dajana. Regulisanje finansiranja organizacija civilnog društva u FBiH iz javnih budžeta [Regulation of 

financing of CSOs in FBiH from public budgets] (Sarajevo: Initiative for monitoring EU integration, 2022) 
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U BiH za dvije godine podijeljeno 121 miliona KM neprofitnim organizacijama, brojni primjeri političkih zloupotreba i sukoba 

interesa [BAM121 million awarded to non-profit organisations in BiH in two years, numerous examples of political wrongdoing and 

conflicts of interest] 

Ibid., p7 

Ministry of Finance and Treasury of BiH, Development Partners Mapping Report 2021 

Networks for Peace Building, Comprehensive Study of Philanthropy in BiH: State of Philanthropy in BiH 

BiH Law on Associations and Foundations; FBiH Law on Associations and Foundations; RS Law on Associations and 

Foundations; BD Law on Associations and Foundations 

CSOs in BiH have complete autonomy in choosing their area of work, governing structures and operational procedures. For 

example, the Law on Associations allows CSOs to have a governing board and an assembly as governing bodies, although 

the governing board is not a required part of the governing structure. Furthermore, CSOs are free to develop and adopt 

their strategies and action plans, subject only to the approval of their members and governing bodies. There are no legal 

constraints on CSOs’ choice of financing sources. 

Including, contributions arising from labour law, payment of VAT, payment of profit tax when profits exceed the tax relief 

thresholds established under the Law on Associations and Foundations, and submission of financial statements to the 

authorities. Financial reports are submitted to the single register in FBiH and the register in RS within the terms, form and 

manner defined by the regulations governing matters of importance for establishment and functioning on the bookkeeping, 

accounting and financial reporting system. Obligations are also regulated by Article 7 of the Law on the Register of Financial 

Statements of the FBiH, and Articles 11-14 of the Law on Registers of Financial Reports of RS.  

Law on the Prevention of Money Laundering and Financing of Terrorist Activities and Law Amending the Law on the 

Prevention of Money Laundering and Financing of Terrorist Activities. 

Transparentno.ba, Monitoring the distribution of public funds to associations and foundations in BiH 

Radio Free Europe, Budget money in Bosnia and Herzegovina goes to associations governed by politics 

GONGO, which stands for “government-operated non-governmental organisation,” is a term used to describe organisations 

that, despite their nongovernmental appearance, are actually controlled or heavily influenced by a government or 

governmental entity. GONGOs are often created or funded by governments with the purpose of advancing their own 

agendas, domestically or internationally, while appearing to be independent, civil society entities.  

Vlasti u BiH troše milione javnog novca na finansiranje sumnjivih organizacija [BiH authorities spending millions of taxpayer money 

to finance dubious organisations] 

Političke zloupotrebe i sukobi interesa u finansiranju udruženja i fondacija [Political wrongdoing and conflicts of interest in the 

financing of associations and foundations] 

Potvrđena presuda: MUP RS diskriminisao aktivistkinje grupe “Pravda za Davida” 

Diskriminacija ili rupa u zakonu: Organizatorima Prajda traže da plate ono što ostali dobijaju besplatno [Discrimination or legal 

loophole: Pride organisers required to pay for what others get for free] 

Državno korišćenje sile u BiH: Ovdje je policija produžena ruka vlasti! [Government’s use of force in BiH: Here, the police are an 

extended arm of the government!] 

USAID, Civil Society Organizations Sustainability Index, 2021, p. 52 

Ministry of Justice of BiH, Financial reports of associations and foundations for 2021 
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For example: The Network for Peace, https://www.mreza-mira.net/o-nama/upravna-tijela/ and TI BiH https://ti-bih.org/

upravni-odbor/  

USAID, Civil Society Organizations Sustainability Index, 2021, p. 50 

Ethical code for CSOs 

107 organizacija se opredijelilo za djelovanje u skladu sa Etičkim kodeksom [107 organisations committed to following the Code of 

Ethics in their work] 

The Institute for Youth Development KULT has its own code of ethics and works hard to put it into practice while also raising 

other CSOs’ awareness of the importance of its application. 

European Commission, Grant management. 

Direktor ACED-a grant EU uplaćivao na lični račun, kupio stan, auto [ACED Director Transfers EU Grant Funds to His Personal 

Account, Buys Car and Apartment] 

Helsinki Citizens’ Assembly Banja Luka, Gender equality is important for all 

Sectoral networks that specialise in monitoring the work of the judiciary, human rights violations against minority groups, 

the electoral process or the country’s progress towards EU membership. 

Federalno tužilaštvo FBiH, Hitno formirati predmet i provjeriti navode iz medija [FBiH Federal Prosecutor’s Office Urges Immediate 

Opening of Case and Investigation of Media Allegations] 

BiH MoJ, Department for Strategic Planning and EU Integration continues to use the MoU that was signed with four CSOs in 

BiH in 2010 in the process of drafting the revised JSRS and its action plan. 

Detektor, Criticism of the draft access to information act entirely ignored, 28 September 2023 

Based on a study of human rights violations in BiH, in 2022, the University of Business Engineering and Management (PIM 

University) and the Sarajevo-based Association for Democratic Initiatives (ADI) drafted thirteen legislative proposals aimed at 

bringing existing legislation into alignment with EU standards. The initiative was joined by 16 academic institutions and 24 

CSOs. 

BiH Journalists, Research on the capacities of non-governmental organisations and citizens’ associations in areas of media literacy 

BH Novinari, December 2020 

The BiH Council of Ministers’ Advisory Body for Cooperation with NGOs is comprised of seven members elected through a 

public call advertised by the BiH Ministry of Justice. They have extensive experience in creating, monitoring and 

implementing public policies that are crucial for fostering a legal, institutional and financial environment conducive to civil 

society in BiH. 

The Agreement on Cooperation between the BiH Council of Ministers and NGOs in BiH was signed on 30 November 2017. To 

date, it has been signed by 127 CSOs in the country. 

Agency for Statistics of BiH, Structural Business Statistics 2021 

Agency for Statistics of BiH, Business Statistics, Units of the Statistical Business Register Data as of 31 December 2022 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

European Commission, Bosnia and Herzegovina 2023 Report, p. 67 

Capital.ba, Public procurement in Bosnia and Herzegovina: Billions disappeared under the grain 

Framework Law on Registration of Business Entities of BiH; Law on Registration of Business Entities in RS; Law on 

Registration of Business Entities in FBiH; Law on Registration of Business Entities in BD 
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RS Law on Electronic Signatures 

Ibid. 

Association of Employers in FBiH, Amendments of Association of Employers’ in FBiH to the Draft Proposal of the Law on 

Amendments to the Law on Registration of Business Entities in FBiH 

Srpska.info, The City announced: The payment of the municipal tax for displaying a business name is repealed 

RS Law on the Tax System 

Entrepreneurial portal of RS, Register of Tax and Non-Tax Charges 

Rules on Keeping the Register of Tax and Non-tax Charges of RS 

Agency for Statistics of BiH, Business Statistics, Units of the Statistical Business Register Data as of 31 December 2022  

World Bank, Doing Business Report – Economy Profile of Bosnia and Herzegovina – 2020 

Ibid., p.4 

Ibid., p.4 

Ibid., p.4 

Heritage Foundation, Index of Economic Freedom 2023 

LEDnet, Network for economic development in BiH, Business environment in BiH 

Law on Competition of BiH 

Ibid., Article 27 

Decisions of the Competition Council are accessible at: https://bihkonk.gov.ba/hr/category/zlouporaba-vladajuceg-polozaja-

hr/  

Law on Prohibition of Discrimination of BiH 

Ibid., Chapter IV 

Law on Inspections of FBiH; Law on Inspections of RS; Law on Inspections of Brčko District 

Heritage Foundation, 2023 Index of Economic Freedom 

European Commission, Bosnia and Herzegovina report for 2023, p.7 

Capital.ba, What are the main drivers of corruption in the BiH economy? 

Dnevni.ba, Public procurement in Bosnia and Herzegovina: Corruption, and everything according to the law 

Public Procurement Agency of BiH, Annual report for 2022 

TI BiH, The Rule of Cartel, p.42 

Oslobodjenje.ba, Tenders are adjusted without any fear of sanctions, and thefts are not hidden 

Oslobodjenje.ba, Prointer is getting richer: BAM37 million to a company associated with the Dodik family  

European Commission, Bosnia and Herzegovina report for 2023, p.67 

Law on Accounting and Auditing in FBiH, Official Gazette of FBiH, No. 15/21 and Law on Accounting and Auditing of RS 

Capital.ba, „Prointer“ za četiri marke dobio milionski tender za registraciju 

The European Union acquis is the collection of common rights and obligations that constitute the body of EU law, and is 

incorporated into the legal systems of EU Member States. 

Article 44 of the Law on Accounting and Auditing in FBiH and Article 24 of the Law on Accounting and Auditing in RS 

The Sarajevo Stock Exchange, Codes of corporative governance for companies listed on the Sarajevo Stock Exchange, p 5; and 

Banja Luka Stock Exchange, Standards of Corporate Governance, p. 17,  

European Commission, Bosnia and Herzegovina 2023 Report, p. 89  
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Transparentno.ba, 13 November 2023 

Transparentno.ba, 19 October 2023 

Transparentno.ba, 18 October 2023 

Company Law of FBiH; Company Law of RS; Company Law of Brčko District 

Company Law of FBiH, Article 227 

Ibid., Article 340 

Company Law of RS, Article 163 

FBiH Securities Commission, Rules on the Management of Joint Stock Companies in FBiH 

Standards for the Management of Joint Stock Companies in RS 

Official website of the Securities Commission of FBiH 

Official website of the Securities Commission of RS 

Agency for Statistics of BiH, Structural Business Statistics 2021  

Capital.ba, Only a small number of companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina understand the importance of good corporate 

governance 

Ibid. 

Chamber of Commerce of Canton Sarajevo, Code of Business Ethics of Members of Chamber 

Criminal Code of BiH, Criminal Code of FBiH, Criminal Code of RS and Criminal Code of Brčko District 

Law on Public Procurement of BiH 

UN Global Compact in BiH, 2023 

For example, see the Code of Business Ethics for Members of the Chamber for the Chamber of Commerce of Canton 

Sarajevo 

Association of Employers of FBiH, Analysis of the results of the perception, frequency and forms of corruption in the real sector 

The Aire Centre, UNDP, Razotkrivanje neravnopravnosti u radnom okruženju u Bosni i Hercegovini, (Sarajevo: 2023) p.13 

Ibid., p.39 

The Government of FBiH presented results of the project to support women’s entrepreneurship in FBiH  

The Aire Centre, UNDP, p.39 

Financial and Information Agency of FBiH, Analysis of work of business companies in Federation of BiH for 2022 

Of all graduates in 2020, 60 per cent are women and 40 per cent are men. Source: The Aire Centre, UNDP, p.40 

Official website of the association, accessible at: https://upzbih.ba/  

Federalna.ba, Corruption faced by business entities in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina is a frequent phenomenon 

Employers Association of BiH, Analiza rezultata ankete o percepciji, učestalosti i oblicima korupcije u realnom sektoru FBiH 

(Sarajevo: 2020) accessible at: http://upfbih.ba/uimages/v/web/Analiza20rezultata20ankete20V1.pdf, p.7 

Ibid., p.15 

Accessible at: aa.com.tr 

UN Global Compact, accessible at: https://unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/participants  

Online platform Business Integrity Forum, accessible at: https://transparentno.ba/transparentno.ba/fpi/  

Information about ACCOUNT network, accessible at: https://www.account.ba/stranica/o-nama  

Information about the project „Business without corruption“, accessible at: http://www.upfbih.ba/-poslovanje-bez-korupcije- 

IMF, BiH – 2022 Article IV Consultations 
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RS Law on Public Enterprises and FBiH Law on Public Enterprises 

RS Law on Public Enterprises 

FBiH Law on Public Enterprises 

IMF, State-Owned Enterprises in BiH 

Law on Public Enterprises in FBiH; and Law on Public Enterprises in RS, 
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